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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICt Or" TMEticcaNtWy

WASHINGTON

JUL 1

The President of the Senate

The Speaker of tMe House

Dear Sirs:

I am transmitting the first annual report to the Congress
on the Work Incentive Program (WIN), as required by the
Social Security Act.

This report covers what was a start-up period for an im-
portant manpower program. It describes, with candor, the
kinds of problems that were encountered, along with improve-
ments we have made and the solid successes we believe we
have achieved. While these problems were substantial, and
not all cd them have been entirely eliminated, the WIN pro-
gram is now firmly established, and is producing results.

So far, it has enrolled 153,000 people, more than any
other manpower program in a comparable period of time. Out
of the actual experience of installing this training program,
we have been able to identify the need for changes in the
authorizing legislation that will greatly increase its effective-
ness. These changes have been proposed in the Family
Assistance Act, passed by the House of Representatives and
now before the Senate.

The proposed changes will enable us to surmount the
problems of providing adequate child-care facilities, gain
increased participation on the part of the States by relieving
them of more of the financial burden, increase the economic
Incentives to enter the training program, make the work and
training requirement more equitable, clarify the lines of re-
sponsibility between the Labor Department and the Department
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of Health, Education and Welfare on the responsibility for
referral of clients to the manpower program, and correct the
problems that have prevented the Special Work Project feature
of the WIN program from being implemented.

With these changes made, and a solid base now in being,
I ans confident we can expand the training effort and contribute
materially to reducing dependency and the financial burden of
welfare on the American people.

Sincerely,

Secretary of Labor
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PART I - PROGRAM PURPOSE AND ORIGIN

Puroose and Administrative Arrangements

The Work Incentive Program (WIN) Is designed to provide

all the services and opportunities necessary to move reci-

pients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

from dependency to stable employment at a living wage.

WIN provides a comprehensive program of training, educa-

tion, work experience, child care, and other supportive

assistance.

The program is administered jointly by the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare and the Department of

Labor. In each State, and in Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin

Islands and the District of Columbia, the State Lmployment

Service is the prime manpower sponsor for WIN. The local

community employment service offices are the project sponsors,

providing manpower services and, in some instances, contract-

ing with both public and private agencies for services and

training. It is the responsibility of State and local public wel-

fare agencies to refer all appropriate AFDC recipients to the

local employment service office for manpower services and to

provide essential social supportive services, including child

care.
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Orain-

The Work Incentive program was authorized by the 1967 amend-

ments to the Social Security Act, under Part C, Title IV. WIN was

an outgrowth of several earlier efforts to introduce the concept of

occuptLtional rehabilitation as a solution to the problems of welfare

recipients. These earlier programs began with the passage of the

1962 amendments to the Social Security Act which established a

Community Work and Training Program for APDC recipients 18 years

of age or older. Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964

expanded the cncept and made it a part of the poverty program

under the Work Experience and Training Program. Eligibility for

this program was extended beyond welfare recipients to unem-

ployed fathers in States that did not have an assistance program

for families with unemployed fathers. In addition to these

specially targeted programs conducted by the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, the regular manpower programs of the

Department of Labor began to enroll an increasing proportion c

welfare recipients.

Experience with these early efforts and the Department of

Labor programs indicated that delivering effective manpower

assistance to welfare recipients woild require a much greater
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-3-

effort than was possible under existing programs. The result

was the adoption of the 1967 amendments to the Social Secjrity

Act establishing the WIN program. The Secretary of Labor was

to establish work incentive programs by July 1, 1968, in each

political subdivision in each State in which he determined

that there were significant numbers of individuals 16 edrs or

older receiving AFDC. All appropriate persons in the AFDC

caseload were to be referred to WIN with unemployed fathers

required to be referred within 30 days of receipt of ;ublic

assistance. The 1967 amendments also provided for phasing

out Community Work and Training projects by Julh 1, 1968, and

Title V projects by July 1, 1969.

Major Features

WIN combines social services, child care services, and

manpower training services for potentially employable persons

to equip them to get and hold a Job, using a combination of

on-the-job training, institutional training, work experience,

and counseling. During training, an incentive payment of

$30 a month is provided. Social services necessary to the

sucessful completion of training are also provided through

local welfare agencies. Welfare agencies continue to give

assistance payments to recipients in training and furnish

13
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funds for carfare a.-d out-of-pocket training expenses. Public

assistance policy perm'ts recipients who become employed to

retain the first $30 of their monthly earnings plus 1/3 of the

remainder and gives consideration to the expenses incurred in

going to work (unemployed fathers who get jobs have these

benefits only if they are not fully employed). The welfare

agencies may continue to cover the expenses of child care

until the mother is able to carry the cost.

The concept of enrollment in the WIN program is some-

what different than in most manpower programs. WIN enrollees

are counted as enrolled from the time they are accepted for

employability development until they have been employed for

several months. This is a contrast to the MDTA, for example,

where an individual is enrolled only during the period of time

in which he is actively in training.

Manpower services are provided within the employment

service by a team of specialists including a counselor, mar -

power training specialist, job developer, and a coach. En-

rollees are assigned to a specific team, which oversees

their progress throughout their enrollment. A plan is prepared

for each enrollee that usually includes several components

of service: such as orientation, basic education, institutional

14
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skill training, general educational development, and job

follow-up. The plan may be altered as the individual pro-

gresses through the program by the counselor and team to

which the enrollee is assigned. As a result, the pattern

of participation in components may be mixed. For example,

the enrollee may be assigned to high school equivalency

training after completing skill training instead of before.

The individual is an enrollee of WIN throughout his employa-

bility plan, even during inactive periods between components.

Consequently, some individuals are classified in "holding"

status and counted in enrollment figures. A WIN participant

remains enrolled for 90 to 180 days after being placed in

employment, subject to follow-up and appropriate sup-

porting services.

Probably the three most important and distinctive tools

or techniques of WIN are the employability development plan,

the team concept, and program flexibility.

The employability development plan is the "blueprint"

which guides the activities of program components and sup-

portive services in assisting enrollees to develop their

occupational potential. A plan Is developed for each in-

dividual who Is not immediately referred to permanent
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placement, The initial plan developed during the original

enrollment period is based on such items as evaluation of

enrollee needs and testing of aptitudes, labor market con-

ditions, and available resources for education and training.

The initial plan is progressively amended as the enrollee's

interestsand aptitudes become better known to the WIN team.

ThL WIN employability team usually consists of a coun-

selor, training specialist, )ob developer, job coach, and a

clerk. These five persons work very closely with the enrollee,

applying their specialized service as a team to each enrollee's

problems. The team is "home base" for the enrollee from

initial enrollment to termination from the program. The WIN

team concept has been found to be particularly effective in

world Ing with the multi-faceted problems of welfare recipients;

the enrollee is made awaie of all the services available and

each team member is able to expedite and coordinate his

particular services to the enrollee with those of other team

members.

The flexibility of the WIN concept is the program's thjWr

unique feature. In other manpower programs where servIres.

are usually provided in distinct packages a trainee may oA

may not obtain supportive services demanding on the

16
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particular program. Should'the particular type of training be

inappropriate or should the enrollee experience difficulties,

there are few alternatives available. Under WIN, however,

the enrollee may recycle or switch to other components if

the counselor decides the course Is not "working.* Enroll-

ment is continuous, even when the enroJlee Is In holding

between components; it als. extends beyond placement

for 90 to 180 days to insure the stability and permanence

of placement. Because WIN deals with a client group that

Is already provided Income maintenance, the employability

team has time to develop the appropriate education and

training.

The WIN concept provides in a unified package the com-

plete range of manpower services available separately in

other manpower programs. The following material describes

the variety of manpower services that might be made avail-

able to an enrollee. However, an average enrollee would

not participate in all of them. For Instance, some might

enter employment and follow-up directly from orientation,

others after Institutional training, etc,

b.!takeq .and Assessment Phase -

During the initial enrollment process, the enrollee is

evaluated to determine his particular needs. He Is

17
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interviewed by the WIN team, which uses evaluative tech-

niques including testing and work sampling. During this

period the initial employability plan is developed which

details the steps the individual will follow in his progress

through the WIN program.

A period of "holding" during the Intake phase may occur

after enrollment and assessment, when training courses have

not begun, or training opportunities or other services are

not immediately available. Although the enrollee may not be

actively In training during this time, he is still enrolled and

is placed in the appropriate step of his employability plan

as the opportunity arises.

Orientation - This component includes all activity related

to introducing the enrollee to WIN. It may include a des-

cription of the nature of WIN and the types of training avail-

able, an explanation of the sponsor's rules, information

about the enrollee's status while in WIN, and introduction

to WIN staff. The employability portion of the orientation

may include such subjects as motivation, job interviewing

techniques, application writing, what to expect from employers,

and other job-related subjects.

18
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Bducatin - Educational services are provided to those

recipients lacking the minimum education necessary to obtain

a job or participate in further training. Major types of aca-

demic training are basic education and General Education

Development leading to a high school equivalency diploma.

Institutional Training - This component consists of class-

room vocational education in clerical, service, and semi-

skilled to skilled occupations. Training may be provided by

public or private agencies. Courses maybe developed speci-

fically for groups of WIN enrollees, or the enrollee may be

referred on an individual basis to a particular course.

On-the-Job Trainino - This component is based on skill

training provided by a public or private industry employer.

The individual receives wages paid by the employer. The

employer is reimbursod for some or all the training costs

incurred. The enrollee may continue to receive an adjusted

welfare payment depending on his or her earnings and wel-

fare standards in the particular State. During on-the-job

training, supportive services may continue,

Special Work Projects - WIN legislation authorizes

employment by public or private non-profit agencies of

persons for whom jobs in the regular economy cannot be

19
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found. Such persons receive a wage which is made up of

their welfare benefit and a partial payment by the employer.

For a number of reasons, discussed later, this component

has not been used extensively.

Component Holding - Holding occurs when enrollees

are between training phases or steps in their employability

development plan. For instance, enrollees who have com-

pleted orientation and basic education may be waiting for

a particular institutional skill training class to start.

Component holding also includes those who have completed

training and are awaiting job placement. During the com-

ponent holding period, enrollees are counselled, may have

interviews, and receive other services. Those in component

holding are considered as enrollees.

Follow-up - For a period of 90 to 180 days after an en-

rollee has been placed in a permanent job, he remains

enrolled and may be provided supportive services to assure

stability of placement and the adjustment of the enrollee.

Should the placement prove unsatisfactory, the enrollee may

be re-cycled through additional services.

Work Internship - This technique permits enrollees to

sample a variety of occupations and work situations during

20
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a 10-week period. It also allows the team to find out more

about the enrollees' interests and aptitudes.

Relocation Assistance - The WIN program provides for

relocation assistance where definite job offers have been

obtained. WIN staff makes sure that adequate pay, appro-

priate housing, and schools for children are available.

VestIbuie TraintrN - This component is an attempt to

utilize the expertise of ongoing "company schools" in the

WIN program. WIN participants are placed in the company

training program, but are not employed by the company. In

some cases, this vestibule training would be followed by

on-the-job training, but not necessarily with the same

company. In many areas such training is preferable to

ordinary vocational education, and in some instances com-

pany schools may be the only facilities available.

Para-professional TraInir - This component offers class-

room vocational education and practical work e.cperlence

geared to entry-level jobs in public service. Training is

provided by public and private nonprofit agencies and in

most cases will be coupled with remedial education and gene-

ral educational development. Para-professional training

emphasizes upward mobility through career ladders preceded

21
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by extensive job development and Job engineering efforts.

Suspense - WIN participants are designated "in suspense"

when they are enrolled in other manpower programs as a part

of their employability plan. For example, the WIN team may

decide that a particular enrollee could become a fine uphol-

sterer. If MDTA upholstery classes are about to begin, he

will be placed In suspense while ti attends MDTA skill training.

Program Development

The WIN program has been in operation for just over a

year and a half. Initial funding of projects began in mid-

July of 1968, with significant enrollments and program

operations beginning the following October.

Early development of the program was hindered by legal

barriers in State laws relating to public assistance and legi-

slative requirements to obtain matching funds. Between

July and October 30, 1968, WIN programs were funded in

37 States and jurisdictions, but legal barriers delayed parti-

cipation by other States. Through May of 1969 only 38 States

were participating. In June 1969 an additional 14 States were

funded, leaving only New Hampshire and Nevada outside the

program. As of June 1, 1970, only New Hampshire was not

funded due to a contractual problem. However, three other

22
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States only recently became operational and had not reported

enrollment activity as of April 30, 1970.

Appendix Table A-i shows new entrants, end of month

enrollment and number of States reporting enrollments for

each month since the start of the program through April 1970.

New entrants to the program seem to have stabilized In recent

months in the range of 7,000 to 8,000. The net increase in

end-of-month enrollment has been approximately 2,000 to

3,000 por month.

23
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PART 11 - CURRENT STATUS

Pundrs

Total Federal amounts obligated to April 30, 1970, for man-

power activities under WIN have been $151,M7',287. Of this

amount, $140,789, 345 went to the States running WIN programs.

Evaluation of early results and research accounted for an

additional $2,394,153. Federal expenses for administration

of manpower aspects were $5,343,018, including a start-up

period prior to actual operation of WIN in the States. Of the

227 Federal positions required for manpower activities, 166

were located in regional anil other field offices.

WIN financial resources were allocated among the States

on the basis of two criteria: ieed and capacity. Work

Incentive Program allocations of manyear slots for program

operations in F1Y 171)9 (the program's Initial year of operation)

were W.,ed on uach States's AFDZ caseload, and the size of

the Title V (EOA) and Community Work and Training programs tp

ý e replaced by WIN. Each State received money on the basis

of training opportunities and costs experienced in previous

training programs. F Y 1970 allocations used the AFDC -dse-

load but also took into account the State's WIN performance

24
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record and its capacity to expand operations. A limiting

factor In the entire allocation process has been the require-

ment that State welfare agencies provide non-Federal funds

or In-kind service amounting to 20% of the Federal allotment.

Some State legislatures did not allocate enough to permit a

Federal payment to the level they should have received under

the above procedures. The lack of State matching funds

severely restricts and limits WIN's capability to allocate

program resources to areas of greatest need.

Authorized enrollment opportunities exceed enrollment, as

of April 30, 1970 by 30,000 (Appendix Table A-3). This seeming

discrepancy is due to the time lag between authorization dnd

actual creation of courses, referrals, and enrollments, during

a period of rapid build-up. Six States have entered the pro-

gram since September 1969, and by April these States were

still experiencing the start-up problems that the majority of

States had In late 1969.

Persons Served in WIN

There have been about 153,000 first time enrollments in

WIN from its inception in August 1968 to the end of April 1970.

Because the program began to reach substantial operating levels

only recently, a large proportion of these enrollees (56%) are

25
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still actively in the program. A WIN enrollee is counted in

the program until he has been through the entire individual

employability development plan prepa-id for him, including

a follow-up counseling period of 90 to 180 days after he has

gotten a job. Of the 155,0001/ who have entered the program,

about 71,000 are still in WIN training-V227,000 are at work

under a variety of arrangements, and over 53,000 have left

the program prior to completing their employability plan. A

number of these have undoubtedly obtained jobs through

their own efforts.

A majority of those who are working are still being assisted

by WIN programs. They are either In on-the-job training

(about 650), or in regular jobs but receiving follow-up

counseling by WIN staff (12,300). About 1000 persons are

working in subsidized jobs In WIN Special Work Projects.

Another 13,000 persons have been employed through the

follow-up period and are "on their own" now. Some specific

data on these WIN graduates will be presented In a later

section. Altogether, the 27,000 persons at work represent

a WIN achievement; these workers--former welfare dependents--

1/ About 2,600 persons left the program and subsequently
re-enrolled.

2/ Approximately 4,500 additional persons are enrolled In other
manpower programs and are in "suspense" status.
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have been brought to the level of a wage receiving, wrk

situation.

About 85,0001/ persons were in WIN program components

as of April 30, 1970. As described above, 14,000 of these

were people who were working in some type of work-training

or follow-up situation. The other 71, 000 were recel Ing

various mixtures of academic and skill training, or were

awaiting entry to the next class or program component. Each

enrollee is helped by a team including counselors and job

developers, to plan a program which will equip him to get

and keep a job. This may include some elementary education

or high school preparation--about 19,000 enrollees were

receiving some academic training in April. Nearly all WIN

enrollees need some type of vccational training, and most

require institutional skills training. Some, because of

earlier experience or particular aptitudes, may be placed in

job situations to polish their skill in an actual work situatioia.

This work-training grades off into work-with-counselIng, after

which the WIN enrollee continues working on his own. Table I

indicates how many WIN enrollees were in each of these stages

in AprUl 1970.

V/ Approximately 4,500 additional persons are enrolled in
other manpower programs and are in "suspense" status.
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TABLE I

Enrollr.aent by Major Program Component
as of April 30, 1970

COMPONENT

TotalI

intake anLd Assessment Phase

Orientation

Exploration by Job Try-outs and Work
Sample Methods

Basic Education and General Educational
Development

Other Pre-"focational Training

WIN - Institutional Training

In Other Manpower Training Programs

Other Vocational Training

Holding Between Program Components

WIN - On-the-Job 'Iraining

Special Work Program

At Work and Receiving Intensive
Follow-Up Services

At Work and Receiving Regular Follow-Up
Services

ENROLLMENT

89,445

7,096

5,890

627

19,450

3,986

17,899

4,523

1,002

15,053

661

976

1,872

10,410
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Some newly-enrolled WIN participants are still being

assessed or are planning their programs. It is in this

initial stage that a first employability plan in drawn up for

each enrollee, charting his self-improvement course. Usually,

the enrollee can move directly into orientation or training

from here, although there may be a wait of a few days or weeks

for another class to begin, especially if the course scheduled

is institutional skills training. For successfully employed

WIN "graduates," the initial planning and waiting stage was

usually between one and four weeks.

As the WIN participants move through the self-development

program, which may take seven to nine months, they may

experience some waiting periods between courses, or coun-

seling periods before OJT or placement. These "holding periods"

result from coordination and scheduling problems. Median

between-component waiting time for successful WIN gratbuates

was about 6 weeks; for drop-outs, it was 13 weeks. Action to

reduce holding time is discussed in another section.

A tabulation of the number of program components in which

working WIN graduates participated indicates that about 40%

benefited from two components; 27%, three components; and

26% went through four or more program services. Only 7%

29
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netJ minimal, one-component assistance,

Kinds of people Served

Data for fiscal yedr 1970 (to April 1970) Indicate that the

majority of WIN enrollees are women (71 percent). There

has been considerable State variation, with the following

States having a majority of male enrollees: California (the

largest State program), West Virginia, Colorado, Utah, and

Hawaii. Since this may be due to the male priority clause

In WIN legislation, It may only be temporary. Even In the

first year of operation, the balance of the State programs

have had heavy concentrations of women enrollees.

Some what more than half the enrollees are white (54 percent);

40 percent are Negro, and 6 percent members of other minority

groups. Such Western States as Montana, the Dakotas, Utah,

Wyoming, and Washington, with their significant American

Indian populations, have relatively high percentages in the

category of "other races." There are heavy Negro enrollments

in such States as Louisiana, Alabama, Maiyland, Virginia,

Mississippi, Tennessee, and the District of Columbia (all with

relatively large Negro populations). Such industrial States as

New York, New Jersey, Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio also have

a majority of Negro enrollees.
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The typical WIN enrollee Is a school drop-out, with

25 percent having completed eight or less grades of schooling

and another 43 percent not having completed high school. About

three-fourths of all enrollees are In the prime working years,

between ages 22 and 44; 6 percent are 45 and over; and 22 percent

are under 22. This pattern Is different from the one found in MDTA

and CEP programs, where typically from 35 to 40 percent of the

enrollees are youth under age 22 and just over half the enrollees

are between 22 and 44. The most striking State variation from

the national pattern is In West Virginia, where more than a

quarter of WIN participants are age 45 and over, and a lower

proportion are under 22 than in any other State.

Twenty-two percent of the enrollees have Spanish surnames.

Concentrations are in such States as New York, with a large

Puerto Rican population; and Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, and

California, with large Mexican-American populations.

Comparing 1969 and 1970 characteristics (Table 2) high-

lights the effect of the Initial legislative priority given to male

heads of household. The great majority of AFDC recipient

families are female-heajed and women are now dominating the

WIN program to an appreciably greater extent, comprising more

than seven-tenths of this year's enrolled total in contrast to

31



TABLE 2

Selected Chdracteristics of WIN Enrollees

FY FY
Enrollee Characteristic 1970 1/9!169

(percent) (percent)

TOTAL 100 100

Sex
Male 29 40
Female 71 60

Race
White 54 56
Negro 40 40
Other 6 4

Education
8th grade or less 25 31
9th thru 1lth 43 41
12th and over 32 28

Under 22 22 16
22-44 72 74
45 and over 6 10

Head of household 86 91

Income below poverty level 95 89

Spanish surname 22 18

1/ To April 30, 1970
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60 percent in fiscal 1969. Severely undereducated enrollees-,-Ie.,

persons with no more than eighth grade education--currently

account for only one-fourth of the enrollee total compared to

31 percent in fiscal 1969. This trend appears to reflect the

generally higher level of educational attainment, found among

female WIN particip,,its than among males.

Participation of youthful enrollees has increased, with

those under 22 now accounting for 22 percent of the enrollee

total compared with 16 percent in fiscal 1969.

Program Results (as of April 30, 1970)

WIN has placed aLout 25,000 people In regular jobs, /

primarily In private industry, since the program began. Some

12,000 of these workers have been placed only in the last

3 to 6 months, and are still receiving check up calls once a

week or so. Another 13,000 have completed this phase, and

are successfully Iterminated* from the program.,/

A sample study of the small number of early terminatiorns

indicates that over half of those placed in jobs with WIN

.J/ Excludes about 2,000 OJT and Special Work Project placements.

2/ The analysis which follows is based on several different
partial counts of WIN "terminations." There is no reason
to suspect the presence of major bias in the selection of
files for tabulation.
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assistance were able to leave welfare entirely. Other employed

graduates were able to support their families partially, so welfare

payments were reduced. In these cases, the welfare family may

have been so large that a job at the lower end of the pay scale

wds not sufficient to provide for all the children. (Compare Table A-5

In Appendix.)

Average wages of WIN graduates, when they have been working

three to six months, ar( $2.29 an hour (see Table A-4 in Appendix).

The who obtained construction work were able to got the highest

averaqe hourly pay, but they also may be subject to variable work

weeks and periods of layoff. Some industrial jobs average $2.50

an hour, and may have full work weeks. The clerical positions

obtained by welfare mothers all average over $2.00 an hour.

High school equivalency is required for many clerical jobs,

and the WIN program was able to provide this training. In addi-

tion, women WIN enrollees have a higher educational attain-

ment than men enrollees, so less remedial education is required.

There Is a large differential between wages obtained by men

and by women at time of placement (see Chart A). Nearly half

of the men start at wages of $2.50 an hour or above. In contrast,

48% of the women make less than $2.00 an hour.

The data suggest that many welfare mothers, after training

and employment, will not be able to make enough wages to
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CHART A

Male and Female WIN Graduate*Yby Hourly Earnings
S1x Selected States, December31, 1969
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bring their families entirely out of poverty. If they must pay for

day care, or even after-school and summer care, out of these

wages, there may be little incentive under the current AFDC

legislation for leaving welfare to work. The WIN program

provides day care payments to participants during training and

the first three to six months of employment, but after this,

day care costs may come out of wagc.J/ There are no data on

how many mothers left employment after day care support was

terminated. However, when welfare mothers entered the WIN

program they were asked for the reasons why they weren't

working. Fifteen percent of the reasons given by this group

related to child care problems. (See Table 3)

The WIN program model provides for a participant to remain

enrolled in the program until he completes his employability

plan. By this definition, anyone who completes the program

will be employed. About 53,000 persons, however, have

left WIN without completing their employability plans. Very

little information Is available on the current status of these

persons but studies are in process. The recorded reasons for

leaving the program given in early results of one study of a

J/ 1iee page 54 for a description of how the proposed Family
itsslstance Act will alleviate this problem.
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TABLE 3

Reasons Given for Their Unemployment by WIN Applicants
July!1, 1969 - March 31, 1970, by Sex and Color

Barriers to Employment Total Male FemaleI White Negro

Tota l: Percent 1 0..0 10•0 10..0 100 !0•0

Lack of education, skill, etc. 66 63 68 63 69

Health Problems 5 10 3 6 4

Personal Problems 3 4 2 3 1

Transportation Problems 9 8 9 10 8

Child Care 11 1 15 10 14

Prison Record 2 7 V 3 1

Other 4 8 3 4 3

Note: Individual items may not add to

1/ 0.3 percent

totals due to rounding.
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sample of about U, 000 of these persons are shown in Table 4

below. These were the explanations given by WIN enrollees

when they failed to appear for a scheduled program service,

or when they Informed WIN staff beforehand of their decision

to quit. The material it therefore highly subjective. Moreover,

there is some likelihood that multiple problems occur, and the

enrollee may select a reason which requires least explanation

or which Is thought to be most "acceptable" to WIN staff.

With all of these drawbacks, a conservative Interpretation

must be made.

It is likely that many of the 30 percent who cannot be located

or gave "other" reasons have it managed to find employment

through their own efforts. On tne other hand about 20 percent

refused to continue or were separated, which may indicate that

these participants did not view the expected results of their

employability plans with much anticipation. Much more detall

would be necessary to yield an authoritative explanation of why

they lost interest, or had little interest from the beginning.

A high proportion of ill enrollees suggests the need for

timely physical examinations and appropriate health care

follow-up. The proportion of participants who left for child

care and for pregnancy will probably rise as the program completes
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TABLE 4

Percent of Enrollees Leaving Before Completion,
By Reason for Leaving

August 1968 - March 1970

Reasons for Leaving Percent

TOTAL 0o0

Illness- ------------------------------------- 14.8
Pregnancy ------------------------------------ 4.1
Death---------------------------------------- . 4
Institutionalized-------------------------------1.4

Refused to continue----------------------------15. 5
Separated by administrative decision-----------------3. 1

Moved from area-------------------------------10.8
Cannot locate ---------------------------------- f. 5

Child care needs-------------------------------9.6
Transportation difficulties-------------------------- 1.7
Referred in error-----------------------------------7.9

Entered Armed Services.-------------------------------.5
Became full-time student--------------------------..7

Other -------------------------------------- 23.0
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its work with the backlog of welfare fathers, and takes in a

higher proportion of welfare mother heads-of-household.

Nearly 12 percent left because of problems with child care

or transportation; a situation which can be corrected with

improved program design.
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PART I11 - PROBLEMS

A new national program designed to overcome a growing

social and economic problem--depend ency--is certain to

have start-up problems, many of which are administrative.

It also is going to face problems which will be chronic,

because they reflect either the basic causes of dependency,

or the social and economic "traditions" which have become

barriers to independence. The administrative task is to

operate a program, within the legal authorization, which

provides the most effective and economical vehicle to economic

independence for the employable of the welfare population.

The WIN program concentrates on improving the competitive

position of poor individuals in the labor market, but It does

not alter conditions in the labor market (except for providing

a limited number of jobs In Special Work Projects for those

unable to obtain competitive employmentt.
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The most noticeable problems at the beginning of a

program are mechanical--establishing an operating structure,

coordinating with other structures, staffing, timing, instructing,

and so forth. As these start-up problems are overcome, the

difficult "chronic" problems become more evident because the

program, now beginning to function more smoothly, has come

up against the real causes of dependency. This Is the stage

that the WIN program has now reached

Thiq section covers the problems which were encountered

during the early phases of the program and which, in a

number of cases, are still being encountered. The next

section covers how most of these problems have been re-

solved or are in process of resolution. Part V describes

how many of the legislative constraints which have tended

to -restrict the full achievement of WIN objectives will be

ameliorated or completely resolved by the Family Assistance

Program.

The problems normally expected in implementing a program

of the size and complexity of WIN were aggravated by several

features of the WIN concept itself. There was, first , the re-
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quirement for close coonidnationg between agencies, not only

at the Federal level but also between the Federal agencies and

their State counterparts, between State agencies, and between

local agencies, Second,, the comprehensive nature of WIN

required balancing components and a degree of sophistiortoin

In scheduling rvt readily attainable. This scheduling required

precision in the movement of Individuals between training com-

ponents and also In arrangements for supportive services supplied

by welfare agencies. Third, the emphasis on developing Indivi-

dual employability plans required much more time per individual

than simple enrollment.

Because these problems were anticipated, evaluation studies

were Initiated at the beginning of the program. The results of

these studies have proven beneficial In designing and installing

administrative modifications and improvements, thus overcoming

fairly quickly some of the early problems.

Most of the early problems of the program were basically

administrative rather than a result of the concept or design of

the program. A difference in Interpretation of the law between

welfare and employment agencies during the start up period some-

times hindered the development of a smooth, efficient enrollment

process.
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The time required to develop educational and vocational

training components was often underestimated, resulting In

bottlenecks between components. Another major cause of

start-up difficultios was the absence of pre-existing adminis-

trative relationships. For example, differences In interpre-

tation of WIN guidelines at the State level by Welfare agencies

and the Employment Service created early administrative problems.

However, in those areas where Title V projects had previously

existed or wheie such relationships were established Informally

between caseworkers and WIN staff, evaluation studies found

that transition was smoother and the project benefited substan-

tially.

Other issues which required considerable staff attention during

the start-up period w,3re: procedures for payment of enrollee trans-

portation costs; clarification of case worker responsibilities for

Insuring that those referred to WIN report to the enrollment Inter-

view; problems of the welfare department In working out child care

arrangements--and other services--after a WIN graduate has been

successfully employed; staffing problems In the welfare departments

and above all, guidance on building effective relationships between

agencies to remove bureacratic obstacles to the enrollment process.
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"tloldina"

"Holding" occurs when a WIN enrollee is not actively

participating in a training or educatiovol cumponent. lie

may be receiving some counseling, and if le is placed In

holding just after enrolling he may be und,-.rgoing tests or

planning his training program. However, in some cases,

excessive length of stay in holding is an indication of timing

problems or the lack of adequate and appropriate component

"slots." It may also indicate an Inability to place a trained

enrollee in a job.

As WIN began, time was required tc develop suitable

training and educational components and many programs had

long periods of holding. Scheduling training :ompunents pro-

sents a formidable timing problem. It is difficult to schedule

an institutional course to correspond with enrollees' needs and

even more difficult to develop OJT components by matching

employer needs with enrollee availability. Though procedures

for developing institutional training are now adequate in most

areas, not all courses are designed for tht special requirements

of welfare clients. Programs for both Basic Wducdtion and High

School Equivalency have been largely "standard" packages, which
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may fail to meet the needs of welfare recipients. un-the-Job

training has been unavailable in many areas because of com-

petition with other programs and complicated procedures for

contracting with employers. As unemployment rates have

risen, fewer employers seem to be interested in setting up

OJT projects.

These administrative problems resulted in several program

difficulties during the early period, which were reflected in

the number of enrollees in the intake and assessment phase

and the number and appropriateness of referrals to WIN.

One difficulty created by "holding* Is sustaining the en-

rollee's motivation. "Holding" means disrupting his program

and delaying the achievement of the goals towards which he

is working. Long periods of delay discourage and disillusion

thq enrollee and make caseworkers reluctant to refer clients

to WIN.

In the early months of the program, the intake phase ac-

counted for as much as 35 percent of total monthly enrollment

(Jan. 1969), suggesting lengthy stays in this phase. One study

of persons dropping out of the program during 1969 indicates a

median total of 7 weeks "holding" In the intake phase. The
I
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delays involvedin extended periods of waiting for training

were Judged an Important factor in drop-outs, and created

difficulties in maintaining adequate child care arrangements.

Referral-Enrollment Problems

A second maj,,r problem during the start-up period was the

referral-enrollment process. At least part of the reason for

the large build up In the applicant holding component was

the delayed development of arrangements for referral between

Welfare and the Employment Service. Evaluation studies Indicate

that arrangements varied markedly from one area to another,

with the most effective system In those areas where close,

informal working relationships had been established. The ex-

istence of these relationships was Judged to be more Important

than the existence of formal guidelines and administrative pro-

cedures. In ,those areas where cooperation was evident, ad-

Justments for training capacity were readily made and the case-

worker's familiarity with the applicant's background contributed

to a better employability plan.

Another part of the referral problem 0as the wide difference

between States in the proportion of persons found appropriate

for referral. On a cumulative basis, through De.;ember of 1969,
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20. 5 percent of recipients assessed by State welfare agencies

were found appropriate for referral to WIN. However, the pro-

portion varied widely between States, ranging from 5 to 100

percent. For example, New York referred only 6.9 percent of

those assessed as compared to 36.1 percent in California.

Prom the start of the program through December of 1969,

a total of 210,486 persons were referred to WIN. In the same

period 120,843 persons were enrolled. The discrepancy is due

to a number of factors: Training opportunities cannot always

be developed as fast as referrals; some recipients leave wel-

fare while awaiting enrollment, not all persons referred actually

report to the employment service; some of those referred are

found to be unsuitable for enrollment and are returned to Welfare;

some require medical and other supportive services that are not

ImpIediately available.

Problems of Inflexible Furdina

Since the beginning of WIN, the 20 percent State matching

requirement has been the most restrictive fiscal feature of the

program. This has especially been true In attempts to repro-
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gram funds. In some of the smaller States, the legislatures

meet only biennially so that funds cannot be moved rapidly

from one program to another, or increased in a timely way.

During fiscal year 1970 an effort was made to reprogram

WIN resources both within States and between States. Re-

sults were generally meager and shifting resources from one

State to another proved nearly Impossible. In order to effect

a transfer between States, the receiving State must provide

20 percent State matching funds for the additional Federal

resources. In States having county-administered welfare

programs, the county itself must provide the matching funds.

This situation affects not only shifting resources between

States but also within States.

Child Care for Welfare Mothers:

'HEW through the State welfare agencies Is responsible for

providing child care for working mothers In the WIN program.

So far, this responsibility has been largely unmet.primarily

because the legislation requires State welfare agencies to

provide 25% of funds and also because no Federal funds
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for the acquisition or construction of facUities were

pro vid ed.

Medical Problems:

Many of the poor are too ll to work steadily and too

poor to afford the care necessary for rehabilitation. WIN

case recods show the following reasons for not working:

alcoholism, obesity, dizziness, hernias, chronic exhaustion,

back trouble, and frequent headaches. Information on psycho-

logical problems Is more difficult to obtain and assess, but

welfare workers feel that many persons on the AFDC rolls

cannot be employed until their emotional and psychological

problems are sitigated. Among the emotional problems of

recipients mentioned by case workers are feelings of personal

Inadequacy, despondency, withdrawal,and general difficulty

in relating td others.

Though the program calls for medical examinations prior

to referral, these are difficult to arrange and medical re-

sources are lacking in many areas. In many projects, even

where examinations are adequate, there are no provisions

for correcting the medical problems that are barriers to
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employment. One reason Is that while the Federal Regulations

urged States to make use of funds under Title XIX of the Social

Security Act, requirements for State matching have limited their

use.

Civil Service Problems:

Staffing WIN projects was hampered by civil service procedures

in many States. Seniority provisions in State merit systems often

required that persons in the employment service agencies with

seniority be given preference for positions needed to staff the

new programs, even though they might be poorly suited to work

with welfare recipients. This problem was particularly acute

at the management supervisory levels.

Existing job descriptions, lists, and qualifications indices ild

not facilitate recruitment of the kind of staff who could work with

disadvantaged persons. Where the selection criteria were not

changed, the new employees were not what the program really

needed. For example, qualifications for counselor positions in

most States require a college degree with credits In a behavioral

science. Such academic background, however, does not insure

that the graduate will be able to handle vocational problems,

work with disadvantaged minority group applicants, and understand
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the lifestyle and outlook of the poor. In addition, turnover

is encouraged by low salary levels, particularly among coun-

selors with a few years' experience who can find more lucrative

positions elsewhere.

Problems of Communication with Client Groups

One problem in developing WIN manpower programs has been

to obtain feedback from participants on manpower problems en-

countered by WIN enrollees and to establish communications

between participants and program administrators.

In attempting to do this, DOL contracted with the National

Self-Help Corporation, a subsidiary of the National Welfare

Right- Organization. The contract covered the period from

December, 1968 to June, 1970. The contract will ndt be re-

newed.

It was hoped that this contract would make the opinions and

suggestions of WIN clients known to the Department. However,

it was found that this approach did not produce the desired re-

sults. The information provided to the Department tended to

focus largely on welfare rather than manpower problems and,

for the most part, could not be translated into WIN program

improvements. Efforts to develop a satisfactory method of

communicating with WIN participants are still continuing.
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Tob Develoiment and Placem2gnt

The criterion of success for WIN Is the amount of re-

duction In welfare expenditures which are attributable to

WIN activity (discounted by program costs). This simple

definition of "result" is, however, difficult to measure.

One of the major considerations In measuring it is to obtain

data over a sufficient time period to see if the program has

had a lasting effect on the enrollee's employment. (Another,

of course, Is to measure the employment experience of non-

enrollee welfare clients, over the same time period, to see

what difference in outcome they have experienced, If any.)

This kind of followup data Is not available yet. Until it

is, job placement must be used as a surrogate measure. The

entire activity of WIN, from the enrollment through folowup,

is focused on' finally placing the enrollee in a steady job,

and giving him the skill and advice which will enable him

to keep It. In this sense, job development Is critical, and

should be a controlling program component. Where the labor

market is so poor that job development Is meager, alternative

kinds of employment ("Special Work Programs") must be created,
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or persons must be afforded the opportunity to relocate to

stronger job markets.

Job Development and placement activities have varied widely

In quality. There is a wide variety among welfareTeciplents,

and their placement potential should be recognized on an in-

dividual basis, at the beginning of employability planning.

This kind of forethought is going to be even more Important

as the program enrolls more women and as the process of

enrolling the most employable first exhausts the supply of

relaotivcy better-equipped persons on welfare rolls.

Special Work Prolects

The Special Work Projects component of WIN authorizes

agreements with public and private non-profit agencies to employ

those for whom jobs cannot be found In the regular economy or

who cannot benefit from training. Participants In special work

projects are paid a wage rather then their regular assistance

grants.

The plan for financing special work projects Is extremely

complex. The baslo idea Is that participants will receive a

wage made up In part of their welfare benefits and In part by
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payments by employers. The employme4 service sets up an

account Into which welfare' pays the total amount of the re-

cipient's grant or 80% of the recipient's gross earnings, which-

ever Is less. From this account the employment service reim-

burses public aid private non-profit employers for a portion of

the wages paki participants.

Several factors which have limited the development of special

work projects are:

1. Many State laws forbid transferring funds from one public

agency to another. This prohibits the welfare agency

from transferin funds to the employment service to

reimburse employers.

2. Deficits In the Special Works Project account would have

to be made up from State funds and establishing procedures

and fiscal safeguards has proved difficult and time cunsurrid.

3. The amount that welfare agencies can transfer to the employ-

ment service is limited to 80% of the wage or the welfare

grant, whichever is less, This means that in States with

low benefit levels the employment service could reimburse

employers for only a small percentage of participant wages.
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4. Most State public agencies which would be potential

Special Work Project employers are experiencing fiscal

crises which prohibit their paying a share of partici-

pant wages or hiring staff to supervise participants.

S. Special Work Project participants must, by law, receive

at least the amount of their regular assistance grant

plus 20% of their gross earnings. Welfare agencies

must make supplemental payments if the special work

project fails to yield this amount. When these supple-

mental payments are added to child care cost it may

cost the welfare agency more for persons participating

in Special Work Projects than regular assistance payments

would cost, Most State welfare agencies already face a

fiscal crisis and are unable to incur additional costs.

6. Special Work Projects are designed to provide employ-

ment for individuals for whom a job cannot bb found or

who cannot benefit from training, Initially, most States

have concentrated their efforts on developing programs for

individuals who were employable or trainable.
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PART IV - REMEDIAL EFFORTS AND
PROGRAM PLANS FOR FY 1971

In the initial operating period, the first priority in the

WIN program has been to initiate and organize programs in

all States. Staff efforts has been devoted to coping with

start-up problems which have been primarily administrative.

Now, with basic programs established in all but one State,

at-ention can be given to designing components more appro-

p;late to the need, and to Improving the timing and coordination

ot the WIN process.

Increase in Size1

There will be a major increase In the size of the program.

The goal is a increase of over 50 percent In enrollment, from

less than 100,000 at present to 150,000 by June 30, 1971.

In FY 1971; the Department of Labor is requesting $92.8

million for the WIN program. Together with carryover from

appropriations in earlier years, this amount will support an

average enrollment of 125,000 individuals over the year, an

increase of 45,000 over the estimated FY 1970 average enroll-
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mont.

Increases are plannned for all components of the WIN

program in FY 1971 with major expansions in the institutional

training, employability planning,job development, and follow-

up components. Other components of WIN will also expand

but to a lesser degree.

Reducino Holdin andl Imorovino Referral

Reducing applicant holding was a major goal during fiscal

year 1970. A joint task force of HEW and DOL personnel was

created to work on this and other major operating problems. It

began with the major symptom: too slow an increase in en-

rollment and coordination problems in the referral process.

The task force scheduled Visits to 27 States whose enroll-

ment levels were substantially lower than projected goals.

It met with State and local operating officials to Identify

those operational and procedural problems which were restricting

the efficient use of program resources. In the initial series of

visits to the States, conducted from October 1969 to February

1970, the task force emphasized 'to regional and State officials

the need to increase WIN enrollments and improve the program

performance. The following recurring problems were discovered
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to be handicapping WIN referrals:

- lack of adequate welfare case worker orientation to

and training in WIN

- lack of child cire facill'•tei

- difficulties in procuring medical examinations

- lack of adequate welfare staff to conduct the assessment

and referral process.

The States indicated they would take the following actions:

- develop a training and orientation plan for welfare case

workers to include employment service resources and for

employment service staff to familiarize themselves with welfare.

- use various medical resources such as public health services,

medical schools, and the enrollee's physician and sys'ýe-

matize procedures to obtain medical examinations
- set up frequent, regular meetings between local welfare

and employment service staff

- develop a WIN publicity program to solicit rommunity support

and to inowtate welfare staff and make the client popt~dtion

aware of opportunities in the WIN program.

Early in 1970, the task force began to analyze program op-

erations in key projects to determine which of these seemed to

require interdepartmental technical assistance. From this analysis,
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twenty-one projects were selected for task force visits. In

these areas the task force is helping local and State officials

solve such problems as child care, referral and enrollment

procedures, subcontracting procedures, and component develop-

ment.

Because WIN is based on the individualized approach

through the development of individual employability plans,

all training cannot be predetermined. This limits the possi-

bility of prior conLracting for all services. Since the task

force visits, however, the States have made significant pro-

gress in simplifying training prorcurement guidelines. Negotiation

and approval of OJT and Work Experience training contracts are

being delegated to the local operating officials in many States.

The HEW-Labor task force decided to visit States and cities

in which holding was extensive and visited many projects to

improve welfare-employment sei vice coordination of the referral-

enrollment process. Improvements in the enrollment process were

achieved through more efficient use otthe WIN team concept.

Finally, improvement came from stabilizing new enrollments and
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resolving start-up problems as almost all States completed

their initial organization period. Applicant holding has been

steadily dropping as a percent of current enrollent as shown

in Table 5. By April 1970 l1ss than 9 percent of enrollments

were in this category. The number in applicant holding Is

now less than the number of new enrollments Indicating that

most enrollees stay in this component less than a month.

While attempts to lower the length of this stay will continue,

the requirements for counseling, development of the employ-

ability plan, and arrangement for supportive services, will

probably continue to require an average stay of at least

several weeks. The task force will now concentrate on re-

ducing the size of the component holding phase which currently

accounts for 18 percent of enrollment.

-Improvements in tia WIN referral-enrollment process are now

being achieved by the interagency task force, which is clarifying

the standards for referral and promoting closer relationships bet-

ween welfare and employment agencies. Some welfare agencies

have created "WIN/WELO units with caseworkers assigned ex-

clusively to work with potential and actual enrollees.
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TABLE 5

Holding During Intake and Assessment Phase as Percent of
End of Month Enrollment, by Month

August 1968 -April 1970

Intake Phase as
Month and Year End of Month Intake Phase Percent of DOM

Enrollment Enrollment

1968

August
September
October
November
December

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1970

January
February
March
April

387
2,191
6,186

13,410
19,035

33,804
42,092
49,968
56,224
60,496
61,847
62,733
63,727
65,031
66,997
69,578
74,225

77,729
79,830
83,202
84,922

457
2,950
3,828
5,795

11,980
12,763
13,625
13,527
12,419
10,551
9,466
9,055
7,833
7,557
7,975
8,826

8,463
7,645
7,478
7,096

20.9
33.1
28.6
30.4

35.4
30.3
27.3
24.1
20.5
17.1
15.1
14.2
12.1
11.3
11.4
12.0

10.9
9.6
9.0
8.4
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The twenty-seven States visited by the task force ac-

counted for an enrollment Increase of 14,763 or 38.1 percent

from September 30, 9W9, to February 28. 1970.

Improved Coordination with Welfare

DOL and D/HEW have made continuous efforts to improve

communications and coondination. A continuous dialogue was

established to consider the Issuance of policy guidance on

problems as they arose. The DOL established the mechanism

of a Training and Employment Service Program Letter to trans-

mit policy interpretations of new procedures on the WIN program

to its Regional staff and State employment service agencies.

When these Impinge on welfare responsibilities in relation to

WIN, they are developed jointly with the Self-Support Projrams

Division in D/HEW,. Then both labor a&d welfare Issue the

Program Letters to their respective constituents in the field.

This same procedure is applied to issuance of new DOL Hand-

book material. In this way, differences are reconciled at the

Federal level and one instruction goes out to the field.

The Department of Labor will cooperate closely with the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare in expanding
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supportive services to enrollees. HEW's expanded child care

program t expected to produce significant improvements in

training program operations. Availability of better and more

reliable child care should reduce the number of trainees who

drop out because of loss of child care arrangements and Increase

the number of mothers who can participate. Improved arrange-

ments to provide child care to working mothers who have com-

pleted training until they can make other arrangements will

also greatly assist Job development and placement efforts.

Shifting Proaram Rekources

Shifts of resources both within and between States are

presently underway in FY 1971 State WIN planning and budgeting.

For example, West Virginia had 7,400 enrollment opportunities

available during FY 1970, but has never been able to sustain

its' high enrollment of 4, 414 as of June 30, 199. Enrollment

as of March 31, 1970, was 3,450. Thus the West Virginia WIN

FY 1971 planning allocation only provides 5,000 enrollment op-

portunities, Maryland will reprogram enrollment opportunities

and resources from the Eastern Shore and Southern Maryland to

Baltimore where the program is near full enrollment. Missouri

has recently shifted resources from St. Louis to Kansas City.

Other States are planning similar reprogramming.
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lob 2eVeloDment and Plaeoment

As administrative problems have been resolved, WIN staff

and resources have been (reed to improve program operations.

Technical assistance will be provided to States and areas to

help improve the various components. With large numbers of

trainees completing their training in the coming year, placement

and job development will be critical. Feedback from this effort

will be used to improve the effectiveness and appropriateness

of the training courses.

In January, the WIN program was linked with the Job

Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS) program to Improve

WIN's placement ability. In those areas where the Concentrated

Employment Program operates, a forty-eight hour priority (two

workon days) has been given the CEP for the recruitment of

disadvantaged persons to fill the JOBS employment and training

opportunities. This forty-eight hour priority for CEP was ex-

tendeOd t WIN trainees in January. JOBS contract openings are

to be included In the Job Banks, where tey are operational,

with the notation that VIN and CEP ehrolleos are to have forty-

eight hour referral priority.
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Coupling WIN and JOB nmay increase the chances of Job

retention. The 108S program provides for special counseling

and on-the-Job training, and may also provide for coaching,

Job related education, initial counseling (orientation), trans-

portation assistance, and child-care assistance. (WIN, through

welfare-supplied services, may provide for child-care and give

consideration to transportation expenses.)

Increased participation of private employers in the WIN pro-

gram will Ite a primary goal of job development activity In FY

1971. Efforts to areoat public sector jobs will intensified. Full

use of the 56 new Job Banks to be operating by December 1970

is expected to be a good source of information on job openings

for trainees.

Expindlna S1cial Work Projects

In Fiscal Year 1969, West Virginia was the only State that

instituted a special work project. As of April 30, 1970, six

additional States had this compo-nent, although It is still very

small in isis (from 1 to 60 persons in each project). The FY

1970 budget instructions to State Employment Service agencies
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requests them to submit a plan for Implementing special work

projects, with the provision that any unused special work pro-

ject opportunities may be used in other components. The budget

instruction also staggests that the employment service agencies

persuade other public agencies to request funds for employing

and supervising work project participants.

Because of the problems in establishing special work pro-

jects, particularly State laws forbidding transfer of funds between

public agencies, only a limited expansion is projected for special

work projects. In the coming year, the Department of Labor

will study the experience gained In this area to determine the

potential for increases.

Improving the Data Systems and Evaluation

,In the start-up period, the importance of data on services

performed and results achieved was recognized. A joint effort

by data systems technicians and program managers produced a

system aimed at providing periodic reports on the number of

persons served by each program component, number on holding,

number of persons removed from welfare and the employment of

enrollees.
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Operational experience indicated the need for additional

detail and more rapid access to project information. As a

result, modifications to the sytem were Introduced and were

Implemented effective in May 1970. Five maorelIr provements

were made. Reporting has been simplified by grouping related

program components into single categories, The system will

now yield outcome data on all referrals from welfare andI identify

the reasons for holding. It will also produce characteristics

of termLnees by type of termination. The output from the new

systems will be the basis for determining evaluation and tech-

nical assistance priorities and should result in a more effectively

administered program.

Evaluation will be increased substantially in the coming year.

Every project will be monitored quarterly to check program manage-

ment, effective use of resources, and coordination of supportive

services. Research results on particular aspects of WIN will

become available early in fiscal year 1971 and may indicate

how program design can be improved.
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Other Remedial Effortm

Other specific steps being taken to improve the WIN

program in 1F 1971 are:

1. Contracts will be lot to provide augmented technical

assistance in seven of the larger States.

2. New emphasis will be placed on using relocation techni-

ques, particularly in rural areas offering few job oppýWtunites.

3. The WIN program will be given priority in the allocation

of Federal staff resources during FY 1371.

Through the steps outlined above, the Department of Labor

expects to achieve substantial increases in placements of wel-

fare recipients in the coming year.
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PART V - HOW THE PROPOSED FAMILY ASSISTANCE PLAN
WOULD IMPROVE UPON WIN

Many of the problems encountered in the operation of the

WIN program can be corrected by changes in the authorizing

legislation. On the basis of the kind of experience described

in this report, the Administration's Family Assistance Act is

designed to strengthen th& capacity of Labor and HEW to main-

tain an effective training program, and Increase the flow of

welfare recipients to jobs.

The problem of child care is frequently mentioned in this

report. It has been a major barrier to entry into programs,

completing them, and then staying in a job once it has been

obtained. A major reason for the shortage of child care arrang-.

ments has been the requirement that the State welfare agencies

supply 25 percent of the funds. Under Family Assistance, the

Federal government would pay 100%, and this should break the

child care bottleneck.

In addition there are other significant improvements that would

be made in the provision of child care. The Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare would be free to make grants to any public
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or non-profit agency to Wprovide child are# or to contract with

a profit-making enterprise, While child cars terminates under

WIN shortly after employment commences, It could continue

under the Family Assistance Act, thus eliminating the possi-

bility that the training investment would be lost as a result

of the mother being unable to retain her job due to lack

child care arrangements. Finally, the proposed Act would

authorize expenditures for the construction or remodeling of

child care facilities, If other facilities cannot be found.

As pointed out in this report, the requirement that the

State provide 20% of the training funds has slowed the program,

and also made It difficult to shift Federal resources among the

States. The proposed Act would lower State matching requirements

to 10% of training funds. Since the States. are authorized to make

up their share of the cost with payments in-kind, it is expected

that States will not have to appropriate special funds for training

programs.

The financial burden on the States would be further lightened

by the fact that the Family Assistance Act reduces the State con-

tribution for ell supportive welfare services from 25% to 10%.
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The problems described in developing Special Work Projects

stem diroctly from the complex financing arrangements under which

these special work projects must operate. The proposed Family

Assistance Act provides flexible authority, authorizing the Secretary

of Labor to enter into contracts with public or nonprofit private

agencies to provide employment "in the public interest". This

Is the kind of flexible authority under which other such public

employment programs operate in Labor Department. With this

change, it would be possible to mount a significant public

employment component.

A vexing problem in the WIN program has been the widely

varying policies pursued by State welfare agencies on referrals

of "appropriate" persons to the WIN program. This wide varia-

tion was described earlier in this roport. The proposed Family

Assistance Act elimim tes this situation . It would not be left

to the discretion of welfare officials to determine who is "appro-

priate" for referral. This is done explicitly in the law itself.

All adults mudt register with the Employment Service except

those who are specifically exempted by the law. This Is much

mere equitable from the standpoint of the client, since people

are treated alike in ad States. Also, it assures the Employment
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Service of a steady flow of clients.

More generally, the lines of responsibility are much more

carefully drawn between Labor and HEW in the proposed Law.

Those who apply for benefits must go the Employment Service.

HEW is required to furnish child care facilities as needed. The

Department of Labor is responsible for training, and would receive

its appropriations directly from the Congress. Even with this

helpful clarification, a considerable amount of coordination will

still be required between the two Departments. This is now

being planned by joint committees of the two Departments.

Another improvement that could contribute to the sucess of

training is that In most States, the present $30 incentive pay-

ment would be raised, thus increasing the Incentive to enter

training programs. Instead of a flat $30 per month, the trainee

would tet the difference between his Family Assistance allowance

and what Is provide'J under the Manpower Development and

Training Act. The Department of Labor would also be authorized

to reimburse trainees for the expanse of training, such as trans-

portation and supplies. This must now be provided through the

State welfare aijencies.
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While the initial WIN operation experienced many problems,

that phase Is largely completed. Enrollments are steadily

growing, as is the number placed in jobs. One by one,

these problems are being overcome through close liason between

the two Departments, both in the field and in Washington.

WIN has the most sophisticated design of any of our

manpower programs. In WIN, the program is tailored to the

needs of the individual, through the employability teams,

supplying these services that are prescribed by the employa-

bility plans. WIN does not try to fit multi-problem humans

into single-technique programs.

The present WIN program offers an experience base for the

enlarged manpower programs of the Family Assistance Act.

With the momemtum now building up, and with the more flexible

legislative base provide in the proposed Family Assistance Act,

there is reason for optimism that manpower programs can be

effective in accomplishing what is an objective of both the

Congress and the Executive Branch -- the lowering of welfare

dependency through employment.
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TABLE A- I

New Entrants, Enrollments, and Number of
Reporting Enrollments, by Month

August 1968 - April 1970

Month and New End of Month Number of States
Year Entrants EnrollmentY Reporting Enrollees

1968

August
September
October
November
December

1969

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1970

january
February
March
April )/

387
1,920
3,975
7,929
5,964

16,195
10,211
10,343
9,603
8,019
6,061
5,593
5,712
6,644
6,616
6,592
9,079

8,156
7,532
8,779
7,523

387
2,191
6,186

13,410
19,035

33,804
42,092
49,968
56,224
60,496
61,847
62,733
63,727
65,031
66,997
69,578
74,225

77,729
79,830
83,202
84,922

2
12
24
30
35

35
37
37
37
37
37
44
44
47
47
48
49

50
50
50
50

_/ Including District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin Islands.
2 Excludes participants assigned to other manpower programs. In April

1970, approximately 4,500 were In this status.
Y Three additional States Indiana, Nevada, and Nebraska were operational

but had not submitted data on enrollment. New Hampshire is not yet participating.
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TABLE A-2

Current Enrollment by Major Program Component, and by State,
the District of Columbia, and U. 8. Possessions, as of April 30, 1970

Major Program component$
State, DC, Total Intake . Exploration Pre-,"oca- Other pre- Basic edu- Institu- In other Holding Public At work At work

or U.S. Current Assess- Orion- by job try- tional trng. vocational cation & tonal manpower between OJT sector receiving receiving
Possession Enroll. ment phase tation out & work workshop training general edu- vocational training program employ intensive regular

sample cational training programs compor..aots meat follow-lip follow-up
methods development services services

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (a) (9) (10) (.1) (IM)-(13).

TOTAL

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Col.
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

89445 7,096 5,890

750
340
962
482

16,713
2s040
1.211
251

1,123
1.384

862
60

264
544

2,366
815
610

1.950
1,035

339

110
30
94
0

1,625
7

146
0
0

10
' 26

0
26
16
21
11
32

196
12
6

60
6

4S
69

636
147
12
26
57

163
96
7
7

41
302
33
12
78
48
20

627

0
15
0

13
22
0
0
0

35
51
13
1
2

0
26
20
0
0

La2i
0

21
4
24
62
16
19
0

72
41
4
4
0
0

23
2
5
2

0
0

3,986

6
2
21
42

81?
501
34
10
81
8

107
0
0

26
3

73
30
14

136
1

1 9A40

140
91

179
154

3,243
512
96
68

294
473
327

0
29

147
535
137

93
430
442
61

22
23

196
81

3,792
359
252
90

226
399

89
0

19
17
35.
377
203
251
158
99

65
40
42
31

964
72

151
5

17
82
59
6

42
15

153
44
20
27
35
62

2Sý
58

162
35

2,760

137
97
23
186

101
47
S

14
67

672
26
74

734
100
12

0
0

27
11

114

2
10
0
0
3

10
0

19
0

12

0
0
0

24
11

0
0
0
0
$
0
0
0
Q
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o,
0
0

La17
9
0

29
0

1,166
116

1
0
0

3
0

0

0
0

0

0

14
'7

146

3S
11496

246
391
29

190
64
44
9

75
43

279
109
107
1N
76
67

IL,891 1521 lS.0s• i6_U L?
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MaJor Program Components

States, DC, Total Intake & Exploration Pre-voca- Other pro- Basic edu. Institu- In other Holding Pubic At- workw At worki&
or U. 8. Current Assess. Orien- by job try- tional trng vocational cation & Uonal manpower between OJT sector receiving receiving

iossession Enrollment Phase tation out & work workshop training general edu- vocational training program employ intensive regular
sample cational training programs components mnt follow-up Jollow-up

methods development services services
(1) (2) () (L4) (5) (6) (7). (8) (9) .0) (1 ) (12 .112)

Maryland 2,319 463 335 0 74 43 580 216 72 182 19 3 7 3:3
Masachusetts2,871 409 103 14 17 51 262 1,054 181 311 7 0 3 4$t
Michigan"* 4,639 574 572 0 66 309 562 915 119 1,009 6 2 2 503
Minnesota 993 3 112 0 25 131 159 384 27 47 2 0 0 103
Mississippi 218 0 32 0 9 24 77 1 14 24 4 0 0 33
Missouri 1,150 25 34 9 6 312 198 204 61 89 0 0 66 146
Montana 383 13 1 $ 0 12 46 130 1i ss 9 0 0 94
New Jersey 2,481 358 112 0 20 90 838 295 89 276 2 0 0 401
New Mexico 358 0 10 0 43 25 125 83 2 40 2 0 0 20
New York 10,615 439 744 68 37 119 2,775 1,402 266 3,481 29 0 111 1,074
N. Carolina 300 20 31 12 0 0 125 82 2S 60 0 0 0 25
N. Dakota 277 12 20 13 0 34 51 8i 6 10 0 0 0 43
Ohio 3,400 246 411 60 14 14S 635 375 261 664 7 0 47 $34
Oklahoma 308 8 63 1s 30 0 80 30 11 30 S 0 0 27
Oregon 1,976 295 30 13 25 104 210 569 53 398 17 0 37 225
Pennsylvania 5,857 895 303 84 166 63 892 737 718 962 4 0 63 970
Puerto Rico 3,223 281 110 37 50 1S 1,496 788 162 102 43 0 0 103
Rhode Island 601 75 24 0 0 2 60 237 25 57 0 0 0 121
8. Carolina 113 0 14 0 0 0 6S 0 1 23 0 0 010
S. Dakota 453 0 26 3 1 106 90 116 2 24 10 0 22 53
Tennessee 1,411 10 301 13 49 63 465 23S 80 82 6 0 0 107
Texas 373 4 65 6 0 0 194 21 40 24 3 0 1 1s
Utah 1,804 8 133 1 6 74 376 743 42 173 1 0 3 245
Vermont 295 41 11 0 2 3 76 19 24 20 9 0 0 90
Virginia 952 32 100 31 0 14 398 151 37 130 2 0 0 57
Virgin Islands 39 0 0 0 2 6 21 3 2 5 0 0 0 0
Washington 2,509 182 161 2 0 141 323 987 98 292 6 0 143 174
W. Virginia 3,382 292 64 20 7 83 549 298 96 440 203 926 0 404
Wisconsin 1,827 30 86 14 54 43 250 823 44 443 22 39 0 279
)yoming. 137 11 16 1 1 16 21 30 14 7 0 0 3 17

*Three States, Indiana, Nebraska, and Nevada, are In the early stages of their WIN program and have not reported enrollment data as yet, and Now Hampshire
does not have a WIN program,

"*Current enrollment through February. April dta not available.



TABLE A-3

Cumulative Federal Dollar Amounts Obligated
(For the Period July 1, 1968 through April 30, 1970)

and Authorized Blot Levels by State as of April 30, 1970

aWte or Amount Authorized
.Pos5es90on (IU Dollars) Blot Levels

TOTAL

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida

Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

Missisippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

151,277,287

1,629,415
582,540

2,705,857
744,582

20,857,240

3.276,199
1,958,986

362,143
2,638,398*
2,198,815

1,211,873
94,217

420,246
551,417

4,799,711

902,998
1,193,388
1,295,037
3,511,810
1,335,405

507,903
2,927,080
4,788,441
8,073,224
1,370,711

732,677
3,068,872

588,857
450,152
91,000

78

1,200
360

1,680
950

16,800

2,600
1,600

310
1,440
2,640

1,440
90

360
480

5,000

1,000
1,000

700
2,400
1,500

500
2,700
4,950
6,000
1,500

400
1,800

410
480
100



a 2-1

state or Amount Authoriazed
Possession (In Dolars) .. 1ot Levels

New Hampshire 0 0
New Jersey 6,229.179 3,000
New Mexico 433,009 450
New York 15,891,294 14,400
North Carolina 1,128,506 1,100

North Dakota 397,290 240
Ohio 5,058,587 4,600
Oklahoma 485,470 450
Oregon 1,544,151 1,350
Pennsylvania 7,663,067 6,720

Puerto Rico 3,464,783 4,300
Rhode Island 601,440 750
South Carolina 281,192 300
South Dakota 562,482 480
Tennessee 2,309,847 1,900

Texas 1,656.566 1.600
Utah 2,758,489 2,050
Vermont 240,228 300
Virginia 1,375,314 1,265
Virgin Islands 69,648 74

Washington 3,466,855 2,400
West Virginia 7,147,784 7,400
Wisconsin 2,989,562 2,280
Wyoming 165,409 220

TOTAL TO STATES 140,789,346

Workmen's Compensatlon 2,750,770
Research 1,365,199
Evaluation 1,028,954
Federal Salaries and
Expenses (for manpower 5,343,018'
Activities)

* Authorized Federal positions as of April 30, 1970: 227
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TABLE - A-4

Employed WIN Graduates, By
Average Hourly Wages and Average Hours Worked Per Week

By Major Occupational Category
January 1, 1969 to January 31, 1970 1/

Major Occupational Category
and Principal Occupational
Groups Within Categories 2/

Employed WIN Average
Graduates Hourly

Number: Percent Wage 1/

d2H inj
Professional, Technical, Managerial

Medical & Health
Social & Welfae Work

Clerical and Sales
Secretaries
Typists
Stenography, Typing, Filing, and

Related Work
Bookkeepers
Automatic Date Processing
Computing & Account Recording
Stock Clerks
Telephone Operators
Merchandising, Except Salesmen

Service
Domestic
Food Serving
Chefs & Cooks, Large Hotels and

Restaurants
Maids & Housemen, Hotel, Restaurants
Beautician Services
Hospital, Morgue, Health Services,
Attendants

Miscellaneous Personal Services
Porters & Cleaners
Janitors

80

Average
Hours Por

Week

295
80
71

999
32
25

311
29
57

154
33
32
29

L.
1.7
1.5

.7

.5

6.5

.6
1.2
3.2
.7
.7
.6

2.53
2.35
2.35

2.14
2.23
2.11

2.11
2.10
2.21
2.06
2.17
2.09
2.24

1.89
2.24
1.76

1.96
1.51
1.78

1.77
1.82
2.20
2.01

39.2
39.8
37.8

39.3
39.6
39.3

39.3
38.6
39.4
39.3
40.0
39.3
37.9

39.0
34.7
38.9

41.2
37.3
37.6

39.6
34.1
38.8
40.7

923 L19.
26 .5
62 1.3

28
27
60

268
40

119
66

.6
.6

1.3

5.6
.8

2.5
1.4
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Major Occupational Category Employed WIN Average Average
and Principal Occupational Graduates Hoamly Hours Per
Groups Within Categories I Number: Percent Wage '/ Week

Farming, Fishing, Forestry
Gardening & Groundskeeplng

Processing
Metal Processing
Ore Refining & Foundry Work
Processing Loather Textiles

Machine *ades
Metal Machining
Motorized Vehicle & Engineering

Equipment Repairing

Bench Work
Metal Unit Assembling & Adjusting
Assembly & Repair of Electronic

Components & Accessories
Machine Sawing, Nongarment

Structural Work
Dransportatlon Equipment Assembling
Aro Welders
Construction & Maintenance Painting
Excavating, Grading
Carpentry
Miscellaneous Construction
Miscellaneous Structural Work

Miscellaneous
Heavy Ttuck Driving
Light Druck Driving
Parking Lot Attendants
Packaging
Materials Moving, Storing
Packaging & Materials Handling
Extraction of Minerals

97
42

245
65
27
27

L.Q.9

L l
1.4

.6
.6

278 AA
37 .8

48 1.0

357 .I
36 .8

68
36

664
57
52
30
25
52

115
67

670
69
65
45
72
66

133
65

1.4
.8

ILl
1.2
1.1

.6

.5

1.1
2.4
1.4

1.4
1.4
.9

1.5
1.4
2.8
1.4

1.96
2.16

2.45
2.56
2.62
2.09

2.43
2.37

2.30

2.10
2.55

2.10
1.71

2.74
2.92
3.04
3.38
2.70
2.90
2.84
2.39

2.53
2.88
2.43
2.09
2.02
2.40
2.44
3.16

41.5
40.3

39.7
40.3
40.0
40.0

40.4
40.1

41.5

39.3
40.0

40.5
38.1

40.3
40.2
40.3
40.5
40.7
40.0
41.0
39.8

40.3
40.7
40.7
40.9
39.9
40.2
40.1
40.1
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Major Occupational Category Employed WIN Average Average
and Principal Occupational Graduates Hourly Hours Per
Groups Within Categories LI Number: Percent Wage I/ Week

Occupations Not Reported 260 LA- 2.15 40.1

j/ Based on available reports for 4,788 employed termtnees processed as of
February 26. 1970

1/' Data include occupational groups with 26 or more employed trainees.

, At "termination" (3-6 months after placement).
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TABLS - A4S

State Welfare Standards and Earnings Levels Needed to
Remove Public Assistancen ocipients from Weouare Rolls L/

(family of four)

Hourly Earnings Levels
State Welfare Standards Required to Remove

State Public Assistance Re-
Monthly Houly ciplents from Welfare
Earnings Equivalent Rolls n

North Carolina............ $150.00 $0.87 1.47
Arkansast........ .....s.... 176.00 1.02 1.70
Ohio ..... . ..... *...., 193.00 1.12 1.84
Maryland.......s.......... 196.00 1.13 1.87
South Carolinao............ 198.00 1.14 1.89
New Mexico6............. 203.00 1.17 1.93
Louisiana...ooo.....oo, , 205.00 1.1 1.95
District of Columbia -... 208.00 1.20 1.97
Georgia6................. 208.00 1.20 1.97
Kentucky................. 216.00 1.24 2.03
Tennessee................ 217.00 1.25 2.05
Oklahoma .....$........... 218.00 1.26 2.06
Wisconsin................ 221.00 1.28 2.09
Florida................... 24.00 1.29 2.11
Alabania................ 230.00 1.33 2.16
Mississippi ............. 232.00 1.34 2.18
Colorado................ 236.00 1.30 2.22
Delaware.................. 236.00 1.36 2.21
Kansas................ 237.00 1.37 2.22
Texas...... ............. 239.00 1.38 2.24
Idaho .................... 240.00 1.38 2.25
Montana ..... ........... 250.00 1.44 2.34
California ... ........... 255.00 1.47 2.36

Arizona................. 256.00 1.48 2.39
New Hampshire........,,. 257.00 1.48 2.40
South Dakota..,.....,.., 257.00 1.48 2.40
Hawaii ..................... 261.00 1.51 2.43
Michigan................ 263.00 1.52 2.43
WestVirginla............ 265.00 1.53 2.47



2
Stat. Welfare Standards and Earnings Levels Needed to

Remove Public Assistance Recipients from Welfare Rolls l
(family of four)

Hourly Earnings Levels
State Welfare Standards Required to Remove

state Public Assistance Re-
Monthly Hourly cipients from Welfare
Earnings EqUvalent Rolls ./

Vermont.$............. 266.00 $1.53 2.48
Illinois............... 269.00 1.55 2.50
Utah ... ......... 271.00 1.56 2.62
Connecticut..... ...... 274.00 1.50 2.54
Pennsylvania .....s.o.... 276.00 1.59 2.56
Oregon ............ ... 281.00 1.62 2.60
North Dakota .......... 282.00 1.63 2.61
Indiana ............... 287.00 1.66 2.65
Mlnnesota..... ....... 289.00 1.67 2.67
Rhode Island .......... 297.00 1.71 2.74
Iowa ..... .........so..o300.00 1.73 2.77
Maspachusetts ........ 300.00 1.73 2.77
Washington .... o....... 304.00 1.75 2.80
Wyoming0....0.......... 312.00 1.080 2.87
NewYork ............. 313.00 1.81 2.88
Nevada ........0....... 317.00 1.83 2.92
Missouri .............. 325.00 1.88 2.99
Nebraska.............. 330.00 1.91 3.02

'NewJersey ............ 347.00 2.01 3.18
Maine............... 349.00 2.01 3.19
Alaska ................ 419.00 2.42 3.79

L/ Based on HEW data.

L' Hourly earnings levels required to remove persons from welfare with consideration
of WIN program Incentives taken Into account.

I/ Estimated average.
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t, Iumrcl

The Bocal Security Amndments of 1967 met a ma idctios, tot the

Aid to el"U Wie with Dependent Cildrena (AFD C) program. 15w ests

responded to Congressional concern ebou% the ocatissed owth is the

member of famiis recoilng AFDC. As love sand Seasat Coaitte reports,

Stated

o anvery 1 deeply conoeonedthat such a large member of
foelleo havemno Mhiev end an& taimed lindepeadenoe and
solf-evopo5rt end an very geatlr conoerned over the rapidly
incressing costs to the taxpayer* NMreover, we are ware that
the pgroth In this program, has eoolved inoreasing1y oritlcal
public attention.'

The bAmndehnt Included a o mrehensive and varied set of provisions

touching mny aspects of the AID program. Thqa went considerably beyond

the 1962 legislation In the direction of establishing and prog ting

services designed to restore sro families to emplo•m•nt and self-support.

A new Work Incentive ]Progrm yes created under the Department of Labor

(in cooperation with the Department of Health, lduwnakij, and Welfare) to

ftuish incentives, opportuntlies, end necessary services leading

individuals toward employment end independence. Other major provittoos

reflecting once about the expanding AM r s required the developmsat

ot program to reduce the number of children born oAt-o6-nedlock end to

offer family planning services to appropriate APC recipients.

Clause (15) of Section 402 (a) sets forth the sajor service

responsibilities of public welfare agencies to isplemnt these legislative

objectives. It required that State pluas for aid and services to aeed

families with children msut provide$

I
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*(A) for the development of a program for each appropriate
relative end dependent child receiving aid under the plan, and
ech appropriate individual (living in the same boas as a
relative and child receiving such aid) who" needs aen taken into
account In manin the determunation under clause (T), with the
objective of-

(1) assuring, to the magaum extent possible, that
such relative, child, and individual will enter the labor
force and accept employment so that thq, will become self-
sufflolnt, and

(i) preventing or reducing the Incidence of births
out of wedlock and otherwise strengthening fairly life,

(3) for the implementation of such programs by-
(1) assuring that such relative, child, or ind•ivdual

who Is referred to the Secretary of Labor pursuant to
clauws (19) ts furnished chil6-care services and that
in all appropriate caus family planning services are
offered them, and

(11) In appropriate cases, providing aid to families
with dependent children in the form of payments of the
types described in section W06 (b) (2)s and

(C) that the acceptance by such child, relative, or
individual of family planning services provided under the plan
shall be voluntary n the part of such child, relative, or
Individual and shall not be a prerequisite to eligibility for
or the receipt of ry other service or aid under the plan,

(D) for such review of each such program as ma be
necessary (as frequently as ma be necessary, but at least
once a year) to insure that it is being enfoftively implemented,

(2) for furnishing the SeoresaTr• wth such reports as he
. specify shoving the results of such program and

(F) to the extent that such program under this clause or
clause (l1) are developed and Implemented by services furnished
b' the staff of the State apacy or the local agency administering
the State plan in each of the political subdivisions of the State,
for the establishing of a single organizational wait in such
State or local agncy, as the case may be, responsible for the'
furnishing of such services.

This is the first report to Oongress, as required under Section 402 (a),

an the implementation of the provisions of Clause (l1)o In the preparation

of this report, the Department of Health, Education, and Velftre has

utilized reports from State public welfare agenies on the development

of social service program under the 1967 Amendmentso submitted In response

to the Department's request of April 1970s program statistics and survey

9
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data collected by the epartmnt; evaluation and research reportconducted

under contract or amnt, particularly an ealustion Of the kOrk Incentive

Prof"am (v) by the arba Coroatiosa nd a survey of the status Of

family planningservices for AMDO families conducted by the Center for

Social Researcb of the City University of Now York; and other soured.

Before reporting on developments under the 1967 1u-ntv It is

Important to take note of a number of significant chengse relating to the

organization and administration of State and local public welfare oencies.

These recent chan gs b ve had# and will continue to hve, rest Impact

on their capabilities at delivering services to families and individisla.

The last two years have been marked by the beginnings at far-reohing

change in the American public welfare system. ader the Family Assistance

Plan now pending before the Congress and other proposals unr consideration#

this change will continue at an even more rapid rate.

One recent trend has been the separation of the administration ot

the assistance parent program from the delivery of social services.

Reports received from 48 State welfare agencies Indicate that 22bave

oDmpleted or nearly completed the complex task of separating theas

functions and aselping them to separate staff*. light States repr

substantial progress to this direction, usually to the effect that most

of their counties bae Instituted separation. Thirteen States report

saum progress usually Implementation at separation only in a few

counties. Five States are in earlier steges of planning and testing.

Many problems and difficulties bave been confronted by the States In

instituting separation but these are being overce. Mny States

coent positively on separation as s move that will ensure better

3
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services to people. The following statement froam mi•est.erm tStat

based vpes reports the State received from maet of its counties that had

experimented with eeparatile, echoes simlar observations made t' other

StatesI

"Among the benefits were seene more efficient deplqrment of
staff and better use of tim; more uniform application of
standards of eligibility for aidl more rapid deterainstias of
need end grentinag of aid; much more time available for soelal
services m ore readiness ca the part of the silent to accept
service, end greater wariness cmthe part of vorkere of the need
for service and Involvement in efforts to helps

Vith the freeing of social workers from paper work resulting
In availability for service, many counties see themselves a
being able to provide additional services not offered before.
These (ace already funotioning end others It the proems of
development)l include: assistance in Job training and Job finding;
Counseling end financial managemnt; marital counseling and
family somseling; group services to reciplentel adult services
including deveoment of foster care for adults; development of
volunteer services; assessment of neede for mental health services
end referral to appropriate resources. XAcreasingly the counties
are seeing themselves as centers for referral. Msn sale
reported improvement of the &aenis' image end better acceptance
on the part of the oommmity at large. They also reported
greater Involvement In community organization activities and
involvement in development of needed resources for people."

A second administrative development, one that vas mandated under

Clause (15), has been the establishment of single organizational units for

AD services and child welfare services. The intent of this requirement

vas to bring together under unified direction family and child welfare

progress that formerly were administered separately within aany State and

local public welfare agencies Ecept for three States that were

easpted from the legislative requirement, single organizational units have

now been set up, both at State and local levels, In nearly all States.

Of 48 State welfare pncies replying to the Department's inquiry of

April 197T0 •3 reported having unIts in being at the State level and

one State was In process of setting it P, 3 States vere exapted from the
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resquia s* atn md. did not report this infonatins At the local level,

35 had nit* it being end 5 were io procees or had instituted mite Is

swe counties onlyg 3 were oexmpt from the requirmet, end45di14 not report

an this item.

On the whole, mification of the two program. has been Smlmted

chiefly at the level of poliq developest and programsqiervisios.

Completed flcatios down to the service deiveTr level $a still i the

future in tmo places. The process no doubt will be geatly advanced as

States complete the task of separating service functions f amsistane

pemant functiones The process will also require, as a umber of Sates

have pointed out, sufficient service staff to deliver service efsfetiwely

both to the AFDC caseload and to the nos-AP m oas that represent the

largest part of the child welfare service caseload. The States generally

ondorse the principle of unification as bringing the family and child

welfare program into a better relationship, end ase~dlng equitable

delivery of services to all families served by the public welfare agpq,

regardless of their economic status*

A third change, perhaps nore far-reaching in its ultimate effects

upon public welfare agencies than the others, Is the merging pattern of

ro-organiation of goevrnmntal program at the State levs" ooasolidattsg,

under a large administrative umbrella, a number of huron service program.

This appears to be a growing trend, although there Is no single doMlinot

patterns nd the never agencies may combine tvo or sore of such services

as famlly and child welfare, vocational rehabilitation, health, mtal

health, youth services, delnquency and corrections, .nd eloymet.

The objective, in general, is to bring into being a better InteSrated,
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more efficient and effective delivery system of bunan services. Mny

public welfare epaecies in the last fev years bave boen participating in

thoes sipificant organisational re4ainuents.

The period since the enactmnt of the 1967 Amendments has not only

been marked by those major organisational choams, but it bad booena

period of rapid growth in the national AFDO caseload. Between January 1968

and Waroh 1970 the bnber of AI ases rose from 1,326,000 to 2,024,,000,

an extraordinary increase of 53 percent. TMe total number of AFM

recipients vent up front m ,136,000 to 7,660000, a 45 percent increase

(Table 1). It scarcely neods saying that the increases in AFDO during the

last two ears placed a heavy burden on State and local public welfare

agncelos. It has increasingly become evident that a system for the

delivery of srvlooes of high quality to families and individuals

must be separate from the system that moets financial needs. Complete

separation of the tvo systems is a key element of the social services

reforms proposed under the Family Assistance Act.
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Its PRORAMS LEADISO TOWARD PWWTW.N

The 1967 Arndments required the development of a program for each

appropriate individual receiving ATC to assure that as many recipients

as possible enter the labor force and become self-supporting, Each

appropriate individual vas to be referred promptly, where the service

vas available, to the newly established Work Incentive (VWI) Pr*gram

administered by the Department of Labor. To implement these roquirements,

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare issued regulations in

January 1969 (interim regulations had been issued earlier in July 1968)

designating services "to assist all appropriate persons to achieve

employment and self-sufficiency as mandatory AFDC services. Detailed

regulations set forth requirements applicable to the WIN program.

Before reviewing the progress of the State public welfare agencies

in developing self-support services, a preliminary account of certain

salient characteristics of the AFDC population yill put in perspective

the nature of the task faced by the public welfare and manpover services.

1. The AFDC Population

The AFDC adult population mainly Is composed of mothers vith young

children vho are heads of households. According to a national sample

survey of AFDC cases conducted in 1969 by the Department of Health,

Education, snd Welfare, 92 percent of AFDC families had mothers in the

home, but only 18 percent had fathers residing vith the children and

only 12 percent included two adult recipients Fathers receiving AFDC

are either incapacitated or unemployed. At the time of the survey,
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1.5 milliom families had a mother 1t the bornw 187,900 an Incapacitated

father; and 79,000 an unemployed father.

Although the "typical" AD family consisted of a mother and three

children, 27 percent of the families had only one child recipient and

23 percent had tvo, Of the 1.6 million AFDC families at the time of the

survey, 990,000 (61 percent) had at least one child under sii years of

aoe,

A substantial proportion of the APD population are numbers of

minority group** Among all AC families in the 50 States and the

District of Columbia, 16 percent vere NRero, one percent American Indian$

and one percent "other races" In addition according to a national

survey conducted in 1967, 6 percent veret exican American and 5 percent

Puerto Rican (data exclude Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands).

APC mothers and fathers generally are limited in education and

lack occipational skills. Thirty-one percent of the mothers vere

reported to have completed eight or fewer grades of school, and only

19 perý t had completed high school. The comparable percentages

reported for incapacitated fathers were 62 percent and 8 percent,

respectively. Unemployed fathers are relatively better educated than

Incapacitated fathers, 37 percent having completed eight or fewer

grades of school and 16 percent having completed high school. Incapacitated

fathers are considerably older than unemployed fathers, one-third being

55 years of age or older, as compared with six percent of the unomployed

fathers and three percent of the mothers. While AFDC mothers range widely

in age, they tond to be young, 56 percent being under ago 35*. Fowto

percent of the ADO mothers in the home were reported to be incapacitated

plasically or mentally for employment.

a
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Th bmusual occuation of AFDC adult vs not secured in the 1969 survey

but had been reported in a comparable national survco indctoed Is 1967

(se Table 2.). Over balt of the fathers roceiving AMDC (56 percent of twb

unemployed sad 52 percent of the Inceapaecitated fathers) vere claesified me

unskilled laborers or fta laborers. Of the mothers in the bow, 25 percent

never held a Job, 32 percent vere private household or other service

vorkere, and a additional 16 percent were other unskilled workers.

It is not alweas recognized that a significant frectioe of AFDC mohers

are eployedo Of the mothers tn the hose in 1969, 14.5 percent vere

employed, close to 6 In 10 fru time and4 tin 10 purt tim", their earngs

not being large enough to obviate the need for tinanil asistance. This

percentage varies widely &am#o the States, raging, as reported In 196T,

front 9 to h2 percent employed, with 15 States reporting the level st 20

percent or higher. Of the mothers in 1969 who verse not currently enpl(ed

but bad some previous employment, 3T percent had left their last Job lees

than three years before the date of the Department's survey.

The AFDC population is a constantly chasaging population. Eaech year

moy families go off the assistance rolls as many others are added.

Forty-tvo percent of the average monthly AeDC caseload in 1968 vere closed

during the year. Despite frequent limitations of education, occupation,

or health, m$ y mthers and fathers secure employment. Data reported for

the first half of 1969 by 21 States show that 35 percent of the ADC

closings ere due to employment or Increased earnings of a person in the

howe. on the other hand, 38 percent of the openings vert due to loss

of, or reduction in, earnings of the AFDC caretaker, frequently because of

Illness or other Impairment.
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It viii be evident from this brief description of the AIFDW caseload

that it is necessary to bring together a vide range of social, educational,

health, rehabilitation, training, and employment services to &seist mn

APD families in achieving employment and self-suffliciency., This io the

objective of the WIN program and other eqploynent-dirocted public velftare

services,

10
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2. The Work IncentIv Progro!

Legislative Backtround

The Work Incentive (WIN) Programwe asuthorised by Public Law 90-248

(196? Anendments to the Social Security Act, sTtle IV, Part C). It

replaces two employability programs administered by the Departmnt of

Health, Educatiom and Welfare but continues the comcept pioneered by these

program of tailoring manpover end supportive services to the Individual

needs of public assistance recipients to prepare then for, and place them

in, Jobs. The Coamunity Work end Training Program, established by the

1962 Amendments to the Social Security Act, enabled welfare agencies to

provide such services for recipients of AFDC. The Work Experiencce end

Training Program, a demonstration authorized by Title V of the Economei

Opportunity Act of 1964, expanded the clientele for the employability

progrsm by also serving, along with AFDC recipients, the needy heads

of families who did not qualify technically for ADC.

The Work Incentive Program became effective as of July 1, 1968,

except in those States prevented by State statutes from complying by

that date. The program was mandatory in all States and Jurisdi#ctions

by July 1, 1969. Available to it imediatelUy vere public assistance

recipients already engaged in the Comnunit, Work end Training Program

in 12 States (this program terminated June 30, 1968), end recipients

already participating in the Work Experience end Training Progrs. in

38 States (this program was phased out to coincide with the beginning

of WIN).

11
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Publi welfare SHe-- Proru. eonsuibilities

Ibder the VIN program, the comprehensive approach of the two former

slfare-administered esplc'ability program beaome a coordinated

interdepartmental approach, vith the Department of Labor responsible for

the manpower services and the Department of Desltb, Education, and Welfare

f.or the supportive service*.

State public welfare agencies serve AFDC recipients before, during,

snd after their WINl eperieoe. It is their sponsibililt to screen all

AFDC recipients, provide pre-refersra services, refer appropriate

individuals to manpower agencies, sustain child care snd supportive

services .(including financial aid) while the individuals are In WIN

training, sad provide certain services for then after they got Jobs.

The legislation provides for prompt referral to the WIN ampover

agency of each appropriate individual, ge 16 or over, rhose needs are

taken into account in determining the ADC assistance pqwment. The

Department's replations make it madator7 that States serving, =der

their AM plans, u w placed fathers ead youth and "essential persons"

16 yea's of age or over vho ar not in school, at work, or in training,

suet refer promptly appropriate individuals from these groups to WIN

manpower agencies. Appropriate unemapleed father mant be referred

within 30 dqs of rec*ipt of public aselstance. In addition, States

have the obligation of deciding which other groups of individuals,

served wader their ATDC plans, are to be madatoy referrals. Sixteen

States plus Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have made mandatory the

referral of AFDC others, according to criteria specified br each State.

Twenty-four States that have an AD program covering ounaeqa d fathers

22
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refer these s on a nasadator7 basis. Thirty-aims states which provide

AD benefits for out-of-school youth 16-18 years of ae make mandatory

referral of such youth. Is addition, AM C recipients ,dbo are not spprqprite

for referral under a State's criteria mq volunteer Vor VIN and aust

be referred unless the State finds that their participation ris VMewould

be inimical to the welfare of these Individuals or Useir families.

Tb l aw specifies that the following may not be referred to VIIt

(1) persons with illness, incepacityl, or of advanced ap; (2) persons

so remote trom s VIMI progrm that the ycanot paz ticipate effectively

In it$ (3) children attending school full-timel end (4) persons whose

presence in the horn on a substantially continuous basis is required

because of the illness or Incapacity of mother member of the household.

Also excluded from referral. ansmothers end/or relatives responsible

for children for whom an adequate child cars plan is not available

This situation could arise from the scarcity of adequate child care services

or the unique needs of a particular child.

Welfare agencies screen their A'D caseloads to Identify individuals

who have a potential for early referral to VIN, those who need nore tim

so that barriers can be removed, sand those who are more suitably referred

to vocational rehabilitation. After the screening, en assessment Is mode

of each individual and a service plan worked out. Staff from maspover

and vocational rehabilitstion agencies often form a team with welfare

staff for the assessment.

A medical examinationemst be provided before referral to VIN to

determine whether an individual is able to work or undertake training, or

has sqW limitations that should be brouht to the attention of the iupower
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agenc7 so that a realietie employability plan may be developed. This

examination is mandatory unless an examination has been made within

the last six months and information about it is available. The

examination frequently Identifies individuals ho require corrective

or proethetie devices (oeglasses, being aids, etc.) or vo my need

more extended medical ore. The State's Title = program (Medicaid)

is oeasource ?Or restorative medical care community resources are

a"so sought and used. The medical examination m ay also Identify

Individwls wbo should be referred to vocational rehabilitation.

A highly important and reqy•id pie-referral serve ies planning

for child care as needed. Resources are explored and a tentative

plan evolved that can be Inplemnt-A at the proper time to coincide

with involvement in VWI. Other services provided in the pre-referral

period, or later, depend on the needs of the individual and his family

Individual and family counseling, medical or dental remedial services,

family planafn• housing, assistance with h eand financial management,

legal services, and others.

An explanation of, and orientation to, the VIN program is given

AID recipients indivially orto in rpsoe. e purpose of the program

is described--a combined effort by the welfare agency and the manpower

agenFy to help recipients overcome barriers to successful emaploment.

it is explained that the Uvwer a•g1cy wil develop a" individual

emloyability plan tailored to tbeir needs. There will be Job placement

for those read for Jobs or they vill enter a.-Un-Job training (priority 1).

Those neding education, training or %ork experience will g into priority 2
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and will receive an incentive payment of $30 mnoth from the nonpower

agency. Others for whon jobs cannot be found my be placed in a special

work project (priority 3, but only a fev such projects kave beeo established

to date) and will real•ise their full assistance payment plus a bonus for their

work. Other program caponents provided by the anpower agency are described

that vifl also be helpful in preparing recipients for the world of work.

Recipients are told about the purpose of the pre-referrael examination,

boy child care will be paid for, how they will receive the extra funds for

work experience and training-related expenses (such as warfare , lunches,

groaning, ete.). They lean about the referral procedure to WIN (and the

possibility of a delay in being called if the training spaces are filled);

they are informed of their right of appeal to the welfare agency if they do

not think they are appropriate for referral; they are assured tbe welfare

agency will help than keep their initial interview with the manpower

agency if they need help. They vill be told how the VIN propum will

affect their assistance payment (generally it autinues but it my be

altered depending on the WIN program cclp•ent they are in) and there will

te discussion of the continuing supportive services that will be available

to them while they are in WIN and after they get a job.

Welfare agencies must continue to provide child care for WIN enrollees

after they get a job until they can make their own arrangsents. Federal

policy mandates that AM recipients who secure jobs my disregard as

income the first $30 of their net monthly wages (after having deducted

work-connected expenses and child carecosts) plus one-third of the

romui ier. This applies to everyone except the unemployed father who

gets a full-time job. Be is not entitled to any disregards. Ii the
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oeae the others, It I possible for the State welfarea•gs y to mzplint

a vW (after the dnmprde) that I lose than the State standard on•& ee

for AMZ.

WhilS a AN Uvdtsl if enro1ed in VII, it is exected that manp er

apnoy and welfare agencystaffs- v maintain cnmnicatioa with and

about the enrolled so that be will r eeive nece"ssry s ortive services

as problems arse.

Yhe repAlar 7edral-State AFDC mMt in formulas are ned in the VIN

Pro" so that if a State lcks the financial capability to raise its

oharep it cannot then generate the Federal matchig• ufds. State welfare

species mest also arrngp for lament, in cash or in kind, sof 0 percet

of the costs inourrd by the manpower a mooes In operating VI• •puaoer

ctivLties.

Progam Start-up

The program inaugurated by the congressional mandate of 1967 was

scheduled to take effect on JUT 1s 1968. A few States were able to

move almost imo diatetyo k,71and and the District of Colum'., wroe

able to begin asseossmnts and referrals to the WIN wrpwe agencies

sufficiently speedilUy to got 33• enrollees into WIN duriM August.

During Septesber, more States began operations, so that by th end

of the first quarter Just about one-fourth of the States were active.

In October, U2 more States entered the program, and in November and

December 11 more, making a total of 36 Jurisdictions in operation by

the end of the calendar year 1968.
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Most of the remaining States encamnted lagal barriers aot vario

kInds which could only be resolved b7 State legislative actions and

which necessarily had to await the 1969 sessions of the legislatures.

This oVlain the fact that only two States cams into the prram

between Jamuary and June )OA 1969.

When action had been taken by the State legislature in the

spring of 1969 the way was open for the remaining 16 States to Join in

the program. So in effectJul 1, 1969a was a new entry date for ,hso

States, The pattern of the last half of 1968 was repeated amain In

1969. Seven States cams into the program in Juy, three more in

Septeaer and three nts by the end of the yare. By that tim a totalI

of 51 Jurisdictions were participating, leaving only three States

still out. soept for one State in which a legal issue remains to

be resolved, all States were participattag by the spring of 1970

(table 3 ).

Alsseaments, isferrls. mand hrcJlmants,

A eirewam•ives s arya of the operation of the VIN propg• !t

its beginnings In 1968 throtg Mub 1970 is tog torth is T.*4

hs tabulation shoh for each State and each of USt, DPartmt 's

regions the emtlative number of cases t.• .•.y,1ked, the aiir

found appropriate for referral, the number tauly rqefrrodM and the

number enrolled. Current enrollmnts are sho nas a peroaota of the

training spacs approved for fiscal yer 1970. (Also,- s e rbt 1,

N at a Glance as of• srob 31, 19T0 adM Table 5 showing assessnats

and referrals month.by-uonth during calendar year 1969.)
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Public welfare agencies bad completed a total of 1,590,#345

asssmnts aof AFID recipients by the end of aMreh. One fifth of this

niber (330,500 recipients) were considered appropriate for referral and

three-fourths of the latter rao (2541,301 recipients) were referred.

Somewhat moe than half of those referred (145,310 recipients) were

enrolled by the WIN manpower agencies. The March 1970 enrollment is

87,655, about three-fourths of the 119,739 training spaces approved.

There Is a reasonable expectation that current enrollments reached

the 100,000 level by June 30, 1970

Program operations va widely among the States. Although 21

percent of the assessments nation-vide were considered appropriate

for referral, the percentage ranges from a low of 9 to 6 high of 98

percent. Nearly bait of all assessments completed were in New York.

If that State is excluded, the national percentage found appropriate

rises from 21 to 32 percent.

Sinlar ly, the percentage of those considered appropriate who

were actually referred to WN ranges from 13 percent to referral of all

recipients considered appropriate. The very low percentages are

exceptional. )nMy States have referred all, or more than 90 percent,

of those found appropriate. California alone accounts for 37 percent

of the national total of referrals.

The enrollment percentage, 57 percent nation-vide, ranges from

34 percent ot those found appropriate to total enrollment, and a ain

most States fall toward the upper end of the range. California, with

35,665 cumalative enrollments leads all other States by #wide margin.

Of particular significance are the statistics on current enrollments
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as a percentage at the training spaces approved for the fiscal yFer.

Mhe percentages ranp. from 19 percent to full utillation, but again

the very low figures are exceptional. The Deparment ie continuing to

work particularly with States, many Of them in th (ou that lie

well below the national average (73 percent).

Many factors account for the wide statistical variations among tatesp

including the following;

States entered the program at different times.

C~omition and cbaraoteristice of the AFDC caseload vary. 8ome,
for example, have progams that include unemployed fathers ( a
mandatcar referral category) but moet do not.

lumber of participants in the Title V program, nany of wh•m
ware moved into VIN.

IWaber of training spaces available and differences in policies
and practices among State nmapower agencies.

The condition of the State's econoW.

Differences in operating policies and practices among State
public welfare agencies, a highly Liportant factor. Saw.
States for example, quickly screened the entire AFDC caseload
and made large numbers of referrals. Others Instituted more
thorough screening and selection procedures and sogepared
their operations In proportion to the training spaces available.

For these reasons, and no doubt others, it it a bhardous business

to ccupare one State with another simply by looking at the statistics.

VIN Is a new program and the experience of the first year or two my

well be &typical. Although a flat uniformity among State programsto

hardly to be expected a more stable and coherent statistical picture

should merger a the program natures and as State inforxtlon systems

are improved and better standardised.
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Characteristics af Individuals Referre

During 19680 in the early steps of the VIN pogrem, fathers

constituted about halt of the total referrals made by welfare•smecies,

Fathers were a mandatory referral clas and received first attention.

Throu0ut 1969, however, mothers have constituted over halt of the

referrmls, their proportion reacdhg 58 percent during the last quarter

ot the year as compared with 36 percent for fathers. Referrals of adults

other than mothers or fathers have been insignificant In number, usually

less than one percent. The perc ntage of child recipients aged 16 or

over who were referred has ranged from 3 to 8, and stood at 5 percent

dur ing h last quarter of 1969 (Table 6).

The individual States vary greatly In respect to the proportions

of each type of referral. Californla, In particular, with Its large

number of referrals, heavily influences the national totals (Table 7).

During the last quarter of 1960,,sore then half of the reporting States

referred no fathers or only a handful. (Ma States do not ave ea

AM program for neplcoyed fathers.) On the other bendp States

like CalifornlaWashington# and West Virginia referred more fathers

than mothers. Similarly, many States referred few, If any child recipients.

In eome states a child aged 16 or over who is not attending school Is

no logpr eligible to receive AFD.

A substantial majority ot the individuals referred to the VIN proprI

were adult men and woman In the ae p up 22- years. During the last

quarter of 1969, 68 percent of the males referred, end 72 percent of the

females, were in this age Smip (Table 8). About oeo-fifth of the sales

and females were 16-21 years of ap. Relatively mall proportions were
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above age hs,4 11 percobt of the nales and 6 percent of the female.

Although there are a few States that stand out in contrast to the rest,

Ve Is one characteristic on wvhih there vws substantial uniformity among

the States# The data available suggest that mothers and father referred

to VII include a smaller proportion of older persons than in the national

AYDC adult population.

More then half (55 percent) of the individuals referred to the VII

program during the last quarter of 1969 were members of minority groups-

38 percent Negro, 1 percent 8panish-surnaned individuals, 2 percent

American Indians and 1 percent other minorities. Member of minority

groups constituted about the same percent of the individuals for whom

assessments were completed during the quarter and of those found to be

appropriate for referral (Table 9).

ndjviduals Found In!Uropriate for Referral or Rererred Back

During the last quarter of t1969 three out of four of the Individuals

assessed were found to be inappropriate for referral to VII manpower

anoles. The majoi reasons for this determination, as reported by 43

States are set forth in Tablel.

In coe-fifth of the cases, the renaso reported v"s the individual's

illness, disability, or advanced ae. In another fifth, the mother's

presence in the bone was required because of the age or number of children

in the family. Related to this wore situations in which the individual's

presence in the hone vms required because of the illness o lncapaecite of

another member of the household (h percent). Full-tine school attendwce

by a child aged 16-20 was reported in 12 percent of the cases. In ten
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percent, lack of adequate child care arrangements precluded referral of

mothers. In another five percent, the individual vas currently receiving,

or had been referred to, vocational rehabilitation, education, or other

training. For two percent, remoteness from VIN projects was the reason.

Finally, a miscellaneous group of reasons accounted for 28 percent of the

Cases.6

Excluding Nev York, lihere the large number of assessments completed

vas atypical, the distribution of reasons given above was fairly stable

during calendar year 1969. Individual States, of course, depart widely

from the general pattern.

During the last quarter of 1969, a total of 12,5). individuals were

referred back by WIN manpower agencies to the public welfare agencies,

but half of these vere in one State (California). Tvelve percent of the

individuals were referred back due to refusal without good cause to accept

work or training, a very small proportion in relation to the large

number of individuals referred to the WIN program. In a majority of the

States fev, If any, individuals were referred back without good cause

(Tablell). There Is reason to be concerned about the much larger number

of adividuals referred back for other reasons, mainly unspecified, and

to take action to reduce the number to a mininuu. Unfortunately, the

basis for reporting these other reasons requires revieion if we are to

bae an adequate picture of this aspect of VIE prop operation. t

revision Is projected.

Child Cars services

7* A•AW mothers, as for all other mothers with youg children, child

care is ind•spensable if they are to accept regular employmnt. One of

the most sipificeat provisions of the 1967 Amendments vas the requirement
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that child care services must be aosured for mothers (or other adult

caretakers) who needed these services in order to udertake training

or employment. The Department's regulations provide that child care

services meting acceptable standards, including iahbome and out-of-bomn

services, must be available or provided to all persons referred to and

enrolled in the WIN program, and to other persons for who. public•welfare

agencies have required training or exleyacnt. VII child care expenditures

are considered to be service costs rather than assistance coats, with

$3 of Federal funds available to match every $1 of State and local funds

expended. Once mothers are enrolled, public welfare agnies# are expected

to assure continuity of child care services throughout the perle4 of

enrollment in the WIN program and even afterward*, when employment hb

been secured, until It Is feasible for mothers to met the costs of chtld

care or until they can make other satisfactory child care tarragemaen.

During the earlier stages of the WIN program, the number of children

for whom child care pqments were made vv smaller than had been anticipated.

In part this vas due to the time required to pt the program in operation

in all of the States. In addition, priority was given in the earlier

stages to fathers and to youth not attending school. there Initially

enrolled often vere transferred from Title V projects or other program and

had already made arrangements for child care, or they were volunteers who

were selected in part because child care wa readily available. Man

welfare agencies did not assist mothers sufficiently in arranging hild

care due to lack o' staff, inadequate training of staff in an areas that vw

unfamiliar to my caseworkers, and because child careresources wen
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limited or unavallable. tn more recent months, as ?able 12-shows, the

number of children for whom child care payments were ade has been rising

steadily, from 2,043 to July, 1969 to an estimated 78,000 tn June, 1970#

(?able 13 presents data rState as of December, 1969.) Federal expenditures

for WIN child care amounted to $.*5 million in fiscal year 1969 and are

estimated to exceed $15.4 million in floscal year 1970.

The types of arrangements made for children vhose mothers were enrolled

in the VIN program on December 31, 1969 are shown n Table i which covers

all children under 15 years of age, whether or not public welfare agencies

paid for their care. Although the table Is based upon reports received

from only 37 States and lacks information for several of the largest

States, it nevertheless provides a useful description of the general pattern

of WIN child cars arrangements,

On the average, mothers had 2.5 children under age 15 for whom

arrangements were reported. About two-fifths of the children were under

6 years of age and three-fifths were 6 through l years. About half of

the children were cared for in their ova homne; one-tenth, in the home of

a relative; slightly less than one-fifth in a dr c are fatclityl and slightly

less than a fifth were in other arrangements.

Of the children cared for in their own bones, one-tenth were cared

for by the father; almost half y1 a relative other than the father; tvo-fifths

by a non-relative; ad leos th.un 2 percent by a homemaker service. Of the
/

children in diW care facilities, over three-fifths were in family day

care horns, about one-third in d#W care centers, and less than 3 percent

in group doy care homes, Finally, of the children in other arranuments,

9 out of 10 of whom were of school age, halt had a mother who worked or
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or received training ly during the child's school hours about onme

fifth looked after themelves; and the reuminder ere in some other type

Of arrangements

A critical national sbortage of dq care facilities Is among the

met urgent problem of the VII program and mast be smedied if the program

Is to move forward rapidly in the future. This is not merely a problem for

this prom and the AFDC mothers It serves. According to a survey of the

child can arranpments of the nation's working mothers conducted by the

Children's Bureau and the Vomn's Bureau, only 10 percent of the children

of working others are cared for in dr caen facilitiee and probably less

than half of this percentage are cared fbr by licensed or approved child

care services. A Departmnt of Labur survey of persons not in the labor

force suggests that perhaps half a milliowsomean desire work but are

prevented from seeing It became of Inability to arrenge cisld care.

Although the problem affects families of widely varying iaoome levels, It

is more acute for low-income mothers who cannot afford the cost of adequate

child care.

Statistics of WIN program operations give evidence of the shortafe.

As previously stated, unavailability of child care nacounted for 10 percent

of the Individuals who wetr found to be inappropriate for referral to VII

manpower agencies during the last quarter of 1969. Incomplete data for

only 33 States as of Dbcexber 31. 199, indicate that 4.600 mothers (or

other caretakers) could not be referred for the sole reason that child care

was unavailable. This was also the reason given in 6 percent of the cames

referred back to welfare agencies by manpower agencies during the last
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quarter of 1969. The gaps and needs, moreover, are qualitative as ve

as quantitative. Child care arrangements made by mothers with neighbors

or relatives are often fragile, an4 subject to frequent changes,

interruptions, and breakdowns. Existing resources do not adequately met

the varied needs of children ranging in age from infancy to the older child

of school age, nor the varied needs of mothers who may work on night shifts,

during weekends, or other hours when child care Insmore difficult to

arrange. Probably most serious of all are the cses in which the child

care provided is inadequate or routine, lacking in opportunities for

healthy child growth and dqvelopmsnt. In the end, the WIN program winl be

judged not only by the extent to which it enables mothers to obtain

employment, but also by its performance as a program serving the welfare

of children.

Among the barriers and problems in developing and providing child

care services that have been identified by many State and local public

welfare agencies are the following

-Lack of State and local funds, Public welfare agencies have

experienced great difficulty in raising the 25 percent share

required to earn Federal funds.

-4Lack 9f Federal funds for construction or major renovation

of day care facilities. Current legislation bars the use of

Title IV funds for these purposes.

.-Inadequate levels of public welfare agency paments for

child care. The level varies greatly over the country but is

often too low to be competitive tn local markets and can only
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buy second-rate care. Some States do not pay for care provided

by relatives,

-- Shortage of staff in public welfare agencies, high rates

of staff turnover, and inadequate training of staff. 4may case-

workers have little knowledge about child care and have had

insufficient training in relation to the WIN program as a whole.

--Shortage of child care personnel. In many comunities a

Ajor obstacle Is the shortage of persons with training or

experience in group child care programs. Child care staff are

often in positions of low status anC low salaries,

--Federal, State, and local standards are often believed to

be unrealistic. Local building codeR and fire and welfare

ordinances often make development of day care centers difficult,

especially in inner city areas where many AFDC mothers live.

Often women who might bticone dq care mothers are reluctant to

met licensing requirements, Some agencies believe the Federal

Interagency Day Care Standards are unrealistic. These are rnv

under review by the Department.

Despite these problems, progress has been made in providing child

care for more children, using Title IV-A and MV-B funds, both for children

whose mothers are in the WIN program and for other children. The number

of licensed day care facilities has been proving, partly due to the

strengthening of the licensing programs of public welfare agencies. In

recent years agencies have substantially increased the number of staff

giving full-time to licensing and to community planning and development of

child care services. Son agencies have obtained matching funds from
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third-party oroesp such as the Mo*e Cities prte4 school districts

or private cantributio . Nas tptlo o oatel are operating O

amseaters d a *wed r m pucaing oamr m o ntmrt basis

covering v ot chldrm mther tMma m am individual child basis.

Bms amclies are using ubprofessloela, inacliadi AD mcOe,

to recruit day oaer oe or to serveas• M AI4 care pusa. KIn

at last om Satst recent legistiomking funds available

for construction of day cars faclitles mrtds s aelpiflant
br~kthroq.

ftJor efforts are urgpatly nevide at Federalp Stats, san

local levels to alleviate the shor at ffacilties and to develop

the variety quiatity, and quality ao servicesneded. Tte child

ca provisions oa the proposed Yadly Assistance . ct, noa before

the Campesms• would Fowell btyoid the apalitios at the VIN

props. toward assurlAg the availability of child car meures

roughout the country. h MAct eliminates or substantially

reduces the burden at State mtchin ]provides fleidble authority

as to ibo provides the service, and autorlass eqemnlitures for

coutructlo of atft-lties.
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De MINProztrt: arL .Develonment send Results

Most Stateb haye had no more then a year and a half's experience

with the VIi program end anwy have had less. This hbe been a start-up

phase. The Program has been established in all States but one. Jlthougb

in most States WII projects have been set up only is a few counties, these

counties include heavy concentratios"-frequently reported around 60 to

80 percent-of the Statese' AFDC recipients. As of the end of fiscal year

19TOO the program was reaching a current enrollment level of 100,000, still

for below the number of recipients vho could benefit from the program

Any now program must go through the usual difficulties of creating

a viable series .-,f operations and procedures and assembling the resources

needed to do the job, In the case of VII, the process has besn nore

difficult then usual because VIN is a bi-asenqy program, requiring public

welfare sand manpower agencies to work together effectively at every

level of government, local, State, and Federal. M)Ry of the early

difficulties, however, are being surmounted. At the local level sowe

agencies, particularly in the larger urban areas, hmv set up WIN team

to bring together the front-line workers of welfare sud manpower agencies

in selecting recipients for referral end delivering the services needed

during the full period of enrollment. Some welfare agencies, whether or

not they use the team approach, have assigned special workers to the WIN

program, occasionally with reduced caseloads, to ensure better service

to people and better commication with manpower a&Mecies. Some use group

meetings of AMC recipients and other approaches to improve the selection

and referral process. Joint training progreme for welfare and manpower
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staff bey been arranged by mStates. At the Fderinl level, a Joint

toak force ves established In October 1969 by the Departments of Labor

and IeAlthp 14mostlon, and Velfare to investigate and counteract a

leveling trend in VWI•enrollments. Teak force team met with State

and local officials in 27 States to deal with opret.ional and procedural

problems that were restricting or precluding the efficient utillsation

of ptogm resources early in 1970 a second series at visits to 17

projects were conducted to aslst local and State officialseIn

developing solutions to problems In areas such a child care, referral

and enrollment proceduresp subcontracting procedures, and develpsut of

manpower services.

Beyond operational and procedural problemsp the start-up period

braugbt to light other serious problem and limitations In the resources

available for the VIN proga, among tbemt

*.Imodequte staffing and financing of public welfare agencies.

talike the manpower agencies, welfare agencies did not receive extra

staff and yet were expected to carry out the Increased workload produced

by VII. Welfare agencies not only experienced difficulty In scurifg

State and local funds to meet the 25 percent requirement for supporting

serviceseand child care but also were expected to met 20 percent of

the cost of VIN manpower services.

-Lack of child care capacity

-.Difficulties in procuring medical exammitions prior to referral.

In mm&y areas exmmations bve been delayed or have not been adequate

to determine eloybillty or work limitations of AIN reciplents. This

has bea dug to the lack of medical remso'e or of adequate financing
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at medical services,

-Lack of adequate transportation. This affects the enr*olees ability

both to participate in the program and to secure emplomneto Although

most acute i rural arese, transportation poeeproblems eves in large

cities#

-m"Holdine problems. These vere particularly serious it the earlier

months of the program, Holding occurred whenever a VIN enrollee yas

not actively participating in a training or educational component. These

delays disepuragoed the enrollees and made caseworkers reluctant to roter

clients to VWI.

.lomad Itat • JQb develoapents This vwil be a problem of

growing Importance as the WIN program matures.

Whatever the start-up problems sny have been, in all States a

systematic process has begun of reviewing every AFDC case to Identify

individuals for vhes employment Is a reasonable goal. State agencies

have substantially screened and assessed AFD caseloads or are in the

process of doing so. Assessments are being reviewed at least once a

year and, In many individual situations, on a continuing basis as

individual circumstances change# Some Statea report they are nov assesing

cases at intake, vhen the family comes on tuoe aistmace rolls, a practice

that probably will grow. Except for mandatory referi-.1a of fathers and

youth not attending school$t, Nfrrals generally have been voluntary. %ven Ia

States in which certain groups of others are in a "mandatory class, it

is reported that the number of volunteers exceeds the training spaces

available. Child care services are being extended to more children and
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Increasingly efforts are being directed to develop additioml resources.

As the medical sad social nodsoat recipients are meo* rd efforts

are being mods m referral to W33i is not imdiately arogwiatep

to refer recipients to voaationl, rehabilitation and other services

with the poestbility that a referrals my be made later on *on they are

Cumlatively through Deoocer 31, 1969, pablie welfare agencies

closed aproam atey 9800 A M oases, including 47,000 recipients#

follovi" participation of a family amber in the VIS pros.m. A

wclosing' is defined as the diecontlawmeoto the mmey ayment because

of rel nt atIncreasedearnings within six months following participation

of a family amber in thecpropen. (Table l5. Also "Table 16 presents

State dta tfor the last quarter of 1969). Annual financial savings to

public welfare apacies resulting from these closings are estimted

at WO60000 000, asssing n the f omur recipients remtned self -sporting

tor a year. Sixty percent at the closings vere in the uamploaeodfatbor

esnot of the AF oaeseload and the balance I the besic pr n. •h1

larger proportion off athers them mothers probably reflects the priority

assiped to tisn to the VINI p•ro but other causes mW Also be operating.

Unetloyed AID fathers generally bae a better chance of getting a Job#

and a better-pying job, then mothers.

Data an not available a the number at eAOcases In whicmoney

payments were reducd In mcwat dus to e•loy•ent ,or Increasedearnings

of VIE participants. State reports su•est there are man uc cases.

bany States and local welfare agecies anticipate that, as the progrm

maturess, the proportion of cases roeltingtIn a reduction of payment will

exceed the proportion resultingIn a cas closing. These agenoles believe
that macy AID moth• with several childMrn are MlikIly to earn ou to
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entirely eliminate the need for financial assistance, especially in viev

of the very desirable work incentives built into the AFDC proprm, such

as the disregard of the first $3D of earned Income and of one-third of

the remaindeoand the essential expenditures for child care and other work.

related expenses. The agencies also observe that, even when the mot.ber's

income must continue to be supplemnnted, the WIN program hes served to

elevate the standard of living of the family %As to redue public ecoet.

There are other less tangible, but not less significant, criteria

by which to Judge the results of VIN, in addition to Its success in

obtaining Jobe, closing cases, or saving public funds. Some research is

undervay on the longer-range impact of the program on AFDC families and

children. Previous research on employment-orlented training program

for public assistance recipients indicated that, even when they do not

result in employment, they tend to have favorable effects on self-esteem

and family functioning. Surely it Is too early for an evaluation-in.depth

of a program just emerging from Its start-up period. (Some case illustrations

of euployuent-orsented services for AMDC families are presented in Appendix A).

By and large, available reports suggest that State and local public

welfare agencies endorse the basic idea of the VIN program. Sows have

noted specifically the positive response of AFDC recipients, as indicated

by the number who have volunteered. States report that the program's

potential has not yet been seriously tapped and that it should be extended

to serve more people and cover more counties. They point to the need to

extend, wherever necessary, the full range of family and child welfare

services, as well as services more directly related to the objective of

employment, to families determined appropriate for referral to WIN. They
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are opened vbere prop] . resources aen iadqste or progpa operatiema

everomiliosted. Same eetionD as oner State said, whether the progm 's1

realietLe foe rural Anrioaa," and specLal problem do eist is rurl

anea. Perhaps et of el public welferoa e poeLeseare cmoerned

about the possibilitLes of employments at adquate wa elevele, for

ADO mothers, especalu$ tbose *o are apparently not qwiliLfie for the

clerlial or other better-paybg Jobs naw avalable to women. Mew

ourent problem of rlLsng msploymet ad4s to this comer. Job

development is uee of the major msolve4 ]problems faain the VI ]prop..

3. Other Pr~lpu Leadig Toward lMgent

Only a limited view of public welfare agency program directed

toward employment Is g ien by the VII program. As the 1967 Amend&-nts

required, State agencies have been examining the potentialities for

employment of III appropriate individuals, whether they happen to

live in a county served by the WIN program or not,

The Department's 1969 survey of AFDC cases provides some measures

of the extent, but not of the depth or quality, of employmentodirected

services. During the year preceding the survey, 830,000 families

(half of all families) received services classified as "counseling,

guidance, or other diagnostic services related to employment or training

for employment." No doubt the Intensity of the service varied considerably,

but the statistic suggests how frequently questions of employability and

employment are considered by the recipient and by the agency caseworker.

The survey further reported that one-fourth of the families (309,000)

had some member who was referred for employment or work training. Ten

percent (1669000 families) received vocational rehabilitation services,
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although this Wq often have involved only counseling or referral rather

than actual enrollment in, or completion of, a rehabilitation program.

Ten percent received adult basic education or high school equivalencY

education, and the same percentage received vocational education. In

one-tenth of the families, children had been helped to obtain summer

employment or part-time employment during the school year. Diq care

services yere reported for 6 percent of the families (93,000) largely,

but not entirely, due to the mother's employment or participation In a

training program. (These survey statistics are not mutually exclusive,

sin e one family Day receive several services).

Data are also available on the number of assessments completed

and referrals made to mnepower agencies in non-owiN counties (Table 1T),

Cumulatively through March 19TO, reported assessments of AFDC recipients

in counties without a UIN program in operation numbered 456,000, Of

these, 79,000 (17 percent) yere determined to be appropriate ftr referral

and 49,000 (62 percent of the latter flfure) were refei'ted. Information

Is not available concerning the action taken by the ampoeer agencies

on non-WIN referrals.

State welfare agency reports frequently indicate that one of the

by-products of the WIN program has been to improve and reinforce employ-

nent-directed services in the non-WIN counties. Some States report they

are providing the same welfare services, including manpower referrals,

child care, medical services, etc., in non-WIN as in WIN area, and are

moving toward State-vide uniformity in policy and program. Other

States lack the resources to do this. Some State agencies report,

however, that manpower services are more limited in non-WIN counties,

may of the smaller counties either lacking an employment service or
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having available only minimum service. Some welfare agencies are working

cooperatively with other agencies to develop and better coordinate all

manpower resources at the State or local level.

Public welfare agencies have strengthened and Improved relationships

and agreements with other State agencies servin AFTDC recipients,

especially departments of education, vocational education a. d training,

and vocational rehabilitation. Many recipients enroll in education

programs ranging from basic li$sacy to college education, and m=a others

receive vocational training. Sone welfare agencies purchase these services.

The last two years have been marked by a groving effort at Federal

and State levels to extend vocational rehabilitation services to public

assistance recipients. The Department established the Social and

Rehabilitation Service in 1967 to bring together the welfare and rehabilita-

tion programs at the Federal level. By early 1970, nearly all State

vocational rehabilitation and public welfare agencies had developed

joint action plans to increase the number of disabled public assistance

recipients rehabilitated. During fiscal year 1969, the number of

rehabilitated clients who were receiving public assistance payments when

accepted for rehabilitation services vu 2a 2.T5, of whom about 6 out

of 10 were members of AFDC families, The Department's objective for 1971

is to serve 115,000 disabled recipients and rohabilitate 35.000.

Although in short supply, child care -e-tzces under Title TV-A are

being extended to serve children in families not participating in the

WIN program, and, in a few States only, to children In low income

families not currently receiving public assistance in order to enable

working mothers maintain their families independently of public assistance.
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MWny agencies provi~e exploymat-related services for youth and are

the agi source of referral of omv income youth to simer employment

program. A number of State adercies have special projects going,

usually int one or several counties, to explore In depth ho, employabillty

of public assistance reopients cam best be assessed, bow intensive

services can be provided to nltiprobles families, and how various apncies

can unIte their efforts to deliver services most effectively,

1n short, a broad raMg Ofefforts have been going forward to

1me0t smeAat, eduostiom, mad c tiningmedia aMitim to th•e IW

Plow- . The ilmitatias at resources &M services that atfeet vIs

also affect nos-VIN efforts. Less e o1mtaim is available oa the

outomes ot na-Vt/E than at VIN propam, Wrhile maq, perhas most,

101PLOnts *0o secure aloest find Jobs o their m, ma8W others

Wed MA receive sa hbelp, and the f1naonial asistancesand servioes

provided by ublic welfare agecles enable mn to moe rtowrd

ndependene. lot oily m ploa et-related services, but all services

desIgnd to intain a &a trength aeamilylifte and rimot. ohild

aad fam-ly welfare he" a costributiom to me is assuring persomal

independnce for American famlies.
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f . FAMILY PLANG PVICZ8

The 1967 Amendmeen% required the offering of family planning
services in all appropriate cases to AFP recipients., Te Amendments
provided, hoveverp that acceptance of these services must be voluntary
and must not be a prerequisite to eligibility for, or the receipt of#
any other service or Ad under State AFDC programs.

To Implement this requirement the Department of Health, Mucationp and
Welfare Issued regulations in Jamuar7 1969 (interim regulations had been
Issued earlier in JUly 1968) desipating family planning as a mandatory
service wader the AD program. The pertinent regplation follovt

"hamly plannin services must be offered and provided to those
individuals wishing such services, specifically Including
medical contraceptive services (diag sis trea, sent, supplies,
and follovup), social services and educational services. Such
services must be available without regard to maritl estat
age, or parenthood, Individuals must be assured choice of
metbod and there must be arrngments ith varied medical
resca-os so that individuals can be assured choice of source
of service. Acceptance of any services must be folantarya n
the part of the Individual and my not be a prerequisite or
Impediment to eligibility for the receipt of my other service
or aid under the plan. Medical services nut be provided in
accordance vith the standards of other State pwuoams providing
medical services for family planning (e.g., maternal and child
health services)."

Altbougb many State welfare agencies had provided s= family
planing services prior to the Amendments, the now requirements signalled
a major shift of emphasis and pov a positive Impetus to the developent
of these services. It would be difficult to exaggerate the change of
attitude and approach to family planning that has taken place in recent
years in State and local welfare agencels• as among other omaniaty agencies
and groups. Not so long aO many welfare agencies r ly e o•aged the
discussion of family planning vith clients. If the service as provided
at all -- and often as a matter of law or policy It vas not -- generally
it was at the request and upon the initiative of the AIC recipient. It
was not a service to be discussed and offered openly ad freely.
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A ilpificant indicator of change is that, with few exceptions,
State welfare agencies recently have revised administrative policies
relating to family planning and State legislatures have mended and
updated State lavs on this subjea. Replying to a questioaire seat
to al State welfare agencies by the Center for Social Research of
the City University of NeY Tork, 10 States reported the effective date
of the moot recent policy on family planning services as 19•8, 27 States
reportedaG1969dats, and 6 States a 1970odate. Champeshave beenIn
the direction of liberalising laws and policies affecting the provision
of family planning services by welfare asencies in order to effectuate
the intent of the 1967 Amendments. At least two States, however, still
operates der State statutes that represent major barriers to the
developmt of family planning services. One reports, for eanple,
that under Its la socials workers may not specifically introduce the
subject of family planning or refer persons to agencies for this purpose.

The great majority of States (38 8tates) nov report that family

planning policies are non-restrictive, permitting the offering of service
without regrd to marital status, parenthood, or age. Many have removed

or substantially modified earlier policies limiting services to married

persons, to Vomen who have had at least one child, or to persons not
defined "asmnrs. Twelve States report aose restrictions of this type,
most often provisions restrict Ing services to minors, a term whose
definition varies videly among States. Qpite commonly services for minors
may be provided but require prior parental consent. Many Statesvill
accept the recinendation of responsible adults, such as physicians,
cleripmn, and social workers, when the securing of parental consent Is
problematic and perhaps not in the best interest of the young person
involved.

The wain types of family planning service provided by each of
the States are presented in Table 18. All States (except those with
lepl barriers) provide information and referral services to AFDC

recipients. Forty-tvo States provide counseling services that
presumably p beyond the giving of information. Thirty-six State
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welfare agencies pay for medical contraceptive services, including

payments for phyaician or clinical services and medical supplies. The

eleven States that specifically report not making ms) payments ubuall

indicate that proiLsion of medical services is considered the responsibility

of State or local health agencies. Twenty-five States report providing

transportation service to assist clients in getting to health facilities.

Of 106 large local welfare agencies located in counties having a city of

100,000 population or moret 96 provide information and referral services,

83 provide counseling service, #58 pay for medical services, and 50 provide

transportation.

Federal policies permit and encourage the Statesto extend services

not only to current AFDC recipients but also to former recipients and to

low-income families who are considered likely to become recipients of

financial assistance. A majority of the States, however, have not availed

themselves of this option. Twenty-one States report providing family

planning Information and referral services to such former or potential

recipients, 15 provide counseling services, and very few (3 States)

pay for medical contraceptive services or provide transportation services.

Statistics are not available, however, as to the numbers of former or

potential recipients actually receiving services in these States.

The States surveyed by questionnaire were asked to identify the

major methods employed by the vtlfare agency to reach AFDC recipients

who were possible users of family planning services. early all of the

States reported that the caseworker interview with the client is a major

method. Half the States distributeprinted material at welfare offices

and about the same number also report that printed material Is distributed

by caseworkers. Five States reported mailing of printed material to

clients as a major method, Including some that occasionally placed such

material in the monthly assistance payment Palled to recipients. In response

to a further question as to how the voluntary nature of the service Is

communicated to clients, again oral communication by the caseworker was

nearly always identified, vith many States having staff able to communicate

In a foreign language when necessary. Twenty States indicated that written

materials also explained that acceptance of the service is vol ...--
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Chaaps in the role of the caseworker in providing fully playing

services may be observed by a comparison of the results of the 1970

survey of State welfare asecies with an earlier survey conducted in

July 1967 by Dr. Donald Harting sad his associates. Both surveys asaed

the sme question as to whether caseworkere were encorajd, discoura-ed,

or "neither encouraged, nor discouraged" from making family planning

information or referrals to recipients of public assistance. Thirteen

States that had reported in 1967 that caseworkers were "neither encouraged

nor discouraged reported in 1970 that caseworkers nov areencouraged

to provide service. In addition, of 33 States reporting a policy of

encouragement both in 1967 and 1970, one-third indicated that caseorkers

nov routinely make known to eligible women the availability of family

planning services whereas in 1967 they initiated discussion only is

selected cases vith special problems. Six States that provided service

tn 1967 only on request of the client now report that caseworkers may take

the initiative.

Statistical data from several sources yield some measure of the

extent to which family planning services are provided to AFMC recipients.

In a national sample survey of AFD cases conducted in 1969 by the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, State welfare agencies
reported that during the year preceding the survey family planning

information and counseling (without medical referral) vas provided to 1

in 5 families and information and counseling (with medical referral) to 1

in 10. Altogether 26 percent of the families thean receiving AFDC (426v,000

families) were reported to have received &me service. A similar Departmental

survey in 1967 had idicated that 14 percent of AFDC famllies were reported

to have received some service during the preceding year. Although the

question was put differently In the two surveys, these results suggest a
definite advance in service delivery.

In the 1970 survey conducted by the City University of New York,

States were asked to prove de a best estimate of the percentage of AMD cases

already receiving medical tfaily planning services. Thirty-five 3tates

replied to the question, often noting that the reply was based upon opinion.

Ten States estimated fever than 10 percent, 15 between 10 and 19 percent,
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and 10 States 20 percent or more. #ot all AFC cases, of course, include

voen potentially eligible for family planning services ( 17 percent of

AM mothers are above 4 years of age; others have been surgically

sterlized). On the other hand, other cases include more than one

potential user.

Records of Plqnned Parenthood reveal that velfare recipients

(not limited to AFDC but including other types of public assistance)

have constituted 12 to 15 percent of that private organization's

national caseload for several years. Similarly, statistics covering most

of 1969 from clinics providing family planning services supported by the

Children's Bureau and by the Office of Sconomic Opportunityo sho that

14 percent of the patients at these clinics vere AFDC recipients. Not

all of these recipients active with medical clinics necessarily vere referred

by welfare agencies. Doubtless many gut there on their own or on

referral by other sources.

It Is significant that of the AFC patients knovn to Children's

Bureau and ODD clinics, 19 percent were under 20 years of age, 55 percent

vere between 20 and 29, and 26 percent vere 30 years of age or older.

These figures strongly Imply that It Is the younger AFDC mother (or other

recipient) vho is more likely to receive medical family planning services,

an observation that can also be supported by other research. The long-

range Implications of these facts are encouraging, suggesting as they do

that younger vomen vith mnWy years of potential childbearing ahead of them

are more likely than older women to seek and use medical services.

As of March 1970, only nine State welfare agencies reported having

a professional staff person at the State level giving full-time to the

development of family planning services, Other States sometimes assip

this responsibility as a part-time fuwction of a designated employee.

Welfare agency experience under the 1967 Amendments clearly has

demonstrated a great need for training programs to help staff offer and

provide family planning services. Attitudes toward family planning among

clients, staff, and the general community are widely variable. As recent

Congressional hearings have ohown, there is diversity of opinion even

among professional groups concerning the safety and effectiveness of some
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contraceptive methods and devicesThe recent s&W shift in welfare
policies In regard to family plavaing alled for re-orientation and training

and a frank approach to the attitules of welfare staf oa this
Issue. Staff have to be informed about family planning resmrces available
in the comnity and trained in methods of offering service. Since most
ADC families are one-parent families, the initiation of se-vice on a
sensitive subject presented difficulties for many workers a , m Me evident
the need for training to assist them in providing service.

Twenty-five States surveyed In 1970 reported having state-wide
family planning training program* for newly hired case"orkers, 19 of thum
reporting that this training Is required. TWenty-four States have programs
for workers already employed, 15 of which are required. *Wenty-thre sStates
reported programs for supsovisora, 14 of which are required. Other States
probably provide acne trainingp, if not state-wide or well lorgaied.
Deficiencies in staff training programs are frequently cited by State and
local welfare agencies as barriers to the delivery of family planning services.

A few States have comented upon the changes in staff attitudes. One
State reports that family planning is nov seen by most of Uts staff as
None of the most important services we can render to clients." Another reports

finding that most of Its workers want to enoonre fdlyD plansni services
services and are eager for moro training, especially in the area of bow to
approach the topic with unmarried mothers, single persons, and teenagers.
Som State have observed that younger workers often exhibit a more relaxed
and postive Uattitude tban do sow older workers.

One of %be encouraging and Impressive propeamatic developments
during the last two years bas been the joint involvement of public welfare
agencies with other canity agencies and groups, both at State and local
levels, in promoting the development of family planning services. Ultimately,
the effectiveness of welfare services in this areas largely depends upon the
availability and accessibility of medical family planning resources and
educational programs. States, and area within States, that have resources
available are in a far better position to serve "ADC families than area
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lacking them. Many counties do not have local public health departments

or other public health facilities, especially in rural areas, &aSe States

and many counties must depend mainly upon the services of private physicians

who are not always available, &sy have limited ttae, or may elect to serve

only certain types of patients. Nuay State and local welfare agencies

have been working together with departments of health planning agencies,

universities, 030 agencies, Planned Parenthood affiliates, and others

to extend services in area3 not currently served or Inadequately served,

to promote educational Trogramsp and to sure the availability of services

to AFD recipients. P" agencies are cooperating in outreach efforts in

low income neighborhoods. Same have joint training programs and utilize

the expertise of other agencies to strengthen their own programs.

The great majority of State welfare agencies are unable to report

their expenditures for family planning services, generally because outlays

for this service ae not identified separately in fiscal reports. Only

13 of the States surveyed in March 1970 weore able to furnish any estimate

of expenditures for medical family planning services, whether under Title IV,

Part A (AFDC services) or under Title XIX (Medicaid). Of these only two

or three reported any expenditures for medical services under Title IV.

It Is evident that Title IV has not been regarded by the States as a

major source of financing medical family planning services for AFW families.

Instead, Title XIX is utilized fe more commonly but State accounts under

tCat program generally are not set up to segregate family planning

expendltures . cpenditures under Title IV pay for Information and referral

services, counseling, transportation, trainingp community planning and

related activities. Again, these expenditures cannot be isolated since

family planning Is only one of many services provided by public welfare

agencies and service expenditures generally are merged together.

The major developments in family planning under the 1967 Amendments

have nov been described. What can be said by way of a sumring-up and

general assessment?

The Amendments encouraged change and progress in the delivery of

family planning services to AFDC recipients. Except for a few States that
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wither have legal barriers or report little progress for other reaons,

sigificant developments have bow reported throughout the country. State

laws ad policies quite generally have been liberalised and older

restrictions have been eliminated. Delivery of family planning services

has been extended to more families. Medical services increasingly have

been financed out of Title XIX funds. Public welfare Lncies have

cooperated actively in comunity efforts to develop family planning

clinics and educational programs. Medical resources in many coiantioes

L'eve been extended. Welfare staffs increasingly have been trained to

offer family planning services and to take a ptitivw approach. The

voluntary nature of the service has been safeguarded.

Statistics reported in a few States suggest the possible Impact

of family planning services on AFDC families. One of the largest States

reported that the number of children born during the mothers' reeipt of

AFDC (the rate of newborn children per 1,000 AFDC cases) dropped from

127.1 in 1965 to 119.4 in 1969. The number of children per AFDC family

in this State was 3.70 in 1966 compared with 3.40 In 1969, a decrease of

8 percent. rne of the nation's largest metropolitan canmaities In another

State reported a substantial decline in the birth rate for public assistance

families. From a peak of 173 births per 1,000 public assistance cases in

1961, the rate dropped by more than one-third to 115 per 1,000 in 1969.

This community reported a 10 percent reduction in the rate between 19i and

1969. ObviouslS many factors may. account for such trends and they lp

back several years, but increasing knowledge and availability of comunity

family planning services may well be involved.

Many problems, of course, remain. Medical services still are too

limited, especially In rural area but frequently in large urban area as

well. Replying to the question whether medical Namlly planning programs

currently available are adequate to meet the needs of eligible clients,

36 State welfare agencies answered in the negative In March 1970. Thirty-one

cited geographic inaccessibility as a major problem. Many reported a

shortage of health professionals and paraprofessionals and same reported

that existing facilities are overcrowded. Even in the I ation'Ia principal

counties and cities where clinit are more likely to be found than in less
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populous section., 50 out of 106 local welfare agencies reported that
currently available medical family planning programs are inadequate.

Looking at their own capability of providing family planning
services, many State and local welfare agencies report a shortage of
staff to provide services and to arrange for adequate follov-up. Training
programs for staff have not been mounted on the scale required. Although
Federal funds may be used to match $3 for every $1 spent from State funds
for services, time and again agencies emphasise the difficulty of raising
the 25 percent share at State and local levels. enerally, no special
funds have been made available to develop family planning services, as
indicated, for example, by the general absence of full-time staff leadership
for this program. Expectations among ease groups that Title IV funds
would be available to reach substantial mnubers of lov-income families
not currently receiving AFDC have not been realized. Here and there
older attitudes tovard family planning still inhibit agencies from freely
developing this service and in some local counties, as one State
reported, there remains "a deeply rooted view that family planning Is
primarily a medical rather than a social problem and consequently social
welfare's role should be primarily a very limited referral service."
Family planning is an excellent example of a service that should benefit
greatly from the administrative separation of the social service from
the financial assistance program. Past policies and practices in a
number of States Jeopardised the eligibility for financial assistance of
AFW mothers vhen there was a "man in the house." This type of administrative
environment is hardly favorable to the provision of family planning and
other services.

In a historic Message to Congress on Population in Juay 190, President
Nixon said:

"Most of an estimated five million low income women of

childbearing age in this country do not have adequate access to
family planning a.sistance, even though their wishes concerning
family size are usually the sae as those of parents of higher
income groups.
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"It 1om7 view that no Amerlo s m shoud be denied Saccss

to family planning asistence became of ber eooui@ oonditioa.
I believe, therefore, that ve should establish a nationall

aul the provision of adequote nly plamning services within
the next five years to all those who want thn but cannot afford
then. ThisveIhavethecapacityto do.a

It has been estimated that 15 percent of the five xMitn
women referred to by the President ame ambers of pmbliae a"istae
families. Although sme propmess has been nmde by public welfare
agneles in providing faily planning services. nder the 196? t
the scope and paes of chanm must be greatly accelerated It natomal

oals are to be achieved.

Other major sources of oderal support for family planning

services are described in Appendix I.
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IV.M P XVW O AND REXMION Of ILLUMITINAC!

Too 1967 Amendments required State plans to provide for the

development of a program for each appropriate intividilal receiving

AFDC designed to prevent or reduce the incidence of births out-of-

vedlock. To implement this requirement, the Department of health,

Iducition, and Welfare Issued the following regusation in January 1969

(interim regulations had been issued earlier in July 198):

"There must be a program to prevent or reduce the incidence of
births out-of-vedlock and to otherwise strengbhen family life.
Services to prevent sad reduce births out-of-vedlock mast be
extended progressively to all appropriate adults and youths,
with initial priority for mothers who have had children born
out-of-vedlock within the 2 preceding years or wbo are currently
pregpnt out-of-vedlock and for youths living In conditions
immediately conducive to births out-of-wedlock. Services must
be provided for fathers of such children."

There Is no question about the importance of the problem of

illegitimacy. A national sample survey of AFDC cases conducted in

1969 by the Department of Health, ,3ucation, and Welfare revealed that

31 percent of all child recipients vere born out-cf-wedlock. Forty-four

percent of all AFDC families (721,600 families) included one or more

children born out-of-wedlock. Contrary to some erroneous impressions,

however, the peat majority of AFDO families vith Illegitimate children

do not have large numbers of such children. Nearly three-fourths of

these families have no more than one or tvo illegit•late children.

(See Table 19.)

There is no single approach to a social problem as complex as that

of illegitimecy. A variety of methods and approaches mint be tried if

there is to be a reversal of the long-tera upward trend in the extent

of illegitimacy in the United States.
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Since the eactmit of the Amadnnts, public welfare agencies have

pured a number of approaches s aimd at reducing illegitimcy. One of

the mjor nev developeAst W already be wdiscussed.-fail.y planning

services. About half of all illegititoe birthsaIn the United States are

to teenagers under the age of 20, and another thi are to young voma

aged. 20-214. Program designed to reduce illegitimao, therefore oust

prominently be addressed to teenagers and to youth Just above this age

level. Efforts to rmMe family planning services available to teenagers

bhve progressed but, as has been noted, special problem ae frequently

encountered in reaching an Aserving amo.

Byand large, the service. that have advanced ost are addressed to

the teenager who is already pregnant or who has bad an nllegitimate child.

Usually there Is lose question of requiring parents consent to offer

service to these girls and mn of them gai access to social and mdical

famly planning services by virtue of being known to health, welfare,

and educational agencies. That it s•shighl Important to provide services

for this group In order to prevent the occurrence of subsequet out-of*

wedlock pregnancies is evident from the fact that 37 percent of all

illegitiate births in 1968 were second or higher-order births. In the

1970 survey conducted by the City University of Nov York, 47 States

reported they my provide a mily planning information and referral service.

to minor* who bave had an illegitimte child, 39 my provide counseling

services, and 29 my pay for medical contraceptive services. About the

sam mber of States my provide these services to anymior with

parental consent. Aamller number do not Lecasarily re quir parental

consent.
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Far e a difficult of attainmsat is the goal of "primary prevention,"

the effort to reach young people early enough to prevent even the first

out-of-veijock prepancy. Som States have attempted to make family

planning services available to youth living in situations conducive to

Illegitimacy ad defined to be "at risk." One States for example,

Includes in this category youth living in hows where there are or have

been out-of-wedlock preg•a•ies, those Identified vith groups orp~

among vo unum ied parenthood is prevalent, those on parole or dis-

charge frm mental hospitals or schools for the retarded, those vith

records of sex delinquency, and those in homes were incest has been

charged or is suspected. Often servicesfor youth at risk are Initiated

by providing counseling services to parents of such children and at

time parents themselves take the initiative by requesting help In

coping vith their children. A more direct approach to teenagers usually

is not attempted unless skilled staff is available or special training

has been instituted. On the wholes the 1970 data suggest little

special emphasis in welfare programs to make family planning services

available to "hih risk" youth.

Famiyplannng service Is only one approach to the problem of

Illegitimacy. One of the most encouraging national trends of recent

years has been the gwth of programs designed to provide comprehensive

services for school-ae pregnant girls and unved mothers. These program

frequently Include family planning as one component of a range of

services addressed to the varied needs of the pregnant teenager. This
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is a me natural, a perhaps more effective, vwa of reein

teenagers than an approach limited to family plamlig service aloes.

Iati-service program differ one maobtwe inapices and prop.

ocatent, obut way inclde educational program to ssurte coniuinu

education foar %e sohool- girl, prenatalNA posta4tlefthotbas,

- n, child care, sfam play i g, couoeling and other social

or psychological services, recreation, or otheserv•-ce. T4ere are

now perhape 150 Prams in 125 local comn•ities that are kown to

include educational, health, a M social service ooqionnts. 1n 0 iti ,P

sebool sstem sare *ad wre are turning aWy from the practice of

insisttin that Apeant girls drop out of school. Mw ati.servioe

program have developed undSr tate and local maternal ad childhealtb

program.,

Operation of .alti-service programs under public welfare agency

auspices a rare. Usually, however, State cr local agencies are

active participants in ooammity planning and development of these

program. Welfare agencies are an iqaortat source referring girls

to the program and my accept for financial assistance or services

girls referrd by the programs. In sa cases, welfare sdrvice staff

actively provide the social service coaponet of the total progm.

In many cammaities, however, welfare agencies are viewed mainly a

assistance payment system rather than service system. Since these

agencies often lack sufficient qualified service staff, social services

in many multi-service programs are provided by voluntary agencies,

medleal social service departments, or other community program.
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bpoerliece has demonstrated the successful outoomes of

malti-service program. Among other gains, girls vho otherwise

would have dropped out of school have completed high school and

gone on to vocational education or to college. 8ine education is

the key to euployment and future careers, these program contribute

to preventing economic dependency and very probably although not

enough research evidence is in, to preventing illegitimacy.

Another approach to the problem of Illegitimacy becoming more in

evidence is the development of group work services for unwed mothers

or adolescents receiving AO, reflecting the recognition that one-to-

one casework mat be supplemented by other methods. Some States report

that larger numbers of local agencies have conducted, or plan to initiste,

group services. Welfare agencies also refer adolescents or unwed

mothers to group programs sponsored by voluntary agencies, school system,

or other community agencies. Program content of group programs varies

but often is vide-ranging and flexible, attempting to reflect the

Interests of young people. In su programs AFDC mothers have partici-

pated as group leaders. Group programs respond to genuine human needs,

my continue for many weeks or month, and appear to be effective. For

example, one program f family life education run by a voluntary agency

originated when a department of welfare social worker Identified a

particular need to reach out to the large number of unmarried pregnant

women and mothers living in a deteriorated neighborhood of a metropoli-

tan community. bny of these women were without family ties, unfamiliar

with the community in which they lived, and almost completely isolated

socially. The program proved highly successful.
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Public velfa•r agencies for mny years have providAd services

for unnrried mother and their chilzrea under the child welfare

services propsrm (Title IT, Part 9). These services help young

unmarried mothers confront their situation realistically easist in

their adjustment before and after the birth of the child, and help

in planning for the future care or relinquismeat of the child. They

include counselizg services, health care, educational and emrploymen

services, foster care and adoption, and other individual or goup

services. When competently given, they contribute to the prevention

of subsequent out-of.vedlock pregnancies.

national statistics indicate that 63,000 unmarried girls and

roen were served under the public child welfare program in 47 reporting

States during 1968, the latest year for vhich informtitoa Is available.

Although child welfare services are open comu•ity services not restricted

to financially needy faailies, a significant fraction of those served

are receiving AFDC. Under the APD services prop's. (Title IVp Part A),

according to '.be national sample survey of AFDC cases conducted In 1969

by the Departuent of Bealth, Mucation, and Welfare, l percent of the

families (225,000 families) received services classified as "umarried

mother services" during the preceding year. (There my be sose overlap

between the above statistics.) As the single organizational units for

administration of faudly and child welfare services become increasingly

effective, program for unmarried mothers vill be unified and uniforaly

available to all vho com to the attention of public welfare agencies.
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Those progprm require comptent staff. - ay of the larger public

welfare agencies In urban communities have specialized units of

workers qualified to serve unmarried mothers and adolescents "at risk.,

In at least four States, the public welfare agency must be

notified of every birth out-oftvedlock and mast offer service to the

mother, unless another agency is already providing service. In these

States public welfare agencies my serve three-fourths or more of

all wmn having a child out.of-vedlock.

An extended network of public and private agencies and groups

mast be mobilized to develop program designed to proved and reduce

illegitImy--schools, health and welfare agencies emloyment

services, churches, volunteers, Young people themselves. llegitimay

is a coanity problem by no mans confined to families receiving

public assistance. 11ay State and local public volfare agencies

accordingly are active in community planni and development, the

scope and effectiveness of their efforts varying from vell-orgpazod

approahes to inaction here needed staff and resources are lacing.

Perhaps the chief thing to be said about services to reduce

Illegitimacy is that the best services available today are found such

too infrequently. Considering the extent of the problem, the best

examles of malti-service program, group services counseling and

other services for utroied mothers by coqastent staff, services

for adolescents, ocmunity planning and outreachs all need to be adopted

more widely. There were an estimated 339,200 Illegitimate births in
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L968D early 10 percent of all live births. Of speal concern to

service pvgrm must be the recea* iorw mas after a period of

relative stabilityp in the illqgitit M rAt tot teenaers.

Like other social prob ,ss illegitlmmq is due to qW causes

&A1 often stsoiat1s 4 ith social Ills such as povertyp 4Lcrls nations

l&ac of edualOtionalopportunlity., youth uwmi1Oinit, t eJmwtu4* ousinS9

&An moo ity deterioration. Although necesar, servtcs along are

insufficient to cope vith a problem so deeply rooted.
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APPENDIX A

CASE EXAG 0 SorYwicE LEs ADING TOWARDDWDY

Case A

Kess A. has been known to this agency off and on as a public assistance
recipient since 1957, after the birth of her first child. She lived with her
mother, step-father and four younger brothers and sisters on a tenant fare.
Kiss A. lost her right leg below the knee as a result of a school bus accidsat
when she was ten years old, and since she could not perform farm labor, she
was expected to stay at home and care for her youngr brothers sod sliters, as
well as her own children. This seemed to be a satisfactory arzunginent for
the family until late 1968, when Miss A. and her three children moved into a
low rental housing apartment in tovn. Kiss A. begn working as a domestic.

Miss A had a 10th grade education and wanted to complete high school
to be self-supportive for her family. Her physical handicap and medical
problems contributed to a relatively poor personality adjustott. She worked
as a domestic, but tired easily because of the strain of standing up for long
hours on her artificial leg. She felt she could not attend scool and support
her family. Kiss A had little confidence that she would ever actually find
full-time employment which would pay the minimum wage. She volunteered for
the WIN Program. A thorough medical examination revealed she needed further
treatment before she could perform full-time work. The joint TS-DPB Project
assisted Kiss A in obtaining medical services and needed repairs and adjustments
on her artificial limb. Miss A's sister was approved for payment for Related
Home Care for Miss A's three children, ages 59 6, and 12. Through the VIN
Program Miss A. completed work for her high school graduate equivalency and
obtained a position on the production line in a company which manufactures
parts and equipment for telephones. Company officials rated her as"aood
64ployee.

As Miss A. began to achieve success in school and on the jobs she began
to pin confidence in her own abilities and became much less dependent on her
caseworker. Her personality problems became such less severe as she accepted
her handicap. She became a much happier person and is more at ease with herself.
This is reflected in the care she gives her children.

Miss A. continues to be eligible for a small ADC grant and continues
to need the supportive casewak help this agency offers. In the future,
with greater success on the job and increase in salrys she may become independent
of the agency, both financially and emotionally.

Case B

Mr. B.married and the father of two children)suffered from bronchial
asthma and Qad lost his job because of this illness. He entered the VII
Program soon after applying for ADC. He received training in various types
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Case IcoptUne4

of printing; and, upon completion six months later, he vu employed in the
printing department at the tractor vorks. Prior to his training he vu
referred to University Hospital for desensitization tests, end his local
physician vws able to prescribe medication. He vas receiving an ADC grant
of $244 per month. This grant has nov been canceled, and Mr. B's base pq
is nov $77TTper month@

Case C

Deserted by her husband and beset vith multiple illness, Mrso C. applied
for Aid to Families vith Dependent Children and vas approved in August 196T.
Prior to her application she vas knovn to our Child Velfare Services for
over a year.

Born into a middle clue family, the second child In a fmdly of seven
cbild•o pMirs. 0alste4 te 11th pads and then ran awv•y to wmy.
She married on emotional man of a considerably poorer family background
aid different life style, and they had a storm marriage. Four children
ware born to this union in rather rapid succession. Furthermore,
Mrs. C had been troubled by poor health almost all her Jife. She suffered
vith congestive heart failure and an unusual thyroid affliction.

At the time of her application, her marital problems, poor health, and
very young children (especially the tyins) had already taken their
toll. Therefore, Mrs. C vho had never vorked vas not even considered
a feasible candidate for employment, let alone training. Her family
continued to require services from many helping agencies in the city.
Nevertheless, Mrs, C proved to be a vo•n" vith many strengths, orý
of vhich van her middle class standards. She regretted her earl marriage
which ended her education prematurely (several of her siblings $&d already
completed college). She van determined to better herself, beerme self
supporting and move her family out of the housing project.

On her ovn volition Mrs. C contacted a reputable, local cosmetolojW
school. We have been able to support her in this endeavor through Title V9
Vocational Rehabilitation, and the WIN Program. Mrs. C has nearly completed
her training although it has taken her twice as long to complete this
course as Is generally necessary due to ter poor health vhich flairs up
at times (she vas critically ill in 1967 and nearly died) and the
children's health which virimarily revolved around childhood diseases, broken
legos *tc. Mrs. C had a natural propensity for cosmetology andw vith
training, this has developed into an exceptional talent (therefore the
cosmetology school has been most understanding). In a few emoths, barring
any now setbacks, Mrs. C villa graduate.

Wrs. C has made good use of community resources and a neighborhood community
and child care center has proven to be very instrumental in givirpy her some
relief with her children, thus permitting her to eijoy then more and vice versa.
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CueD

Mrs. D. a former go-gp dancer, first came to owr attention when
she cam into our office requesting training. At the time, the training
available vas Nov Careers at the State Rospital. She vas reluctant at
first, but WIN caseworker convinced her that ma opportunities were
ahead in the field of nursing. She enrolled at the hospitals successfully
completed the proram, and in the process inJed her higb school diplm.
Her most severe problem was child care, and she was given help aon may
occasions vith this. She then vent into nurse'a aide training at the
hospital. More help with child care was offered. She was hired after
successfully completing the program. She then proceeded to enroll in a
practical nursing course through the Bareau of Employment Security at the
city schools with our encouragement. Once apin, help was given in the
child care area. Mrs. D is about ready to graduate and ha emploisent
in a hospital upon completion of this training. The important element
here is that Mrs. D had a grudge against the world but has nov grown to adulthood
snd will be a responsible member of the community.

Case _

Client is a 38-year-old Spanish vowo who has been receiving public
assistance for herself and her five children since February 1961. When
first interviewed at this Agency, she was described as a short, stocky man
with long, stringy hair. Throughout this period of dependency upon the
Agency, client has been extremely apathetic in her attitudes. She had no
desire to impr'" herself and bad been content to sit at home and collect
her monthly rsr:.& ance checks, despite attempts on the part of various
caseworkers t, courageg her to seek employment. This woman can read, write,
and speak both Spanish and English fluently.

In February 1968 client's caseworker spoke to her about the possibility
of enrolling in the Work Experience Program in an attempt to improve her
educational level beyond that of the 9th Grade. At this time client was
reluctant to enter this Program. Appointments were scheduled for her to
discuss work training; however, client failed to follow through with the
Program, and she was never enrolled.

fclloving repeated attempts on the part of the caseworker to motivate
client to enter some type of a training program, client was finally referred
to the WIN Program in March 1969. Although hesitant about entering the
Program, she was encouraged by her caseworker, a referral was made for
child care service, and a physical examination was given.

The client was subsequently enrolled in the WIN Program, participated
in orientation classes following which she was placed into the Adult Basic
Educational component. Due to encouragement on the part of the WIN counselor
at the Exployment Service and her caseworker. client's attitudes greatly
improved. Her caseworker noted that she seemed to enjoy attending classes
and she now had "big plans" for the future. She expressed an interest in
becoming a practical nurse. The Employment Service reports that her class
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Case 3 continued

attendance was good. She was present at 14 out of 15 days in orientation
clasees and 52 out of 75 days in Adult Basic Education. After 4 months
of participation in the Adult Basic Education component, client had
progressed to a level where she was ready for employment. She was placed
through WIN as a nurse's aide at $2.00 per hour -40 hours perwoek.
Caseworker was pleased to report that client's appearance had improved
remarkably. She lost weight, cut her hair, and was neatly attired in her
uniform. In addition, her appearance was also improved with the
extraction of teeth and the insertion of upper esd lover plates. Client
has become less dependent upon the Aseny due toe her participation in
the WIN Program. Her monthly assistance grant has been reduced from
$347.o0 to $193.00. Jut as tImportant Is the fact that client's attitudes
have completely changed. She is nov motivated to maintain employment in
an attempt to eventually become self-sufficient.

Case r

Married at 14, mother of four children before 20, divorced at 21.
This ti Mrs. F.

One of WIN's graduates, Mrs. F nov 22 Is working as a cashier at a
downtown department store. Ohe hopes to eventually earn enough to get
off the welfare rolls--a situation she finds 'bhameful."

"No one in my family has ever been on welfare," said Mrs. 4 a soft-spoken
woman with Southern manners. "I put off asking for help as long as I could.

"Finally, last simer, I had to ask. I was so ashamed."

A 10th grede dropout Mrs. F managed to take cashier training while
married. Unable to afford a sitter or day care for her children, aged
seven, five, four and two, she never worked.

One year after her husband abandoned his family, Mrs. F obtained a
divorce with legal aid from the Economic Opportunity Program, Inc.

After a two-week orientation program, Mrs. F. found a Job almost
inmediately. Her children are being cared for by a woman in her apartment
building who is paid by the Division of Family Services.

Earning $1.60 an hour, the minims wage, Mrs. F tries to work more than
4O hours a week in order to earn overtime pay. Yet her take-home pay Is
not enough to completely support her family yet.

"I want to go back to school and get my diploma. I want to study
to become a bookkeeper so I'll be able to earn more. And I want a larger
apartment for my family."
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Case

Miss 00 age 18, applied for AFDC for herself and one child, a 9
months. Miss 0. resided with her mother wbo had eew employed until
recently when she suffered a heart attack and vas forced to discontinue
working. The only income in the hMve was mali social security grant
based on the mother's disability.

Miss 0. was approved for a small AF grant for herself and her
child. The baby's father had previously acknovledgadpaternity azd expressed
willingness to contribute to the child's support. At present he was
unemployed and unable to do so.

The social yorker learned that Miss 0 had dropped out of high school
in the 12th grade because of pregacy. She vws interested in returning
to school but did not know If she would be allowed to re-enroll or how
she would care for her child if she did so. The social yorker helped Miss 0
to enroll in high school once spin and arranged for the child's placement
in family day care during the hours Miss 0Gattended school. Miss 0wiln
graduate in May, and has been involved this past semester in a work-study
plan. She attends classes or~.-half day and gains practical office experience
during the afternoons. A full-time Job is available for her upon
graduation

It appears that miss 0 will be self-supporting within a short period
of time. TheAgeneyvilecontinue to helpbher in the aream child care
it she continues to need this service.

Case H

Mrs. H and her family represent the hard core AFDC family with one
significant exception - WIN training has resulted in her being able to support
her ovn family except for two grandchildren who continue on AYC,

Mrs. H. entered WIN training in February 1969. She was not a likely
candidate for success in training. Her family's personal problems and
housing problems were frequently genuine causes for absenteeism. Housing
problems centered about the change of ownership of her hone and subsequent
complete lack of upkeep. During her training the family was finally moved
to a more adequate housing situation. Mrs. H has daughters 19, 70157,, and 8.
Two grandchildren have been included in Mrs. HBs ease because their mothers
are both minors., These children continue to receive Public Assistance as
they are not Mrs. H's own children. Mrs. H's sons are 13 and 10. The
pressures created by these housing and personal problems affected Mrs. I's
outlook adversely.

However, after nwuerous WIN team conferences, Mrs. H's training
performance shoved a marked change from Christmas 1969 on. Her physical
appearance and emotional outlook shoved this marked improvement. She
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Case N continued

attended closes daily# completed the work for her High School Wyuvalency
certificate, and passed her Civil Service and typing requirements. In
February 1970 she wu employed as a clerk-typist. Her current gross salary
is $83.85 weekly, wvit her take bor p being $153.49 biweekly. The Public
Assistance gpant for her grandchildren Is *1$.09 and there is $5.00 monthly
child support beyond that which Is dedicted from the grant each month. The
family income monthly nov is therefore W1O8.65% compared to the $346.11
Welfare check received while the case was open. Mrs. H , ho has been on
Welfare for over eight years, now has the opportunity of being able to
support her own family by working in a job she likes and in which she is
doing well.

Case I

Mrs. I. Is a 32 year old Negro mother of 4 children-twins aged 10p and 7
and 3. She bad completed high school in North Carolina and some comercial
courses in typing in tvaning School. Her employment history consisted of
factory as well as part-time domestic work. She has been unemployed for
5 years and expressed an interest in keypunch and data processing.
Child care was provided by her sister-in-law who lives In the same neighborhood*
Our agency provided the necessary child care and transportation costs as
needed. 3he took the State examination for keypunch operator while still
attending training at the Skill Center where having passed the Civil Service
Examination, she was interviewed by a local btare College and started work
as a keypunch operators She has been employed for over a year working
39hours a week at an hourly rate of $2.50. Dueoto the largeasite of her
family she has not been completely removed from Welfare. She is still
receiving assistance, but her payment has been reduced at a saving of $53.00
per month.

Case J

She bad three hungry children of two marriage-promising fathers who
married two otherswam. Sheewas sinking in the quagaireofa $2.50 a day
on*e4-da-veek domestic job. Most of all she considered herself a fool and
the world an exploiter of the Black. She came to the office to surrender
to welfare as a way of life. The social worker behind the desk saw her
differently-- an attractive, high school graduate with the potential to use
those warring forces within her to fight back rather than to give up.

The Department's worker proved to Mrs. J. that she did have ability
and leadership qualities by giving her responsibility for organizing groups
of other mothers to learn what the Home Demonstration Agent had to offer
each of them. Sheewanted to beasecretary and traiýedforit throu& MDTA,
but there were no jobs. She wanted to sell, but only the theater would have her
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Cuse J continued

at the pop cam counter during late hours. The esloy CO OinSsioa
misplaced bar file. be ws stianrk again. Only the worker still
believed in her and shoved It by helping her got a better apartmetp a
tutor for her slow learning son, day can for the young ones. The
social worker sav her Job as being to prop Mrs. J on her leading side.
Finally), the found a hospital Job beginninase a secretary vith a
chance to loamrn ad ove up. Mo began to take the vowrkw'a ise of
her seriously. Today she is unintaining a h sa 0 ad attratIvebo
for her children, is becoming indispensable to the bospitel, and witb
another promotIon vifl become self-supporting. The $19 su eista
AFM pwat vill o eawy to give up. No ber self-onfidence is being
shored up so ohe viUl not need to be propped on barleant side.
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Neither Title IV nor Title XIX of the Social Security Act

has boon the largest source of financial support for medical

family planning services for the indigent. To date, Title V

of the Social Security Act and the Economic Opportunity Act

have been the major financing mechanisms for these services.

The first Federal support for local family planning services

was made available under the Title V maternal and child

health formula grants to States established under the Social

Security Act of 1935. Funds became available to the States

in 1936. Authorizations for this program have been increased

by the Congress from time to time, most recently in 1967.

Also, under Title V the Social Security Act Amendments of 1963

set up a 5-year program of project grants to pay up to 75 per-

cent of the cost of comprehensive health care to mothers and

infants in low-income areas whore health hazards are higher..

Family planning services are regarded as an essential in-

gredient of .h6 comprehensive maternity and infant care projects,.

The authorization for the maternity and infant care project

grants was oatended by the 1967 amendments. Family planning
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services were provided 53,439 women in 1966, the first year

such services were reported, and 86,500 women in 1969, the

most rqcent year for which figures are available. In 1963,

the year in which the program was established, the infant

mortality rate'was 25.2 per thousand live births. In the

most recent year for which figures are availabl), the infant

.mortality rate (provisional) was 20.7 per thousand live

births, a reduction of almost 18 percent. Through maternity

and irifant care project grants and maternal and child health

formula grants approximately 480,000 women received family

planning services during fiscal year 1969. (semeTsi 20owd 21.)

The Social Security Amendments of 1967 included for the first

time specific statutory provision for family planning services

The Amendments to Title V also brought together several

authorizations into a single authorization with statutory

provision for the distribution of the funds among formula

and project grants.

The amendments for 1967 authorized the Congress to
appropriate for all Title V programs $250 million for
fiscal year 1969, $275 million for fiscal year 1970,
f300 million for fiscal year. 1971, $325 million for
fiscal year 1972, and $350 million for fiscal year
1973 and each fiscal year therafter.
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The amendments specify that 50 percent of the
appropriation for each of the fiscal years 1969-72
shall be for grants to the States for maternal and
child health and crippled children's services, and
40 percent of the appropriation for each of the
fiscal years 1969-72 shall bq for grants for maternity
and infant care projects, family planning projects,
projects for health of school and preschool children,
and projects for dental health of children. For
fiscal year 1973 and each succeeding year, when Starts
must assume responsibility for these projects, 90
percent of the appropriation shall be for grants to
the States.

Ton percent of the appropriation for each year shall
be for grants for training personnel for health care
and services to mothers and children and research
projects relating to maternal and child health and
crippled children's services.

No less than 6 percent of the amount appropriated shall be

available for family planning services from allotments under

sections 503, 508, and 512.

Section 505 headed, "Approval of State Plans," wae. amended

to include two additional conditions of State plan .approval

which refer to family planning, as follows:

Sec. 505(a) (12) provides for the development of
demonstration services (with special attention to
dental care for children and family planning services
for mothers) in needy areas and among groups in
special need.

Sec, 505(a) (14) provides that acceptance of family
planning services provided under the plan shall be
voluntary on the part of the individual to whom such
services are offered and shall not be a prerequisite
to eligibility for or the receipt of any service
under the plan.
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Sec. 506, the "Payments" section, was amended as
follows $

(e) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this
section, no payment shall be made to any State there-
udder from the allotments unaer section 504 for any
period after June 30, 1968, unless the State makes
a satisfactory showing that it is extending the
provision 'of services, including services for dental
care for children and family planning for mothers,
to-which such State's plan applies in the State
With a view to making su.-r services availablot by
July 1, 1975, to children and mothers in all parts
of the State.

Sec. 508, "Special Project Grants for Maternity and

Infant Care," originally authorized in 1963, was amended to

add family planning projects to this section within the

genea=I purpose clause. This section now reads as follows

Sec. 508(a) In order to help reduce the, incidence of
mental retardation and other handicapping conditions
caused by complications associated with childbearing
and. to help reduce infant and maternal mortality, the
Secretary is authorized to make, from the sums avail-
able under clause (B) of paragraph (1) of section 502,
grants to the State health agency of any State, and.
with the consent of such agency, to the health agency
of any political subdivision of the State, and to any
other public or nonprofit private agency, institution,
or organization, to pay not to exceed 75 percent of
the cost (exclusive -f general agency overhead) of
any project for the provision of--

(1) necessary health care to prospective mothers
(including, after childbirth, health care to mothers

and their infants) who have or are likely to have
conditions associated with childbearing or are in
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circumstances which increase the hazards to the
health of the mothers or their infants (including
those which may cause physical or mental defects
in the infants), or

(2) necessary health care to infants during their
firit year of life who have pny condition or are in
circumstances which increase the hazards to their
health, or

(3) family planning services,

but only if the State or local agency determines t0
recipient will not otherwise receive such necessary
health care or services because he is from a low-
income family or for other reasons beyond his contro..
Acceptance of family plAnning services provided under
a project under this section (and section 512) shall
be voluntary on the part of the individual to whon
such services are offered and shall not be a pre-
requisite to the eligibility for or the receipt of
any service under such project.

(b) No grant may be made under this section for any
project for any period after June 30, 1972.

The 1967 amendments provide for family planning services

through the medium of the formula grant maternal and child

health program and the project grant mechanism, the latter

particularly useful in responding to the needs in areas with

concentrations of low-income families. It is the legislative

intent through the project grants and the formula grant

program that the State must show that it is extending its

services under its maternal and child health plan with specific

iincludion of family planning services with a view to making
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such services available by July 1* 1975, to eligible mothers

in all parts of the State.

Funds became available under the 1967 amendments during "T 69

and by the conclusion of that fiscal year, 79 family planzuing

service project's in 41 States had been approved with an

obligation of almost $12 million. 'During FY 1970, these

projects were continued (one of the projects was split fot

administrative reasons) and 51 new projects were funded for

a total of 131 projects in 43 States and 3 jurisdictions

supported through an obligation of $22.8 million, $15.5 million

for continuations and $7.2 million for new projects. $3365

million has been requested for this family planning services

project grant program for FY 1971. An additional $17.8 million

has been' requested for family planning services for FY 1971

under the other Title V programs.

The National Center for Family Planning Services was established

in October of 1969 to assume responsibility for the admin-

istration of the family planning services project grants

under Title V of the Social Security Act. Its purpose is to

support and make accessible voluntary f;1mily planning services

for all American women who wish to control the number and

6,
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spacing of their children. Thb Center's immediate objective

is .to achieve the goal set by President Nixon in July, 1969 -

the provision of adequate family planning services within

the next five years to all those who want them but cannot

afford them.

Projects funded by the Center are required to offer as a

minimum, contraceptive supplies, physical examinations

basic medical tests, outreach facilities, counseling, and

educational services. Addition ot other medical services

is encouraged as is coordination with other programs.

Under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 the first family

planning project was funded in FY 1965. The 1967 amendments

to the Ebonomic Opportunity Act established family planning

as a special emphasis program..During FY 1969 0ee expended

$13.8 millions has available in FY 1970 $22.0 millions and

has requested $24.0 million for FY 1971 for family planning

services projects. In FY 1969 there were 244 funded project

in 42 States and Puerto Rico designed to serve 350,000 women.

In FY 1970 over 250 projects were supported.
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A recent study financed by OEO indicated that 1,800 out of

approximately 3,000 counties in the U.S. offered no family

planning services whatsoever, and that 90% of approximately

4,000 non-profit general care hospitals in the U.S. in which'

most low-incom.. mothers deliver babies, offer no family

planning programs at all.

'The Office of Management and Budget )as assigned focal agent

responsibility for Federal family planning services statis-

tics to the DHIEWAssistant Secretary for Health and Scientific

Affairs. The Assistant Secretary has delegated the responsi-

bility for developing and processing family planning services

statistics to the National Center for Health Statistics

(NCHS). Under this mandate, the NCHS has established a

family planning statistics program designed to measure the

availability and utilization of family planning resources in

the country. Initially and in particular the NCkS is con-

cerned with the statistics of federally fundecl family planning

activities. As such, the NCHS will attempt to measure t:he

extent and distribution of federally funded family planning

services; the proportion of the estimated 5.3 million indigent

women, especially those receiving AFDC, who are reached the
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types of services provided: and the characteristics and

number of persons availing themselves of thesa federally

funded services. The resultant data are needed for planning

the organized expansion, improvement, and effective utiliza-

tion of family'planning services and facilities financed by

the.Fpderal Government.

In accomplishing these objectives the NCI-S is developing a

three-phased program. One phase is concerned with determin-

ing the number and characteristics qf the universe, namely,

the federally financed clinics* providing family planning

services. This will be ac,:omplished by a continuing report-

ing and survey program. A second phase is involved with the

collection and processing of data on individual patient

visits to family planning clinics. A third phase deals with

the special studies of particular aspects of the family

planning program. As of April 1970, the NCHS was operating

phase two of the above program and 259 of the 340 projects

designated by Federal agencies were participating in the

NCHS reporting system. Tbese 259 projects contained 633

clinics. Since enrollment in the Provisional Reporting

System beginning in 14i y )69 and continuing through
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March 31, 1970 these projects had transmitted patient record

data to NCHS covering 167,QOO patients with a total 209,000

clinic.visits. The number of patients and patient visits

reported to and processed by the NCHS has been increasing

sharply. The last three months showed more than a 100

percent increase over the previous nine in the number of

patients covered by the system.

Indigqnt individuals can obtain family planning services

through several other Federal programs, such as the Indian

Health Service and the Comprehensive Health Program formula

and project grants.
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Table 1

Aid to families vith dependent children: Number of families and
recipients, by States January 1968 and March 1970

________Number of families . Number of recipients

_______1968_Ma___c_ 9 190 Increrase January1. March ine
.oited.Stateso56436 0,000.T o oo

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delavare
Dist. of Col.
Flcrida
Georgia
Ouam
avaii
daho

•l11noie

Indiana
Iove
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Ma"land
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
lov Hupshlire
Nev Jersey
lev Mexico

18.1o00
1,1.00

10,300
9,1.00

200,000
14.,10oo
16,300
40 100

5,500
37,500

2T,200
180

1.,8oo
3,100

60,600
12,500
12,500

9,$800

29,000
$,900

27,500
37,600
45,200
16,T00
20 ,300
27,100
2,600
6,000
2,000
3,1.00

36,900
9,700

31,700
2,600

12,900
12,100

335,000
19,600
22,900
5,.00

10,700
55,200
56,800

360
6,600
1., 700

90,100
20,100
17,900
15,000
35,920
50,1400
.k0,700
33,900
60,000
69,700
24,100
29,800
37,800

.,100
7,800
3,600
2,1400

80,000
11.,300

72.3
85.7
25.2
28.7
67.5

36.1
1.0631.7

108.8
100.0

37.,
51.61.8.7
60.8
1.3.2

53.1
31.3
73.8

8104
30.o
59.1

22.6
39.5
5T,7
30.0
80.0
71.1.

116.8
1.7.1.

S 76,1005,200
4.35000
39100

790,000
55T700
60 200
17,500
25,500

11.89000
1OT,000

880
20,200
11,800

280,000
50,900
48,600
h1ioo

106 ,u00
127,000
22,000

111,000
141.000
188,000
60,900

101,000
113,000

9,800
25,600

T,TO0
5,900

148,000
39,1.00

130,000
8,300

52,800
1.7,300

1•236,000
70,800
86,200
20,700
1.29200

211.,000
210,000

1,800
26,200
17,100

38A,000
'80,600
669200
55,700

132,000
213,000
38,800

137,000
218,000
272,00079,800

117,000
11.7,000

11. ,IPQ

29,300
12,600
9,500

336,000
53,800

70,, 8
59.6
21 1.k

21.0
56.5
27.1
31.03

18.3
65.*5

96.3
1014.5

29.7
4k,19

37.1
58.3
36.o2
35o5
67.7
76.1.
23.1.5496

32.0
15.830.1

63.6
61.0

12T.0
36*5



Table 1 continued

Number of families Number of recipients
State IF ~Percentage NrIiag

.. January 1968 March 9TO7 increase Jauan 18 . March 1970 .increase
III I - K - I ii iW O I I

Nev York
dorth Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vel-Mont
i4tirgin Islands

0 irginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

ImA

203,000
26,2002,1.00

549 700
23,000
11,000
71,200
36,300
7,700
7,2003,600

21 ,300
27,800

7,200
2,2001.00

l14,000
18,900
20,900
15,900
1,200

281,000
3•.,500
3,000

71,300
26,700
23,100

112,000
16,6oo
10,200
14 ,100

4,,600
35,600
55,100
9,900
3,1.OO

1TO
23,900
31,800
23,1.00
229200
1,600

38.1
31.7T
2560
30.3
16.1

110.0
5T.3
28.1h
32.5
95.82T,8
1.6.5
98.2
3T. 5

17.5
700781.*1

12.0
39o6
3393

813,000
107,000

9,600
22T ,000
899700
43,TO0

307,000
178,000
30,100
28,500
13,500
97,000

12TO00
29,300

8,1.00
1,600'

58,T00
71.,000
95,800
63,100

41,600

1,078,000
133,000
11,100

277,O00
98,200
89,100

448,ooo
230,000
38,700
5C,700
16,700

135*,000
238,000
30,500
12,300
1,900

93,700
125,000
98,100
79,800
3,600

32.5
21.o3
15.6
22.0
9.5

103.945.9

29.2
284
98.9
23.*
39.2

18.8
59.6
68.9

2.1.
26.5
21,91



Table t

Current or usual occupational clao 9
Ar)C notberenI th hone, w$eployed
AD fathers, and lacnepeotatod AFDC

rethers, 196?
(Percenteps distribution)

Oooupatonae ol"Ve La M t Ma hone ADC oyfde re aitated
in theWE - -Am- ftehers Wn

TotaL 100.0 100.0 100.0

Professioanals oel-professioell, 1.0 1.6 1.3
proprietors, m$aoersenad
offIioal

Clerical, sales,o ad 9. 3.1 2,1
kindred workers

Crattsmas, tore0, ad .5 6.0 T.1
kindred workers

rae Momoerand mepmre .1 .0 2.0

atem te oqtse roterso, end ok 5.3
bereroppe're

Form laborers 3.6 11.0 16.1

Operatives snd kindred semi.
skilled mad skilled workers 7.2 23.3 18.2

Service wo ters, eoxept 18.? 6.0 5.4
private boueobold

Privo bousebold service 13.5 .1 .2
workers

UnMkIle laborers 12.6 44. T 36.1

Noeer belt eoplopust 24.9 2.3 3,3

UMeaovm 8.0 1.4 2.8

T1
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Table 3

States Classiftci by•Date of Initiation
of VIM Prop"

August "aryland

Arisons
California
Colorado
Kanse"
Michigm
MIesouri

Alaska
Connecticut
Illinois
Maine
Massachusetts
Montana

Havali
Lo4uisana
Nev Jesey

Alabama
love
Kentucky

Mississippi

Arkansa
Delavare
Georgia
Idaho

North Carolina
Oklahoma

Texo

South Caro.luna

Nebraka

Morida

Noevado..

Indiana

78
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District of' Colunbhi

North Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Washington
Visconsin

Pennsylvania
RbodA Island
Vermont
Vlrginis
Vest Virginia

Nov York
Ohio
Puerto Rico

South Elkota
Vyoming
Virgin Islands

Guam

Minnesota
Nov Hexico
Oregon

September

October

November

December

February

July

"Septeaber

November

December

April



OFDC: Vor-' :.c'ntive Prorr. -, ,Nbrs oof reciients .coaeeed for 4ppropriateneee for referral, found a propriate for referral, ro.fercd :o'
CLttoliat, crnro.Cet., and training spaces, with percentage coauarisons by Lesion and State, through Herch 1974 (Preliaonary, subject to rweision)

ktuberor f recigia.tnt a mcesvx*4 .Realufunto reofer'red to VIN iMCuemult:t a entollmontn CurT, t enrollIment __
Lceion Traininj

.-...d.rAppronrcte ofor referral As percent of A sMaces As percent of
S rat . a umbet, apptoprtate uabei teleent of proved Xumber training apce#

Totcl Numeor As percent of r errln IVrIrA fo FY' 70 aioved
. ......... . _ .... I _t~tal ON~Omped -T_- . ... m_ ,I_,, ... _

TOTALS W. 1.190:231 ... 1. 20,6 2501 JI. 13,S0 17.1 119.739 87,655 ,

46,678 13;381 28 7 12,837 t9. 1010"f 7,o S l,015 ,3s9.

Conn...•........... 24,005 3,987 16.6 3,987 100.0 3,506 69 tG 1,00 1,240 77.5
2,440 746 30.6 557 74.7 501 6so t0o 356 71.1

vae............... 13,567 5,683 41.9 5,506 9619 3,336 f.t9 ,$000 2,919 97.3
N.,...•.... 131 8 6.11a 10010 (w. 0 (11)5600

R.I................ 4,103 2,059 50.2 2,05599.8 1960.$ *00697.7
vt,.t , a .......a... a,, 2.4 21 . ..... 8.98 36,9 .. . ,...724 ,, S t. .9 1 -...-- 69.- .. .... 15 .. . ..2$6 . go.$0 8 _

Reqton 1 758p,87 700,591 93 40,646 77.3 32,255 67.4 35,376 18,897 73.4

D.C....,. .. 494 296 59.9 290 91.0 164 91.0 310 136 76.6
N....,,.J......... 12,820 9,343 72.9 8,235,S 61 2,98 58.0 4,306. 2,437 56..

K .Y010**000* 70340"46,278 6.9 200303 4201 13,670 663S 14,400 1061M 73.7
Pa..........42,1331-64 0111,639 91.60.277140 6,720 5V)8.

R i2,- t113,,113 34,506 30.5 269636 77.2 21,054 79.0 11,228 11.91f 64..9

Dosooooooo 3,160 1,524 47.9 1,524 100.0 1,9653 I 128.9 1,440 1.132 78.6
2y,.,..... 9,224 8,171 28.0 31135 38.4 2,699 86.1 2,400 1.946 81.1

Nfd,............... 35,676 4,480 12.6 4,106 91.7 3,061 74.5 26700 2.209 M1.6
940 400 42.6 410 j/102.5 377 92.0 1,680 345 J2.5

P.1........,.....,. 32,429 9,734 30.0 7,746 79.6 4*310 53.6 4.30O 2.929 68.1
2,476 1,422 57.4 1,275 89.7 1,120 87,6 1,265 8 m69.9

3.... .() (3 (1)500455.$
'VpA 7419-888 ..3.4..... 95.5 8.678500 . .4.0466

Rno........I.......

F ................

47,434

9,319
8,423
8,207
6,393
29350

12,742

12,744

2,091
1,939

3,0%M
277

3,324

26.9

2.2.3
22.9
24.7
48A4
11.8
•i6. 1

8,700

1,962
1,748
2,029

444
277

2,240

66.3

93.,
90.6

l00,D
14.4

100.6
67.4

6,287

1,718
852
410
12S

1,931

72.3

63,6
98.3
42.0

86.2

1,200
2,640
1400

"350

607

777
III

36.9
50.

54A'

U46
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AFDC: ": t:n':t¢ve ?rogrvn - &Nwbert of recipients aesomaeed for appcopriatenesa for reforrel, found appropriate for referral, referred for
"•qelljnt, onrollcd, and trninnn apacec, with percentage comparisons bv ragian and State, throu h farch 1971 (Preliminary, ,ublect to revipinn)

(cost.)

. 'unbei of recinrentn !r.esned fecintents referred to WIN C:umulative enroll1n.. Current enrl meo nt
.c',gon

Annrowrlate for referral As percent of At imeCe A. percent tnf

ta to umberr appropriate Ntmber perce t of approved Number traintnp 'I.dea
To:oI Number As percent of for referral refeireA for T'70 erplove

... _... tot~l nA eneRS d 'I,-.. .... . - E

188;261 38,912 20.7 325377 86.28 18,430 56.6 18,680 11,635 61.6

81,lO8 8,476 10.$ 7,193 64.86 3,662 50.9 5,000 2.113 62.3
I n . .. . , .(1 / ) L• 7) 0 " " • t " " (i n -- 1 .0W O( 1 ) " "

78,897 14,271 18.1 14,171 100.0 6,013 47.9 6,000 A,6)f 77.3
19,408 12,279 631,7 8,006 65.2 5,387 67.3 4.600 3.160 68.9

i Est#.#*,.. 8.848 3,886. 4ý.9 ,o107 92o 2.5 -- 8M,' s. 8M 1.71, 75,1

Hinn...........
NO....0......#..
•'tobr,.... ,.
.,D.....,..... .

20,663

2;664
5,016
4,962
5,076

160
950

1 Alt

33,837

N. Hox.........

OkTa........
TOe .. , •,,

' 6,001
16,355

375
8,797
2.049

9,466

2,009
1,692

1,810
1,933

157
663

8,027

2,411
2,661

126
2,632

1ot

45. f

75.4
33.7
36.5
38.1
98.1
69.$

23.7

,39.8
16.921:9
29.9

9.1

7,789

1,424
1,388
1,810
1,889

157
638
&Alt

3,402

706
1,957

575
352
191

82.1

70.9
82.0

100.0
97.7

100.0
96.2
40.1

42.4

29.3

100.0

6,457

1,068
19137
1.204
1,969

29962

534
1,339

419
266
384

82.9

61.9
66.5

7;: 1,4.
78.7M

87.1

86.1
72.9
M756
(7/1-

5,800

1.000
700

1,100

480
240
480

.950

1.300
450
450

1. 6"

4.135

7',
599
911

1,167
(1/1

182

2,09M

"4
997

263
V)8

71.6

65.6
8:3,8

117.5

46.4

15.7
66.5
69.6
54.0
19,4i

Region VIII

Colo... ...* . ...
'Idho......... ...

WtYh... ...... ..

270268

16,079
2,249
2,068
5,858
1,014

10,674

5,608
635

1.090
32t

39.1

34.,
28.2
52.7
5t. 8
30.9

7,274

2,887
467
789

2,837
294

68.1

51.02
73.5
72.4
94.0
91.3

7,106

2,794
760
692

I,626
234

97.7

96.8
j/162. ?

87.7
92.6
79,6

5,760

2v,600
480

2, 050
220

L74 7aj4J,.a a

5401470
1.276

82. 5

12.0
111.1
'9,.
87.6

4402 F vr A&YAMPla433 L. ZVI 0.7&2 0 iA&S elk om .

__ III L . .. ...



APKC: Work Incentive Program Numbers' of recipients assessed tot •aproprietenees for referral, found d poprlvtate for rtIv rres) rsferre4d to
%#vgobjgpt. enrolled, end training spaces. v th percentage comparisons by egiOn o nd W tate, throu&s Merch 1974) (Prelleairy, •ublaet te reloton)

Table b
(ont.),

1 ••bmbr a roclolontg, 8236042d fete¢ptnts i~fer, t2 ein Gnml vo otollan;. , _ - pt,•r]

Region R e"- i.. ... .. fe ... t...?W .nTo'im en, C8 . e... .
SA.sepercent of"As ,"Iti' soe. s n° to e!

Stat Toal . eS Aber epprta MeheD pev~ii9 raved ~ 0 Nuwbet training "*oo0
state...... r.... _to1aJoýO ft ... .. .... ... '.

3OW54,204 1,199 31.3 114,6t 66.7 "5,4s 39.0 233•4 2212 99.3
Aueok......... !1,2% 619 41.6 544 91,1 541 U'W. '3o,40 339 94.2

A ,,0 •3$,947 5,7 1,489 5,, 1. ,5n9 110.4 6 ,lo0 948 50.4
ulif.......,.. 26,14 106,316 36•,w oo,535 9.0 3,665 30. 16,60W 17,2V7 a.$

(in, (w") () ""91 -- 90 0 66.?
6,171.192TO 10,1 707 / 10247G2 66.8 360 27 11.4
4,7*1,4,i39 ,92 .41 100.0 1 ,53.3 1.350 10 j114l.9

4eh,.... 1,691 1616 36.6 13.,680 65.6 4,7,*3 54.2 8.0 2.3.5 99.4

VIMl progrin set yetie oNtOitst,
Reporesng eoTetLoe under rese. 3etrDoti te tlema Oetb 1969.

misrollue*t eeasede otemrls beemse e ollmtseAMIuD pereeme is the ?eeONpLO e nV ASeie teew U ?ev t0 1 oegr end ere set refervct
r d the rpuLar referral tpumeso.

ftemese , raetrrele 'em pprepriee fo.fer~rel IMier inveotiptiee,

Imrwllmeat e seede totemc elemees title V troee meowre sclped .ArMeely tO IW . thetlbeis •aefmi
betate emplete
Ivolln em"sede pWg " trettat eo s dee deat.0he "tr of toIfseie sa helduiO et" loe.o., aities eee ipAto fM reuis .lip t totrei es t'iy



Tob"e ,-.Atd to families witb dependent children: Assessernte completed and referr•as to msnpmer qencieo
bw velfarea agencies wderV ork Inoentive howam all participating States, ci•Llative

throvo Deceier 1968 and by quarter &Wwatb, Jawua-oember 1$69

Assessments completed
Referrals

Appropriate for referral
period

Total Percent of Percent ot
Number fOesslNuber p lat,

eted _ftor referral

Conlative troia Decs & -1968... 62,845 66,896 .253 11,93 70.9

Jaaur/-1krb 1969.. ... ,.......,.. 36,84.2 68,716 19.8 54,50O 79.

00*001119013 23,8W7 21.5 18,626"o
]PlmT,..,.............934,9 22,o36 1991 1,9747 80.05

.,120,80 22,853 19.0 18,201 79.6

A4i1L-Jmn 1969..................., 349,191 56•,•6 16.2 39,215 69.4

113................0,61.8 •o, 20,0911 7.6 14,8", 3.9

into,96 2o,718 16.9 13,0•03 62.

112,617 15,677 13.9 1,3117 ,72.

Jv1-Beptsew 1969090000*000000090 309v783 5942,1.,a 16.9731.766.3

•10,991 15,823 14,.? 10,391 65.?

110..28 17*5f57 15.9 10,0o0o 7.2

8etb O0606000900091,26119,072 20.9 149,344.not.

Oct6or-D•,e•e 1969.....*oo....... •o#172,81? 413,503 25•.2 34,0 79*.8

07tol•,...........,, ,.......,. • ,819 15,310 32.0 o 11,351 .

'95019i 67 16.9 9,669 79.5

79,80 i6tce6 20.0 13,A90 85.,
JlJl I LL_ I U _ I _- _" - _ _ _ _ __NI__ll• . ... - . ... . ""- _--] , " !l -___ u . i

I



Table •.--Aid to fadlIes with dependent children: Specified types of IndIlvidualo referred to anpmwr spcaes
by welfare agencies under Work Incentive Pro;am reporting States, #cumlative through DecembQr 1968 and by
quarter and month, Januay-December 1969

Individuals referred

PriodTotalAdults in ATDC cases Childe.T l..........._recipients
Total Fathers Mothers Other aged 16

or ove1r

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent IPiber Percet
.... mlllmm . ... ... . I .. - - - ' _ L_ " " "___

Cuativo throuDecembura19ti eth oh... $,/5 100.0 144,193 97.0 22,906 50.3 21,136 46.1*4 151 0.3 1,379 3.0

January-March 1969.6.... 4u0 a ~21, aL141A & I

January............. 18,18• 100.0 0 17,50 96.3 6,990 38.2 10,498 57.7 67 .4 680 3.7

Fe7o211.......... 17,211 100.0 16,6oo 96.4 6,749 39.2 9,695 56.3 156 .9 6U 3.6

.rch.,............. 18,096 100.0 17,288 95.5 7,016 41.o 9,779 54.0 93 .5 808 .40

April-June 1969......., ,/3 .o22,100L0 22 a .JQ 2 , 2.

April........... ... 13,924 1000. 13,258 95.2 5,238 37.6 7,920 6.9 100 .1 666 4.8
U0................. 11,926 I00.0 10,996 92•.2 3,559 29.8 7,303 61.2 134 1.1 930 7.8

JuO............. i./9,40 o I00.0 8,620 92.9 3,108 33.5 5,117 58.A 95 1.0 653 7.1
.U- ,eptembe, 199.... 6 1oo0o 1.o 8,204 00 162.04

Juir................ 8,719 100.0 8,O93 92.8 2,851 32.7 5,160 59.2 82 .9 626 7.2

Augusto.. ,000,...., 8,269 100.0 7,773 94.0 2,423 29.3 5,257 63.6 93 1.1 496 6.0

September........... 8,926 100.0 8,t497 95.2 2,847 31.9 5,587 62.6 63 .7 429 1.8

October-December 1969.. 1000 9,191• 8 1.1,498 Ž 18a254 • g 16 .2

October....,........ 10,668 100.0 10,080 94.5 3P343 31.3 6,689 62.7 148 .14 5.5

Noveber............ 9,763 100.0 9,258 94.8 3,551. 36.4 5,656 57.9 51 .05 5.2

December.........,.. 11,123 100.0 10,573 95.1 4,60 141.14 5,909 53.1 60 05 550 4.9

1/Total Includes 127 ±ndividuala, type not specified.



Table lo--AId to families with
by welfare agencies

dependent olAldrena Spe"ifIe4 types ao individfals referred to lnopOer &Sewoles
under Work Incentive Propus, by State, 0ctober-Decembr 1(19

Adults in AMD cases Chi Id

8tats Total recipients
Total I Fathers Mothers Other ied 16

at Over

Total:
uer..,.. .31,5515 -9,1 , 18,25 159 1,643
100.0. 573 .. 5 55

.119 11.6 1 11 0 3
10. ,0 l 2 10 0 3
279 228 0 2M7 111

Califtmia............. 12,09 11,896 6,733 5,150 13 202
'a52362 0 1

COnue9ticut...,,.,6,... 960 0 23
DI*tic.t ft Columbia f 191 126 0 126 0 65

71 715 711 0 20
7 712 3 706 3 22
101. 101 73 28 0 3

do11.8 139 1 0 9
1, 86o 60.........,..6... 61.8 593 962 3 55

202200 11 189 0 2
11.5 122 29 93 0 23
" 31 351 3 348 0 0

Loeiatan2......,...... 32 296 290 1 27
72 70 1 51 1 2

. .75• 1051 360 1 70
t661,987 1,491 101 179

1441meSota..............630 6o04 597 29

vLssisippi............ 63 63 0 63 0 0
L0O 0 0... ....... 6,...0159 159 4 155 0 0

132 121 7 111N 0 11
evrJeii ......,...... 695 679 252 42 16

Now exico........,.... 131 131 0 131 0 0
Worth D akota......,.... 95 90 4 86 0 5

1,112 1,067 303 764 0 1.5
11? 113 29 84 O0

1,471 1,1,37 927 506 301,. ,o6 877 321 547 7 l9

Purto RICO ...... 1,2140 930 96 832 2 310
Rhodee 2s77,.......... 28 70 58 201 8 17
South Carolina........ 99 99 2 9. 2 0
South Dakota..... ..... o 0 3 120 1 6
Tne2aee.............. 71 246 1 2.5 0 P5

..54 217 32 3 149
127 22 105 0 1

Virgtis............... 220 220 1 pi9 0 0
,hinqtoo.......,..... 1,859 1,737 1,119 6171 i1

West virgiti......... 613 % 1.457 100 0

ooin.,.4......... 1.99 4 4 1.714 0 21
3...0..36303 2

I/ hcelude data om referrals of son-AFDC recipient; under Umporar7 Assistance Propre for famllies of Unemplyoed Parents.
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a" lIo4..Is refotr re into nt qIPSt s wo'l te Wu Inem1ly*hlv Prvrao IV eltst"rtt 1 re moI ior altlot IA8 1lItyi p 0IVew o t *o, 4K 4 too l

IsW M frO N us asesssetwasrop latO4 r • iollo rouif lsnlsot op r foeo ol mmove• -1OWN

sweie w Nt eeer ofairiqsn" "nicsioeri

TotalAt______ -f Tot Il O lttr . Rioh r let') 11y O Idt1
___ OIlk Ll
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khe.... ........ .' , 0 0 0s03s991021009000 0 0 0 0 79" 13is 18,in ,,0 0 0
C4ltwteW&.....as 000*0.00000.0 335: 1 0c1 99303 04 303 a,8 313 16,226516,1491 6,6SOW 6,6o0 As 1A 3050? Ito 5,6; 11,7" 00 ,O 3,59) 5 1 3. 0060,,C •ln's a.........*........0.. 3,001 1,66* o*o 501902, 0 1, 6* °S,.M ,.8,9.672.:,2,e,,119 16 0 *6 56 330 1"1 1o 0]
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Kattlotof 0S1b1 )/...... 86 3 0 00 0 0191 1 " 0 0

0W0 655 170 96 41) 3 1 0 0 %36 16 Is607.
lei at 8* 0 10" 1 r 1 0 1!. 1 61 0 263 toa 20 1 0 is

"eo 3 1 0 ~ 0A sRW 7 :1 69h 23 0 p I a p 6w 430 0
w 0 0 31 02 000 111 NOt 60+0 0

0 0oV g0101 F,0

9t in::.:$pro::::: 3,I3to5 111 0 10 3010314909113VA 613: S0 11 0 0 67 6%9 1 YA6 1 00 0
106 9 36 0 1 1 133466 79 69 0 10 1 0 0 69 263 1

o::a:to1196 o 6 1

•soota..................... 17.195 161 351 60 39 5 0 o5 , o ,0o

Na e0000 0000000) 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 % 11 1) 130 0 a 0 0 ( 0 3 6 5 0 0 0
56yaoa*0*00*00000 1061 0l0 104 014 1 9*3 1 69 L 1 311 a 0 t0 10 0 33 182 146 1560 0 0U

0-'"" 01,3$ 0 0 7olo1 01 t 1 1 6?4 61610 a W 2133 250 005

I vA 139 0 w 410630 0g IS 01.41 9 0 20 31 6 19 9 00 910 if
oe ego 0#10 04,.0.0a900 0 3 101 0 8a

S0*q...0.... O........... 1.3... 9% %0 0 11 0 04.0 19p12 506919 0 0 , 0

0~ a a001310a 0*00 9000 0a a0u 000UNI51 b? 410 1 36130 0 4
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nw18309 0 is5a0 1 0 1101044 1 2 W"N7ll ,so3o1 v!(0V) 1 31, 11?3 0 0 s oo
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Taubsle3wU to feAites vwith 4.psuio e hi&tlb. s Reisa rlavia"d w e four ndisaarpprowlste for reftrrel w, aap ass wOwU aInstiv Plrom, by Stat, Op Ortobw-= = *19

. . ..__ _ - l ni I, fii II III - - -

Required ctuiet C l

1U8 I, 04 16-20 because child care i s b receiving
Total aM/ito 1wtwain IN ttending ot 111Asa. GaI.muto became 6or refterrd r ew

so/Cors V= school or cartse- not of aw to esatic " S Oote

ot ll- city of Cur..t , r number .# rebabili- ~ e d'
tins other mnew o v ilablo i t bldre. tUtico

O househol•debning

PUN W 06000l0*, . ,* ... 0,57......1.11..303,8069,839 1.1,.32.6. .
p10n0to0.20.2.1Rol 11.3 3.? 9.91. 3.2 2

63. 187o 20 1.3 28 3681U-9 26 1.913
A1&a~ooo~*oo*116 21. 26 7 2 0v 1 6 41.

A a,,.se................ 1 ilk450 451 93 56 1W 33Caltoa,..,........... 2, 1•, 1, 1, , 22 1, 0,
Ooo*g* 111 3.77 1160191658 3,2"? v *3

26"k; -4 91793"IT6a2.......... ,25., 1,1•
com-,atiut................ 3, 16?62 2051,271041 27
fistrW atofColumbia 1/0 653 195 0 0 00?

2,10 9066101 66 7584. 81 11M.61
tRt~. 35U1160 72 1.86i 39 199

. .. ,..*..o.sot6003 59 103 1 13us

6011094.see3 35 31 6 IA1.2214
............... 26.610 3ON631.5 6.94, 60, 3.

la e0000000000000000076 IS 3 0 3 3 1
0.. .. 33. 2 19 37?101 2•i

,4 ......... ,..,0,30019 1 k" 162 0 ,00 1,3 5 11,
3,1,400,,.,..... •0310 : 13 6100 VA1.39 245 2 2 2 Z000

ses111 31 14 0 3a2 3 21 51.
R,6AW0?51. 232 61 523 *9 12 26 503

N 716 72 g5.13?T2.to.y;.8or36 61 8 11126 160 Ice1,07230 23

UM " *900.06o 1,1114, 160 32 166 6 30 224, 1 76 Y"6
31.7 50 27 546601*01, is is0 17

* . 19w6 09 21 394. 3T260
Nw Mg00**o900000134. 531 1 3 13 t0 11.

34M " poe*940 1 0 0 0 0 0Q
-s Jsrq. ..........o.... 1 860it5 20

Now 00i.o............. (LI) (W) ((0- (W1 W)/1w (W1 (W? (V~(V/)
North Carol.1............ A019I
North vabta............ 41.79 60 21 i? 0 0

1,016940406066 8o 203 W ~ 37 0 5 0 0 112

r 084 06906600 0 69 is 0 t 0 0 1- 23 26
?eunasjlvAmLA, too* 00 0# # 3,911 722 46 I1k135 51,65?1.6* 2 ,#09"

Punts 3t.............. 3$70 10Q1. 296 126 3"9 522 lie s16 A
Rhode Islaad...........241A362t10 10 1 0 1 169
logoh Carolina..........701 2331'71 39 51. 86 95 14.26 53
South bako"6600.40..boot 720 60 1311 21 08 11

8124.1 3? 161 60 11.0 59 13Un19 6''"6 163 8 113
.8M3t1.soo Fo.162o11 aoI*0,. . .26 0 0 59 .1 9•o

............ 101 630 6 23 .
vast V9n2........... 13
,- -03...............30?21

6• U15 0 0 1 9 5 2
_ _ _ _ _ -.... -.... -, -, I - --

btel"e 4data sM @ recVipies uni der T ors aist81anse PtoMnfor v•laie of UvOaerlcd ?s.rest
iytdmlwo wre referred vitot saaesmsst or eterimlati o Ge Wpgrqriet w m t fr rt • to owamr.

0



%'abU =-414 to tumIL ith Odepedslt children XI iduala referred back to wlt"a speciese bY inwaw r pmea u Sr wk aCOeuUw
Iroga, b yrea •onfor referral back aid by State, Octalr-Doesaer 1969

indlvi•lala referred back

RefusedOUwra

state vithout.. . . . ... ....
Total sood cawcse lmnest, Child aged bowaocir A 1u

to accept dlabillty, Remotenes s.6-20 a t eChild"chid care
vwok or TOWt and/or fro WIN attending ofa illue. oOthertraining e'••dva" project school infl•city sel' ,asinatotraining otks -- notr crurtlV

of baao1d aveilaboe

Total
3.2,1.51. 1,519 10 935 1s507 2"77%3*4 5 ?IW8100.0 312.2 6;1812.1 2.1 0.8 2.8

79 319 60 24 0 0 4 2 30
9617 1 0 0 0 0 38

Abb8,019 1 10 0 0 2 8 4
Calit~ia..,......~,........s 6,200 832 5,368 10 10 29,95 h.8 bo

35 0 35 7 1 0 1 1
COMMtIOut..........so ,...., 171 1 170518 1 0 21 121
Disrict3at..... , o26 0 126 35 0 2 11 0 78

61 9 52 7 1 2 3 3'7Oe, ............. .....***,** * 933 66 31 0 2 7 7 19
Snm11*..........*.*.........*0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 10

a 88410 6 1 0 2 2 27
16N 91 77 35 0) 7 7 3 25

3553~0 0 7 2 21
76 10 a6 2 1 0 4. 6 29
77 0 77 21 0 0 1. 43

LAL1,08 0*00000098 14 & P7 0 0 6 417
. .0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

169 83 86 1 1 0 2 10 62
S 55 7 ha I 1 1 3 10 P9

6017...5".10110 .9•1. 91 0 379

AnC000$ *000000 139 0 339 0 0 0 0 0 1i3
30 10 20 3 0 0 14 1 11

...... ................. 3o 3 0 1 0 0 0 3
3 0NMM0,............ 198 60 19 0 0 0

v W .. ,.................,000 109 9 1 00 0 0 6
w 0J..................091610

--.. C .OiU............... 0o 0 0 0 0 0
north JA060000000*638 4 38 # 0 1 1 2

521 151*$to* 0000 0 370 1 0 0 0 036

N0160006604 00S*000* 291 3 10 0 2 0 2.,......*............. *so#$91o* 6 67M
Prts 0Loo2...o...........1

Aw 75 3.8 254700*0*00 "Ib33 1 0130
south COV 9 1 600**0000 1 0 0 13
lava Bub"e000000$0 23 10 13 2 0 1 0 0 10It............. .....000000600 8

see********#*336%)3(V0(v (V (2A
55bOe0 0 55 93 0 0 it1 13

43361 1,289 12715 231*8171,8
I5 3r6gn1a............... 0 3 1

39 0 390 0 0 0 31 31a-1 0 0 0 101

ko de m cipie.A OWTOO=Aste PEtem fotr I a ot twmq s frem",.



Tau# 12

mboer of children ioelvins child can unde the
vot rIncentivechild ca progri, gt moath,

fiscal year 19T0

July 1969 42,0043
Augmt 459192
September 46,902
October 50,303
lovmbor 56,733
December 60,887
January 1970 61,871
obruary7 6,182

NMVrh 69,I53
April 73,500
MW 76,500
Juo 78,000

It9

182



Table 13

Nuibear ot ChidrenRea eceiving CI, Om UAwe Waf tImoeve

mild care PrmopWS, subr 1969.,y ta

Alabmona6 ... . .............
Alaskar ....... ... . . 14

Arkansas* ...... .

DistrictO .oolu~a.00e, ,0o, 0o

orgia ,. .........

Kam"72 ....... 0.....O............ 12

Jul" t*o*o*.O 60 00*** 0* 02* 00

Mississippi .1...3

Nbraska .2 . ............ 29

Uea~mak ........................ 0,•?
New Na~mshie ........ .......... 0,2

N Jrsey......................20
New Malo2 ..........
New York......... 1271
North Dakrota17

Oklaboma ........................ 9
Oregono. .,........... 217
Pennsylvania .......... ..... .. 1(07

90

183



Table 13 (aoatUmed)

-Aiea of @lof rda fsAeLvlaS CIU Can UW4r th eWork LZIcntive

Cb116 Caro Prog, eomaDcber logoby Stat

state Nu!I.W of Qgildres

South Oaroitn ... 27
south ..ot .. .... 569
Teneascee ....... 2,135
Te$ .......... e...... 100
Utah...0100 0 ....... ,o9o0

Virgin. .. .. 1,866

Vest Vrgia" ............. .... 1,25*0 2
Wisconsin ... ............. 1,118

Wyoming ..... .*90 00*00008

Puerto Rico . . ...... .*O* ,..216
Virgin 8a M4 s .. ................. .o

Total of# 60,M8

g Ntimted, actual data are not currently available.

91
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Tablis-14mhbled care arranfeents, by type of arrangement, by age grou, and by State, tof mothers or other caretakers erwoll*d In the VIWIProgram
as of the last day of the quarter ended December 31, 1969

I of child care arrangement

Own b Relative' bhowNo Dy care facility Other
State -- I

Under 6 through Uinder 6 through Under 6 through Under 6 through
Total 6 years 111 years Total 6 years l4years Total 6 years 14 years Total 6 years

of Age of age ofag, of age of age of age of age of age

Total........,.....,..... 27,100 1,14M 15,800 5,500 2,800 it,7 10,300 6,p40 0,000 10,200 1,300 8,800

AtLbm,.. 700 320 380 91 13 48 220 200 29 230 38 390
asu o9.......................oo97 ,7 50 20 19 1 160 130 31 94 ,5
Arkans ................... esso 410 170 240 39 162 87 52 35 110 9
Color"do...,......, 380 200 180 150 86 390 1.0 190 310 P9
Conneoticut....a....g.... o o.... 510 270 240 86 41 41 570 310 260 360 37 330
DVistrict of ColIubia.......,..
Florida .o .... °, oo . ,.,., e80 290 290 310 IO 140 80 5 30 150 1640 10V
Ocor s ss..,...........,..... 870 3W 60 30 10 20 310 210 9 1q.60 12

Iaat600 0066 0606628 13 15 3 3 4 4 4 0 9 09
..hoooos *o. ~o#qooee e 360 200 160 69 4 23 140 110 33 98 9 8

I nilsoe000 0 igos0 140 96 47 66 3 1 3 140 100 h5 110 20 8
daO. .6 30 180 160 1509656 400 280 120 300 6 29

Ka a11 004ooss60o 70 230 240 170 90 83 91 61. 30 330 4920
K ,ucky0...0..............,.... 3,1001300 180690 390 300 90 300 101,900 300 1

1o limoo000006#o000*oo0oo0 640 230 1110 270 120 .0 680 420 260 370n03o
W069 06* 0604090083 77 6 10 10 0 110 100 12t 0 0

INA V 60060400044 220 110 110 60 45 Is147 111 6 12012120P,400........................ , 1,0 6501601300
1Pi,,0..................... 1, 00060 580 78

1g8 2 8 20 12 11 1 100 80 23 96 39

Nersksosoooss 9ess 29 (8)6/)(/ 25 61 21 P.2
NeW Jetse... .................. 3 170 10350 1o90 190 1700 820 890 410 56
4 , ,LCO,,..!!.............. ,,o,130 h8 79 6? 29 511200 0 0
wlorth Caoia~so ,0,40 99 69 56 19 37 F33 11) 130 13 9
North Daota...................... 8.l31117 29 9 79 77
Maonta oo,,., .... , .,,,, .7,,45820 42 19 23 1061819 5

Orp e,60000069*00 110 58 119 P1 16 $ 91 61 30 97 2,,, ylvaa,,................... 2,600 1,00 1,300 301170 150 370 240 510
.,rto ,., .............. a......1 0 2,hwis,00,700 250 ,50 96 55 940

South Carolina ..,.........060 140 59 86 35 8 '27 3 3 0 59 3 56
South Dakote,.........,.,.**,, 120 67 19 112 31 11 99 55 I1l010
T, .sseso,,,..o.................., 2,. ,30R1,33612160 15015 797

90 220 0 0 0 770 4.90 280 2110 0 20

outab " 000o 16416,, ,,, 04164, V4,**h

U m eS 649*940 6905830 268 9510 73110.86
Vignas00000490*6 1 8094. 87 36 29 '7 1 90t130 J.100 4
WIGAils e *o so o4 610 39 70 170 1r50 10 330 100 700]B?861
Wa 0*0*00000#00 49 86 7561 11 868 8

Ri ccludea Baltimore CLtu.
z/ Da not reported.

a



Table 15 : Aid to families with dependent children: Cases for which
money payments were discontinued because of employmet or increased
earnin cn1 ive through December 1968 and 1969, nd by calendar

quarter of 1969

Unemployed.fatber
Period Total sepent Basic

Cimlative thrmuh
December 1968 233 174 .59

Jan. - Mar. 1969 ,1P4 580 399

Apr. - June 1969 2,0345 1,763 747

Jy . Sept. 1969 3,189 1,8o2 1,387
Oct. De. 1969 2,746 1,198 1,248

CwItve total through
December 1969 9,657 5,817 3,840
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Table 19--AFTC t..lli.e with specified number of
illegItd.tot recipient children# log

luber of children Number Percent

Total .... . . . ..... 1,634.O 0 W 100.0

o........ 906,9o0 5.6
! ....... ..... .. .... ... . ....... ...... .. 346,600 21.3

.915,00 5.59. ... ..... . ......................... ............ . 29,200 •.1

10.. ormor........ ................................. ....... 350,00 3.1

Not re.. d..............7............................... 1,9lO0 1,7
6 .. ... .. . .... . . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . , 5,200 ,9

9 . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2,200 .1

20 or mr ..................... 1,300 .1

Notreotd..................... 19900 .1
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PART THREE

REPORT OF THE AUERBACH CORPORATION ON
THE WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM

(Note: This report is included by the staff in this
Committee Print so that the reader may be
more fully informed about the operation of
the Work Incentive Program.)
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INWIODLITIUN

This report presents the findings, conclusions and reconmndations

of the study of the Work Incentive (WIN) Program carried out by the AUIEIACN
Corporation for the Department of Labor (DoL) and the Lepartment of Health,

Education and Welfare (HIU). The work was conducLed under DoL Contract

No. 53-40-69-01. It is based on information and analysis developed during
the on-site evaluation of twenty-three WIN projects, follow-up revisits to

ten of these, special child care studies in four additional commAnitios,

and resident observation in two of the cities selected for evaluation.

Individual AUERBACH reports document each of tVleae separate studies, and
provide much of the source material for this overall report of findings.

The sites visited for the WIN evaluation study were:

Baltimore, M4aryland Deniver, Colorado
Boston, 1assachusetts Detroit$ Htchigan
Buffalo, Noe York EMtorn Kentucky
Chicago, Illinois Grand RapLds, bichigan
Cumberland County, Maine Jerauy City, Now Jersey
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Kabas CLt.y, Missouri Richmand, VirginJa
Knoxville, Tennessee Sacramento, Calitornia
Los Angeles, California Scioto County, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Seattle, Washington
Nov Orleans, Louisiana St. Louis, Missouri
Norfolk, Virginia Trenton, New Jersey
North Dakota Washingtons D. C.
Peoria$ Illinois West Virginia
Providence, $bode Island

In determining, the level of detail for this report, consideration
had to be given to the information available, the purpose the report was to
serve, and the nature of the WIN Program itself. First, since specific
project findings alrcatly accounted for volumes of detailed Lnformation, no
such diocumentation of results would be required. Second, it was folt that
this overall report should serve to identify patterns of strengths or weak-
ness observed in the program and provide guidance for national program
monitoring and change rather than alterations in specific projects. Third,
because the WIN evaluation study was conducted during the first year of
the progran'ti existence--a year that will almost certainly prove to be a-
typical of the program's long-range operations--there yes little reliance
on cumulative statistics in the interpretation of program results. (We also
understand that the states, sensitive to the unusual start-up problem of
WIN, asked the Bureau of Work Training Programs (nov wUTES) not to have
statistics used as a major evaluating factor in the first year's examination
of WIN. Another reason for minimizing statistical analysis was that the
siteb evaluated wore purposefully selected by DoL and KEW, and do not
necessarily form a valid basis for statistically representing the national
program.

Because of these considerations, it was decided to have the report
concentrate on general observations and findings in three major areas: The
Legislation GuLdellnus and Implementation (Section A); Welfare and the WIN
Program (Section 6); and Program Operation; The f-ployment Service (Section C).
This division focuses on the three critical areas of impact on the purpose
of the basic legislation:

2
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"...to require the establisluent of a program utilizing
all available mnpower services including those author-
ized under ocher provisions of lws under which individuals
receiving aid to families vith dependent children viii be
furnished incentives, opportunities# &ad necessary services
it order for (1) the employment of such individuals In the
regular economy, (2) the training of sich individuals for
york in the regular economy, and (3) the participation of
such individuals in special work project thus restoring
the families of such individuals to independence and useful
roles in their communities. It is expected that the iudivi-
duals participating in the program established under this
part vill acquire a sense of dignity, self-worth, and con-
fidence wthich will flow from being recognized as a wage-
earning member of society and that the example of a working
adult in these families will have beneficial effects on the
children in such families." *

The legislation itself and subsequent regulations and SuLdelines, in fact,
proved responsible for a great many specific program opeations--and weaknesses.
The separate functions of the welfare agencies aWd manpower agencies similarly

reflect strongly on the program through operations which can be most clearly

understood in terms of their separate identities. Therefore, this division,

while isolating separate aspects of the program, peruir.. the analysis of

WIN through its composite parts.

The information contained it these three separate sections is
compressed into brief statement of findings and recomendations; these

immedistely follow this Introduction, and are in turn followed by Sections

A, B, and C as summarized above.

* Title IV, Section 430.

3
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SUIOARY OF FINDINGS

The Concept

Over one and one-half million families receive support under the

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. a of these per-

sons--contrary to myths about pers n on welfare--are trapped in system they

resent because they lack the opportunity to become productive members of the
labor force. They may need only a good economical child care plan; or they
may need specialized care and training because of severe physical restrictions,

emotional difficulties, or insufficient education and skills to obtain stable

employment. The Work Incentive Program (WIN)" as a concept, recognizes the
needs of recipients and calls for a coherent network of services that will

enable many of chose trapped in welfare to obtain a sense of dignity and

bell-worth. Features of the WIN concept include:

a Remedial medical attention.

* An income supplement during participation In WIN
(in addition to the AFDC grant).

a Free child care.

4
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# A team staffLng arrangment, including syspathetic
'coaching" by aides (including SAF recipients)
recruited from poverty area.

a Orientation to the 'world of work."

e Basic education and high school equivalency
(and, In sorie cases, college).

9 Diversified job training.

9 Job counseling and placement, including intensive
follow-up contact.

9 Individualized employability plans for each enrollee
rather than rigidly structured, standard plans for all.

e Unified packages of services and comments, rather
than a haphazard effort to find services through other
programs.

WIN also contains some incongruities, for example, the disparity

between AFDC allocations for children and the child care costs to make others

receiving such aid employable:

AFDC, in the great majority of states, pays the mother
less to take cace of ber own children's needs - including
food, clothing, and shelter--than it will cost to provide
"quality" day care for those same children when the mother
is employed.

Unless mothers can be employed in positions paying substantial

wages, either the cost of AFDC-relsted services will increase as a result

of WIN, or the net useful income of the mother will decrease, or the program

will have to be limited to mothqrs vho can find their own child care at

little cost.

Another problem is that Win calls for compulsory participation of

mothers. This requirement has provoked such consternation aeons welfare

client organizations, union leaders, and others, that the program bea in

an atmosphere of distrust despite the fact that:

e Far nor* volunteers exist than slots.

5
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* ?ssontial services, child care in particular,
L.iply do not exist in many areas

o 1he punitive provisions of the legislation are
largely unenforceable.

A third incongruity involves the job situation. Although the WIN

concept is built around jobs for welfare recipients, there has been little

investigation of the labor market to determine exactly where and how jobs

can be obtained, and how many jobs are actually available or likely to be-

come available for WIN enrollees. Noy that the program is underway, there is

a growing feeling among local WIN staff that many participants, yomen in

particular, will not obtain jobs in tie already tightly restricted--and, in

some cases, declining--labor market existing in many cnin ities.

The program began under pressure. Rapid results were encouraged

and enrollment was "forced" up to authorized program levels even though:

(1) The Staffs could not handle the volume of traffic.

(2) Components did not yet exist (not a barrier to
enrollment according to the legislation).

(3) Provisions or legislation for developing components
had not been obtained.

(4) Liaison between Welfare and the iWloyment Service
had not been effected.

(5) Timely, payments could not be made.

(6) Supportive services were largely unavailable.

1hus, instead of a quick reduction in welfare rolls, the result

was long holding periods and a high enrollee drop-out rate.

The Proaram

The WIN program ha soam unique and promising features. Because

it deals with a client group that already has an income source, it does not

have to make the quickest possible placement, regardless of quality. It has

time to develop employability through education and traininS. By using the

6
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°tiom" staffing arrangement to make available a& asoremnt of specialists#

Inc ludLng training experts and Job developers, the program otters mrollees

a tatter-rounded service than nore typical arrangements is whLch only a

counselor sees the enrollee.

WIN provides for frequent continual contact between the program

and the enrollee, with encouragement and support provided by coaches who are

often from the same ethnic and commLnIty background as the enrollee. The

incentive payment, while not lavish, provides another measure of encouragment,

as coes the provision of supportive services, in particular, free child care.

(In some project areas, the provision of child care alone is enough to comns"

the program tco prospective participants and bring about voluntary enrollw.nt.)

That WIN addresses a recognized need is evidenced both by the high

degree of voluntary participation and by enrollees' enthusiasm for the program

concept. Enrollees often view WIN as a route of escape from the welfare

system (which many viev as degrading and dehumanising) and a way Into a

labor market.

Despite the program's timeliness andg eneral conceptual souadness,

it has not lived up to expectations.

The basic problem is that although persons are "aget for the

program, the process of assembling the necessary resources, personnel, and

components into an operating program has proved painfully difficult. Con-

verting authorized program levels into enrollments and converting enrollments

into successful results requires a coherent network of services from both the

Departments of Welfare and boployment Security. '

WIN is a bi-agency program, not si•sply the referral of recipients

from Welfare offices to a WIN program in local Departmns of Rployment

Security. Child care, medical examinations, and remedial medical care, as

well as continuing welfare payments and services for applicants are as

Important to the program as any of the vocational services.
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Though the success of VIN depends on a coordinated activity, it
has been largely carried out as tw separate programs. Separate guidelines-
not always in agreement--have been issued by Departments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare, and few joint procedures or training packages have
been promulgated. The result has been a misunderstanding between local
welfare and manpower agencies since thert has been little interagency liaison
and little information in either agency about the other's responsibility or
activities. In particular, casevorkers--who are responsible for many of
the WIN services--often know little about the WIN responsibilities of the
welfare agency, #uch less about those for the employment Service.

The enabling legislation makes provision for child care for mothers
enrolled in WIN, but does not grant funds for construction of day care
facilities. Lack of child care, in most cases, is perhaps the most serious
barrier for any employment program involvLng mothers. Institutionalized
child care *for WIN participants is rare, and neither the private nor public
sector is moving to develop adequate child care facilities. eost mothers
in tite program have made their own babysitting provisions; these arrangements
are fragile, and subject to frequent changes, interruptions, and breakdowns.
Many programs are admittedly unable to provide child care, and so must limit
participation to those mothers vho can make their own arrangements. In
addition to lack of funds, restrictive local building codes and fire and
welfare ordinances make development of day care centers very difficult.
Although many WIN enrollees are being prepared for jobs that require shift
work$ child care arrangements to make such work feasible for mothers are
extremely rare. Also, too little consideration has been given to the use
of child care for educational and emotional development of the child, although

this practice could result in an additional benefit from the program.

Though the program calls for medical examinations prior to referral,
they are lacking in many areas because of difficulties in arranging them.
In many programs, even where examinations are adequate, there are no provisions
for the correction of medical problem that are barriers to employment. use
of Vocational Rehabilitation services is scarce, and fev applicants are given

a
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such clearly needed articles such as dentures &ad hearing ais. oCue problem

is that while the Federal Regulations urged sttLes to asw ase et Title XIS

funds, they did not provide for a direct medical propeeo a"a pert of WlV,

medicall examinations are not mentioned in the basic WI Legisleasti,

Lock of adequate transportation is a serious problem Ltg mNy will

projects; it affects the enrollee*' ability both to participate in the proS.t.

and to secure employmsat. lt rural areas here WIN opecaLes, aMy enolloee

live miles from the program facilities, amd have neither cors nor acc6se to

public transportation. Even in large cities tranepurtation poses prvbL.ts,

since sources of employment are Increasingly locating on the suburban IrLng

of metropolitan areas, far from the neighborhood*whereo WII participants live.

it is ow coman to find situations, particularly in the Lat, whore subucbm

jobs go begging while unemployment soars in the ioner city.

Suitable training ned odocational components could not be prov&4e4

as readily as thoughtseo many programs had long periods of bold&r. bThougl

procedures for the development of institutional training are sa adequate

in mest areas, not all courses are vwel conceived for the special requirmats

of welfare clients. Program for both Usic Education sad It1b School Lquiva-

lency have been largely "standard" pack&&"$e which often fail to maet the

needs of welfare recipients. O-the-job training has been virtually wnvail-

able because of competition with other program aNd lack of effective

procedures for 'ontractinw vith employers, Fewer than on percent. of WI

enrollees have received this form of training.

The extent to which jobs are available to prospective WI '"graduates"

cannot be precisely determined. Fev areas have carried out labor market

studies for the restricted class of applicants served by WIlt propin. Staff

members are, however, apprehensive about placement, and feel that they my

not be able to come up wLth sufficient suitable jobe for psrticipents. is

areas where persons are on welfare because of widespread unaloymesto staff

members openly admit that they have no plane for placements bet are using

the program to help enrollees become maie mobile through education ad

training.
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The develormut of larpe mabi of jaobsIn the privete mcelr 1

Wese dtiLffis cult m&r"l@ fattyevlevidvtIa tn& project, WIN is cmetigL
with other 0metwo pr4'p tef a llat wo sd u of epom oAp

P401 a&0i pobl|io, • to Ls • osam 1 tmiemet be critical to
tbo pop, , have else pieoveted 0A eaectoed .cec trgo i.tertnialisp.
The *4VtI4o@ ere *to e f Ipnfed at the lo"al Ledvl with the lb ose iatR y
of tim.tr better &Wd mure lasgtsa"vO G pt The lelf t54 of tie Pw ri

is ecm tac•jMttb vitb Owe gpat of a pglorectg at s " i8 ll-* theability
to wY"eOrlmd ta d wirk wVth wevoage roetplemta, cad mimnity roa p um*boer
to el4 a paet9of the job 4.crtipLto for a Saffs. Th deLupe of paper*
weib Iice uverlappiand & J redwWm&a efoirm moU o obUea te l a01 reaseubac
of WIN* atr6l*a oat het• o of fvidc are oftes so restricted tht •sStots
Ceswt eflecttvaly work witb applL4tat q lomple probLm oof ceodisattm
od ItAt#Me #re oloee alLwmed Ito boc s 6evo1e that the0 Impde the oehtre

pogpra. s1`#610 LatorwttJ o to itimnee m et ovetlable oa the toM or
4"wrukor level, cad wtrainfs tIswet aufhiciengly itoteatod Late WI to

e^cof*rt Lat al cSag( fully efsderotad the proareD'c goat$ op cepu. and
operation no@ebaose idea of WIM I vrboble -- -wthoeughas ow p ct of the
begLclatIte .quire Ioidtfotioso. The eshmtco of Lplemaetie te progrme

wever0 wvoe iatcrawAd late local operCLat st oahall-1erocd 0ser,
CwmentwaecO• oe * o abeat at c level Of opoercAtl (etato* 0rea, or
project) casing VlN So be ipmtosd Is t o roat""towo y.

n loe s oeaoeecttoUas, AW AY Of AUIMWSMTlQWU ideeweeos what mld

be needed to mke the proora effective.
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32mk4 ILY uP F~cQmT!U#jl(

UecamendstLons for iqprovement of the WIlN program appear lm context

throughout this report; they are summrted here.

Me log RKemadastog~

lrov• 2f Inrer-aaecY L Liton IImproved coordimutJ~eLad

Cooperetles between welfare and mnnpower gecLee on fll levels are crucial

tO the sucess of WIiN. AS Interagency task force om WIN to already func-

raming us the Federal level* and a siellar effort could Ie eves re useful

to local projects$ where training sessions could involve line staff free

both the welfare agency (caseworkers) and the enpoVoer alecy (WIN team

semherS)o The eta of such training would be to ensure that each kemy

fully understand the other's rol to WIlN and the problem shmdertnS program

Improved laison is elseo Important for the timing end coordinatiom
of the referral-enrotlmnt process so that services will be maitlablo wea

enrollees need them. LIproved local commiaLcatias could lead to a better-

It
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coordinated prugram. in vhich referrals were timed to coincide with actual

program '4cnings, thus avoiding lengthy "holding" periods. Another by-product
olf %,.4h timing would be more viable child care arrangements, since they

((AdJd 4P ,t tobcthtr just prior to a mother's actual pr,,ram participation,

.41] riot wiek. ao r.-oLis La n advance, on the expectation of future enrollment,

Although difticult, it is important for welfare c.uvwork.rs to

rcusaIn involved In the :mployability planning process after referral mnd

enrollment of clients. As a part of improving interagency liaison, case-

workers %,ould be available to the teamse on an informal b.asis as a resource.

',trcjnthe4ntinof Supportive Services: Supportive services tor

prc, pectin, e enrultLas must be greatly strengthened. Kemedial medical help,

i.cli.dtn1 corrective surgery and psychiatric care as well as more ciua.tanc

ittins uct, as dentuies and eyegl-tsesmu=st be available. A more structured

involvement of Vocational Rehabilitation agencies in WIN vill help to facil-

i••te this Kw1; however, n•v programs and funds my be required if medical

a:.sistance is to be accessible to AFDC recipients prior to their enrollment

in WIN.

Lven more important and more difficult is the problem of child care.

Futi1s will be required not only for staffing and supplies, but also for

construction of new facilities and rehabilitation of existing structures.

The simple provision of more money for child care will result only in more
haphazard babysitting .arran&taents; only a well-conceived comprehensive plan

for th. provision of iustitutionalized child care services (i.e., centers)#

operating at flexible hours tO eet the shift requirements of workers, will
suffice to meet the real needs if WIN participants.

The problem of transportation is not likely to be solved within the

frAcmvork of WIN alune. It is worth noting, however, that revamping of metro-

politan transit systems to provide inexpensive and convenient commuting from

core city areas to suburban employment centers is an essential part of re-

solving the problems to which WIN and similar manpower programs are addressed.

This approach must be coupled with the provision for more employment oppor-

tunities in the cities, and the development of low-income housing in suburban

areas,

12
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In rural areas where transportation problems are acuta, the pro-

vision of 'VIN-tobiles" to take components into remote areas is t promi~sing

appruach, bt there is still the question of the avaiLAbility of jobe ii

such areas.

Intensive Labor market Analysis and Job Development: Much more

needs to be knowi about the actual availability of jobs for MIN "graduates"

in areas where the program functions. Analysis should be made, on a sites

by-sire beass, and should include both job opportunities whict are et-nt

and those which are expected to be developed. A particular area of inquiry

is the relative potential of the public and private sectors of the economy

to supply jobs. WIhN operates in many areas on the assumption that largo

numbers of jobs can be readily secured in the private sector; this assumption

may not be borne out by investigation.

Once the potential job market for WIN enrollees is defined, the

program should be planned around Chat market, in terms of both slot alloct-

tion and provision of components. The site of WJI projects is presently

determined by the size of the local AFDC population; it would make more sense

to let project size be governed by actual job availability. Labor market

analysis would &lso ensure that training program were suitable for existing

jobs.

Many projects need to broaden training possibilities substantially,

and to achieve much more flexibility in start-up time for courses. The

large number of enrollees in 'holdin8" pending assignments to components

reflects a need for more components at more frequent intervals. Nere scope

is needed in training program for women; most programs are still limited

largely to clerical and medical fields.

Much more attention needs to be devoted to the development of jobs

for WIN "graduates." To reduce unproductive competition among manpower pro-

grams, aid redundant calls to personnel managers, job development should be

carefully coordinated in each local area, and should be vested ona higher

more coordinated level than any single program. On this higher level, ms~or

employers could be approached, to restructure jobs, re-examine hiring require-

ments, and generally consider how the special needs of WIN enrollees can be

mnt in employment situations.
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IJuaLizatLon of Income Discounts: Present regulation permit women

on AFDC to accept employment without having their entire earnings deducted

from thAir welfare checks. Under the so-called "thirty-and-&-third" provision,

the first thirty dollars earned by AFDC mothers in any month, and onm third

of the reminder earned, are discounted before earnings are deducted from
the welfare payment. This provides an incentive for mothers on AM to

accept work even when their wages are less than their welfare income No

such incentive exists for men, however; they are forbidden to receive such

income discounts if they are employed for thirty-five or more hours per week

(or even less, at the discretion of the states)* The discount provisions

should be equalized for men and womeji, providing the same incentive for men

to accept work. Failure to do this could result either in reducing the in-

come of persons as a result of WIN, or encouraging the breakup of welfare-

support families headed by men.

Other Recomendations

The recommendations discussed above are addressed to WIM's major

problem areas and need to be implemented if the program is to achieve its

goals. This report also makes numerous other reccummdations throughout

the discussion of WIN services and components. These recommendations, while

not of the magnitude of those already discussed, are also important and thoir
implementation may help alleviate problems experienced by many projects. They

include:

o Issuance of joint, interagency guidelines

o Elimination of the provision for mandatory
referral of mothers

o Reduction of overlapping reporting requirements
and other paperwork by the use of standardized
form, acceptable to varying agencies and levels
of government

o Elimination of the requirement to make referrals
to WIN even if no components are available

14
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o Encouragement of civil services to adopt procedures
and salary levels neelod to recruit and retain personnel
needed to make prosram such as WI succeed

o Ongoing irt-service training for all welfare and manpower
staff directly involved in WINI

o Recruitment and employment of more minority group staff
for WIIN projects, particularly those which serve minority
clients

o Change in legislation which removes youth from their
families' welfare grants after the ase of eighteen itf
they fail to enroll, since many projects are back-logged
at the proenrollment point, youths referred but not
enrolled should continue to be eligible

o Prerefercal physical eoLamnotLons for all clients selected
for W in

o Provision of a national allowance for AFDC recipients in
training program (possibly adjusted fot area cost-of-
living ! dices) for such out-of-pocket expee sas trans-
portat.nm lunch, etc.

o Implementation of a single check payment system to cover
grants, child care, special allownces and WIN incentives

o Adoption of uniform screenLitn assessment and referral
criteria

o Consideration of W114 child care needs as part of a natal
child care needs assessment

o Adherence to regulations requiring welfare departments
to develop adequate child care plans for theree referred
to WIN

o Provision of in-aervice training for persons charged with
arranging child care

o Institution of national programs to provide college courses
in child care provision, and to encourage qualified persons
to enter this field in greatly increased niuuer

o Consideration of alternatives to child care Such AS devel-
opment of jobs which coincide vith school hours

IS
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o Pre-sarolloont contact of referred clients@ preferably
in the form of a personal visit to the client's home
by a amber of a WIN tam

o Institution of subtle screening procedures to ensure
that persons vith considerable work experience are not
assigned to vorld-of-vork classes

o Use of a combination-of-skills approach to employability
developments whether through the use of toe or not

o In-service training in vocational guidance and the labor
market for WIN counselors

o Where teams are. used, full utilization of all specializations
in employability plAnning and development, including parti-
cipation of coaches

o Development of career ladders for all WIN staff, including
coaches and clerks

o Reduction in pressure to bring project mrollmnto up to
"authorized levels" in areas where the problem is lack
of adequate services and components

o Institution of experimental educational components for
enrollee., as alternative. to standardized basic education
and GED courses

o Regular WIN monitoring of quality of subcontract components

o More careful and flexible use of testing in employability
planning

o More diversity in vocational training

o Substantially increased utilization of on-the-job training

o More focus on job development (L.e., creation) as opposed
to job finding

o Mere specific job development for wmen and youths

o Careful monitoring of work experience components, to
ensure that they are really related to employability
development, and are not just "busy work"

o Development of public sector employment options for WIN
graduates, here needed, including more imaginative use
of special work projects

16
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o Full government funding for the vaw&" of special ork
projects participants at least initially so that the
sponsor bears no additional payroll cost

o Provision of WIN petty cash funds to meet the immdiate
emergency needs of enrollees, such as transportation
and lunch

o Provision of additional counselors for MO, to alleviate
the back-jam observed in many projects; in projects using
team, this could mean provision of two counselors to a
team

o Improvement of WIN physical facilities vere needed,
including private counseling offices or booths
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SECTION A. GZCISLATION. GUIDELINES AND !PIMe rATIOI

The WIN program stands in two traditions. It combines aspects of
welfare programs with features of manpower programs; as such, it can be traced
back through separate legislative histories at least to the Wagner-Peysner Act
of 1933 and the Social Security Act of 1935. The Wapier-Nysaner Act created
the labor exchange which in its modern form is the United States Training and
Employment Service (USTES). The 1935 Social Security Act brought into exist-
ence the welfare programs which were to form the basis of the Social Rehabilita-
tion Service -- Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, ad Aid to dependent
Children.

The iimmediate predecessors of WIN are found on both the manpowr side
and the welfare side. The Human Resources Davelopmnt (HID) Program was the
manpower antecedent of WIN. In fact, WIN is considered by DoL to be a part of
tie 11Rl) program. The Work Experience and Training Progrm (Title V) under i
was the forerunner of WIN on the welfare side, and was,t like WIN, directed
exclusively at the welfare recipient.

A-I
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Among the factors which distinguish WIN from its predecessor programs,

one is of crucial significance: WIN is an inter-agency program, jointly

administered by both DoL and HEW. This is the source of both WIN's unusual

strengths, and of some of its mokt vexing problems.

A.1 Fl^II'ES OF TIE WIN LE;ISIATION

WIN wax created as part of the Social Security Aaaandncnts of 1967

(PL-90-248). features of the HRD program and Title V program were combined.

UoL and HLV were directed to act cooperatively, and program features not

specifically found in either HRD or Title V were added (e.g. medical .assistance,

child care acistance and financial incentive). As a part of the WIN package,

a "freeze" wis placed on the number of AFDC recipients for whom the Feder.al

(.overnment would share welfare costs with the states. 'Ilia Federal Covernwxnt

cost sharing formula fur WIN participation would be approximately 75 to 85

percent of the costs* in addition to the regular AFDC formula (reimbursement for
5/6 of the first $18 monthly state payment for one child and 50 to 60 percent

of the balance depending on per capita incore in the state).

The bial, in order to reduce AFDC costs: (1) Imposed a freezee" on

the number of recipie-ats as mentioned above (which was later repealed after

vigorous protests by the states); (2) made provision to encourage the care
of dependent children in their own hopes; (3) tightened the terms by which

a father can participate in the AFDC (if permitted by the state plan); (4)
added welfare-related law enforcement activities; (5) permitted dissemination

of birth control services; and (6) forced certain classes of recipients to

ipartIcLpate in the program under penalty of removal of their portion of the

grant from the AFDC assistance roles.

Title IV (Sections 401 to 444 inclusive) of the 1967 Amendments to
0*e Social Security Act, is composed of three parts: Part A - Aid to Families

With Dependent Children; Part B - Child Welfare Services; and Part C- Work

*Seventy-five percent beginning in Fiscal year 1970.
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Incentive Program for Recipients of Aid Lnder St..te M'lan Approved Ltnder Part

A. The Title attempted to solve a long-standingR n tiunal problem by tincrplr-

sting a,.•,•mptlon* and provisions which were in their ltst cas.e opunistic, and

in ti second, undesirable or unworkable.

The Title:

o Assumes full cooperation and coordination of the program
efforts by state ES and Welfare agencies despite socm
traditional enmity which existed between the two agencies.
For example, Section 402, clause 13 requires Welfare to
produce a plan of service but this plan is not required
to be coordinated with the ES-produced employability plan
(Section 433 (b))

o Assumes that involuntary referral of individuals to WIN
will result in successful participation by that individual
in WIN (Section 402 (19) (i1))

o A,,emes that any type of employment is acceptable emaplyment
(Suction 402 (f)) etc. The act considers any legal wp1o)yic'ct
which pruvideN legal minimaim wage to be beneficisl to tO
client and his or her family. This does not provide the
applicant itle right to refuse what he considers to be tiemeantng
or unsuitable work (unless the state has such protections).f

o Assumes all states could comply with the tizULable estab-
lished to implement the WIN Program either legislatively
or administratively.

o Assumes that training mechanisms which had doubtful applicabi-
lity would succeed with WIN clients (section 407 (b) (2) (3)).

o Asumes that day care facilities existing are adequate and
can be used by WIN.

o Requires prompt referral of appropriate individuals to WIN
without regard to WIN's readiness or ability to serve them.
(Section 402 (19) (as)).

* The DITP guidelines, subsequently issued, take an opposing view and require
suitable employment which does~not lower the family's living standard.
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oI vO. not specifically exclude from participation in WIN
mothers with a large number of children although parti-
cipation might be uneconomic or undesirable for the welfare
of the children. Thus a mother with night children could be
required to participate in the program even though eventual
employment could probably not hope to cover self-paid child
care costs, and might preclude her attending to her children's
usual childhood illnesses without endangering her employment.
Somu agencies have relied on a special interpretation of
Section 402 (19) (a)(ViL) to exclude such individuals from
the program--but others have not.

o Does not specifically provide for medical examinations.

o Does not enable day care funds to be used in buying private
day care services up to Title IV standards (Section 420-426).

o Ircvides (402(8)(A)) for income discounts (the "30-and-a-third"
provision) which were ruled invalid for men who work, because
of other aspects of the legislation which disallow any supple-
ments to men who work over 35 hours a wuek (or less at the
state's discretion).

The legislation was subsequently clarified by intorLm policy state-
ments of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Thimse were later
changed, amended and codified by adding a new Part 220 to Chaptsr UI of

Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations. These regulations extended the
enabling legislation by specifying, in detail, operational features of the
program and by outlining a system for the WIN process from assessment to

termination.

Title IV called for specific services. The Title:

o Detailed procedures for the development of service plans
with employment objectives and the necessity for rapid
screening of the caseload. These provisions were used
by several states as the basis for the development of
service plans for the entire caseload by July 1969#
and the subsequent referral of all eligible persons to
WIN. The number of referrals inundated the program and
the service plans--when they did, in fact, call out som
ezvployment goal--resulted in enrollee bias for employment
objectives which ES counselors thought unrealistic. Need-
less friction between welfare caseworkers and ES counselors
resulted.
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o specified that: "Chi'd care services. incldixiLS inbome-" An
out-of-home setlces. muwt be available or province to all
persons referred to wid enrolled in tie Work Incentive
Program...Such care must be suitable for the individual child
and the parents must be involved and agree to the type of care
provided." This statement was not clarified as to how this
would be accomplished, and the WO guialdelties which were even
stronger in requiring child care (a mother is not to be referred
to the Work incentive Program unless wnd until adequate oh1ld
Lare arrangeuntp are available) only offered anerail g tae-
lines is to how•trvices might be provided. Mte lcgi.4.ti.',,
was not only vaxte on how service might be procured. b•t it-.,
did not allow tie use of Federal funds for tie developoi.t .A
day care facilities. The result was a strong requirement sor
child care which was peremptory tn nature and which could not
be met in the majority of WIN pgojects. States, as a result,
simply Ignored the requirement. Io st prugrama are ru tits
violation of Section 720.18 of the Federal RegulatiýmsA.d4
Section 44.3 of the M1W uidelines, if they are strictly inLtr-
preted.

o Set up mechanisms for payment which could not be readily
adopted by states and counties (computer facilities in wvo
areas had to be abandoned and accounting and paymsat Ipro-
cessed manually).

o Called for medical examinations for all persons referred to
WIN (220.35 (11)) despite the fact that facilities and pro-
cedures simply did not exist in many areas to comply with
provisions.

o Urged states to provide restorative medical Aervices directly
related to the participant's employability, utilizing all
available resources such as the vocational rehabilitation
and Title XIX programs. Such services include the provisions
of items such as eyeglasses, hearing aids, cosmetic dentistry,
and similar services. Little evidence was found of this in
WIN since states were only urged to make use of services
found elsewhere.

Neither the legislation nor the subsequent codificatio va suliticient

to deuand an integrated set of services meeting WIN enrollee needs. 0% the

areas of child tire, medicals and remedial medication, and payants, little

direct program guidance was available and the provisions were either skirted

or ignored in many cases. Tlie guidelines, while further clarifying certaLi
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o Guidelines for establishment of working relationship with
other community and state agencies vhich can supply operational
supplementary programs.

o Sources and adjustments of labor market statistics proce-
dures to provide the local sponsors with information more
specifically related to the clients of WIN.

o Additional explanation of complex features, such as 30-1/3
provisions and special work projects.

It* DoL CuidelLnes were timely and important in the development ol
the WIN Program. The Work Incentive Program Handbook was distributed crly
enouKh to provide the majority of eligible participating states within tl
basic information on the objectives, limits, and mechanics for establishing
an operable program. Equally important, the guidelines provided standards
from which regional Hanpower Administration staff could develop and provide
consistent technical assistance to local agencies during implementation.

A.2.2 ILW Guidelines: Featurls

As previously noted, HEW Guidelines appeared in the form of a limited
draft in July 1968. Basic features of the Interim Guidelines - Work Incentive
Pror4m includes

o explanation of categories of enrollees

o priority of referrals

o state responsibilities, including appropriateness definition
planning guidelines, assessment requirements, pro-referral
medical and child care service, and scope of continuing
supportive service.

o description of referral priorities

o description of agency recourse in case of refusal to parti-
cipate

o description of Federal financial program support

o tentative record and reporting instruments and procedures.

Throughout the HEW Interim Guidelines reference is made to the state's
responsibility for creating a specific plan to carry out its portion of the WIN
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Program. bthoe I.,* however, relatively little j;uian.e in termx of n'.d

acceptable features of such plans. Areas of concern -- such as status of

welfare responsibilities for the WIN enrollee when eligibility for A73C is

denied or removed, cooperative budget generatton for state plans, and t04 role

of the required family Rervice plan to thw WIN enrollee --aa* covered only in

very general terms, leaving much to the imagination of state and local agenc es.

There are attempts to temper %ume of thel ror cntroverhial Le.it,,e-

of tho referral and selectLon process by statements of preference for vwl4i-

tary participation:

It would be acceptable, and in fact desirable, for stitc- to
make referral voluntary for mothers of young children, a.,d
perhaps for those with older children who expreb .a strong
feeling that they are needed at lihco to take cate of the
children. (11EV Guidelines, page 14).

One section of "Interim Guidelines" provides two versions of tVe
guidelines for "Use of Community Resources." Both versions tend to be quite

general, calling for reviews of agreements, describing possible use of supple-

mentary services, and calling attention to joint-planning areas.

The impact of HE WGuidelines is hard to assess. Evaluation visits

found the guidelines rarely available at the local level. Lack of guidance on

the role of medical and child carh prereferral services and the scope of con-

tinuing services were the sources of much confusion.

A.2.3 Conflicts in Guidelines

Dot. and HEWG (;uidelines contain some differences of interpretation

which further indicate a need or a cooperatively developed documnt. The

major differences are:

1. Interpretation of the 30-and-l/3 provision for
income disregard.

DloL guidelines apparently interpret the 30-
and-l/3 provision of the enabling legis-
lation as being applicable 22l1 to those
WIN enrollees participating in OJT. oHE
guidelines, .Aile not specifically ad-
dressing tlh effect of the provision,
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emphasize that enrollment in the OJT component is
to be considered training. The conflicts in the
legislative provisions which cause the 30-and-l/3
provision to be disallowed for can working over
thirty-five hours a week are covered only once:
"The [Priority 1 Referral] is subject to the
policy on the unemployed father. However, un-
employed fathers placed in on-the-job training
under Priority 1 are not defined as being em-
ployed even though their work-training experience
is in excess of thirty-five hours a week. These
fathers are considered to be in training."

2. Priority of Referral

WoL Guidelines separate AM unemployed fathers
who are in CWT or Title V projects from other
AFUC. unemployed individuals: HEW Guuidlines make
no priority distinction between these groups.
Priority 3 in HEW Guidelines and priority 4 in
DoL Guidelines vary by the inclusion of essential.
persons over 16 in the HEW version.

3. Good Cause Interpretation

HEW Guidelines refer', in discussing the responsL.
bilLtLes of the manp,-,er agency, to the refusal
"to accept a bonafide offer. of employment in which he
(the enrollee) is able to engage..." DoL Guide-
lines provide more specific policies (412 (e)) as
to the determination of what is considered reason-
able cause for refusal including items (412 (a) and
(n)) which deal with possible effects on family
economic and social well-being. Effort to clarify
these positions consistently in both guidelines is
needed.

4. Cooperative Planning and Operation

HEW and DoL Guidelines make a plea for cooperative
program planning and operation, but lack specificity
as to areas and examples of such activities.

The need for joint guidelines is evident. Additional expansion of

the operational models and process guidelines is needed for the assessment

referral, supporting services and planning requirements of the entire WIN

Program. The development of Joint guidelines would have the added advantage

of becoming a more-readily-usable document for operational staff.
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A.3 STATE LAWS AND STATIC CIV). !JKVICE

WIN is not exclusively a 'ederal program; it entails swtching

requirements from states, and there are numerous other lawb, operating at

various levels of government, which affect it.

A.3.1 Funding

Because of the matching funds problem, WIN was delayed in many

areas while county or state legislatures worked on allocating funds for WIN

or transferring payment sLurces, as between the states and counties. Considerable

Confusion followed, particularly at the program level. In many states, of

course, WIN was not started in the first elilible year because of transcr

of fund restrictions (pertaining particularly to the use of funds for special

work projects), and even in the mandatory year some states did not ,UICt Like

necessary legislation. In a few areas, WIN slots wore restricted by limits

in local funds. In one state, the governor waged a campaign against increasiroil

the six.e of the program.

A.3.2 Other Restrictions

A variety of local and state procedures and laws had to be dealt

with in many areas before WIN could provide all its intended services.
in many cases, the program was many months old before the resolution between

the program requirements and local and state provisions were made.

1he most troublesome areas were child care and education. For

numerous different and sometimres bewildering reasons, child care payments

could not be made in some states until months after the program's inception.
This, of course, delayed the program for most fiule applicants. In a Lev
areas, sorw local restrictions still remain, greatly limiting the program's

benefits for many mothers. In some states, for example, payments smy only

go to a vendor--not to the mother--with the result that the consumer of the

service has no control over the child care provider, and cannot even get her

paid on time (see Paragraph' B.2.5.3). (There are, of course, more serious

impediments to the development of effective WIN child care, and these are

discussed in Section B).
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The procedures for obtaining components often conflicted with

existing processes and regulations which, in some projects, made it virtually

impossible to contract WIN training to private schools. In several areas,

the removal of restrictions on contracting to private institutions did not

occur uatil FY 1970.

A.3.3 Civil Service Problems

The staffing of the WIN projects was hampered by civil service

procedures in many states. Seniority provisions often required that persons

with seniority be given preference for the new prograa--even though they

might be poorly qualified to work with welfare recipients or disadvantaged

applicants. This problem was particularly felt at the management level, and

some states went to considerable pains to shunt off persons they felt were

inappropriate to the sidelines of the program, when the civil service proce-

dure made it impossible to avoid making them part of the WIN staff.

The job descriptions, liste, and qualification indices are generally

not suitable for obtaining the type of individual best suited to working vith

disadvantaged welfare recipients, and many novaemployees were not what the

program really needed. The qualifications in most states for counselor

require only a college degree with credits in a behavioral science, though
the counselor will have to handle vocational problems, and work with minority

group applicants--with whom he may never have come in contact prior to the

program. Requirements for coaches also varied, and too often did not provide

any incentive. Promotion, regardless of ability, was often impossible because

of college degree requirements. Salary levels were low, and encouraged turn-

over, particularly by the counselors with a few ydarsO experience who could find

more lucrative positions elsewhere. Moreover, state amploys•e often complain

of being required to be civil servants first, and professionas second. Since

professional abilities are needed for the success of programs such as WIN,
greater emphasis must be given to these qualities in the procurment, job

description#, and subsequent evaluation of personnel.
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A.4 NINLEENTATON 0? TI WIN PRORA

Discussion of the WIN Program implamentation and start-up problems
and results should be viewed from the perspective of the conditions of similar
manpower training programs during their transition from legislation to olter-

ation. Too many programs simply reacted to a vag concept of a progrowm.
They had too little knowledge, skill, or time for transition planning. I14

resultant problems manhiested themselves in a variety of areas:

o staff selection and training

o coordination between operating agencies at
all levels of government

0 interpretation of objectives to operational
process

o organisation and program structure

o coordination with community resources

o program activity phasing.

In this respect, WIN Program umplementation and start-up activities
were not unlike other national manpower efforts, save for the legislative man-

date for Joint-program responsibility between HEV and DoL.
6

Although the evaluation was primarily directed at determining tia

efficacy of the results of start-up for the local WIN projects covered, the

timing of the evaluation visits provided considerable exposure to projects

still experiencing the effects of start-up activities. The following p.Ira-

graphs will outlino some of the major resulting progress features and problems.

A.4. 1 Welfare Axencies; WIN Program !mvlemgntatý,on

Local Welfare agencies were, for the tost part, victims of lack of

preparation and planning for the advent of VIN. A variety of external factors
were among the causes of the difficulties encountered. Toses include;

oaReorganization of Welfare agencies' service concepts and
structures. In some areas, for example, a shift was under
way from conventional eligibility determination to a syst4a
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in which the client attests to his own eligibility. In
others, the entire welfare caseload was being re-evaluated
for eligibility; this was sometimes in response to local
controversy about alleged "chislers" on relief rolls. In
one site* the entire Welfare Department was undergoing
reorganization.

o State Financial Constraints - Several states in which
WIN projects were initiated had just undergone or were
preparing for welfare budget cuts.

0 Staff turnover and understaffing - In only two of the
evaluation sites (one southeastern city and one midwest
county program) were welfare caseworker staff at the
alloted level. In several sites across the country
turnover and/or unfilled slots, accounted for rates of
up to 80"% of staff vacancies.

o Large scale case creening - Entire area AFDC caseloads
were under mandate (sometlmes complicated by state inter-
pretation of target dates) screened for appropriateness
even when allotted WIN openings were less than ten per-
cent of the possible referrals.

o Lack of clear guidance - HEW Guidelines were, as pointed
out earlier, generally unavailable to local staff. Over
one-third of the sites were operating under state guide-
lines on referral priorities at variation with Federal
guidelines.

0 Phase-out activities - Many of the sites visited had pre-
viously been involved in the Title V and CWT projects
and were thus under mandate to dismantle these programs.*

o Child care guidance and resources - Guidelines relative
to child care were generally missing at the local level.
Many communities visited had little knowledge of, or
resources for, child care.

o Lack of established coordination links with DoL Employment
Service agencies - It was evident that state and local (and
even regional) agency coordination was lacking in well over
half the sites visited. This is not to say that staff-to-
staff communication wasn't evident; in many sites where
Title V staff assumed WIN staff positions, barriers to
coordination were decreased. However, structured comnuni-
cation links were often more a result of start-up necessity

*This produced additional friction as well. Many local Welfare agencies felt
their Title V projects were successful, and objected tol'osing" them to the
Employment Service, an agency which many staff felt was incapable of working
with welfare clients. The result varied from wait-and-see through studied non-
cooperation.
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than the result of clear, pre-existing-.u nnstrative
relationships. In several site visits, evaluation "kick-olf"
meetings were void of local HEW staff. At almost all site,
welfare caseworkers involved in referral and selection were
found to be lacking in knowledge about process and jgeneial
WI program features of the Employment Service operations.

Consequently, the implementation of the WIN program req.ulted fit

considerable variation in Welfare agency processes ind struct,,re. or

example, of the twenty-three sites evaluated, nine Wellare akrncies haid

created what can be termed a WIN/WEL unit;* six had appointed local coor-

dinators and six had Welfare WIN responsibilities vested in the AFDC cabcworkets.

1.o agencies had partial WIN/WEL units; that is, either the selecttutl a .d pre-

referral services or continuing services were the responsibility of the u.e-eciii

unit. Although the internal structure of the WIN/WEL units encountered v.aries,

the process is similar. Usually- caseworkers make paper deteamination of

eligibility and apporpriateness and send casework folders, client and/or both

to the WIN/WEL unit. This unit may t.en become responsible for final selection,

pre-referral medical, child care arrangements and ,eferral, or Day h olitctned

only with continuing services.

There have been some problems associated with referral rate of tihe.

units. Specifically this occurs (as in the cases of a southern a.-d a soisth-

eastern site) when the units assume full-case responsibility prior to appro-
priateness determination. There is a tendency for the regtil,,r caseworeors to

refer cases less discrimninately (particularly when start-up pressure to r tus-

bars abounded) causing the WIN/WEL unit to become Jamaned with full family services

for referrees and especially difficult pre-referral cases. Some sites Lad not

reached planned enrollment level f(r this reason. In a miiduestern city, as

well as somw others, the WIN/WEL unit was complemented with a specialized unit

of child-care caseworkers.

*A WIN/WEL unit is a group of AFDC caseworkers whose caseload and operationare
restricted to WIN potential and actual enrollees. In some cases, separai*

intake and supportive services functions were part of the unit structure.
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WIN/WEL units seem ideally suited for larp-city WIN programs. They

offer these advantages:

o better coordination among caseworkers assigped to WIN enrollees

and prospective enrollees

o more carefully coordinated referral rates

o more consistent determination of appropriateness for
referral, particularly in those WIN/WEL units separating
selection and pro-referral services for continuing
services

o more consistent and adequate ongoing supportive services

o better and more consistent interpretation of the features
of the WIN program to the client.

in some projects, even where no specialized WIN/WEL unit was in

existence, a unit (or individual) in the Welfare agency was assigned specific

responsibility for liaison with the Employment Service WIN teams. While this

was generally found to be a useful procedure, in one midwestern site the

"liaison unit" had become over-formalized (with communication required in

writing, and caseworkers forbidden to contact WIN team members directly). As

a result, it was considered to be more of a barrier to communication than an

*.suet.

In general, it was found that WIN projects benefit substantially from

situations in which informal communication between welfare staff and manpower

agency staff is encouraged and freely used. A "liaison unit" can be helpful

in interpreting agency guidelines and procedures, and in ironing out mis-

understandings, but cannot substitute for the WIN team's being able to obtain

information quickly and informally on enrollees from the enrollees' casevorkers.

Both staff turnover and lack of effective coordination contributed

to project difficulties; this was evident in the referral process. In nine of

the twenty-three sites, state and local guidelines on priority of referrals

were found to be at variance with Federal guidelines. (At least one site, a

midwestern county program, was using subjective evaluati.)n based on predictions

of welfare clients' behavior (including 'morals") as a normal part of the pro-

referral screening process.) Thirteen of the twenty-three sites encountered
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were characterized as displaying open differences on referral and selection

determination as well as general lack of e working relationship between ielfare

and manpower agencies.

Among thuse local agencies found to have adequate coordLn4tion,

the most effective base of coordination occurred where former Title V staff

became members of the Deployment Service WIN teams and administration. Lven

in these agencies, however, knowledge of WIN program purpose, intent. and

features at the caseworker level was rarely more than familiarity with t0l

paperwork involved in referral.

The child care and medical pro-referral services., at a local level,

seemed particularly paralyzed. Fourteen of twenty-two sites where child care

services were required could not provide even moderate service for clients.

In the vast majority of the sites, child care arrangements were in effect thke

responsibility of the client during the early months of the program.

Physical examinations w"re also a source of confusion in many titeg.

Practices ranged from having the caseworker make a cursory determination of

the client's fitness to participate, to a thorough physical examination by a
doctor chosen by the client himself. At those sites where payment systems were

already taxed, the WIN program requirements often caused complete breakdown

during start-up. Frequent changes of client status, particularly inter-component

holding and unresolved difference of the definition of cwzuonent participation

subject to additional expense calculation, continually caused payment structures

to penalize clients. In one southern city, however, a system for county

authorization and distribution of first payment of Category 11 participation

expenses and immediate single-time needs was found easing burdens on the state

systems.

Finally, in the evaluation sites there was a general lack of sufficient

time and activity related to planning for the referral process and associated
service. The five sites (one mideastern city, two midwestern cities, a south-

eastern city and a midwestern area program) where implementation was coupled

with a deliberate detailed-planning process by local agencies, evidence of

smoother program features and operations was found.
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A.4.2 H4npowr Agencies: WIN Program Implementation

lIplementation of the WIN Program by state and local manpower agencies

is characterized by m.any variations in operating program structure and process.

Among conditions which facilitated implementation were:

O Adequate financing (for extended program scope) for

,,pace, ,,taff and program component contracting

o Local agency experience in training component generation

o Clear guidelines for staffing and program features

0 Opportunity to establish new organizational entities
to operate WIN

o Opportunity to establish local procedures for WIN
relatively free of pro-established, conflicting policies
of enrollee participation

o Established relationship with other manpower programs
such as CEP, NYC, and MDTA

o Opportunity to establish full range of client services
under one program.

While the conditions listed provided a more favorable start-up effort

thdn was generally applicable to the Welfare agencies, the WIN Prograu brought

several new concepts of operation into Employment Service agencies. Chief among
these was the team concept calling for the juxtaposition of specialists (counse-

lor, work and training specialist, manpower specialist and coach) for concen-

trated efforts in behalf of a controlled number of enrollees. Of the twenty-

three sites in the evaluation, eight sites (including two sites with partial
team implementation and two small county or state programs) had adopted WIN

organizations specifically excluding team operations. Interestingly, of the
four remaining sites without team operation$ all were In cities of over

100,000 population and two were in cities (West Coast) with populations over

500,000 -- exactly those areas in which the team concept has its greatest poten-

tial.*

*Uie city subsequently introduced a modified WIN team, eight months after
beginning operation.
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Of the fifteen reciaining sites with team staffing, twvlve were Louuid

to have staffing and/or functional assignumnt variations from th•.* envisioned

by the DoL Guidelines. Among the more common variations in staffing were

(1) teams with second counselors acting in the capacity of4 ounsaulra and work

and training specialists; (2) absence of manpower specialists; (3) counselors

with the full team functional duties; and (4) coacltsi serving several tvtmun

or an entire program. lit fact, only four of the twenty-three sites Lvuld be

said to be fully consistent with DoL Guidelines for suggested staffing .,ad

functional assignment (two large metropolitan East (oa&.t cities and twoe .wall

eastern-area programa.

The variation in adoption of team operations for t1e V.'I MProgr.am -An

be tracked to overriding pressures of start up:

1. The restrictions in civil service prodecure were sometinss
interpreted as forbidding team structure bec.aute of pro-
blems in supervision.

2. The tiaing of funding and lack of consistent planning
guidelines caused many regions to accept state plans
with built-in divergence from the guidelines regarding
team staffing. In one midwestern state 4nd in two western
states, plans were accepted in order to get opu rations
started, even though regional staff displayed open reser-
vations on the efficacy of alternatives to team structure.
Further, such plans seem to have been accepted with the
thought of adjusting operations at a later funding and
plan submission date,

3. Reinterpretation of the team concept wa sonetinms done by
state agencies. In one West Coast state, WIN guidelines
were rewritten to provide for a statewide program. In the
large metropolitan area covered by the state plan local
staff had begun pressures for more team-oriented operations.

The result of the implementation of the teams concept thus varies from counselors

having complete team functions with little assistance in the critical areas

of individualized work and training plans, job development, and follow up, to

fully operational teams with varying degrees of functional expertise available

to the client.
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LComnent availability for participante in thirteen of the tLws.,yo
three sites was considered inadequate or seriously sparse. Lack of krbovledg
of the potential enrollee characteristics, cuwberso and lengthy ? $"o con.
tract approval procedures and lack of staff experience and/or t;einin8 con-

tributed to this conditions In nearly all siteo, 11W OJT? V. Asonexistent

in spite of its advantages for individualised training aJd guaranteed place-
want ganerally unavailable in other manpower programs. ,tmn when adequate
c€pwnent availability was achieved, few sites deonstraeud any esteblishmont
of criteria for el4ecting or monitoring the content and conduct of contracted
,lements. There was a general lack of state guidance (s the establisluent of
training cuwpoients with considerable confusion P,: to where the authority and
responsibility for contracted component approwl and monttoring should cost.
One mLdeast coast city, one midwestern city eA West Coast city where work
and training components were plentiful and -,elevant to the client population
hid given special attention to ueinj th. expertise of the work and training
specialists to establish the components. The& sites had created special plans
at a program level (as contrasted to team level) and had virtual local authority
to covit the agencies to contract errangemants. Is one West Coast sites a tote
personnel had been specifically assigned to the task of setting up work and
training sites.

Although the follow-up compoent was less critical during the WIN
Program implemantation. it was usually interpreted by team staff ae periodic
employer contact by phone. This interpretation may be a reflection of main-
stream ewloymnt service operations Few site, even on revisits, showed
adequate procedures for service of clients durial e yloymant follow up. One
mideast coast city, however, did have scheduled follow up with client contact
as the major focus of the component. Work and training components availability
will remain a problem to the WIN Program even after the WIN implmowtation period
unless the operational planning cycle and planaing guidelines are more carefully
delineated.
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While lt.rkly itoalLod duri,1 Lie dea' 1+ .PAL ta I,- 0 Id, t0u0 jh

development and placimnot coumpoint .al:.o ;uruviiod -u- prrpblc•as to erly WIN

program operation in the bites visited. Ow problem w *vidceKe throughout

the evaluation period was the lack uf labor market iturswti,,n %pecric enotjsh

for local WIN operations to u0 e as a guide for prostd plon.Lg decisions or

Job development functions. In the mideast coast city cited above, the job

devalopuent was approached at a program level with btatf plA,.ujiA and jlu1danoe,

providing a coordinated effort to achieve viable Job al-ernatives for & lients.

Such exemplary operation was an exception (a similar effort via heginnir8 in

a mailer southeastern site).
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SECTION B. WELFARE: ASSESSMNT THROXIH TEMINATION

The Work Incentive Program begins and en-s with Welfare. In winy

ways the services which must be provided by the State Departments of Welfare

are more critical than the WIN components themselves. Yet, too often t..',

is not recognized. Even the 1HE Guidelines seem to Lily that the Welfare

offices have only a peripheral role in the program:

It is the responsibility of the State Welfare agency to ees
that persons 16 years of age and over on AM are screened
to determine if they are appropriate for referral to the
Work Incentive Program, that referrals are made, that assis-
tance payments are made as indicated, that pre-referral service,
are made available to individuals engaged in Work Incentive
Program activities.

The way in which this responsibility is met, or can be met considering taffin$

problems in most Departments of Welfare, and lack of available resources, is

a key determining factor to the success or failure of WIN, and is the subject

of this section.
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5.1 TI E REATIONSHIP OF WELFARE TO WIN

Before discussing the specific functions performed by the Departments
of Welfare, it is necessary to understand the relationship of Welfare to the

WIN Program. WIN, officially and in spirit, is an inter-4gency program. But,

an impartial observer could hardly tell that after a brief trip to any project

area. After a few official pronouncements by state and area managers about

cooperation and integrat.on of resources, a few passes into the field would

quickly dispel any lingering belief that the two agencies were cooperating,

and committed to bringing about a successful WIN program. Perhaps to have

expected cooperation considering the circumstances under which WIN was founded

was unrealistic.

WIN succeeded and bupplanted the Welfare Departments' Title V programs,

programs completely under their direction. With the creation of WIN, lheir

funds, staff, and enthusiasm were transferred from Welfare to the Employment
Service. Traditionally, Welfare always took a dim view of E8's efforts on

the part of welfare clients, and the lingering animosity based on what Welfare

considered previous bad experiences of welfare clients in £8 offices suddenly

had a focus, the WIN program.

Even without latenthostility to the program, the supposedly peripheral

role assigned to Welfare would have produced problems. Welfare offices did

%, receive extra staff, funds, or units--as had the Employment Service-- and

yet were expected to carry out the greatly increased work load produced by WIN

despite already over-burdened staff and systems. Most offices had too few

caseworkers and too much paperwork. WIN exacerbated the problem. Host offices

could not provide adequate training to caseworkers and staff; could not screen

cases by a uniform set of criteria; and could not desist clients to secure

child cars, madicals, and supportive services. Host offices were lucky to

process even the required paperwork on time.

Payment systems which had been computerized no longer functioned be-

cause of WIN: manual payment forms had to be processed. Communication problems

increased because of the now demands placed on the staff by the ZS sLaff workers,

usually requesting information about payment or complaining about late payment
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to enrollees. Changes through WIN couponents had to be acompaied by c'4,&nps

in payment. And so on.

Despite this, operations were intended to continue as normal. tow

areas funded the extra money for staff increases; there were usually freezes

in staff In many areas because of funding problems. Lue to turuvqr, sxv

proKrdms had staffs smaller after WIN than before it. In one area, staffi,,g

was so poor that WIN enrollees were not assigned casewtrkers, they were"b.mnked."

Finally, guidelines for Welfare were not generally available, and

ongoing training was not provided to new caseworkers. The result was a very

unclear and undefinable involvement of welfare in most programs. As will be

brought out repeatedly throughout the discussions in this section, WIN must

become a truly bi-agency program by the development of special staff functiucs

in WeLfare, Just as they have been authorized in the Employment Service. Wel-

fare staff must become more involved in the program--and this will probably

mean an increase in staff. Caseworkers must have enough time available to

adequately screen and advise their clients about WIN. They must be able to

provide the continuing service the client requires, and most Important, they

should become as much members of the WIN team as the ES counselors. More

friction has resulted from misunderstandings between caseworkers and counselbrs

than is tolerable in a workable program. Moreover, the caseworkers have vAluable

knowledge about the client, and are familiar with specific welfare problem un-

known to most ES staff. Their separation from the program is one of its main

sources of weakness.

The problem is not only that of having the Departments of Welfare

assume more responsibility in the program, but also that of giving due recog-

nition to their importance in WiN. This should begin with Joint guidelines,

and Joint area committees to direct the program. This must be coupled with the

funds and staff needed to carry out Welfare's responsibility in the program.

it is not enough to assume that somehow the Departments of Welfare can get the

job done.
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6.2 A.^,tS ,'rT rT 118(01C T.11 ,RIATION

Ush welfare population is little understood. At the start of WIN

there was little information available about the characteristics of persons

on welfare. The AFDC 1967 and 1969 surveys had not been processed (this was

recently accumplished*) and both the nature of applicants and their require-

mwnts were little understood, except in isolated instances.

Le*pite this, the owssive WIN program began, and the first detection

of what was required, what were the characteristics of the welfare population,

who could and should benefit from WIN, and the nature of their problenas only

became apparent after asesssment. Pre-planning was absent.

8.2.1 A1 .essi,,nt and SeleEVio0

though the method of assessment and selection varies from project to

project, it usually ends up with individual caseworkers screening tleir case-

loads, according to some more-or-less understood net of eligibility criteria,

and referring "eligible" cases to a central screening unit. The clients wiv

or ruiy not have had the program explained to them and may or way not have been

properly screened to determine if they have barriers to enrollment.

B.2.1.1 The Cateworker and Assessment, The situation where a caseworker re-

views all his cases in terms of a clear set of eligibility criteria for WIN,

refers according to priorities, and services those cases temporarily ineligible

because of correctable defects is almost non-existent. Most frequently, the

casaworker akes the mandatory referrals and then usually selects volunteers

from among those h0e is currently in contact with: the new cases and those in

the process of being reassigned.

The effect is to make a fortuitous relationship between client and

caseworker as much of a factor in screening and assessment as the guidelines

and the eligibility requirements. Many persons who would be desirous of training

SALJRDACPI Report 1628-TR-300-1.
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are overlooked while the less suitable and less motivated are screen&ed aad r•'.er1.
Only later in the screening process are the more motivated found, and by then
slots may have been filled and they may have to bait for enrollmnt.

.iost c-bevurkers know little about WIN, and wh.it it can do ai wh at

it cannot. Ii naany reas the caseworkers have never visited tie WItN protett

itself. As a result, tabeworkers do not usually dibcuss WIN in detail witli
their clients unless asked, and many times when they do diskwss tIe prO.a at

incorrect information to provided. Moreover, since the developmost of .a sei-
vice plan is a required part of Lhe screening process, many clients--I 1tc-r
referred to WIN--receive employment goals based on conversations with t.elr

caseworkers. ES counselors often feel that these goals are unrealistic', ind
object to having the caseworkers--whom they do not consider qualified to develop

employment plans--bias their clier ts.

Caseworkers also have widely varying views about piogr.ws s ,oth ,s
WTN and the desirabilit) of having mothers with children referred to v.n it .Lonai

programs. Depending on their viewpoint, they may bend in the direction if
trying to refer either everyone or no one.

B.2.1.2 f! Philosop~hyof the-Depar nt and Assesvnt, Asbesa•ent proc-
dures depend not only on the varying views held by tie caseworkers but also on
the pressures they are under to refer, based on the philosophy of the lxo.I
Department of Welfare. Different agencies have taken different positions on
referral from referring everyone, regardless of the availability of ES com-
ponents--citing the legislation as requiring this action--to coordinating
referrals with available ES openings.

In the first case, caseworkers are usually under pressure by their
supervisors to screen and refer rapidly practically everyone: in one prograM
over fifty percent of the entire caseload had been referred to WiS during
its first six months of operation. In fact, local interpretation accounts for
a greater difference in determining how many and who will be referred than tie
characteristics of the population with respect to the Federal priorities. This
is reflected iu statistics on the number of non-suitable referrals cited by the
Employment Serviwt: it vi•nes between under twenty percent for stow areas to
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as high as ninety percent for others. T'his range is broader than could be

accounted for due to variations in the level of cooperation. Much of it

reflects an inconsistent application of screening and assessment criteria.

B.2.1.3 The Priority Guidelines and Assessment. State referral priorities

often deviate from the Federal guidelines. Categories are sometimes compressed,

(on. state recognizes only three categories: men, youths, mothers); sometimes

call for simultaneous referrals of volunteers and non-volunteers (cl~iiaing thst

it mdkes no difference if Welfare follows the Federal guidelines as long is tlh' L'

does), and sorstimes limit the screening process to man, youths and vhluntecr

tri t he r-;

Although each state has developed referral priorities in its guide-

lines, and most caseworkers have these guidelLnes at their disposals, priorities

for otlhr than mandatory unemployed fathers are not closely adhered to unless,

of course, there are only three or four identified categories. Caseworkers

seem to have developed their own criteria of appropriate characteristics, and

these criteria are similar from state to state. Besides being free from mental

emotional, and physical handicaps, and having few young children, the most

eligible candidates are those who are motivated, interested, young, able to

secure child care services, and have at least had some high school. Since

interest and motivation tend to be given greater weight than the number or

ages of children, caseworkers are at times referring those in lower priorities

categories prior to referring those with higher priorities.

Even in tnobe cases where some attempt is made to adhere to referral

priorities., this attempt can have the desired result only if some centralized

control is maintained. Caseworkers assess their caseloads at different speeds

due to the differences in the caseloads.* Different speeds of assessment yield

situations where some caseworkers may still be referring those in the initial

priority groups while other caseworkers may already be referring thobe in the

lower leveIR.

*Some caseloads are unserviced for long periods, moreover, due to caseworker
turnover..
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B.2.1.4 As-essrent and Scerening as a 'trEnin•tn' Procge,& Because of the

method of selecting candidates and the criteria used in making these selections,

a "creaming" process is taking place. The WIN candidates tend to be easier

to work with than the regular ADC clients. This it clearly illustrated in the

following statistics, which show that though the program has a far greater

percentage of roalLs thdn the 1969 AFDC caseload, and though m04s -re more
poorly educntcd than females, the WIN enrollees are educiitioitally superlr to
even the female AFDC recipients. There is also a bias in favor of white

enrollees.

Comparison betweenn Welfare Recipients and WIN Enrollees

1969 Fiscal Vear
1969 AFDC Data WIN Enrolloes,

Sex Percentaita I ercenta*E&

%sle inder 10 40

Female Over 90 60

White 48.5 56

Other Races 46.7 44

Unknown 4.8

Education

&11 ~Female

8th or less 66 37.5 31

9th thru llth 21 37.0 41

12th and over 1 13 23.5 29

Although these data show that WIN enrollees are "better" than the

average AFD C case some highly inappropriate individuals were referred to the

program. This usually happened at the beginning of the program when there was

a great deal of pressure to refer and uncertainty and confusion about WIN. The

emphasis was on the number being referred rather than on the characteristics of
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tIhue referred. fc.tar.c of thin, some of those physically unfit for work.
butil cateourrcnlly Ineligible for the WIN program (non-AFXD recipients), sume

who were already workirg, and even some who were dead wore referred. As the

pressure for referrals has decreased, less of these grossly inappropriate re-

ferral were made. But there are still problems and inequities.

B.2.1.5 The Special Problem of Youth. There are soro highly motivated candi-
dates for the program who are either not being referred or are ineligible for

referral. The youth group whxch is a mandatory referral :ategory is frequently
overlooked. There are a number of reasons for the low referral rates from

this group. Some caseworkers view WIN as an adult program and simply aro not
aware that the youth ADC grant will lapse unless the youth is eotrolled In tle

program before his eighteenth birthday. Even when this is recognized by ca"e-

workers, and efforts are made to get youths referred and enrolled, backlogs i

WIlN enrollments actually prevent youth from entering the program within the

three-month qualifying period. Thus, in somp cases, funds have been teniiinted
for AfD merely because the youth was unable to enter the program within the

allowable time period, through no fault of his own. Fortunately, in some cases
where such backlogs exist, caseworkers are able to refer youth to other programs.

In at least one program, referral of youth was a centralized trens-

action outside of the -. sseworkers' jurisdiction. In this program, the inform-
ation supplied to the youth was minimal, contact was entirely through the mail,

and follow-up procedures were non-existent. Youth were not being made aware
that their portion of the family's grant could be maintained only if they entered

training.

8.2.1.6 Mothers with Pre-School Children. Mothers with pre-schoolers were

infrequently referred to those programs where priorities were closely followed.
Although these womun had more of the qualities which made them appropriate for

the WIN program, according to social workers' reports, than mothers with school
age children (they were younger, better educated, more interested, and more

highly motivated), they had less chance of entering the program due to their
low priorities. Social workers emphasized the value of referring those clients

more rapidly since many had not yet become accustomed to the welfare system
and were more adaptable than the older groups.
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11.2.1.7 '•,a.,ry of A . %cI,'ieIt .iia d '( teC: Ii ,# "lie 0 ýIti1e ,, L .4IeI .I

screening prcxo.e0. ncedL to be controlled more c relully ':th a 1 'ae a -11ol

set of guidelines used in each area and adopted by each wo:.er, In ,ditzun,

basic infornation about criteria for being "e'iployable," special problems 'l

applicants, proLedures to be folloAed, the nature A WIN, ",d s, 1'o -i ist be

provided during training session with all pertlitect ;tatf, partibtlarlh t'e

caseworkers actually performing the screening and ae•.,'en1.

A central screening division should assess the recumzendations of aoe-

workers and should adjust priorities as required. Moreover, though relerrnl

and enrollment should in general be more in keeping with the suggested leder.al

guidelines, special priorities should be available for highly motivated wt,

in the volunteer group,,. In iomo areas, women with pro-scliool chlildrcu, is

Priority V, are waiting behind thousands of woven without pie-ichool 'hJldlcn.

These young and motivated women have little chance of receiving service. ,1

addition, special action should be possible for youths. Far too ukmy uc

having grant% removed simply because no one gets to thorn before tle g.aat c\psie,

dnd they become ineligible.

The problem of inadequate information about screening and referral

procedures is not one that is being corrected with time. Though the rao.h (f

initia! enrollments is over, and procedures hnve improved, the caseworkers'

knowledge about the applicable regulations and benefits is, if anything,

decreasing. The follow-up viitt showed that caseworkers in isny areas were

less informed than at the beginning of '.lie study, the nmain reason being tc

lack of a continuing training program, which should contain screening, aefei..,1,

eligibility and benefits -s an integral part.

*.2.2 I re-Peferral Service'

'Vhe r,'lcq- .nd regulations governing WIN and ILW (uidelines require ti6,

accompli.Ahmennt of both medical examinations and valid child care plans prior

to referring applicants to WIN. In general, these procedures are not followed.

In sonee cases they are ignored in the rush to complete screening and assessment

and to have the referrals passed on to the WIN. Though this attitude of pasxsng

the burden to the ES is undoubtedly responsible for the ignoring of service% in

some cases, more pragmatic reasons are more often at the source of the problem.
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k.nrollinent ,n WIN is usually delayed. e'ven in programs having openings,

long lapbes are experienced between initial referral and enrollment in a con-
porent which authorizes the payment of child care benefits and allowances.

Moreover, ,inre many applicants have been returned as unsuitable, and many pro-

grams are so back- Jamied that it may be months or years before those referred

can even expect to be screened by the LS, most welfare offices see little

re.aon for establishing child (are plans when they may not be needed for months.

Sinilarly, sinme the great percentage of those referred will never be enrolled

in those areas which refer whether or not components are available, Welfare sees

little need to have physical examinations conducted on clients. The result is

thtt in large measure most programs are being run i,1 violation of the pertinent

provisions of the legislation and regulations requiring thehe pre-reforrail ser-

vices. boi of the details involved in these procedures will be discussed in the

f o llowing paragraphs.

B.2.2.1 Hedital examinations. A great deal of variation exists from stite to

state in the procedures followed in medical examinations. Some states do not

require inedicals and furnish them only at the request o&4 the client, the social

worker or the WIN staff. For example, the guidelines of one state read as

follows:

Diagnostic Physical Examinations; The opportunity to
have a diagnostic physical examination is to be made
available to:

1) All those who have not yet been determined
appropriate, where the examination will assist
in this determination and adequate current
information is not in the record and cannot be
secured without cost to the Department.

2) All those who have been determined to be
appropriate but where there may be medical
limitations on their participation in em-
ployment or training and the examination will
delineate those; when adequate current in-
formation is not in the case record and cannot
be secured without cost to the Department.
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WII•xiS manatn. imiL b are to4ijL if th|y bnr"lI ,.t.d u ul"1 . LCott - -1.|11

is rarely the case--none Ia conducted lin a mnnrer fully tuRIlying with the

1lW guidelines: "the pre-referral medical findings (sumatic and poychic),

tirinaly5is, blood serology, hematology, chest x-ray, and current dental findings."

Clinical tests are rarely waide; in those instances where they are, they

frequently are limited to blood tests and chest x-rays.

;1any problomh h.ave arisen with medical exxusaiiitloits,. lby aite ,,.St

when an arrangement is made with a centrally located hospital or countv C1apl.,ce

examining facility. When arrangements have not been nede with .uAh ,,i% iI Lttl,

client% often have difficulties in finding doctors. Many l0ent, to ito, isve

fir ill actor. and many private doctors ef ise to perform s th ,-LstIMt1.It in

for the , offered rates (.=oaititncs only $10). As an .kad to clients, -•.n ,.eticivo

supply y thLM with lists of ducturs willing to atke tiet ex.u.LtwtioaR. .%' Lr

agencies %tate that they are unable to do this and leave clients to their ,un

devices. In'some cities, mandatory referrals uninterested in the progr.a2 fre-

quently postpone the medical. Once the medical is obtained, tit&re is

another time lapse until the report .s returned. This lag may be in excels

of one month.

Often control over medical rests with the regular caseworkes., since

some mandatory referrals have postponed their medical& to avoid entering the

program,.and some clients waitout family doctors may give up at this point, a

centralized control is needed to keep track of pending medicals a#n to offer

assistance where needed.

The present medical are largely inadequate fur measuring physical

capabilities in the occupational system. WIN staff havp their favorite 'horr,)r

stories" about medical aspects of references. Thebe include the certiftcation

of a totally paralyzed man as eligible for WIN, the failure of a medical form

to specify that an applicant was a double amputee, and the classification of

a woman with dizziness and fainting spells as "fully employable." In some

instances the only information received by the WIN staff is that the client

is medically certified as being able to work. Only later is it found that tie

person has a1 work-imiting handicap, making some forms of wwinual work iopobsi-

ble. in those projects where the complete medical is forwarded to the WIN
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offtc#4, no lInterpretation of the medical findings I provided, even when

welfare has had to depend tipon the services of VDVR to interpret these reports.

it tectos advisable to rmake this same service available to the WIN staff; it

would definitely aid tlhe in devising eployability plans

Inrproveirents are also needed in radical faoms. In many instances, only

the rm•st goneral physiLal inforusation is supplied. The usefulness of this type

uf informwti('lisn limited to separating the grossly disabled from the otlets.

though this 5nighat serve Welfare's pvrposes, it does not serve those of the

WIN %taff. l ore %pecitic infornvtion Is n1eded about clients' capabilities

to function in different occujpational areas. Certain forums, instead of pro-

viding a checkllst of Items, depend entirely on tie doctor to write in aIll

pertibs.at Information, Many of thee "owrite-in" forms are impossible to read.

b.2.2.k( hild rIj. S'lanh. Child care will be treated in detail in Para'graph

B.3, but a i4v considerations about its parts in the pre-referral process -ire
worth noting here. Paramount is the obvious paradox of trying to establish

child c.are plans for all referred applicants, while referring applicants to

WIN whether or not components are available. In addition, there are nurous

otler problems. First, caseworkers know little about WIN ar* even less about

child care. Case histories have numrous notations about mothers stating they

will be looking for work if they can find a plan for their children vith indica-

tions such as: "If you get a plan and do start to work, be sure to let me know."

It is unrealistic to assume that these same caseworkers, who traditionally left

the responsibility for finding child care up to the twther, could become experts

in asbisting mothers to find quality and workable plans.

Second, since caseworkers know that their applicants might have long

waits for enrollments, most ask mothers if they think they can obtain child

care. If the answer is "yes", the mother enters the referral cycle, thus

postponing the development of the plan until enrollment. This often nsoults in

discovering -- during the enrolimurt process -. that no suitable plan Lon be

developed . Additional staff time is thereby wasted.
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8..?. 1 1 c rrab,

Alcording to the I .W (til.elines, section 1.1., 'ti4h eferral of •
viduals for participdtion in tUe Work Incentive Program Shall be a-" przuptly
and in an orderly manner after determillttioi• *lre made,.mnd will not be • 'it,

by reasons of tie fact that there is no project activity utwer tOv Work !n, ie-

tive I'rogram to which the individuals reierrod can be assigned." In ri.ty
in't4nces, is mentioned earlier, this Iws been interpreted to -..n tl,.tt o -' v ,

should be made regardlCha of WIN's ability to handle these referrals. Oitn t 4
program was completely filled or there w&x a backlog of referr.alA, h.•.c.r, t' u.,
was simply less pressure to refer and tits number of referrals dwindled.

The policy of almost completely dibregarding WIN's ability to hi.oolo
referrals has resulted in serious backlogs. Such backlogs have Nerioýt,• iv.,lti
on the morale of both tit caseworker and tihe client. Cabewo-rkers usi.lty i,tall-
but* tie fault for delay to WIN, increasing the friction between the m •d t(4
program. Caseworkers will quite rightly reuent procedures which .are, to t4,,a,
just "going through the motions" to satisfy legal requiremsnts.

If applicants are on a waitinR list for any length of tire, their 4it-
uation often changes: their babysitting plans may fall through, tSey May bet.te
ill or pregnant, they may lobe interest in training, they may have to move or 1o
off welfare. Since any of these elements could make the person inappropri ita Ii
the program, many on a waiting list become ineligible and tihe eflorts t'; e ',c-
worker made processing the case for referral wax needlessly expended.

An additional problem withd ie referral processes i, tl the plcte -,n-
suitability of the present Rystem of paperwork. The present referral fom.-,
and the ones proposed in the 1 •gWuidelines, lack essential items of inforvutisoo:
employment history, education, and specific child care infonmtion. Rather than
have separate referral and enrollment forms (the MAIOI) it would be better to
have a single form which would continue with the applicant and contain all nemes-
sary informatiort, I'arts could be filled out by Welfare, forwarded to the ES.
where it could be completed, and a copy returned to Welfare.

B-13
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"ther paperwork birders the program operation; foms for the return

of tnsuitib1le applicants, requests for clarification of information, and change

of coip4oerlt forms between ES and Welfare have created a veritable paperwork

Jun~gie. •14is paperwork has also engendered strife between the two agencies in
S"'I1t ,lltea&•

B.'.4 (wxnuntcation betwegn Welfare end WIN

lie degree and type of communication between Welfare and WIN differs

frtwi project to projeLt, and depends partly on tle size of the progl.un and !the

structural arrangemnts adopted for processing referrals. While tle welfare

l iai-.n taupl ate In Lontact with both the WIN and Welfare stuffs, ,ac.uworkors

aie ,)iten lunitod in their cimomunicstiun to liaison personnel. Only in snaller

cLtus, or in tlw.e place% here a WIN Welfare unit has ossunewd coniplete ro,-

porisibillty for the client, is there frequent direct covinulnication beti-een tle

WIN counselor and the caseworker. Unfortunately, even in these instances, con-

tditts tend to be restricted to phone calls on problematic clients. meetingss

dre not being held between the two staffs at an operating level on problems

which regularly arise -- such as difficulties with medicals, consideration

of appropriate referrals, clients' attitudes toward specific training sites,

etc. There is a definite need for frequent meetings between the WIN and

Wel(re staff so that problems can be dealt with before they assume major pte-

port ions.

13.2.5 Welfare Alluwancem and the WIN Incentive

'lie allowances the Welfare Departments grant clients to cover thmir

expenses incurred while participating in the WIN program vary greatly from

state to state. In some states, expenses are simply inadequate. At the other

extreme, some states, besides furnishing funds for child care, transportation
and l nch, provide a welfare incentive which may be used by the client as he

wisheb; to purchase clothes, to spend on easily ir.-ared foods, etc.

In those project where welfare funds were inadequate to cover costs,
cabeworkers frequently staed that the cl. .L received a WIN incentive allowance

which could be uied for these expenses, Thus, in those states where welfare
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allotmants are low, the WIN Incentive is not actually ('nctioning as an addi-
tional supplement, but is being used to cover expenses incurred trom participa-

ting in the program.

In many of the projects evaluated, funds were not available prior to
participating In the program. Clients often had to pay for transportation and
lunch costs for the first two to four weeks of their training*. hen funds were
made available, they were not made retroactive to the starting date. The

client was (arced to cover the initial CostL Of participating in Lte program.

This same situation was sometLmes repeated when the client yes moved frum

holding to an active component.

In general, there are four essential WIN payeits, three of whIch are
made by Welfare: c)LId .are, the transportation and general needs allowam-e.
and the thirty and one-third income disregard. The incentive paye'ut isW &ad
by the Employment Service, but because of its relationship to the whole "1.ost-

incentive" package, It is discussed below with the welfare payments.

B.2.5.1 Child Care Payments. The amount and manner of payment of child care
allowanLe varies. In some casen, pay[Wnts are made directly to the mother, in
others they are paid to the vendor. While the vendor-payment form is ganwrally
not objectionable in the case of day care centers, tle direct vendor payment
for family day care and babysitting causes great problems for the mother. First,
her normal prerogatives as a consumer are lost. She does not have the paycheck
as her authority to monitor the service being provided to her own children.
Second, her hands are tied with respect to getting the money to the vendor. Too
often, the payments are late. In the case of some states, payments ire processed
only after the service has been provided, and even with normal delay it may be
two weeks before the vendor is paid. Not many sitters or family day care
mothers want to operate this way. Plans have broken down simply because pay-
ment could not be provided,*

This problem is particularly severe at the beginning of the plan when
the sitter or person providing family day care and the mother are relativeLy nw
to one another. It is unreasonable to expect a new sitter to wait over one
month for her first paycheck.

*Sumnary Table 3-1 shows the extent of these problems as a part of the child
care section.
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In addition to the lateness and the fons of payment, child care

allowances in some states are inadequate. They are not competitive in local

markets, and can only buy second-rate care rather than the quality care which

should be available to provide for child development as well as guardianship

care. In addition, sove states do not pay for care by relatives and the majority

of mother find "free" day care -- care which does, however, cost the relative

money .and th,. S(xw progrivis also know that mothers have inadequate plans,

or are paying for non-approved and non-reaimbursable servi--e, but they ignore

this rather than lose the enrollment,

B.2.0.2 'Iran,,portation and Othcr Allowances. Aq in the case of child care

payiwnnt¶, transportation and other allowances vary. Some states provide

adequate funds to cover most forms of transportation and extra expenses; others

permit only one round-trip bus fare to the WIN center, not even paying for the
extra trip the mother must make to leave her child in a child care facility.
Another state does not pay for lunches which the applicant mast eatunder the

asumption that "she can brown bag it". In addition, since the transportation

and other allowances are paid only while the applicant is enrolled in a training

or other component, verification from the Employment Service usually must pre-

cede the institution of the payments. The comunication and coordination

problems between these agencies often mean that these payments are late, or

co•ipletely overlooked.

8.2.5.) 'The Thirty and One-Third Income Disregard. The thirty and one-third

income, disregard is obviously an incentive only to those persons to whom it
applies. Though tite WIN legislation does not specify that the thirty and one-

third cannot be paid to nun, a decision by the general counsel of 1*W held that
the existing AFIC-U regulations, forbidding supplements to males working over

thrity-five hours a weak or less at the state's discretion, applied to the incoes

di.hallwance as well. Consequently, whereas women do have an incentive to

ccoopt employment, men do not.

In fact, for men with tiarginal skills and earning potential, they may

have no choice but to leave their home rather than accept a salary which will
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potentially lower the ilarily's usable inc."e* Wlien the lather leaves L4

hom#, he can still obtain theA -am low-grade position. The ethlr l4n be-

coams eligible for welfare as the single fiAily head of ho"bslold, and can

then enter WIN. Th only result of the progrAis will have been to bitao jp

one more AFDC family. It is essential tlat the ,u o na. nc ta lrer'tiv~i~ .e

allowed for male heads of households ,as fot rfeales.

B.2.5.4 ihe WIN Incentiye. 1lh WIN inm.entive, .s sicntloe..d tirlicr, .4

often used .is an expense %upplement rather thai -A xAn incentive p ,tL ,t

This diminishes its value in attracting people to the prgr iu .0Ad i ,, im( 1L

then in. moreover, there is another problem an&:,.i ted w&th tbe tI t, ,II C

incentive.

lo receive the paysrnnt, an enrollee must sign a sLatuz•ct, -. 01i'y,

certifying he is enrolled. Getting this to the enrollee is very ditfft.im, once

he is no longer in the program offices proper. To hAn.e the st Le.eVt s t 5b tt it

the component or enrollees' homes is difficult, and often results in utI' qible"

enrollees missing incentives. (One program has all enrollees return to t..e

office on alternate Mondays to sign the formn.) There is also an asociated

problem of paymrents continuing to de-facto drop-outs. Absentee logs axe

poorly maintained in many programs (see Paragraph C.3.5) vi Lh the result taIt

persons can sign for payment even though they are not productively pursutzig

courses.

B.2.6 Non-Particteation and Termination

No area of WIN has caused such confusion, nor proved so futile Lo,

implement, as the punative revision called for in the legislation. M.ut

departments did not understand to whom it applied, and in the early st-ges

of the program tried to apply it to volunteers who later decided not to

participate as well as to the mandated categories. Other programs were

Though the uol, guidelines imply that males would not have 'to accept such

positions, there are no legal restrictions against forcing an AFVTC-U
recipient to accept emiployment lowering his family's incotea or be reurNved
from the grant.
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even uncertain as to how to apply the action to the mandated referral groups.

The source of the problem is the elaborate and unenforceable procedure called

for.

once the person Ls enrolled and the WIN program terminates him
for retub)t ro participate without good cause, or if the referree refuses

to participate, the Welfare Deparutant is to establish, for a sixty-day period,

,uunwtling and a system of vendor or protective payments. First, te wcotinseling

cannot be provided. many regular caseworkers stated that frequent counseling

sevtonr with tther caseloads was an impossibility. They usually saw the

person once, or if they were lucky, twice a month. In only one program was a

%pecial countbelor delegated L14 responsibility for doing counseling. In

this (ase, counseling was more frequent, as well as more intensive. But

even If o-nseling is provided, a second problem still prevents the provisions

from being applied.

The use of a protection and vendor paymnt system is virtually

unworkable. Few individuals are willing to accept the responsibility of

being a protection payee. Vendor payments are not allowed in osee states

and they tend to place an added burden on the caseworker. Only one state,

a rural one, applied the provision to any extent. In most areas, including

the largest urban areas, the number of applicants who had their benefits

legally revxoved was a minute portion of those referred, despite the fact that

thousands of de facto refusals had occurred. In one area, for example, clients

would not be placed on vendcor or protective payments if they appealed# Since

the WIN program had failed to establish an appeal couittees, no punitive ac-

tion could be taken against them.

Attempts of marginal legality to deal with de facto refusals have,
however, been encountered in several program. In several programs, after

one or two more attempts to reach the client, welfare e checks are held or the

entire case is closed. The directives in one county, for example, indicate

tle following procedure should be followed

When the caseworker is notified that an ADC-U father
prior to enrollment failed to keep his appointment at
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the WIN office, le rmust take i=AdL4te actLun to
withhold the next AX-U assiitance warrant..-
Withhold warrants shall not be released unless
the AXC-U father shows tood cause for his failure
tO keep the appointment and/or he agrees to keep
the next appointmnt he receives fruw the WIN
office.

It would be advisable for welfare departwmnts to be supplied with sire

guidance on how thei.e refusals bnould be handled. Since the reterr.l tis

mandatory, suim means must be used to et the individual to obtjin t e

medical and to appear at the WIN office, l.wever, it Is du-ibtful wheittir

cloing a fersun's case in really the best method, even if i t iA tI.

It .eeams that little would be lost by eliminating the punitive

provisions altogether. Vitre are far more volunteers for tLI progrw•w

than there are slots, ITh number of men, who are Sleds of households ad wo

can accept employment--notwithstanding the definition of AtIC-U recipiants--

is very small, only a few percent of the total households on welfare accordingg

to the 1969 AMC survey, see Figure B-I.* Host men who are not incas.citated

are job seekers, and the major reason so far observed for their refusal to

participate in WIN, in many area*, was that it was interfering with their

attempts to obtain jobs. Several placements accounted for by the program

ateo in fact, fathers who did not participate because of employment,

The majority of thobe men who refuse .o participate, in the opiniam

of most staffs, are men with such severe *mottonal or even physical prohles.•,

that WIN would be of little benefit to them.

Therefore, it seem that about the only loss to be incurred by

eliminating the punitive provisions would be the stipae presently attached

to the program because of those provisions.

The father is head of the family in 257,700 out of 1,681,000 'aWuseholds.
Of these fathers, over seventy percent were determined to be Licapacitated
by their caseworkers.
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he It ( if I I Is 4AR•V

(.ild 3d ,.ireO be thmigl,4t of 45 little more LI.n a bkopport&vO

service availAble to WIN mothers, Ile anbwarx to far reaching questiotts

about child care, the working mother, the relative uarits of paret-tal verb ,%

out-of-home care, and the meaning of Lhild development aie tied to the iat'le

and potential %ticcess of WIN. In addition, child Lire not only poses ,eeb A

the thorniest problems to WIN nwt]vrr. but also presents ovie of tthe b.st

paradoxes of WIN and AVLC: It coi-ts more to provite "quality* * a z.y U to

children than most states are willing to pay mothers to take are if ih, r -Ws

children. Therefore, the co0.nitmenwt to WIN on a lirgt stale r•ay ic ilt,..oe

in a transference of funds from the mothers to (hild •are v,' .. ur.b r th it( Iv rt, -

duction in actual costs, except for mothers with .nwill anrilie-t ' 0 to ,.i I

enough t.o of f.et the cost of the child care, or wha c.mn Lid ire III

be less expensive to themselves and the state.

Yet, most states have apparently made a comuituint to the c•nept

that it is better to pay to have the mother work. than to pay tei. Autiter not

to jork. In many states, mothers can obtain allowances which will purrl..Ae

most of the day care available, and supposedly, this liberal allowance--

coupled to the availability of W•N training--could transform large nu•:ocrs

of AFDC recipients into working mothers. It is questionable if this will

succeed and also meet the goal of the legislation:

,.. It is expected that te individuals participating
in the program established under this part will acquire
a sense of dignity, self-worth, and confidence which will
flow from being recognized as a wage-earning member ct
society and that tte example of a working adult in t|ebe
families will have beneficial effects on the children ig
such families.

In the first place, it is not clear as to what ti long rar&a effet to

will be on children, removed from their parent;., and placed in group care.

People are still concerned with the valu of providing day care. Health and

education authorities ire continually discussing the merits of all-day care,
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because children growingL .p in groups sre different from children who do not

grow up in groups.* Young children who spend most of their tias with a group

of other children (and "day care' covers most of a young child's waking hours)

learn to function in a group environment; they do not necessarily function

ejuslly well without the group. There is a pubsibility tIt "t day care" and

other full-tur group facilities for children may develop too confonsing A

gro.up of children--children who are more comfortable In tie sgrotap setting

and who will find it difficult to function aloue. ilie question is ilso

as.kcd: wiat's the differed.,: between group care in a day Lare center ,14d

group care at htme (neanaing a family where there are many children): First. most

WIN families are not large groupss.* Secondly, a group of children ranging nMny

years in age is not similar to a group of children within the same span of years

beCaube children of different ages are at completely different skill levels

and do not participate in the same activities together all day long. The rela-

Lionship of a three-year-old to his siblings cannot be the same as his relation-

&hip to other three-year-olds in a day center by virtue ot physical differences

a310o1.
But even more essential than the conceptual question of group care,

which is after all the sama for mothers who prese*tly work as for AMDC mothers

who do not, is the question about the quality of care children may receive

as a result of the WIN program. So long as the compulsory provisions are

contained in the legislation, and there is even the possibility of compulsion,

though it "ay not be specifically exercised, the Welfare Department must assum

responsibility for the quality of care which children receive. This respon-

sibility is clearly outlined in the HEW guidelines:

44.3 Planning for Child Care Arranxements - A mother is not
to be referred to the Work Incentive Program unless and
until adeouate *** child care arrangements are available.
The agency must therefore discuss with the mother the
needs of her child and the facilities that are available.

Ssee, for example, childrenn in Group Day Care, The Effect of a Dual Child-
Rearing Environment," by Elizab~th Preston and Joan Harris, Welfare Planning
Council, Los Angeles Research Report No. 20.

T* The mode for the number of dependents in tie AFM household is one, and
the median slightly over two; see Table 3-2, Page 5-42.

•** Our underline.
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The mother should reealve an orientatium abot. t,-
types of rhild care available so that sle can carry
her role more effectively...

46.1 Axency Considerations - The weltaer ancy must be
prepared to furnish ad e5* child -are services for
the children receivinS 011C h6'soe oars or Otaer
child care adults are engasd in training or esqloy)-int
through the Work Incentive Program. In fulfillinS this
obligation, it is desirable that a vriety of rusthed
of child care be available so that a Nuitable pl,.n can
be made for each child. In many localities this wi.l
necessitate plannhrg for additional resources of all
types--family day care homes, group day care hoes,
day care centers, homemaker services, and arran~smonts
for the care of children by relatives, friends, and
neighbors...

All types of child care used by tie aency maust meat
applicable Federal and State requirements.

Day care 'facilities used for the care of children must
be licensed by the State or approved as meeting tie
standards of such licensing and must coaply with
standards of the Federal Inter-Agency Day Care Requirst.nLt...

In-hose types of child care must met standards established
by the State agency for such care - e.g., hoaemker service,
and care by relatives, friends or neighbors.

46.2 Parent Involvemnt - Early discussion with parents or

parent groups as to the kind of care they would like
for their children is recopimended. This can be done
in various wayss ouch as neighborhood discussion
groups, block by block surveys in selected neighborhoods.
meetings with representatives of client groups, and
direct involvement of parents in the planning process.

Before rejerral to the Work Incentive l'owran,• welfare
workers will confer rith parents individually and in
groups regarding available resources and assist them
in choosing the type of care best suited to the needs
of their children.,.

Our underline.

Our underline.
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After the child Is enrolled in a child ca:e facility
or progress, there should be periodic discussion with
the parent's evaluation of the plan. Mothers should be
given opportunities to voice any worries or apprehen-
alone ,about their children...

$,it there to conslderable doubt as to the extent to which this reo-
ponibility isbeing exercised, j jon.l v()ICP for (hldron, which is

publ1sted r•,nthly ,y the !ay Care and Child Development Council of Amri~a,

stated an its isu of June 1969:

Frou the very beginning, there has bean concern that
the WIN Program might result in a rash of second-
rate, custodial day care programs. It seemed all too
likely that the Congressional pressure to implement the

mannpower training aspect of the program would leave
room for only secondary consideration to be given to
the needs of children.

As of the end of the program's first year of operation,
in June, it was still too early to know for sure how
serious the problem of quality was going to be. Although
some 85,000 children had received care as the result of
WIN, over three-quarters of them were school apge and the
main concern Is over the quality of programs for pro-
schoolers.

Further complicating the picture is the fact that no one
(including either the regional or Washington offices of
HEW) seems to have very much infoaration on either the
kinds or quality of children's services being offered
under WIN. Reports flowing into the Council offices from
around the country indicate a very mixed picture. In
at least some communities, civic and professional leader-
ship has rallied to work with public welfare officials in
planning top-flight day care programs under WIN. In many
others, however, children have been shoved into make-shift
arrangements of doubtful quality.

Our own findings raise even more doubts about the extent to which

WIN mothers may be benefiting theMbnlvee and their families through WIN. In

the cities selected for the child care studies, slightly over two hundred

mothers were interviewed to determine their need for child care. what they
were told about child care, and how it was obtained. Our results show that

not only did the overwhelming maJority(eighty-eight percent) arrange their
own plans, independent of welfare, but that most (eighty percent) were informed
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by their caseworkers that it was tceir resHpnslbilty to Jo so. Even -ire

discouraging is the fact that the a,.ajority of iwoars (e#i(e ty-thtee percent)

who were informd about thild cae*o by thier rc•ewoz.a j wre left with t11

impression that they c,,ld nku ..h of Any ý.ervcse tiwy wanted, approVe ' at-

vices were not required.

That others were left to their .mn evites to •ecire pl.%n4, Cre

told it was teiir repunsibility to do, n, nd more iporta.,t t!OAt tey .eire

either told, or thought they were told, lat any plan could be 60le. is iic•, e.sr

violation of the Title IV legislation, tielKegulatitLmi ur.or iectsiv .14. ,#(

Chapter It of Title 4V, of the (Lode of Federal kegulatIons, the keioral inter-

agency Fanil (Lare Standards, the IHW Guidelines. and a bat#L concern it r 0i*

well being o' the children -- the purpuse of the legislation in t0 first plaue.

To say that most Departments of Welfare were sszi.ly not interest -d

enough to accept the responsibility would he, however, a gro4s 5lJ2.pli•i.tta1,.

There are many reasons why the burden of both effort and responsibility 1khis

been shifted [ruom thi department to the notlers. '1eae reamono inclift.e tie

inability of dep tientp, becaus-e of staffing, to provide th~e assist.4m.e c.,lled

for; the lasc of facilities, making such attempts futile; and the desire of

mothers to secure their Own care, lather than accept that proffered by :l0.ir

caseworkers. This section will examine this entire question of WIN in rel.'tiwn

to child care, and the problems in carrying out the legielsted respoilibility

by Welfare offices.

B.3.1 Child Care: Its Availability

Before considering the question of available care for WIN motl.ers,

some consideration must be given to the existence of child care for working

mothers, now estimated at over 9.5 million.* WIN cannot be studitd ij itol-

alion, th kAFX: 'mother mumt largely use ad otete for those resourcIes wikh

arg avalleb e to al!other. Basically, the resources fall into four standard

*As of 1968 the percent of women in the labor force had reached 37.391 (twenty-
six million) with 9.6 million of these women with children under eighteen years
of age.
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groups: In-hom care (or baby,-s..tting) , The Family Day (are Home, The Group

Day Care Home, The Day Care Center. Except for the last$ the Day Care Center,

it is difficult to estimat• the number of formal and informal arrangements

available. The working mother does not necessarily have to make use of licensed

enters, end the existence and usage can only be determined by special survey.

One such survey was conducted in Baltimore (1964) where it was found

that seventy-seven percent of the children of working mothers are cared for in

their own hames; only five percent made use of day care centers. The study

determined moreover that eighteen percent of the care that the mothers had
arranged was "totally inadequate." To bring this care up to an acceptable
minimal standard would cost over three million dollars in that city aloet.*

In our evaluation of cities, similar observations were found. In one com-

reunity, for example, the Department of Licensee had found that of the 164

identified day care homes in operation, most had not been licensed, and

most plans were Illegal.

A special study conducted by the Child Welfare League of AmorIca in

six coununities found that:

Day care of any sort is extremely limited in availability.
Despite ever increasing numbers of working mothers an4,
widespread desire for a good child care service, the number
of day care centers through the country have, since the
end of World War It, remained constant or even declined. In
our study we find that Lwo-thirds of all working mothers say
they know of no day care center near them, and an even higher
proportion say this of family day care homes. Many have
searched in vain. **

Why care is so limited to complex. Day care centers presently
account for only four percent of children who have been placed in WIN child
care. They need to be made more widely available, and could possibly be
developed by private enterprise. Nearly two-thirds of the approximately

* Report of Survey of Resident Workin Caothers and the Day Care of Their
Children tn Baltimore City in 1964l divisionn of Child Day Care, Baltlmore
City Health KDepar ant.

**Florence A. Rudermans Child Care and Workina Mothers. A Study of Arrangemnte
Made for Daytime Careof Children, (New Yorki Child Welfare Loague of America,
1968)3p.
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4,500 day care centers identified by the Lhildren's Bureau of the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare are proprietary--less than ten percent were wholly

supported by public agencies. In fact, recent chains of fraii.hised day c•re centers ate

being developed by entreprentlurs, some of whoue r&iin business tis scemLngly tar

removed frue child care. ,' i tlte. need still rranains.

the problem may be one of tllance. It has been estimated thit to

c4.Aply with the redural Interagency.y I xe y .le atasuJrs--wilire pr.p.acJ tor

all facilities serving WIN and welfare children--would cost over two thou~.and

dollars a year per child.** This is more than can be paid by local agencies.

Consequently, centers may be developed by private sources only for mothers who

can pay themselves (since the standards would nut apply). Such centers would

not be available to WIN children, and facilities would be limited for them

though the situation might improve for the working mother not on welfare.

One of the causes may relate to the fundamental question regarding

group care versus individual care, as discussed earlier. Group care in tie

United States is usually considered in terms of education. Mothers who leave

their children in pro-school nurseries, usually in middle- and upper-middle ;lass

neighborhoods, re more concerned about the training (the middle-class, head-

start program) titan about the hours. (In other countries, familiarity and

acceptance of group '.are for younger children are more widespread.) In addition,

day care is usually thought of only for the group from the ate of three to six.

Care for younger children cannot usually be found, except from relatives, while

care tor school age children is usually through afternoon sitters, or a latch-

key arrangement. Our study of AFDC mothers has shown an age shift for working

mothers. Since the shift is with increasing age, we can assume the children

are also older (see Figure 8-2)*** This could be interpreted as showing thtat as

the children enter school the mother begins to accept and want work. It probably

m•ieans, however, that informal care is easier to provide at this age.

* The Minnie Pearl Pried Chicken Chain has recently begun opening a string of day
care centers. In addition, advertisements for franchised day care operations
my be found, on occasions, in the Wall Street Journal.

** Information obtained from sIHi contract monitor.
*** Since the area curves for employment and age are both based on 100 percent

of their respective categories, it is not expected that the area under the
curves should be equal.
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Whatever Lte reiini, .ippruved day c€ire enterpt, or .Appruvcd array .c-

ont% of any sort are generally limited in the United States. ilere are b

areas which ,eem to have adequate facilities, as did two;cities in our N=.aple,

there are other areas which have virtually no care available. But nation Ily,

and WIN is a national program, there is little care available outside tie (a•wtly

and informal baby sitting.

8.3.2 Barriers -to the Dev loprent of Child tare

The development of one type of child care L.annot solve all child , *e

problems: there is no one type (center, family day care htmes, in-lawoi taittei'l

which fits tih needs of all children or the needs of ail cities. It niv IX thit

several types of care need to be available for WIN mothers. ilut at prateuit,

barriers exist for the development of most forms of child care. hlopeflly,

many of the barriers are not permanent problems which will always be p.,rt of

the care. They are problems which presently exist and which could be k,,ped

with in future planning,

B.3.2.1 Barriers to the o development of Family Day Cale Homes. There are two

general ways of recruiting family day care homes:

Type A. - get the name of a person the mother wants to care
for her child and license that person

Type B. - find people who want to care for children xn their
own homes (or who can be available to go to the
child's home) and license them

Some WIN programs allow both types of family day 4are; some %ill
"approve" group A but will license only the second group. The term fami ly diay

care does not necessarily include both.

B.3.2.1.1 Problems Developing tthe Type A Care., Caretakers are reluctant to

become licen.ed. They may readily agree to babysit, but when they learn that

it will involve contact and paperwork with the licensing agency, they are

frightened or skeptical and may not want to proceed with the agreement. Baby-

sitting is one thing, but licensed day care, even though it is partly for tie

benefit of the caretaker (to see that she is regularly paidfor example) is

quite another. Until word gets around in the coaumnity that licensed day care

is "okay", there is apt to be considerable reluctance to this unfamiliar pro-

cedure.
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AMCmothers in particular my be afraid that their check will be
cut off or reduced if they start making money by babysitting. Project residents

are further restricted as to th4ir income.

A further problem is that physical examinations are often required

of mothers who want to care for children in their homes. (Strangely# such

examinations are not required of women who will care for the same children

in the home of the mother.) These examinations must often be secured at the

expense of the mother; there is usually a long delay between the examination

and the approval of results by the licensing authority; and many women simply

do not went to subject themselves to a "personal" examination in order to

care for children. Though esaminations themselves cannot be considered a

minor barrier# they are certainly a contributing one.

B.3.2.1.2 Barriers to the Development of Type B Care. Ordinarily homes are

not recruited for WIN specifically; they are places which have contacted the

licensing agency desiring licensing, or they are places found by the agency
to be caring for children$ and have then been forced into becoming licensed.

In one city, where there has been an effort to recruit family day care mothers

for WIN specifically, the majority of licensed mothers are still from these

other sources. Apparently, it is difficult to find a large number of mothers

who wish to become family day care mothers. Day Care Workers cannot spend

their time recruiting wh'..n there are so many other dutisis which need their

attention.

The major d.fficulty, however, is matching up a licensed mother

vitn a mother who needs child care. All cities experience this difficulty,

regardless of the number of available licensed homes.

The day care home may be inconveniently located for use by the

WIN mother. It may be licensed for children of specified age or sex (the

day care mother c€n usually determine the age and sex of the children she

wants to care for). The number of children in the home may be a barrier; the

mother nay be looking for a place to care for two children, and the licensed

home only has space for one. Or the mother's child may be under 2% years
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old which would restrict the day care mother (unwer certain state laws) froe
accepting any other children. This would consequently restrict her income,

since she cannot accept more children, so she refuses to accept his. The day

care mother may charge more than t e mother can afford, an occasional problem

in WIN.

8.3.2.1.3 Barriers CUnonnto- Both Types A and 8. ilie difficulty most 4,ttsolwily

mentioned by WIN programs using family day care hom-s is tie existence of per-
sonality problems between the day care mother and the natural mother. 11wir
expectations of each other cause problems which interfere with the agreement.
The WIN mother has her own idea of how tie child should be .. ,red for# and tie
day care mother has her own different idea of how to best care for the child.
Both become dissatisfied to the point where they dislike each other.

One of the betLer programs i.,,.ognizes this problem and tries Lt noMýk

sure both mothers have como to an understanding before care is begun, bot 100t
child care programs do not include such detailed preliminaries. Even in caues
where the caretaker and natural mother know each other before arranging WIN

child care, the relationship between then does not always remain a good one.

Thoset problems, and others which occur (payment delays motlteis chang-
ing sitters, illness), produce large hidden caseloads., Wko takes #are0 out teji
problems? Who answers phone calls from the sitters? Who has responsibility

for all aspects of child care? Caseworkers and child care workers are only
beginning to learn the full meaning of arranging child care. Program guide-
lines did not seem to anticipate nor specify how to deal with the increased

cabeload due to child care. What usually happens is that the problems in a
child care arrangement build up to a point where the agreement is cancelled
dnd new plans are established. The WIN/Welfare team may or may not be aware
of such a change.

Supervision of child care i, at present, impossible. Areas of res-
ponsibility are not well defined in most programs and the number of staff is
inevitably too small to find child care for WIN mothers in addition to solving
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problems of on-going care. Furthermore, there is sometimes resentment between
mothers and caretakers regarding any supervision. Mothers often feel they
should have the privilege non-Welfare mothers have of arranging their own
child care without anyone saying whether or not it is adequate or suitable.
Particularly where the caretaker is a relative of the child's, the mother is
apt to feel that the supervising person is saying, In effect, '%I# don't tr, st
you to make adequate child care Flans." Mothers and caretakers do not iee

supervision for tie purposes it is intended: to protect those involved and
to sure that services are being, or can be, provided where they are boeing
paid for by Welfare.

Generally, family day care is essentially the purchase of sitters.
Welfare should instead by involved in the purchase of a service.

B.3.2.2 orriers to the Development of Training Progra for Child Ca roAidg,

Child 4are is not univerbally seen as a desirable job. People who want to
work want a job with prestige, or at least some fringe benefits. Child care
Larriers neither. There exists an attitude that anyone can take care of child-
ren -- that it requiresno special skill or training. Child care side positions
are among the loiest in salary. There are no pension plans, holidays, lunch
hours, paid vacations, company picnics, or any other fringe benefits, There
is often not even the company of other adults or the enjoyment of talking with
ones co-workers.

Some training programs have learned that trained day care mothers or
.hild care aides do not stay around to service WIN enrollees. Once they are
licensed, dty care mothers are quick to got better jobs, expand operations and
negotiate with the general public rather than take only Welfare children (more
profit involved with non-welfare). So unless Welfare can guarantee good jobs
after training, they run the risk of losing the trainees.

A mid-western city attempts to solve this problem by putting day care
mothers on salary, paying a certain salary regardless of the number of children
placed in the hoim. There are always a few empty slots, but at least the day
care mothers are available whenever there are W/IN mothers who need the service.
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In a few cities ,hers aren't enough jobs for child care aidet, so when

training programs prepare large numbers of aides for jobs, they have tc find

other Jobs after training. This was the situation in an eastern city where

the few available Jobs didn't pay adequately, and Welfare could not guarantee

income for the trained aides. in addition, sowe child care Jobs required civil

service exams which trained aides couldn't pass.

Thus, there are two opposing views of the Job: tie .aides tla.iielvc'

find the job without status, the child care experts consider it highly iiq,'i-

tant. Because of this, $ 'Wismatch" between qualifications desired and quali-

fications available results. In one eastern city, for example, a group of

trainees screened out as the best of the class failed to be selected by the

directors of chiLd care prograimas "promising." The rewards of the position

must be brought in-line with the qualifications desired.

The amount of training given in a short program cannot be extensive,

and child care specialists usually find such programs insufficient for the

trainees' needs. Many mothers have enough problems with their own children;

they do not consider the extra problems they will have to face with the children

who would Le placed under their supervision were they to become family day

care mothers or child care aides. It is also unreasonable to expect a mother

with problems suddenly to become emotionally stable. Yet, women with an uneven

temperment with children enter programs to become aides.

In an eastern city, where the Department of Health licenses day care

homes, the Public Health Nurses often know of the person to be licensed through

previous contact. In many cases, they feel that person is mntally unstable,

so they will not license her for family day care. Harm is one city with per-

sonnel interested in child care, wanting to license more homes to assure adequate

care for more children, providing a free in-service training course, yet held

back by many health factors alone:

0 One of the highest TB rates in the county
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o Many unsuitable houes, in taors of health and safety
for child care one home was found where uix children
were sharing one bed

One humw hich applied fur fwily day care was found.,.tccorditlg to the staff

of that city, to lavy a dirt flour with a horse in the LvfiiMg roots.

Lven if mothers wet* perfect cay care mothetirs, they could not necessar-

1ly be lhenbed because of the housing situation. In a western city* Welfare

had to move mothers to other housing so that they could become licensed to pro-

vide care. A northeastern city moved tome mothers in housing projects down to

the first floor to meet require•e•ats.

Vie major problem in training aides is recruiting and keeping enough

People to make the training worthwhile, It simply is not an efficient or highly

effective way to get quality child care resources. The expense involved in such

a program dues not seem worthwhile, even on a long-range basis. Training pro.

gram Just have not added significantly to the resources which are eo desperately

needed.

8.3.2.3 Barriers to the Development of Day Care Centert. Most of the barriers

to the development of space in large group child care facilities are related directly

to the small number of such facilities. There are very limited facilities and when

WIN buys out a number of slots, fewer non-Welfare mothers can be served. Staff of

public facilities see this practice as unfair because they are helping to keep some

mothers off Welfare by providing low-cost child care, and WIN only adds to the total

number of mothers needing child care without adding appreciably to the child care

resources. This is one reason why it may be difficult to purchase abundant spaces

in already established non-profit centers. The need is for an increase in the

number of centers.
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many centers are glad to have the guaranteed Inco from Welfare under

purchase of care contracts, but even smor of those centers do not get whet they

bargained for. They are somewhat distressed by the Instability of plans;&

child enrolled while a mother is in Orientation my not be in attendance when the

mother changes components, and another WIN child nay be put into that slot.

While centers are established to fill the needs of the mother, they are Just is

concervod about the needs of the child; they feel that continuity of care im

important and that the individual child and the group he is in would gain more

from a full-tini enrollment, rather than a temporaiy replacement kind of enroll-

asnt.

Child care facilities which are established for specialized care,

sometimes suffer from less than full enrollment. The CEP center in an eastern

city licensed and funded for seventy-nine, had an enrollment of fourteen all

wineer. If children of non-CEP parents had been allow.3 to enroll, perhaps more

efficient use could have been made of the center. Thea point is that centers

planned only for WIN parents may not be economically feasible. In one city,

for example, Welfare purchased care in many centers, and has open slots in

eight centers. There is no way of assuring maximm use of facilities.

As a successful program in an eastern city has proved, the nupcr of

day care centers can be increased, despite financial and legislative barrLers,

if enough people are counmitted to the idea. Regulations can be changed; .-. o.ey

can be appropriated. here are barriers of this type, in all cities. These

barriers may not be as difficult to overcome as the problem of staff. Any

significant increase in child care facilities will readily show up the lack of

trained staff. Directors and hoad teachers are so scarce that problems of

financing and licensing would seem small next to lack of staff. There are

relatively few colleges .nd universities which offer majors in Early Child-

hood Education. Of course, if there were more jobs available for graduates in

that field, and if the salaries were competitive with other fields, more colleges

might offer that major. As the situation now stands, the number of graduates

from Early Childhood Education (Child Developmant Nursery School Management,

or whatever naps it is given),who have also had a few years experLence and could

therefore qualify as Head Teachers and Directors, is too small to met the pre-

sent need, much less any expansion in the number of facilities.
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One city, which analyzed the barriers to large group care found:

o not enough outdoor space to meet requirements

o substandard housing which is costly to renovate

o state regulations for group day care which have met
opposition and have not passed into law

The majur barrier is %till lack of training of staff. There is a definite
interest among present day care staff to receive further training, but even
that is difficult to fund and carry out.

Another clue to the difficulties in expanding child care facilities
can be been from the experience of this same city. opposition to updating and
adopting regulations for groul day care came from proprietary operators who
don't want state laws because it would cost them more to operate if they had to

meet more specific regulations. As mentioned earlier, the same situation
exists with respect to the Federal lnteragency Day Care Standards. The
objection is to staffing patterns, rather than to physical facilities.

The problem of physical facilities may be limiting in some areas,
though probably not as critical as would be indicated by the number of times
it is used as an excuse. The greatest stated problem is in meeting the

various local ordinances which, according to some staffs, are prohibitive. Some
e.,.nples are: windows no more than "x" feet from the floor, sanitation facilities
for children, appropriately scaled, sprinker systems, fireproof construction, etc.
Staff feel that in these areds private facilities cannot be profitablycon- rusted
and that the majority of existing buildings are inadequate.

rhese problems are most severe in the inner city where most welfare
mothers live. hiecause of the problems with the physical facilities and the
possible unproittability of centers, few facilities can exist in these neighbor-

IIhoods--except for OEO projects, such as Head Start.*

* In one city, a Head Start program had vacancies, but it was not available
to WIN mothers because of some financial entanglement,
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Exactly how many of these problems coule be overcome if staff vere

adequate and if day care staff took the initiative to eliminate the ptcblm

is difficult to determine, * Some areas have made successful attnptLs to

reduce standards; others have not. Few areas, however, have the trained

staff available to make a coordinated effort at planning facilities, to meet

with public and private officials, and to examine and license facilities.

One problem is that though most welfare workers are reimbursed by the federal

Government for seventy-five percent of their salaries, those involved in

licensing and inspections are not* The result is that not only is the

development of centers retarded, but also their licensing &nd inspecting.

Regardless of the regulations or procedures for ensuring that

adequate child care is made available to the mothars,,mnch depends on the

caseworkers. They are the ones who often approve the plans. In many cities#

including some with good support divisions, the caseworker is solely respon-

sible for approving the mothers' plans. These caseworkets often have little

knowledge of child care, even in the informal sense. Consequently, all the

elaborate procedures and regulations are meaningless, if procedures are not

set up in WIN to ensure compliance.

8.3.3 Special Child care Problems Associated with WIN

In addition to the barriers to the development of facilities, and

the particular problems for the poor mother in the inner city, some special

problems exist for the WIN mother. These problems can be critical to the

program, so much so that even in one eastern city where vacancies did exist in

centers, they were not being used by WIN mothers. In another, family care

centers had vacancies, but mothers did not know of them or use them. This

despite the fact that a special day care unit existed in this program to hemp

mothers, and was physically located along side of caeworkers in the crowded

welfare office. The reasons are to be found in the structure of welfare and WIN.

In one eastern program, welfare staff have failed to attend the sessions
arranged by the fire marshal's office to discuss and possibly change day
care ordinances.
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6.3.3.1 feeling of mothers toward welfare De*artent. Some Welfare De-

partmcnts justify their lack of involvementino the development of plans with

reasons such is, "Our first responsibility to to make the mother self-sufficient

and this bebilis with letting her find her own facilities. We can't continue to

hold her hand. . ." Though this is in fact the legitimate feeling of some

casevorkers aid does apply to some mothers, it sows to be more often a manu-

factured -eason to avoid providing assistance, or at least to justify why

assistance cannot be provded--though the regulations clearly call for it.

lbeite is, of course, some validity 'j the staeteant, based 01) ex-

perience ttict the caseworkers have hade and on our own observations in the

field. :1.mny notbera do prefer to develop their own plans, and are in fact dis-

trustful of Lentere and services which are offered to them. They want to know

the person providing the care, and they want it in their neighborhoods. Some

mothers simply do not want day care; they are afraid of the training or lack

of it that the children are receiving. Some are even afraid that their children

are being indoctrinated in such center.

These mothers represent a minority of those On AFDC at least from

our sample. ;icst motters know little about child care options. They are

familiar with sitters, relatives, or perhaps in-home care furnished by friends;

only rarely do they kiov of available licensed family or group day care centers.

moreover, for many of the mothers on AFDC a.d in WINt the need is more complex

than can be solved by a simple center approach.

B.3.3.2 |)issucnlation of !nfoniation, Occasionaliv, the problem is that the

Departments of Welfare do not know of resources which Jo exist. Some are re-

luctant to become involved iL the development or analysis of the community. More

often, however, the Jay care section does have adequate infoxation about the

city, does analyze centers for vacancies and quality, and does publish lists.

But the information is not disseminated and is not used. The problem is more

often disaamination than the lack of lists themselves.

several ateas had excellent child care divisions which 'saintoeind

accurate and up-to-vate lists of all centers. In one area in particular the
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child care unit not vnly listed those available, but also wfs respoisible tor
the development of many on the list. Nonetheless, the o Ste, though d sseen1iat•e

to each divihiun, utre not beLrig wade available to the caseuorkers: they had

little understanding of what facilities were availabltu or how to use them.

The fact that a city hes a 4-C program does not necet.sarily solve this
problem. Of the tor cities evaluated with 4-C programs, many casevwrker-.-who

are the ones who actually help the mothers--did not know of the existence of

facilitiea3, despite the fact that information was being developed. camew.rkers

musz have a better understanding of what is available, not just tite child

care unit.

Many programs were gaining an appreciation of the problem of dtisem-

inating information and there were sporadic examples of attempts to alleviate at
least this problem. One city Intended to place one child care specialist withill

a team of every ten AFDC caseworkers to ensure the presence of an informed,

competent and interested child care person at the point where contact was

made with clients. Other programs were beginning to distribute lists of child

care resources to the persons who could effectively utilize thao. However, the

great majority of the programs continued to show a disintcrest or insensitivity

to child development and child care and continued the policy that maintained

that WIN applicants were ultimately responsible for their own child care ,,rrange-

ments. The "helping hand" is still not being extended.

B.3.3.3 ES and WIN Coord'nation. The internal coordination problems within
Welfare do not compare to the problems of coordination between Welfare and WIN/ES.

Nany times no child care plans were made for the WIN referrals before sending

the cdases to WIN for enrollment; other times the child care plans arranged

prior to referral were only tentative and broke down or disolved by the time

the referral was actually enrolled. This last case was especially evident whete
the Wel fare Department was referring more persons than the WIN Program could
possibly enroll. If child care arrangements broke down or were disrupted during
the WIN enrollees's active involvement, the WIN team members were often unable

to handle the situation, especially within time to prevent the participant from
missing classes or dropping our provisionally from a component. The channels
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of communication beLween WIN and Welfare were not established to tolerate crisis
situations such as these. Again, the WIN pi rticipant customarily had to struggle

to alleviate the situation, if possible.

8.3.4 ',utimaries of Barriers to (hlld Care

The problems impeding the development of sound child care for

mothers varied from area to area. In some areas only a few problems could be

identified; in others numeromproblems were found. The chart in able 8-1

illustrates these problems on a project-by-project basis. The chart Lndicdtes
the existence of services or barriers in the project shoý/on the horizontal axis

in the categories shown on the vertical axis.

B.3.5 Need of WIN others

Of the mothers on AFDC, over eighty percent have some combination
of school age and pro-school age children for whom some care is probably
required.* Fewer than fifty percent of these households have only pre-school
children. Out of the total of one and one half million AFDC households only

431,800 have pre-school children exclusively; another 615,600 have school
age children exclusively; and 548,400have some combination of both school
age and pre-school age children -- as shown in Table B-2.**These figures
indicate that the problem for the potential WIN population is not oily for day
care for pre-schoolers, but rather for some arrangement to take care of
children before and after classes, or of some combination of service for
both pre-schoolers and school age children. Similar results obtained for

present WIN enrollees.

The child care services for WIN participants were indicated by
the statistical analysis of the family composition of the enrollee. From

random samples of program participants in the twenty-seven cities, it was
indicated that more than fifty percent of the participants (with the exception

of one program) had dependent children in the pre-school bracket; more than
fifty percent had school-age children; a small percent had dependent children

* Households without a child older than sixteen.
** Figures include households with children older than 16, e.g, A plus A,C.

We assume that care is not required for the "C" group.
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TAISI.F. B-1. Summary of CLhI' Care Firriers and Procedures
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la, seiemOrkrera re not Informsd of resorcmes or svya of welfare Deprs cmast's purciaheof Camre. welfare use
not "approved" many facilities because they have not gotten around to it yet.

No, • payment schedule or payments yet.
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1969 AFPC Survey

National Totals: Number of Dependent Children
Recipients by A&* Group

Population:

Legend: A * 0-5 years 'pre-school)
S - 6-15 years (Li school)
C * 16 years nd over (eligible for WIK

1,681,000 Households
*All total* are rounded to nearest 100

TABLE B-2, *AFDC Child Care Statistics

V

Age 34 579U12 >,12 house hoIds*

Cro%.ps

4 (0-5 vrs.) 221,860 133,200 52,060 12,070 1,750 100 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 471,100

S (6-l1 yrs.) 157,530 115,060 70,420 41,030 18,960 7,930 1,950 720 0 O 0 0 0 413.600

A, 1 0 W6,250 108,260 106,710 74,130 46,400 28,460 13,200 6,390 3,190 520 too 0 455600

C (16 yrs.+) 70,940 12,5:0 1.450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 85,000

A, C 0 6,190 2,840 1,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,700

3, C 0 52,260 51,860 42,980 26,040 12,600 8,450 4,340 920 200 300 0 0 202,200

__ - -- I -- ----

A, B, C 0 0 7,310 1T,680 17,420 18,250 12,170 10,100 68250 3,820 1,340 920 520 92,800

-lI II I -r---m - -- l-I

Total 450,3OO 387,500 294,300 217,100 140,300 85,500 51,000 28,500 15,600 ,200 2,200 1,000 500 1,681,000
Households*
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past school age; but only slightly under fifty percent had both pre-school

and schsol-age children.

The implications of these findings are that child care arrangements
must definitely be arranged for pre-schc.ul children; and school-age children
must either have similar arrangements althoughh only part-tim) or else these
children must be trained to return to their homes and care for themselves
while their mothers (or fathers) are still in training or at jobs. Those past
school age will normally not requLre child care but since a large percentage

of the WIN participants had both pre-school and school-agie children, the
child care plan for this group is complex and involves such things. as differost
types of .are for the individual children or at least a "latch-key" plan at

the institution of the pre-school child, allowing the school-age child to
enter and leave as school begins in the morning and recesses at the close
of the day.

B.3.6 Summary Considerations Developed from the St& of Present WIN
Mothers

Present WIS enrollees and their children requiring child care
are a unique subset of the total universe of those needing child care
It is important to understand from the outset that the participant enrolled
in the WIN program, especially during the formative stages of each program,
are not representative of other parents and children, or other AFDC parents
and children for that matter. Generalization about child care program for

future WIN participants and others should not be assumed from the present
observations, or at least should be carefully considered within the following

framework.

o WIN mothers have been transferred from other
training programs (CZ?, Title V, NYC) where
they already had made child care arrangemento.
Second, in order for the local WIN program to
meet its quota and fill all slots allocated,
mothers with the least problems are recruited
or enrolled. Third, mothers volunteering for
WIN are highly motivated and would moat likely
have made child care arrangements irrespective
of the program' offerings.
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o Any conclusions about the suitability of child
care Jor WIN mothers are difficult since the
participants have only been in the program
components for a limited period of time. Re-
suits are not yet evident.

o Some mothers are coerced into the WIN program.
This has powerful implications as to how both
the mother and child will accept the child care
necessitated.

o Child care may not be the determining factor in
a mother's participation in the WIN program; more
important is the mother's feeling about working.
This attitude is the major factor influencing the
mother's perception as to whether the arrangements
are satisfactory to her.

If the mother wants a job and wishes to participate
in WIN, she will make sacrifices in the area of child
care; will go to any length to get child care; may
even pretend to have child care; will have lower stan-
dards of what acceptable child care is; and will hWve
a higher tolerance of child care inconveniences and
problems.

The mother who cares first about care of her children
my give up job opportunities if they interfere with
her idea of quality care. Mothers, irrespective of
their priorities, who do not want to participate in
WIN often refuse to make any effort to obtain child
care; are not apt to accept child care plans made for
them or suggested to them; set higher standards of
acceptable child care in order to avoid participation;
readily find problems with child care arrangments or
plans; and refuse to tolerate as many inconveniences.

8.3.7 Alto.rnatives

Child care should not be considered in isolation from other pro-

gram considerations, The extent to which child care is needed depends on

the extent to which jobs dre available and the hours of work. Mothers need
child care f.r whatever hours they are working. Eight-hour jobs require a
mio.im.ma of nine or ten hours of child care (to include transportation time

and conversation time to discuss what happened that day). Working women who

are expected to be neat and clean on the job need time to shop and night jobs

require some daytime care so mothers can sleep.
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An alternative is to consider a more flexible job program so that
the child care needs can determine a mother's job hours, instead of vice-

versa. others with children in school could choose jobs which allow tha'
to get children ready and off to school--then go to work--and be home hctoro

children return. Mothers who could find child care for afternoons v ty could

choose a job for afternoons only. If a flexible job market were available,

mothers could be more successful at both job and child care. Hours of existing
child care facilities do not correspond '4th job hours.

Caretakers complained of mothers not picking up their children on
time. Some family day care mothers had to threaten to stop taking care of

the child if the mother didn't arrive on time, or actually did stop the service

because the brother kept showing up hours after the agreed-upon departur time.

another alternative would be to backup a step further and consider

the goals of WIN and then approach those goals from a different direction.
WIN is trying to get mothers into the labor market, but mothers without
determinations without the desire to go to a job every day, will not accept

a job or will have poor attendance records and will not keep the job for any
length of time. It is obvious that training and job skills are not the only
determination of "unemployability"--a mother's motivation is an important

factor. But a mother who has little self-confidence, who is afraid of going
into a strange environment (i.e., any unfamiliar place with unfamiliar people)

and coping with a number of',mknowns, is not going to be job ready even with
the best day care. However, if the goal is changed from "providing jobs"

or even "providing day care" to the goal of providing self-confidence and
giving mothers the ability to think in terms of working (to move fro" an

attitude of "I can't do that" to "I can") the possibility will be opened

of a mother's preparing for work. sUtil a person reaches that point of be-

lieving she can wvrk, training programs and other job preparations are Lutile.
Instead of providing day care so that mothers can obtain jobs, it might be
more effective (and more efficient in the long run) to concentrate on other
aspects of the mother's life. The Parent-Child Center in one eastern city,

for example, which does not have a goal of getting mothers out to work, has

accidentally accomplished this as a side effect of its program.
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The ldrent-Child Center is a federally funded (OM) project which
grew out of conclusions about Head Start--that children aged four or five

were already "too old." That is, things that set limits in a child's develop

opwent have already happened by the time a cb ld is four or five. The KCC

works with infants and toddlers (children under age three) and their parents;

parents and children attend together. Parents and children exporimce and

learn togot ir under the direction of trained staff. Parents work as assistalit

teachers. bom assistant teachers participate In the Outreach Program, pro-

viding services to homes in their neighborhood. The purpose of PCC is to

help parents be able to take better care of their children. Staff have

noticed that parents have changed their attitudes quite remarkably, which
has in turn changed the type and quality of care they can give to their

children.

s.4 _fOI(ER FACTORS LIHITII'G REFERRAL

There are barriers other than child care which make referral of some
AFDC recipients to WIN difficult or impossible. Among those factors cited by

caseworkers in explaining why persons are not referred to WIN, two are mentioned
repeatedly: vriedical conditions and lack of adequate transportation.

B.4.1 Medical P'roblems

Many persons on AFDC have medical conditions which can hamper or pre-
clude employment. Eyesight and dental problems are common. Case records tre-
quently note the presence of obesity, dizziness, hernias, chronic exhaustion,

in, frequent headaches and other symptoms and conditions which indicate
the need for medical attention. Information on pay ological problems is more
difficult to obtain and assess; it is clear, though, that welfare workers feel
there are many persons on the AFDC rolls who cannot be employed until their
emotional and psychological problems are dealt with. The pressures of trying
to provide for and raiae a family in condition. of poverty take their toll.

Among the emotional problems of recipients mentioned by caseworkers are feelings

of personal inadequacy, despondency, withdrawal, and general difficulty in

relating to others.
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In some areas alcoholism appears to be a significant problem in rejArd

to WIN referrals; sometimes it is a particular point of contention between welfare

and Employment service personnel, with the ES WIN staff complaining that alcoholics

are being referred to WIN even though the program is unable to offer thee meaning-

ful help. In one major East-Coast city, WIN staff claimed that about forty

percent of the men referred to WIN are alcoholics. In that city, as in some others

visited, vocational rehabilitation agencies are not prepared to handle alcoholics,

and welfare workers refer alcoholics (and others with serious drinking problems)

to WIN in the hope that WIN will at least be able to provide twem with sMe

services and that participation in WIN may prove to be a motivational fActor in

helping them overcome alcohol problems.

Although medical examinations are available, though limited, iii mst

projects visited, the degree to which remedial medical help is available ,.Iries

widely. Remedial medical programs as a part of the WIN referral cyde are rare.

but there are enrollees who received some medical care before being referred

that they probably would not have had otherwise. Some enrollees have received

eyeglasses, hearing aids or dentures.

In some states, however, welfare regulations preclude--or are inter-

preted as precluding--expenditures for such itess. In one project visited,

persons needing eyeglasses or dental help must meet the cost themselves and

caseworkers help them budget their grant checks to cover these costs on a monthly

installment basis. Some persons assessed as possible WIN referrals were en-

couraged to have long-overdue corrective surgery performed for such conditions

as hernias and back injuries,

In evaluating the degree and impact of remedial medical services in

regard to WIN, several points must be stressed:

o It is evident that more renmdial medical attention is beini
provided than a look at the WIN Program alone would indicate.
Many persons are given medical help tnotlji of being referred
to WIN; some of these will undoubtedly show up in future
generations of WIN enrollees. In a number of projects,
persons with medical problems are referred to a vocational
rehabilitation agency instead of WIN; this Information,
of course, does not appear in WIN records.
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o Many of the present group of WIN enrollees volunteered for
the program. It is not likely they would have volunteered
if they felt themselves unable to participate because of
health problems. Health factors are likely to be more
significant among nonvoluntary enrollees coming into the
program in the future.

o Persons with known health problems are frequently simply
"screened out" in the prereferral stage; caseworkers do
not consider persons with health problems as suitable WIN
referrals.

o It seems clear that some of the physical problems which
are common among welfare recipients (e.g., obesity, fatigue)
are due at least in part to dietary deficiencies. Appropriate
treatment here,may consist less of remedial medical attention
than of improved income which would make possible the purchase
of more nouris~ing (and more expensive) food.

o Help for welfare recipients with psychological or emotional
problems is generally inadequate and sometimes nonexistent.
Professional counseling is sometimes available, but extended
psychiatric help is rare.

o Professional help for people with drinking problems is often
ur.available for potential WIN clients; some welfare agencies
go ahead and refer them (without WIN's being able to offer them
relevant services), while others deem them inappropriate and
do not refer them. Either way, such people have little real
chance of improving their lives and securing lasting employment.

In summary, because most persons now in WIN were either volunteers
or selected by caseworkers from a pool of available potential referrals, few

people nov enrolled in WIN have required or received remedial medical attention.

This situation should change as the program continues and begins to draw on
nonvolunteers and persons with more serious problems. Remedial medicine must

be a part of the program.

is.4.2 Transportation ProbleM#

Lack of transportation readily available to enrollees is a serious

handicap in a number of WIN projects, particularly in rural areas. In some

Appalachian areas, for exarple, welfare recipients are widely scattered across
counties and it is not unusual for clients to l-ve well over an hour's drive

from the town where the WIN Program is headquartered. Caseworkers may require
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a full day to visit one or two clients. sowe recipients live in arets naicessibl@

by automobile. In bad weather, and particularly after snowstorms, these areds
become totally isolated from other communities. Welfare recipients in such

circumstances often have no cars and many have no driver's licenses and have
never driven. In these arvas, in fact, child care is often not a problem--it

is available from other family members; transportation is the main limiting

factor for WIN enrollment.

WIN programs in such areas sacietimes adopt the philosophy of "'ring

the program to the people," and locate educational and training, uompotuesits as
close as possibte to clusters of enrollees, rather than expecting people to cme

all the way to the central WIN program. Schoolhouses and other public buildings

are used for this purpose. This is only a partial solution, however, sinke in

some areas recipients are too scattered to permit such an approach and :no suitable

facility exists. Some programs have plans for instituting various features

aimed at overcoming transportation problems, including:

o driver-training courses for enrolles as
a regular WIN component;

0 'WIN-Mobilee"--self-contained mobile units • ,Stable
for use as classrooms;

o purchase or rental of buses or other transportation
to get enrollees to components.

Even if the problem of transportation to WIN components could be
solved, however, the problem of getting enrollees, once they have finished

WIN, to Job sites would remain. many enrollees and potential enrollees live so
far from places where Jobs are available that no good solution to the trans-

portation problem seems likely. Even if such persons are taught to drive and
are able to buy cars, #ommuting over primitive roads will be difficult in

good weather and impossible in bad.

Sinct a great number of WIN programs exist in rural areas, the

transportation problem is one of the program's most serious obstacles.
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The problem , moreover, is not confined to rural areas alone. Many
cities are spread out over large geographic areas and lack effective public
transportation. In ouch cities, getting enrollees to program omponents is
difficult, and getting them to mployment locations may be harder yet. The
general Povement of employment opportunity fro* core cities to suburban area;--
as exweplifLed by the rapid Scovth of "industrial parks" in the northeastern
part of the country--works strongly to the disadvantage of the inner-city job
seeker who can scarcely afford to sove to the suburbs to follow the job market
end wiho cannot find effective public transportation to job locations. In many
urban areas,dte best of the Jobs available for relatively unskilled and inexperi-
en•oed workes4 are lo,:ated far from core ciLy areas, tantaliginsly out of reach of
WIN participantb. Rapid transit and computer lines, here they exist, are
scheduled to facilitate the movement of suburbanites into the city in the
ruuising and out again in the afternoon. The computer who is trying to travel
on the reverse schedule is sometimes out of luck, and even if he can get to

the suburban community where his job is located, there is no transportation
connecting the suburban comuter station with the job site.

Job developers and other WIN staff in many projects discussed this
problUm, and thuir consensus seemed to be that the remedy lies beyond the power
of WIN to affect and would involve high-level planning and coordination and
a virtual reworking of the public transportation system. But it is clear that
in rural areas, and to a considerable degree in urban areas as veil, transporta-
tion problems hinder both the WIN Program itself and the enrollees' chances for
success on the job market.

9.4.3 (•tltr Prob~lem

There are other# less-widespread, problems which inhibit referrals
to WlN. Sume caseworkers are reluctant to refer persons who have strongly
negative attitudes toward the Employment Service or to other governmental
ptograme in which they have participated. In such circumstances, caseworkers
often prefer to work with the client for an additional period of time to try
to lay acme attitudinal groundwork for WIN.
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Other reasons comonly given for not referring individuals to WIN
is that they are needed in thetsme (to care for an invalid, for example); that
they are too old to benefit from the program; that they do not speak E'nglish;
or that they have already failed repeatedly in Job-training programs. It is also
the case that some welfare workers are suspicious of the Eamployment Service and
of WIN and do not consider that they are really doing recipients any favors by
referring them.

In sumary, caseworkers decide not to refer individuals to WIN for.a
variety of reasons. To some degree, there are indications that it vould be
helpful to prepare caseworkers more adequately for their role in WIN, persoade
them of the worth of the program , and keep them involved in enrollees' progress
through the program. This night help to offset caseworkers' reluctance to refer
and help to clarify who can best be helped by WIN. To a greater extent, though.
the factors which lead to the decision not to refer persons eligible for WIN
are very real problems--particularly medical conditions and lack of transportatiun--
over which the caseworker has no control.
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SECTION C. PPOGRA4 OPERATION: T- WEMPW N SERVICE

The preceding section focused on participation of welfare agencies
in WIN, with particular emphasis on problems affecting referral of AFDC

recipients to the program. This section deals with the structure of WIN as

it is operated by Employment Services in states examined in the study. Para-

graph C.1 discusses the intake process and the orientation component. Par&-
graph C.2 deals with employability services and the functioninS of the team

staffing arrangement. (Also discussed is the '%oldinS" status as it applies

to enrollees.) In Paragraph C,3, education and training are covered; and
Paragraph C.4 highlights WIN job-development activities, placement, and

follow up.

C.1 INTAKE AND ORIENTATION

Once a client has been referred to WIN, his referral forms are

sent to the WIN office, and an appointment for an intake interview is scheduled.

Frequently, this appointment is arranged by the weltaLe staff, but in so"
projects the ES WIN staff sends out appointment cards or makes some other

form of contact with the prospective enrollee.
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C.1.1 Gettinj the Applicant to the Intake Interviey

The applicant'. failure to appear for the intake interview is a

serious problem with many projects; a minor problem in others. In soma,
there has been no difficulty, and it is rare for a prospective enrollee not
to keep his scheduled appointment. In many, however, particularly in large
cities, more than half the persons referred fail to appear for their initial
WIN interviews. Reasons cited included confusion or apprehension about the
program, Inability to find the office, problems in arranging or paying for

transportation, and lack of enthusiasm (particularly in the case of mandatory
referrals).

In many projects, the problem was compounded at the start of the
program by massive referrals froa welfare, and inadequate procedures for pre-
paring the applicant for WIN. Even later in the program, as found from the
follow-up visits, failure to appear remained a serious problem, even though
many of the control procedures had been improved. The problem was gener-
ally fostered by two conditions; one In Welfare and one in the Employment

Service:

(1) The decline of caseworkers' knowledge of the program because
cf the lack of continuing traintng, the turnover in case-
workers, the transfer of cases, and a general decrease in
enthusiasm for the program.

(2) Long waiting periods for enrollment (in some cases in excess
of one year), meaning that the desire of applicants for the
program waned in many cases. In others, the condition of
the applicant had changed over the waiting period and it

was no longer practical (or, in some cases, possible) for
the applicant to enter the program.

The return evaluation visits did show, at most projects, a con-
siderable improvement in intake procedures, and in liaison between the wel-

fare and manpower agencies. Some had restructured the intake mechansms
completely. In a large midweastern city, for example, a new intake section
had been developed. It ws handling all of the intake paperwork, scheduling
interviews, following up on applicants who failed to appear, screening refer-
rals for appropriateness, and generally relieving the WIN team embers of
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the intake burden. Even with these beneficial improvements failure of persons

referred to appear for enrollment remained a serious problem.

In nearly all projects, the applicant's failure to appear is
reported back to the Welfare Department, whose responsibility it becomes

to assure the individual's appearance at a rescheduled intake meeting. This
procedure is consistent with the WIN guidelines of both DoL and iUII, which

give Wulfare the responsibility for each clitn, until his actual enrollment

in the WIN program.

In several projects, however, an agreement between Welfare and the

Fhaployment Service provides for a WIN staff representative, usually the
coach, to make a routine pre-enrollment visit to the prospective enrollee
at his home. On this occasion, the program is explained to the client, he

is given directions to the office, and most important, he has his first
personal contact with the project. The coach my offer to meet the enrollee
in advance of the intake interview and accompany him to the WIN office.

This procedure seems to be productive in reducing the incidence of failure
to appear. In one state, forexample, two projects in different areas of
the state use different procedures for intake: one sends out the coach in

advance of the interview, and the other does not. The project that uses its
coach in this manner has fewer than five percent of its referrals fail to
keep their intake appointments; in the other project, the figure is nearly
sixty percent. The pre-enrollment visit procedure is probably not the sole
reason for this wide variation: there are many other differences between

the communities and the projects.

C.1.2 Intake

In all projects, the intake method consists at least of an inter-
view with the person referred, and the completion of the MA 101 and enroll-
ment form. Aside from that ba.sc similarity, projects approach intake ein
a variety of ways, which can perhaps be most clearly depicted by describing
two extremes. Neither is an actual description of a project, but both describe

features of a number of projects visited:
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First Extreme: The prospective enrollee arrives at the WIN
project, which is housed in a large ES facility. He stands
in line at the reception dusk for approximately ten minutes.
When his turn comes, he tells the clerk he is there for WIN,
and she asks him to take a seat. After delay of possibly
fifteen additional minutes, a secretary appears and conducts
him to the area of the building where the WIN staff is located.
She interviews the client and simultaneousLy completes the
MA 101, next requesting the enrollee to sign the enrollment
card and telling him when to report for orientation. Her
total time spent with him does not exceed twenty minutes.
He never sees any other members of the WIN staff, except as
they nAy happen to pass the interview desk.

Second Extreme: The prospective enrollee is escorted to the
WIN office by the coach, who has called for him at his home.
He is introduced to the other WIN team members who will be
serving him and the function of each staff person is described
to him briefly. The counselor then conducts an intake inter-
view, concerning personal barriers to employment as well as
vocational preferences. Portions of the MA 101 will already
have been filled out by the team secretary on the basis of
the referral; the counselor quickly checks these items with
the client and secures the rest of the information required
to complete the form. Any client questions about the program
a&o answered, and the enrollment card is filled out and signed.
A second appointment is arranged either for another counseling
interview or the start of orientation. When the enrollee
leaves the office, he will have spent well over an hour there,
most of it in a one-to-one session with the counselor.

Clearly, the approach described as the second extreme is designed

to secure the enrollee's early .Interest in WIN and to show him that there

is a group of interested specialists responsible for his program progress.

In all too many projects, unfortunately, intake procedures are closer to the

first extreme. The enrollee leaves with the feeling of having been "processed"
by yet another government program, rather than that. of having been put in

touch with competent people who can actually help him. A chance to heighten

his interest and motivation has been miesed.

In many programs, the time between intake and the enrollee's next

program contact - usually the start of orientation - is brief, ranging

from a few days to a few weeks, Where it is longer than two weeks, some

program provide additional contact by having the coach telephone or visit

the enrollee to keep in touch.
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C.1.3 (Oriencation

There are two types of WIN orientation: program orientation, and

orientation to the 'Niorld of work." oest projects visited combined both
aspects into a single orientation omponent, although in some projects the
program orientation was given separately to individuals or small groups by
the WIN team.

Program orientation consists of an explanation of how the program
functions, what components are available, how incentives are paid, tht. pro-
cedures for grievances, and so forth; it can be given in about an hour.
Frequently, program orientation Is given the first morning of the employ-
ability orientation component.

The employability of 'world of work" orientation is what WIN staff
persons are alluding to when they discuss orientation. It is normally a
class conducted daily for a two-week period. Although content varies from
site to site, orientation typically covers a range of topics related to work:
use of transportation systems, bow to conduct a job interview, budgeting pay-
checks, punching a timeclock, and so forth. M4ost projects also have sessions
on methods of using agency and community resources, sgrooming, and descriptions
of actual jobs. The use of outside speakers, often from local governmental

or nonprofit agencies, is common; these may be lawyers discussing the Legal
Aid Society or the president of the local iUons Club speaking on good citizen-
ship. Audiovisuals are widely used, and field trips to work sites are frequently

included.

In some projects, the planning and conducting of the orientation
class is the responsibility of the WIN teem; others employ an additional
staff for that purpose. Still others subcontract the orientation process to
a private training group, university, Community Action Agency, or other

organization; e.g., the YMCA.

Enrollee response to orientation varies substantially from project
to project; the difference seem to depend less on who is giving the orianta-
tion (i.e., WIN or a subcontractor) than on how relevant the content and
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presentation are to the situations 4ud need of the enrollee. WIN projects

that conduct their own orientation gain a clear advantage in that they have

a two-week intensive contact with the enrollee. This presents a good oppor-

tunity for mutual understanding and a start on employability planning. Sub-

contracting arrangements vary videly in quality. In several projects, the

orientation was supplied by nonprofit groups skilled In training and group

dynamics, who related well to enrollees while maintaining an extremely good

liaison with the WIN program staff. Enrollee enthusiasm was kept high. In

other cases, subcontracting has not been successful.

In one project, orientation had been contracted to the local

Comsmunity Action Agency, and was offered in a routinized manner in a formal

classroom situation. It as, in fact, identical to the CEP orientation that

was subcontracted to the saw CAA. Enrollees were quite negative about it,

and absenteeism was high.

This is one major difficulty with orientation: it is, at most

sites, a somewhat standardized, "packaged" operations whether administered

by WJiN or subcontracted to another agency. Exposure is the same for everyone

but WIN enrollees are far from a homogeneous group; and it is difficult to

plan curricula that will reach each one on the appropriate level. A par-

ticular problem involves the enrollee who already may have had substantial

work experience. In most programs, all enrollees except those who are judged

immediately Job ready (a tiny minority) are required to participate in

orientation. This places persons who have never worked with others who may

have lengthy work histories (we found persons with more than fifteen years

work experience who yere required to go to orientation). Persons in the former

category may be interested in learning about work shifts and tLmeclocks, but

experienced persons feel patronized and Insulted to be taught about a 'World

of work" with which they are already familiar. Enrollee morale and willing-

nees to participate would be better sustained and encouraged by careful pre-

orientation screening. This would permit more experienced persons to tak

the program orientation only and then move Into educational or training

phases as appropriate.
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Unfortunately, this approach is not devoid of problems either.

One project, in a large ast Coast city, made screening so ,bvhvrc that

persons sent to orientation felt they were being singled out . worst

of the enrollee group and, in effect, punished by being sent to orientation.

Of course, a nc-gative influence on morale occurred and absenteeism in orixta-

tion was widespread.

Most projects also use the orientation, period for counaeliLng ai,!

administration of aptitude and achievement tests, It is comon for a larto

portion of employability planning to be done during the orientation coaponient.

In many projects, two weeks of orientation* is the greatest period of sus-

t.ained contact between the WIN staff and its enrollee at any point in the

program.

Some imaginative - in both positive and negative senses - orienta-

tion was discovered during the evaluation. On the positive side, some

projects made effective use of group dynamics techniques, including informal

sessions at which enrollee participation was strong (a number of such sessions

were visited). At one New England project, the WIN staff, worried that the

regular orientation component was not reaching the youth in the program,

designed and implemented a separate orientation component for youth referrals

only. Results were good.

Lqually imaginative but less beneficial was the project in an all-

white AppalachLan area where orientation had been subcontracted to a group

that specialized in and taught black history and black experience to the

bewildered enrollees.

A problem associated with the uneven enrollvnt cycle is the

scheduling of orientation classes. In several program, visited later in

the study$ a "freeze" had been placed on new enrollees because of the over-

enrollment of applicants, and resultant holding periods. because of the lack

of now enrollees, orientation was not beinj held. When WIN stoff had been

This period is not always two weeks. Employability orientation ranged from
one to four weeks in the projects visited.
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specifically designated as "orientation leiiders," their function was ambiguous

during this period. Usually, they became generalists on the WIN teaiu

supplementing the coaches and work and training specialists.

C.2 LVXLOYABIL1TY SERVICES

At the very heart of the WIN program is the task of providing each

enrollee with the combination of services and components taut will lead to

his becoming employable - and employed*. The development and activation

of the individual employability plans am a function of the Employment Service

WIN staff.

lmployability planning is both crucial and complicated. It is

crucial because the enrollee's entire WIN experience is a function of the

employability plan, and a serious misjudgment while the plan is being designed

will greatly decrease the enrollee's chances for program success, as well as

success in the job market. Huch is at stake in the development of employa-

bility plans, in terms of the enrollee's motivations, aspirations, and hopes,

and in terms of the resources and effort required to conceive and succeed

with such plans. An inappropriate and unrealistic scheme is not only unlikely

to be of help to the enrollee, it may actually be harmful: his expectations

may be raised without good reason, and he may be discouraged and negative as

a result of WIN,

Devising employability plans is complicaLed because it is necessary

to gauge and coordinate a number of factors, including:

a the need and vocational desire of the enrollee,

* the potentialities, abilities and handicaps of
the enrollee,

e the options available for education and training, and

s the options available for employment,

• This section presumes that tho applicant needs such services. In many cases,
Employability Services are a poor alternative to effective "kploymnnt" Ser-
vices, such as Job Development. For example, many persons vould not need
GO, if employers would accept employees without a high school degree.
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The stated approach of WIN to employability planning involves tno

use of specialists who can bring various background and experience to their

consideration of options for enrollees. The suggested medium for this is

the staffing of projects with teams of five: a counselor, a manpower speial-

ist, a work and training specialist, a coach and a clerk. Enrc,llees are

assigned to teams, up to a maximum of 200 persons per team. The te." are

then responsible for the development and implementation of the employability

plan, and the provision of such services and components as are required to

carry out that plan. The remainder of this section deals with the provision

of employability plans, services and components by WIN projects.

C.2.1 Team Staffing

Experience with the use of the WIN team concept !.s varied con-

siderably. Of the twenty-three projects visited by AUERBACH, only eight

were not using some form of team staffing*. However, composition of tcuw

was frequently different from that set forth in the DoL guidelines. Soe-
times this was required by such pragmatic considerations as lack of staff;

in some rural projects, for example, "teams" were two or three individuals
of various rank and job description, (One site had an interviewer, a codch

and a secretary.) In other situations, there had been a conscious decision
to alter the staffing pattern based upon work load; examples include addition

of an extra counselor to the team, the collapsing of the work and training
specialist a d the manpower specialist into a single staff position and the

provision of staff support for the coaches by utilizing additional community
aides (this latter arrangement is provided for and encouraged by the DoL

guidelines).

Largo projects tended to provide various back-up staff in addition

to the teams. Cmunonly, these included such positions as statistician, work
dnd training supervisor, and special staff for operating the orientation

components. These were, of course, in addition to supervisory personnel such

as WIN managers and their assistants.

A These eight include two rural areas for which the team concept was not
practice 1, and one urban area which later adopted teams.
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In making return visits to projects previously evaluated, we dis-

covered that some projects had changed their original approaches to team
staffing. One project which originally used team had discontinued the
practice. One which had started without team had since instituted them

Some had changed team composition (usually by the addition of a counselor).

In projects where teem were used, the response to this arrangement

by staff was mixed. Both advantages and disadvantages were cited.

C.2.1.1 The Use of Teams: Strengths. The strongest advantage of the tea.

arrangement is that it permits the kind of individualized , loyability plan-

ning that the WIN concept calls for. With five specialists involved in a per-

son's WIN progress, there is less likelihood that an unrealistic employability

plan will be develnped. The team arrangement also decreases the possibility

that an enrollee and the program may be unable to relate to one another .- if
one team member has difficulty relating to the enrollee, another team member

may not. The quality of decision-making and program functioning may also be
enhanced by the use of teams, since team interaction can correct an individual

mistake.

The use of a team also provides continuity for the enrollee. With
staff turnover, enrollees are often shunted from counselor to counselor*

In ssme of the revisits, we found cases of individuals who had had their

records transferred to as many as four different counselors in a period of

less than eight months. In sme cases, the current counselor had overruled

put employability plans, and indicated to the evaluators that the counselors

previously working with the applicant had not understood the problem. The

team approach can: (1) provide a better continuity of service, (2) develop
workable employability plans understood by a number of individusls, who can

explain it to new counselors (in case of turnover), and (3) maintain contact

with the applicant better than the functional approach which transfers the

applicant, and his record to different units as different services are required.
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In principle, the team concept should also lead to aloyability

plans of superior quality, since the pla.s involved a number of disciplines

and specialities rather than the work of a single individual; so:* barriers

to such cooperative employability plan development are discussed below. Such

barriers notwiths ending, many WIN program do report that the cooperative

nature of employability planning is one of the most important besiefits of

the team system. This team approach is also more consistent vith the em-

ployability concept being tested in a number of local Loployment Service

offices.

Another frequently cited advantage of using teams is the morale

factor. Many staff prefer the team arrangument to the more isolated staffing

patterns of other Employment Service work. Indeed, a number of the evalu-

ation reports have cited a degree of esprit de corps amens team embers which

was of considerable benefit to the program. There is a feeling •t S1. 1 •

responsibility and comitmment to enrollees, and a certain enjuywr.:. ,t crossing

usual professional lines and working closely with persons of other su,•,4. 1 itLes.

Another advantage of teams is the ease of communication. Team

members are usually seated in close proximity to one another, and comaunica-

tion is a simple matter of calling over to an adjacent dask, or walkitg sa

few feet. A great deal of informal discussion of cases takes place th.s way,

in addition to the more formal and structured case conferences which are also

held.

(.2.1.2 The Use of Teamis: Problem Areas. Team staffing has not worked 7ut

as well in practice as, in principle, it should. A number of probles.. have

arisen in fnq)lementing the team idea. Many of these concern the relative

tasks, retpontibilities and powers of team personnel.

An immediate point of conflict is the role of the team counselor

in relation to tho manpower specialist (more often called the job developer,

or employer relations representative). In most WIN program, at the suggestion

of the guidelines*, the counselor is the leader of the team, and the validator

* Any member can be the te= leader' the decision is left to local projects.
In a few projects, no member ; dos'gnsted as administrative leader, The
teams report to administrative supervisors.
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(if aut thek in architect) of employsbillty plans. Hi is generally, moro-

over, the "boss," exercising supervisory responslbility for the rest of the

te an*

In iny WiN projects, however, the counselor is, in term of length

of service, aunior mcrclr of the WIN team, lHe may be a now Employment

Service • ,lo/ee, recently graduated from college with little or no adminis-

trarive texperirtL.., k'rther, he frequently has no career plans with regard

to !pi,,yount Service work, he may be planning to go into guidance coujiseling

or iksw other, bvt'er-paid field, and is unlikely to retain with the Employ-

atent Nervice for more then a Lew years. Many counselors are women, and some

may be expected to leave after brief periods for marriage or child-roaring.

11i job developer, by contrast, is often a long-time Employment

Service uployLe who has come up through the Civil Service ranks. *i has

a long-term commitment to the Lmployment Service. He may very well reuent

being asked to accept direction from a younger, less-experienced person;

such resentunctt was discovered in a number of WIN projects visited. Com-
pounding the problem &s the reluctance of middle-age men to take directions

true young wamen.

Another problem with the team arrangement is thbt some of the

specialists re often seriously under-utilized. In some projects--particularly
thoue where the counselor does the intake interviewing-the counselor may be

the only professional staff person on the teon ever seen by the enrollee.

Work and training spc~ialists and manpower specialists my make their con-

tributions on the basis of counseling files and other records, without ever

actually seeLng or speaking to the enrollee. In some projects, they make
very little contribution in any event, and are simply called on by the counselor

if tie wants their advice. The effects of this are damaging, both to the en-

rollee and to WIN staff morale:

• employability plans turn out to be one-men
prodt.zts, and fail to take advantage of the
specialized knowledge about training options
And the labor market which is available to
the team;
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* the counselor is working at a frantic pace,
rationing his tim among enrollees, while
other staff are under-utilized; and,

* other staff feel the counselor has, gratu-
itously, been placed in a superior position
where his judimmnt is respected more than
theirs.

Involvement of coaches in development of employability plans is tiot
freqijently found; in some projects the coaches' opinions are rarely solicited,
and coaChes do not attend team assessment sessions where enrollees are in-
dividually discussed.

C.2.1.3 The Use of Teams Suimnary. The basic issue in evaluatin t'he appli-

cation of the team concept is less one of teams-versus-no.teams titan one of
ensuring that the values which the team concept was intended to provide are in
fact provided. Formal teams are not the only way to maintain these values, and

the team idea can be (and has been) ineffectively used. But whether teams are

used or not, the staffing and administration of WIN projects should ensure

that:

* all available knowledge (particularly of
training options and the labor market) is
utilized in preparing employability plans;

* the possibilities and problems of individual
enrollees are considered by a number of stafff
members representing different disciplines or
specialities;

e the enrollee understands, preferably by per-
sonal contact with a number of staff persons,
that these specialists are involved in helping
him;

* adequate time and opportunity are allowed for
WIN staff to develop a working relationship
to the enrollee, and

* there is frequent communicati.n, informal
and formal, among staff concerning the prob-
lem and progress of individual enrollees.
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Staffing a project with teame Vill not guarantee thexe values, nor

will absence of teams preclude them. The structure of staffing i.s probably

of less importance than the general feeling of project staff about: enrolled",

their expressed concern, and their ongoing involvement in enrollees' program

progress.

While the DoL guidelines for WIN do not explicitly require that

the counselor head the Will team, the provision calling for the counselor to
"establish a realistic employability plan" ie widely understood to make the
counselor the manager of the tetm. In many casus, it wculd be far less aw4ward

to put the manpower specialists in charge of the teamu.

C.2.2 The Role of Caseworkerg in k liabilityy Services

Often, the caseworker who relers a client to WIN has useful insight
into the client's situation which can be valuable in the development of an

amployability plan. The caseworker - particularly if he has worked with
the client over a long period of tia--e may have substantial knowledge of

the client's problems and potentialities, and may be in a good position to

evaluate alternative employability possibilities. The DoL WIN guidelines

say that:

Effective channels of comjnication should be
established and maintained between the family
caseworker and the umployaent service counselor.
Frequent conferences may be necessary to assure
that services are relsted to recognized needa.

Precisely the same wordi'4 also appears in the HEW guidelines (Section

45, Paragraph 2).

The degree to which such communication and involvement actually
occur varies g,.eatly. In some projects, frequent telephone conmication

exists between WIN counselors and caseworkers; in a few sit•, there are

regularly scheduled sessions f9r reviewing enrollee progress, in which cae*-
workers participate with the WIN team.
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In other projects the station tis quite different; ccmmunIcatiLO

between any WIN staff and caseworkers is a very rare event, seasons for

the lack of liaison are frequently more pravastic than theoretical; they

include such factors as:

a Caseworkers spend a goJ deal of time avay
from their desks, and are often hard to reach
by telephone. (In one project visited, the
Welfare Department had so few phone lines
that it was almost impossible to avoid a busy
signal when calling in; making outgoing calls
was also difficult since lines were rarely
free.)

a The caseworker's life is a hectic one# and
there is little time for such activities as
case review. Host welfare agencies ar, under.
started, and caseloads are large. Mn.# case-
worlkers interviuoed said they would lite to
be involved in the WIN experience of Aersons
they enroll, but are sLmpl3 too busy to find
Lhe time.

* Turnover among caseworkers is extremely high;
rates of ftfty percent annually are not un-
comon, and much higher rates obtain in some
commnities, particularly in large urban &res.
The caseworker who makes a referral to WIN my
leave shortly thereafter, and the coeeworker's
replacement my not have any knowledge of the
enrollee which will be of use to the WIN team.

Such pragmatic considerations do not account for alt of the prob-

leam in caseworker-WIN relationships, however. In projects where relation-

ships between the local welfare agency and ta.s Employment Service are etraLned

to begin with, there frequently is not ew h mutual confidence and trust to

enable WIN teams and caseworkers to function smoothly together. nyr case-

workers expressed feelings that ,E personnel didn't really understand the

problem of welfare recipients. Third is also the feeling that WIN has un-

justly supplanted the Title V proSram, which many welfare employees feel

was a superior effort. Thus, part of the difficulty in commuication and

cooperation found on the ti m caseworker level is really a manifestation of

higher-level problem of liaison and interagency friction. The existence

of a single interagency manual could greatly improve the situation.
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C.2.3 Counseling

Counse.ing is a crucial function of the WIN program. Vocational

guidance, ability assessment, personal problem-solving and motivation are

all aspects of the counseling rcle. The counselor is charged with the re-

sponsibility for the development of employability plans. He is the staff

member from whom requests for testing must originate, and the one who weighs

test results in making employability determinations. He is the one pri-

marily responsible for pulling together all-the services and components

required to carry out coherent employability plans for enrollees.

Some counseling was available in nearly every WIN program visited,

whether team staffing was in use or not. The few exceptions were rural

sites which had desperately hard times recruiting professional staff, and

had simply not been able to attract counselors successfully. In several

programs, WIN counselors were former Welfare employees who had worked in

the Title V program.

Various problems arose in the carrying out of the WIN counseling

function. A major one was the sheer pace of enrollment and the size of the

caseload. In projects where early enrollment was carried out in a rushed

manner (accompanied, soften, by inadequate pre-referral screening), the start-

up burden on the counselor was enormous. This led both to inadequate counsel-

ing (a situation admitted by, and resented by, a number of counselors inter-

viewed) and to enrollees being assigned to components without preparation

of sensible employability plans. Even where a project is fully enrolled and

in a "steady state" condition, the counselor's time must be severely rationed

if he is to serve a caseload of 200, some substantial proportion of whom will

have multiple problems.

Compounding this problem is the relative inexperience of some WIN

counselors; many are young, recent college graduates. Some have come to the

Wmployment Service straight out of college; their own Job-hunting experience

is extremely thin, and their knowledge of the job market weak and acquired

second-hand. They lack the kind of personal experience which is helpful, if

not necessary, in developing and implementing employability plans. Many
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qualify as counselors because they took psychology and sociology courses in

L college; this is not necessarily adequate equipment for dealing vith problems

of disacvantal.3d persons. Special education and training in problems of

discrimination and the Welfare system are rarely part of a counselor's prepa-

ration.

Other barriers hinder the counselor's ability to function with tih

WIN population. The counselor's relative youth sometimes makes it hard for

him to relate to older persons in WIN. In many program where most of the

clients are black, the counselors fre white, creating another problem in

communication and rapport. Few cosinselors come from poverty backgrounds, and

they may have considerable difficulty understanding the the world of the

welfare recipient. To some degree, these obstacles are offset by enthusiasm

and concern, which many counselors interviewed demonstrated strongly. But

there can be no doubt that it is very hard for a counselor to gain the trust

and confidence of people to whom he is, inescapably, an "outsider."

The DoL guidelines call for the ccunselor to perform a variety of

functions involving at least two goals: assistance with personal problems

(including "self-image"), and vocational assessment and guidance. A balance

between these aspects is by no means easy to achieve, since the amount of

time a counselor has for any one applicant is severely limited. Hany counselors

try to confront marital problems, alcoholism, landlord-tenant relationships,

legal problems, health conditions, housing issues, child-rearing concerns,

and so forth--but this leads to such a dilution of time and talent that the

net effort is frequently to frustrate the counselor while not really helping

the enrollee's WIN experience.

As presently constituted, WIN makes intensive counseling hard to

provide. Some ingenuity has been evidenced in programs to overcome this

obstacle; for example, some programs are making effective use of group

counseling, particularly for enrollees who are between other components.

Other programs simply continue counseling until they are convinced a thorough

job has been done; in such programs dozens of enrollees are in holding

awaitingg further counseling."
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It is unfortunate, but WIN counseling is at boat a kind of compromise

function--a compromise between a one-shot "assessment" and the kind of long-

run continuous counseling that many enrollees undoubtedly could use. That

basic situation is unlikely to change; the trick is to make the compromise

as meaningful and relevant as possible for the enrollee. Our recommendation

in this regard ccntem on two approaches: (1) focusing WIN counseling on

vocational probloas, and (2) re-structuring the staffing pattern to allow

!or two counselors to a team.

Since WIN is an employability program, the counseling provided must

be relevant to employment. While a counselor may be able, on occasion, to

help with other problems (or, more likely, to refer the client to the agency

or service which can help), his role is primarily to help the client plan

for a useful sequence of services and components that villa end in employment.

Solid knowledge of the labor market, and of educational and training programs,

Is often going to be of more use to the counselor than the psychology courses

which have helped to qualify him for his job. There is a clear need to offer

present WIN counselors more training in meployment problems, and to recruit

additional counselors whose understanding of training and mployment Is

sufficiently detailed to permit good semployability planning. The counselor

needs to understand basic education and GED well enough to know whether his

client needs them, and can benefit from them. He needs to know what training

is actually available in his community. Most important of all# he needs to

know what his job market is like. While he has other specialists available

to him (the work and training specialist and the manpower specialist) who

presumably understand these areas in depth, there is no substitute for the

counselor's having at lea$t enough knowledge to be able to avoid Interesting
applicants in nonexistent jobs, or making unrealistic educational and training

plans. .

In terms of 3heer amount of work the counselor, in most projects

evaluated, is the busiest member of the team lHe must have contact with

every enrollee assigned to his team, and this contact will continue throughout
the enrollees' WIN experience, although often intermittently. Programs do

back-jam at the counseling function, and counselors are often hard-put to
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provide more than minimal service. Tite provision of a second counselor for
each team--already implemented in a ifv projects visited--is indicated. Di-
viding the caseload between them, two counselors would be able to strike a
saner work pace, and spend more time in the development of we11-thought-through

employability plans.

C.2.4 Coaches

In nearly all program visited, the WIN staff included coaches$
often recruited from the indigenous poverty commnity# to function as pro-

gram contacts with enrollees. In a few program, this arrangement vws working
well, with coaches providing the main enrollee contact 4th the professional

WIN staff, and assisting in the development of employability plans. More

often, however, there was a good deal of awkwardness and confusion about
the coaches' role--related by coaches and other staff as well. many coaches
complained, with obvious justification, that they were not really regarded

as integral parts of the WIN team. Sometimes they are really "bloodhounds,"
used primarily to track down enrollees Who fail to appear for components.
Many feel they are not permitted to contribute to employability plan develop-

ment, and that their advice in regard to enrollees is rarely heeded.

The gulf between the coach and other tea members is compounded
both by "professional" considerations (since t,. lacks degrees and other

qualifications which counselors, manpower specialists and work and training
specialists must have), and by the frequently encountered situation where

the team is all whiLe except for the black coach. Team members often fail
to appreciate the contributions coaches can make. They recognize that he can

go into neighborhoods and institutions where they cannot, but they do not

recognize the degree to which he can h%.Ip WIN avoid approaches and policies

which are humiliating or patronizing to the poor. In a good situation, where
the coach is regarded as a full-fledged team member, he can provide--and, in

some projects, obviously does provide--a kind of ongoing "sensitivity training"

for the balance of the staff which is necessary and invaluable.
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States vary widely in the degree to which coaches can u'rk their
way up "through the ranks" to other Employment Service positions. In some#
a career ladder exists which enables a coach to steadily progress to, for
example, a "counselor aide" position, while at the same time availing him-
self of both in-service and out-service (college) training. In others, the

coaches' .s a dead-end role, since all higher positions require college
degrees. 1he irony in this situation--since WIN enrollees are presumably
being prepared for upwardly mobile jobs--is not lost on the coaches. Tho
change hero wi'l have to come in state Civil Service policies, although
programs such as WIN, and the soon to be implemented Public Service Careers
Program, may help to spotlight the need for such reform.

in the projects which take the coaching function seriously, a
number of valuable roles are assigned coaches. They sometimes make pre-
enrollment contact with persons referred, Lo the point of escorting them
to the intake interview. They participate in the orientation sessions,
sometimes speaking on sensitive subjects (grooming, for instance) which
would not be as well-received coming from other staff. They keep in touch
with the enrollee throughout his WIN experience, and particularly while he
is in holding or follow-up status. Some projects provide coaches with cars;
others reimburse them for use of their own care or for the use of public

transportation.

A few projects are also using community aides to augment the work
of coaches, and several others are planning to create such positions. These
community aides are often WIN enrollees or other welfare recipients (as are
the coaches themselves in some projects). They can work their way up to
coaching positions; their mobility beyond that is, again, a function of Civil
Service regulations.

C.2.5 Holding

According to national WIN reports, approximately 1Q,o00 enrollees
were in holding status as of October , 1969.* This figure is approximately

* The percent of enrollees in holding has been generally declining since last
year. In December 1968, 38.3 were in holding; in March, 39.9Z, in June, 34.4%,
in October, 28.2Z. These figures are taken from WIN Program Developmant and
t August 1968 through October 1969, USDL.
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twenty-eight percent of those currently enroLled in the WIN Program. Of this
number, 500 are in holding awaiting their first program component, normally
orientation but possibly some other program component. The rLst ar' in

holding, awaiting assignment to an advanced component.

Sineth Lh( dala dipict the program as i trto4Cnf"at one point of time,

these figures miht be misleading. For instance, enrollees my have been
in holding for a week or less awaiting the start of a new orientation group.

These holding cases are probably best considered as "normal." However, in

some projects many cases have been waiting, or in holding, for longer periods

of time and pose a crucial problem to the operations of the WIN Program.
These cases are the enrollees who have been waiting for weeks, even months,
for a course to begin or for a slot to become available for training. This

is the mort likely explanation for the larger group of enrollees in holding.

The figures for "holding for first component assignment" bear

testimony to WIN's start-up problems, and the difficulties of coordinating

the processess of referral and enrollment with actual availability of components.
They also reflect the experience of same projects where each nea enrollee must
have., counseling session--thus creating a backlog of persons who have been

enrolled but have not received program services, since demands on the counselors'
time are extensive.

The number of enrollees waiting further components is a more serious
problem. Over seventy-six percent of the enrollees in this category had not

engaged in any form of job training, and 45.3% of that group had completed
only the orientation phase.* These figures indicate several problem areas:

lack of adequate planning for a steady progression through the program,

problems in arranging for education and job training, and problems in the
development of jobs for placement.

Educational and training opportunities are usually dependent upon
the schedules of the institution or agency offering them. (An example would
be the common practice of hospitals' offering licensed practical nursing courses

* Shearer Rcport on the WIN program, proposed by the Office of Evalua-
tion, Division of Program Review and Analysis, Manpower Adainistration.
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only twice a year.) Projects which have training and educational courses
based upon large-class, institutional enrcllment and bhih lack the flexi-

bility ior arranging individual courses, are particularly prone to this

Imbalance. The lack of adequate job development, and educational and training

sites, leaves little recourse other than the holding classification.

One problem raised by the large number of enrollees in a holding

status is motivation. Holding means a disruption in the program and in the

achievement of the goals toward which the enrollee works. Lons periods of

delay would cause in any person, particularly for the enrollee who has had

his hopes raised, a feeling of discouragement and disillusionment. For this

reason, one should expect a high correlation between lengthy holding status

and nonplacement termination from the program.

C.2.6 Paperwork

The amount of paperwork generated by the program is a frequent

complaint of WIN staff. The cause of the complaint is not only the paperwork

which federal reporting requirements call for, but also additional reporting

necessitated by states, or by the nature of the local program itself.

The federal requirements alone are substantial, particularly for

those projects--typically the smaller ones--where the responsibility of

preparing statistical swumaries such as the multiple 9S reporting forms

rests with the teams rather than with a special statistical unit. The WIN.

program is in some respects, a combination of previous programs. It is an
ES program and various ES forms must be filled out by WIN staff. It is also

an HAD program, and l9W reporting is required. And above all of this, asta
separate identified program, it has its own reporting, some of it duplicating

other required forms. A particularly cumbersome reporting feature is the

necessity of completing the Change of Status form for cach enrollee each

time he goes from one component to another (or from a component into holding,

or from holding back to a component).
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The federal reporting requiremonwt are only the beginning of the

story. The disadvantagedsparticularly in core city areas, have very high

mobility within neighborhoods, and welfare offices and WIN programs have
considerable work just keeping track of changes of addresses and phone numbers.

Preparation of counseling records and logs requires substantial time, and in
some projects other Nta(( persons also routinely file case reports. States
vary in their reporting requirements, but frequently require statistical

reporting similar to that on the ES 241 and ES 250 forms, but in different
format. Some states have their own Change of Status forms, on different

formats from the HA 113; this means that every change must be reported twice
on different forms. Some require additional reporting, including narratives,

all of which takes time away from service to enrollees.

Although much of the required reporting c&n be readily justified--

particularly in view of the unusual interest in WIN as a new program--the

existence of cumbersome paperwork is a serious morale factor •mon WIlN staff
in most projects evaluated. The burden does not fall to secretaries alone;
professional staff are also heavily involved in preparation of statistical

compilationsM HA 101'9, logs, case file entries, etc. Many counselors, for

example, estimated that from thirty-to-fifty percent of their time was absorbed

in paperwork.

Since much of the paperwork problem is a result of state requiremenu
added to federal ones, redress Is impossible on the federal level alone. States
should investigate the actual paperwork load on WIN staff, and where overlapping

or unnecessary paperwork could be eliminated. It might be, for example, that
copies of federally required, cumulative statistical reports wo*ld suffice

for mat state purposes, eliminating the need for different form which report
the same information. The entire system of tack-on reporting should be re-
considered. The Eiuployment Services should be able to use oe series of

forms, required of all existing programs, and useful for all future ones.
A basic series covering services, applicants and costs could be used for all
programs, vith suitable program identification blpcks.
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C.3 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Edu'e.tLon and training components are essential to the Work Incentive

Program. The majority of applicants are without any significant skill. They

have received neither sufficient training nor acquired sufficient work exper-
ience to be considered as having even a minor skill in some marketable area.

In addition, a significant number are without high school degrees and tany
are unable to use Lnglish effectively since their achievement levels are

too often lower titan their grade levels.* The problem is further compounded
because WIN is prLmrily for women.** Though labor markets in most areas can
provide some jobs which may be held by men lacking high school degrees or

previous training, openings are frequently limited for women. Unfelr hiring
practices persist with respect to sex, and traditional concepts of work that

women can or should dohave been ignored only once, during World War II. As

a result, a women who would like rewarding work with upward mobility mast

generally choose a position in clerical or allied medical fields. These areas
often require at least a high school degree or equivalent. This means that

since women without the requisite education constitute a significant percentage

of most program, WIN will have to allow for an extended educational path for
its participants from GED--and in some cases from basic education--through
vocational components, To complete this sequence as the program is presently

constituted will take several years. This is clearly the best course of action
for some enrollees, but not for all. Unfortunately there is little else that

most projects can do.

An analysis of characteristics of AFDC recipients shows clearly that the
educational level of present WIN enrollees is significantly better than
that of the general population, indicating a probable downward trend in
the educational level of applicants.

** To understand the requirement of WIN, it is crucial to keep in mind the
great differences between rural and urban areas which exist in both the
populations and the program, National statistics which show a forty
percent enrollment level of males are combininS rural areas such as
West Virginia, which are primarily program for males, with some urban
program which are, or soon will become after the initial surge of
mandated referrals of males and youths, primarily for women.
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The alternative to extended training and education would be to

place woman in low-paying positions in services and trades which will not

remove those with move than one or two children from Welfare. *areoverg

such positions are characterized by high turnover and there is a strong

likelihood that many women so placed viii be without employment shortly

after termination. Therefore$ unless the labor market can be significantly

altered through job development and Job restructuring (see Paragraph CA)

educational and training courses viii have to be given to a majority of

present and potential WIN enrollees.

C.3.1 An Overview of the Educational and ?rein& n CAgponent Structurt

WIN is provided with considerable flexibility in establishing

education and training components. Problem early in the program

limited the extent to which educational and training components contracted

These have generally been overcome. , se(This determined a through £ollow-up

evaluation visits.) Free from the pressure of bulk enrollment which charac-

terized the start-up of many program, individual plans are noa being increas-

ingly emphasized and individual training contracts,•as compared with bulk

or class contracts are more in evidence. Many projects have made use of a

significant number of community resources and serve as filter and f"ding

mechanisms to allow WIN enrollees to take advantage of a v de variety of

training opportunities. There arep of course problem in the developet of

an employability plan, as discussed earlier in Paragraph C.2, but the provisions

for the coordination of trainit.g programs coupled with employability program$

are generally very good.,

WIN Is by no msans limited to DTA program or even courses in

the public sector. The training available in skill centers#, TA courses

and vocational high school is supplementec; by private vocational schools.

The general impression received from the evaluation visits, in fact, wea

that training options and educational options in moat sites etre adequate

and desired by applicants. There are$ however, problems which were fre-

quently observed in the education and training components and area" where

significant improvement can be made.
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(.13.2 lwaic _4ucation and CLD

There is undoubtedly a significant need for eduuational components

tor enrollees, as is stressed above. Nonetheless, there may be too much

emphasis placed on bringing people tp to the lvel of employers rather than

trytt8 to find significant jobe that might be hold '1y workers with less than

high school diplomas. The reason is s#Vly that many persons who do not have

high school degrees dropped out of schcol because they didn't like it, They
caiv to WIN primarily to get Jobs and skills--not to go back to school.

Long periods In strictly educational components, thirty hours a week, week

after week, can be too long and too severe for many persons not used to such

a routine, and not strongly interested in education.

rho extent to which dropouts from education is a problem requires

sumw interpretation. The program is not yet old enough to be certain that

4 steady-stats, dropout pattern has been reached, Many programs are still

dealing with what must be considered the better and ,wire-motivated applicants.

Dropouts may increase. In many programs# both btaff and applicants had

strong criticism of the proaesat GEW and ABS programs. They felt the CEO

programs in high schools r.flected too traditional an approach and were not

suited ro W10 clierLs.

in other pcogranu, Basi eEducation and CEDa re used as holding

operations for persons for whow direct vocational plans cannot be made.

This is frankly admitted in many areas; counselors and others feel there is

very little they can do for an untrained and uneducated applicant. Some-

times dropouts Lrom Basic Ed and GED components are anticipated and'desired

under the theory that these persons will not require further service and

more time will be available for the motivated who make it through the

courses. In other words, s$uh courses sometimes act as a weeding-out

process which makes subsequent screening and placement easier for the program.

Alternatives to educational components m=st be sought out for those

applicants who express no interest in further education not directly linked

to a vocational goal. At present, there are very few programs that couple

education with vocation, but where such an approach is used, it is apparently
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liked. There are some combined educatLonal-clerical program available to
WIN and there are a few companies which have used this combined approach.
Ideally, the best approach would probably be one that could place an applicant
in an industrial, manufacturing or office environmeant where a portion of the
day would be spent in education and a portion of the day in work. Such pro-

gram are largely unavailable to WiN; not only because of their scarcity in
the private sector, but also because of the noncompetitive position of WIN
with respect to developing them. (See Paragraph C.3.4.3.)

C.3.2.l The Quality of Courses, There are many approaches used for Basic
Education and GED) programs. These are largely divided into two general
categories: the programs--particularly for the basic education component-

which are subcontracted to private corporations (such as Westinghouse Learn-
ing Corporation, Educational Development Laboratories or MlND,, Inc.), or
those which are given to local boards of education. The r-,lative merits are
disputed by WIN staff members and, for that matter, applicants. Though the

study could not evaluate educational components, except in terms of results,
many persons interviewed have raised serious questions about their efficacy.

Few programs could be considered as iwowrative for the populations
for which they are designed. Too many are part of the normal adult com-
ponents in high schools and are designed for a homogeneous class structure
rather than for persons of diverse backgrounds. Applicants with widely vary-
ing achievement and learning levels in one project were placed into the soan
basic educational component. The slower students could not keep up with the

class, and dropped out because of discouragement, while the better students
became bored before the course reached their level. In one area, an adult
basic education class conducted by the school system has its class for WIN
parents in the grammar school during class hours-the same gramar scLool

where seme WIN enrollees have their children enroll.ed.

one basic problem with the program is that educational evaluation
is largely divorced from the WIN Program itself. Course evaluation iu esc-
ducted by the school system and is considered to be within the competAnce
of experts in education, not the WIN Program staff. But, the evaluation of
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educational components is criLical to the program. WIN should have available

to it experts in education for the disadvantaged who can develop experimental

and innovative courses for such applicants, courses which are coupled as

much as possible with clearly defined vocational goals and possibly with

vocational training itself. An evaluation of past experience would be feasible

now because of the wide diversity of classes and concepts to which applicants

have been exposed. Some babic educational programs use novel approaches

developed by private corporations, supplemented by visual aids. Others use
more standard readers and techniques.

In one or two areas evaluated, GWD wuw under direct control of

WIN and was designed for disadvantaged clients. In other areas, gCED was con-

ducted &s a part of the normal adult basic educational programs in the school

system. Because of the diversity of exposure, an extensive evaluation of

contents and the meaning of courses to applicants should be mwde. Resulting

from such a study, greater direction could be given to the use of both basic

education and GED components. Moreover, statistics), analysts of results
'(particularly the analysis of dropouts and successful completion), could

start the focus on approaches which show promise.

C.3.3 Testing

Testing is varied, widely used, and oftdn misused. In too many
instances testing has been used as screening for both education and train-

ing. Some of the tests are patently unsuited for the population served by
WIN. The Intermediate Stanford Achievement Test, which is sometimes used

to measure reading comprehension, is biased not only for cultural backgrounds,
but also for certain interests. A person with scientific interests or ex-

perience can answer nearly half of the questions of paragraph reading compre-
hansLon without reading the paragraphs. Conversely, the same paragraphs

would prove very difficult for persons who have neither scientific interests
nor background. The result is that such tests measure Interests, awareness,
and backgrounds as much as they measure reading comprehension. Since the

scores achieved on the SAT often dictate whether a person will be allowed

to obtain training or go into GED or Basic Ed, seriously biased employability

plans may result. For example, in one area at leat a fifth-grade achievement
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level on the SAT is required for tiasiing; test scores determine whether the

applicant will get what he really wants from the program: training and a job.

Similarly, the General Aptitude Test battery (GATh) is widely used

to determine suitable vocational reas. Where properly used, it is a valuable

tool. In cases, however, where the scores are strictly adhered to for deter-

mining training, it is more h-Armful than helpful. because of the very wide

variation in administration and interpretation of tests (ard for that matter

in tests used) direction at the national level is needed. ExamLnation of

tests, and guidelines on the use of tests, should be coupled with the evalu-

ation of the educational and training components given to applicants. Too

much variation-without apparent reason-was observed in the field. Experi-

mentation with tests and components is, of course, not bad in itself, but

applicants are being hurt by being subjected to poor combinations of tests

and components.

Nonverbal vocational tests, such as those used by the Jewish Educe-

tional Vocational Service's work sampling program, are probably steps in the

right direction. (A national research project is under way to study this

project.) In addition, attention should be given to developing a better

measure of verbal and numerical skills than presently available.

W.3.4 Vocational Training

Vecatioual training is actually divided between institutional and

on-the-job training. Within the institutional training category are public

programs 3n federally funded projects (such as nDTA), general public program

provided through vocational high schools and private courses with privately

funded and profit-making vocational schools, whether arranged on a class or

individual basis. This combination of different approaches can yield a good

mix of opportunities for applicants. Some areas -particularly rural sites--

have limited training opportunities for applicants. the lack of training

opportunities in these cases reflects also a dearth of actual job opportunities.

In many program areas, however, training problems resulted from procedures

which could be corrected.
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C.3.4.1 Coordinatio, and Funding. From the time the first projects began

in September 1968 until April 1969, ard later in some cases, vocational

components were restricted because adequate provisions had not been made
for funding of courses, obtaining courses, or securing individual contracts

where needed. In one of the earliest-starting programs, the first individual

contract was not approved until July 1969 because-of contractual restrictions.

In some program, tremendous pressure was placed on getting applicants enrolled

in WIN despl te the fact that no training components were available, none had

been adequately searched out, and few could be obtained for applicants for

many months to come. This produced a variety -i effects: extremely long

holding periods, "false" components which camouflaged actual holdings (such

as meaningless work-experience programs), overuse of GED and Basic Ed com-

ponents, or increased emphasis on orientation and counseling, even where not

indicated. Though this problem has been largely solved, at least as evidenced

by our follow-up visits, new programs should be planned arotmd the initial

availability of program components and jobs.

There are still some features of coordination which are hampering

the program, but not to the extent observed early in the study. Individual

contracts often require a lengthy chain of approval. Approval in lese than

a few weeks is unconmon; approval after months, typical. During this period

the applicant is often in holding and is anxious about his plan*. One side

effect is that while the applicant is in holding-whether because of his own
problems or because of program problems-he is not receiving incentiveo**g

not receiving supplementary welfare allowances, and not able to carry out

child care plans, The combination of these can have a very detrimental effect

on the applicant's ability to remain in WIN and his enthusiasm for it.

C.3.4.2 Course Diversity. Occupations for women are limited, and perhaps

as a result many programs have adopted a very narrow view of training for

women. Invariably, the great bulk of all training for women is in the

* Some applicants purchased course materials for programs which were later
disapproved.

** It is now possible for enrollees to receive incentives for holding periods
not in excess of 30 days,
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clerical, medical or beautician fieLds. Fot example, TABLE C-i shows the
listing of training slots for four programs, bhich are typical of mot of
those reviewed.

TABLM C-i. A Sample of Ttainini .Assijviuent
%mill Projects Large Proletcts

Kindergartan Teacher's Aid 2 Hairdressing 11
Beautician School 2 Clerical 19
Commercial School 3 LPN 12

(Private) 3 Cook 4
OJT (clark) 1 Stenographer 6

Clerk-Typist 14

Private Business School 10 Art I
(Clerical) Cosmetolog 17

Clerical$ Steno and
NDTA Clerical 6 Business 43

LPN and Dental 22
Registered Nurse 4
All Other (Hale and Femrle) 26

The problem is not that so many women are being trained for clerical or
allied meWical professions, but that there are numerous others aom placed
in Basic ; Ed or GED programs for whom such courses are not suitable. The
focus on employability plans for woman which stress clerical or medical
training results in far too many women ending up in Basic Ed or GED pro-
gram because of some vague goal for placement in those areas. The woma
who are not able to cope with the rights of six hours a day of education drop
out and are lost to the program, though these women may have a very sincere
desire for work. (The program staff too often state that those who leave
are motivateded.) A broader view of jobs for women should be developed,

coupled with an attack on the labor market.

C.3.4.3 On-the-Job Training. The majority of training course for WIN are
institutional. Though those have been supplemented by individual Contracts,

a pressing need exists for on-the-job training. In most areas, including
some of the largest program visited, no OJT courses for WIN enrollees have
been procured. For example, the largest program evaluated has staff dedicated
to the development of OJT slots. After seven months no results have been
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produced. The main reason for this is the competition for the limited number

of OJW slots among many agencies and program. In some areas, the private

sector has been saturated. The Work Incentive Program finds itself further

limited since its contracting provisions are not competitive with National

ALliance of BusLnessmcn (NAB) WT under the MA-4 Contracting provisions.*

The MA-4 contracts, moreover, are usually unavailable to WIN applicants since

the Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) is the prime deliverer of manpower
to .NAB and can fill the slots from its oun applicants .**

In many respects, aJT is the most desirable of all training options,
since it screens for a job at the beginning rather than at the end of train-
ing. The applicants are aware when they are placed in OJT that this is al-

ready a job and that they have a position if they can hold it. Unlike Insti-

tutLonal Training, which does not guarantee a placement (and many applicants

express the fear that they will not get £ job), OJT has the incentive of

employment built in. OJTis essential to WIN, but very little in providing

it can be achieved by the WIN teams themselves. The procurement of OJT must

be a coordinated effort at the area level for all programs. This can eliminate

competition among programs and the endless stream of 'developers" to which

some employers are subjected. It could also produce an equitable distribu-

tion of positions among program such as WIN, CEP, OJE, the Urban Leagua, etc.

C.3.4.4 Work Experience. Work experience, when properly used, is a valuable
adjunct to Vocational Training. When improperly used, it is a substitute

for holding. Though work experience does not necessarily have to have a

clearly defined vocational goal, it is sometimes a suLtable and acceptable

alternative to vocational training programs. Some applicants have received

valuable instruction and have ingratiated themselves with employers durLng

work experience, with the result that they were subsequently hired. Without
the exposure obtained from work experience they might have had little chance

for such employment.

* The reasons why the provisions ,are not competitive are complex, involving
both the nature of the contract, the money and training period allowed, the
allowable elements the contractor can receive payment for, and the source
of the contract itself.

** A recent directive from USTES provides that CEP is no longer to be the sole
deliverer of manpower to NAB, and provides for NAB-WT slotq to be allocated
to WIN participants. This change had not taken effect during the evaluation.
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On the other hand, work experience is often used as a Ju=W holding

operation and consists of little more than having applicants assigned to

offices to do menial work or to supplement other employees. ,ien in WIN

program offices, some applicants have been assigned to work experience doing

little more than closing and stamping envelopes for weeks on end. In one

case, an applicant had been doing such trivial work continuously for Im ,-ir

than the thirteen-week maximzum suggested in the federal guidel&nes. in another

program, work experience for an applicmat consisted of parking and guarding

the staff's cars in the WIN parking lot-a job he had passed into directly

from the Title V Work Experience Program he was previously assigned to. In

all, he had been parking and guarding car. for well over a year.

These cases clearly show that there is a potential of misusing work

experience to shuffle applicants iNto meaningless positions for periods of

unofficial holding. Adequate ir.-office training is difficult to develop.

Most supervisors in offices do not have the time or inclination to work with

trainees; do not comprehend, in fact, the tasks that actually are required

for jobs; and cannot properly conduct a suitable work experience program

without guidance. A clearly defined objective and a clearly defined study

plan should be requirements for every work experience slot and careful maitor-

ing should bit provided, This is seldom done. Even in some program which

claimed that such requirements existed, no adequate lesson or procedural plan

could be pr&iuced.

C.3.5 Absenteeism From Components

The majority of projects visited word experiencing problems with

enrollee absenteeism from formal components. Generalizations about patterns

of absenteeism are hard to arrive at. Some projects experienced heavy ab-

senteeism during orientation, with a sharp decline once enrollees entered

odu~ational and training program. In others, the pattern was exactly opposite.

Some sites had noted higher absenteeism among youth, or among ywmen. Haw had

no clear idea about absenteeism, since they were subcontracting all form- l

components and were not regularly receiving reliable attendance reports.
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It is clear that patterns of absenteeism are useful clues to enrollee
attitudes toward program components, and a few projects were benefitting from
analyzing these patterns and taking corrective action. In the project with
high absenteeism among youth, for example, a special youth-focused orientation
component had been devised. Another project had discovered that absenteeism
began to increase as enrollees neared the end of their training components;
attributing this to anxiety about entering the job market, the program began
concentrating increased counseling efforts on enrollees at that point*

because attendance reports are an important indication of enrollee
interest, and - at least Indirectly - of program impact, all subcontractors
to WJIN should be required to submit weekly attendance reports as a condition

of their subcontracts. These should be analyzed by program staff to: (1)
give an early warning of enrollees who may be drifting away from the program,
and who should be re-contacted by the counselor or coach, (2) provide an
indication of components which are unattractive to enrollees, and which
therefore should be re-examined for relevance, content and suitability for
the client population, and (3) check for patterns which indicate that en-
rollees with particular characteristics tend to lose interest in certain
components. It might be discovered, for instance, that youth do not respond
well to some component, or that older people do not, or that women do not,
etc. In general, attention to attendance and absenteeism patterns can
provide an "early warning system" to re-evaluate components and make correc-
tions before damage to enrollee morale has occurred.

c.4 PLACEMENT AN JOB DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of the Work Incentive Program is to place persons in
employment which can enhance their lives, and substantially reduce their
welfare payments. The program must ultimately be judged on the basis of the
number of persons placed, and the quality of jobs in which they are placed.
Despite this, less attention has been given to the obtaining of good positions
than to most other areas of the program. The Work Incentive Program was
largely planned around thle number of persons on Welfare rolls, particularly
the numbers who could presumably be made employable. iEployability was con-
sidered independent of whether a job could be provided for the applicant.
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1he only "escape mechanism" from limited labor markers was the provision for

the use of special work projects for enrollees for whom suitable work could

not be obtained, and this provision proved so difficult to suiplement that

only one state used it.

To verify that inadequate consideration was given to both the

question of sobs in the private sector and the suitable development of special

work projects in the public sector one need only visit projects in ai•es

where there ate few job openings in any fields, and where W/IN programs are

devoted to the education of the applicant. Horeover, that only one state

has implemented a special work project (and this one was hardly a success

within the framework envisioned for such projects), is a further indication

of the lack of planning around outcome rather than intake. The exact extent

to which WIN will be able to secure suitable employment for applicants camot

be ascertained, despite the pessimistic indication from the lack of planning

based upon the labor market. WIN is a young program, and very few persons

have moved through the program to the point of placement.

Statistics to date show that 14.37. of all applicants have been

placed, including those still in follow-up*. Of this figure, however, only

one-third have terminated, with two-thirds still in follow-up. There are

encouraging signs in the qualttv of placements made to date. ost have been

above three dollars per hour.

The low level of results, but relatively good mix of jobs could be

optimistically interpreted. First, the small number of placements could be

interpreted as indicating that it is too early in the program to see sipnL-

ficant results. Second, the fact that many of the placements are good, both

w&ll-payLn1 and in fields which do offer mobility, could be considered as

evidence for a successful placement policy. Such conclusions would be mis-

leading, however, because of the unusual nature of the start-up of this

program.

Shearer Report.
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In the first place, there was a significant number of Title V

transfers into WIN early ilk the program, and many placement actions carried
out as part of the Title V program are reflected in WIN statistics. These

.ersons transferred from Title V were already the success class of this

program in that they had remained in training for an extended period of time.
Second, many applicants reflected in the early results were Category I, per-

sons who were job-ready, because of the requirement to enroll the mandated
AFDC recipients. Since there were a fair number of men relative to the number

of slots*, a much higher percentage of men occupied slots early in the program

than will probably be evidenced later. The males tend to fall into two dis-

tinct categories, those on AFDCI-U primarily because they were unable to find

employment prior to unemployment insurance benefits running out, (but who
are active job seekers), and those males who were, despite being carried on
AFDC-U, too incapacitated to work. Many of the early placements reflect the

easy movement of the job-ready males into the labor market. This also accounts,

in part, for a number of the better-paying positions. Many of the women placed

thus far were either graduates of Title V or job-ready (a small percentage

in the total population).

Results to date, then, can also be interpreted pessimistically. Of

terminations processed, over 80% have been for other than placements*% Even
comparing the total number placed, terminated or not, with the dropouts shows

that over 60Z of all persons no longer active in a component have dropped out.

Of course, these figures should be no more cited as indicative of a probable

long-range eighty-percent failure rate, than the quality of placements to date

should be used as representing potential success.

16 W14 enrollments reflect at this time 40 percent male and 60 percent female
distribution because of referral priority. The AFDC stAtistics show 5 per-
cent male and )5 percent female.

** This figure Is obtained by comparing the number of placement terminations
with the number of dropouts.
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Because of the unusual nature of the start-up WIN enrollee group,

and the results that have been achieved by them, present program statistics

will almost certaLnly prove to be poor indicators of long-ran&e program

potential. The analysis must therefore deal with the operation of the job

placement and development function, to identify potential areas of weakness

and streng;th.

(..4.1 Planning and Libor Market Relationship

WIN Guidelines, Regulations, and State Plans, are usually weak on

the subject of available jobs. Though the subject of determLning employability

is often mentioned, and all cases (of AFDC would have to be assessed to identify

those who could be made employable, the complementary actlon,i.e., the deter-

mination of the number of jobs into which the employable enrollees might be

placed, was not clearly specified. The DoL guidelines do discuss the problem

of finding jobs in the private sector, and the need for aiding companies to

carry out job engineering, which could benefit WIN clients. But except for

the section on category [II special work projects, and the planning tor labor-

market information, there is little indication that the critical problem with

the program may be not component services, but rather the availability of

suitable employment.

The resulting impression is one of an availability of jobs which

can and should be developed directly from employers or obtained from other

programs. Perhaps as a result of the lack of attention given to this area,

or the fact that the placement of WIN applicants is the one component which

cannot be completely planned by the Emiployment Service, little attention was

given to this in individual state plam, Staff size, funding, size of program,

and other details were discussed but very little mention was made of the po-

tential for placement. Moreover, it is also difficulL, in many program, to

find any evidence of detailed plans being made for placement of applicants,

even now that the WIN program is well along. The position held by meet

programs seems to be to take a wait-and-worry attitude and deal with the

problem on a case-by-case basii. Many WIN job developers express great

apprehension about what can be done with applicants once they have come out
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of training components; based on preliminary excursions into the private

sector, many projects feel that the problem is largely insurmountable.

In many areas where the bulk of the enrollees are women, the WIN

staff feel that there is extremely limited placement that can be provided.

There is considerable competition from housewives who are willing to work at

even lower than federal minimum wages--they are supplementing a husband's income--

which makes it very difficult to develop jobs for the more disadvantaged wel-

faro clients. In some cases employers have strongly resisted the idea of

hiring welfare recipients. By some twist of logics employers in some areas

feel that giving jobs to persons on welfare is somehow contributing to an

immoral condition, i.e., being on welfare. Some employers have told WIN

staff that persons who have been on welfare are either shiftless or lazy or

have other personality traits which would make them less than desirable

employees. An attempt to open the doors of a major industry in one WIN

program site resulted in WIN's receiving a letter of full support for the

program--that is, full support short of actually providing any positions.
4

Finally, the jobs referenced in the regulations, presumably available
from CIP and other agencies, are often not there. For all intents and purposes,

National Alliance of Businessmen's NA-4WJT jobs are unavaLlAble to WIN re-

cipients in most programs, as discussed above. The result of these problems

has been to limit the jobs available to WIN applicants, in most cases, to

those which can le obtained from the normal employment Service files or from
the efforts made by the local WIN staff.

C.4.2 ... Problems in Placement Planninp

In many areas the short-range possibilities for placement of WIN

graduates are bleak. Slowdowns in corporate and comerical expansions coupled

with sharp decreases in government spending and the resultant cut-back in

employment in defense and civilian installations, lead to greatly increased

competition for fewer jobs, At least for the present, unemployment rates are

climbing--and the impact of that trend on employability program. is predictable.
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There is, therefore, a need for WIN both to bear in hard on job

development, and to plan placement around the actual characteristics and

potentialities of the client group. Placement, projects are already ack-

nowledging, will frequently be the most difficult "component" Co arrange for

enrollees, and placement planning is going to have to become very specific

and intentional.

Welfare recipients are not, of course, a aomogeneous group. They

var greatly in. "employability potential" and attractiveness to employers.

Placuzmnt is quite likely to grow oven more difficult as the prog;ra• jwsk ,i,

since the first "%enerar.on" of enrollees has included a number of job-re.hly

or virtually job-ready malos, and a number of highly mtLvatd females who

made child care plans on their own initiative (and sometimes partially at

their own expense) because of their eagerness to participate, and their desire

for employmenC. The. e has been both accidental and intentional "creanino"

of caseloads to enroll persons with the highest likelihood of success.

Later "generations" of enrollees will include less-motivated per-

sons, including persons enrolled involuntarily, and in fact many projects are

already experiencing difficulties with persons who will be extremely hard to

place successfully. These include persons with physical and emotional

handicaps,* as well as those with little previous education, no previous

training, and no work experience. lAking these enrollees competitive in the
"tight" labor market which prevails in many project area is perhaps WIN's

most difficult challenge.

Project staff approach these "problem cases" in a variety of wya.

Some bemoan the fact that they must take the mandated categories: i.e., mno

and youths whom they feel are difficult to work with because of emotional or

M Post males on AFDC are sut Iciently handicapped to limit or preclude
employment. See figure .-i in Section B.
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physical handicaps inadequately identified at referral,* Some are returned

to Welfare as inappropriate referrals--& difficult determination in the case

of men; since all men on AFDC are supposedly employable. There have been

cases where "problem" male enrollees were shuffled into holding or low-level

work experience components.

The situation with wome- is somewhat parallel. Those with high

school educAtion who would bo attractive to employers in terms of attitude,

appearance and stable child care arrangements are, in many programs, being

moved rapidly and successfully through training components and into jobs.
Others, less job-ready, are being assigned to basic education and GED, where

no job-placement activity is expected for some time. Again, many of the

quick "successes" will be able to compete on the job market, but later gener-

ation of enrollees who have come through a longer preparatory process may

find the going rouSher, particularly in areas of high unemployment.

Many placements of women to date have been in good positions,

usually Jobs which require some minimum of training and education, at least

a high school degree. This indicates that once the "quality" of the applicants

diminishes, placesente may become more difficult. Some indications of this

trend exist.

In one program, all eligible applicants have been screened and

referred in accordance with the federal guidelines. For those who have been

referred but for whom there are no slocs (over 8000 persons), there has b-en

routine referral to HRD centers in the functional ES offices.

Conversely, placement activities for some men consist simply of quick.
successful referrals to a job, often through the Employment Service; this
illustrates again t6e extreme diversity of men on AFDC. In two cities
visited, the placement statistics reflected men who had refused WIN
participation because uy were employed. In a West Coast city$ more
than twenty percent ot persons classified in the WIN records as placements
in follow-up were in fact persons who had refused WIN and found jobs
unassisted.
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The number of placements achieved with applicants referred to those offices
is very low. Even the services and trades offices, which supposedly would

have numerous jobs for women regardless of their educational or skill levels,
have not produced significant results with women. It is not clear whether

the reason is a reluctance of clients to accept poslftona, an attitude on
the part of the interviewers or mAnpower specialists that it is probably best
to wait for WIN clients to get WIN services, or other causes, but results are

not being" chieved. Staff in many locations are extrLmly pessimistic about
the ability to deal with other that the better-equipped clients, and freely
admit to "creaming" of applicants. The justification is that in a limited
program it is far better to work with those having potential for success than

with those with very little potential. This is viewed by sawe, particularly
Welfare offices, as discrimination against difficult clients. Philosophically,
either position can be held with justification. One must sympathize with
staff who cite case after case of persons in mandatory referral groups who
have been on Welfare for years and have such severe problems that they cannot
be adequately served. Similarly, sympathy must be given to staff who feel
that the higher calibre clients served by WIN could really have found jobs
on their own, and that WIN is not really reaching those most in need of

assistance.

The problem again relates to planning. Little attention was given
to the widely diverse background and characteristics of persons expected
from the Welfare roles and plans. The p-ocedure cited for handling category
1, cateogry 2 and category 3 enrollees did not cover adequately a policy

for screening, Tacit approval can be inferred for either of tw approaches;

referral without screening for probably program success$ and referral with
such screening ("creaming"). Because previous studies have indicated lack
of results with •ortain AFDC clients in training programs, greater attention
must be given to determining employability around a realistic set of referral

priorities, and around a realistic approach to jobs and Job orders.
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C.4.3 staff Structuto and Job Developent

There is considerable variation in the way in which the staff of

WIN deals with job orders and the labor market. As mentioned previously$

the actual structure of the teams is varied, in same cases including a men-

power specialist and Job developer on the teams, and in other cases, consisting

of a do facto one-man Lean: the counselor. Perhaps the strongest reason Zor

variation is the division of work among the counseling and training functions

(the client-oriented functions) and the development functions (the employer-

oriented functions). In the ideal case, the manpower specialist will partici-

pate &a a member of saom form of a team from the initial assessment of client

potential through placement. In this way the manpower specialist has more

or less given his stamp of approval to a plan which he then must fulfill with

a valid position. Such an arrangement would also involve, the manpower

specialist personally with the client early in his enrollment. In this way,

the client would be aware of individual responsibility for his placement

rather than some nebulous concept of placement through a program. This also

has the advantage of ensuring that action begins on a client prior to the

completion of training so that there is not an excessive period of holding

after training because of the lack of a job.*

C.4.3.1 Problems of Coordination

Even this arrangemnt is subject to problem. In the first place,

the relationships between the labor market, both public and private, and

individual team job developers can be quite varied. Second, in large project

areas where there are several teans, it is possible for the Individual teas

developers to operate independently of one another, each interfacing with

the normal employment Service files and with their own battery of employers.

This is called for in the LUTES Program Letter cited earlier, but is too
often not carried out in the field. In some programs which do not use a
team approach, the first indication that someone needs placement is t)be
transfer of his records to the placement unit.
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In such casns a WIN project is somewhat like a collection of Lndividual pro-

jOcts each having a Lomplete framework of services from intti|l counseling

through placement. Not surprisingly, coordination is a serioLs problem in

such programs. Redundant visits by representatives of diftercnt programa

and even different representatives Af WIN to employers can rtsult, 0nd has in

fUct resulted. Transfer of suitable job orders between te*A has to be carried

out informally5 often just by word of mouth or at besc,brief inter-office

memoranda. Even in cases where some method of coordination has been imposed

on the teams, (and this is becoming more and more the case), the problem

rmamins that the individual manpower specialists or job developers are in i

poor position to effect any major change in the structure of the labor market.

They must deal largely on a case-by-case basis, rhe total impact on the com-

munity is only perceived in terms of individual actions on individual clicnts.

This is not to fault the manpower specialists, but there is very little that

can be done to alter tho structure of the job market on a large scale by

someone whose job is that of a single manpower specialist on a single team

in a single Lederal program,

C.A.3.2 Requirement for Coordination of Program Placement Action

Employers do not perceive the difference among the many job program

for the disadvantaged, and are hardly receptive to lhe multiple contacts to

which they have been subjected because of the proliferation of programs. Add

to this the proliferation of individual developers within a single prol;ram

and the problem is compounded. Therefore, to effect action on anything

greater than an Individual case, *ob development must be carried out at a

higher level than the Lmployment Service itself by some sort of joint committee

representing all manpower programs in an area. What is needed is a well-

coordinated group, dedicated to WIN and ocher programs for disadvantaged

applicants, functioning on a coordinated basis throughout the project area.

This group could handle manpower planning for and interface with individual

placement and development staff on WIN teams, CEP units, HD teams, etc.

Of course, the staff members themselves could be a part of this group.
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'Iia ccatral rtquLrement is that coordinated activities be carried out by

the group co.wittCd to fulfilling employability plans with jobs. This is not

to say that manpower specialists should cease to be members of WIV teams.

Quito the contrr-y, their position as interface between the client: and the

jobs is crucial te the success of the program. rhey are the onei who should

be able to interpret the client's potential in terms of the lalot market,

provide knowledgeable inputs to employability plans, work with tie applicant

while he is enru.led in components, and request and look for suitable employ-

ment for the applicants. Some of the responsibility, however, for developing

positions must be given to high administrative levels * which can effectively

communicate with employers at fairly high levels in businesses and industries.

In a fe.o cases, such a goal his been the excuse for procedures which

place the whole job development responsibility on normal ES offices. These

offices are to be the contacts with employers and are to produce the orders

that the individual team members will subsequently use in placing applicants.

This procedure only works if the kS offices themselves have a strong coommit-

ment to the WIN team concept and to the WIN enrollee as well as a backlog of

suitable jobs, which is not always the case.

C.4.3.3 'Inadequate Placement Procedures Because of Staffins

Manpower specialists are sometimes reluctant to work closely with

counselors or be placed under their supervision. In a number of projects,

there was in fact no involvement of manpower specialists on the teams at all.

In some there was no WIN job development activity of any kind. In one project,

the team staffing arrangement was not originally used, reportedly because of

civil service complications. Later, when the team plan was instituted, man-

power specialists were still not includod--they remained a separate group,

involved with the teams only at the point where enrollees were actually ready

for placement. in one city visited, the teams were initially set up with all

members functioning together and working under the direction of the counselors

* As, in fact, called for in ES Program Letters and Guidelines. The procedure
for making the greatest use possible of existing facilities should not be
interpreted as meaning effort should not be made by WIN, as hav been the
case in some programs.
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with the manpower specialists involved in the development of employability
plans. By the timje of the folltv-up visits, the teams had disintegrated
and the manpower opecialisL, now operated independent of the te~m under
their own chain of supervision, In other cases, the team never materialized
and the program is largely focuses around client-oriented operations carried
exclusively by counselorsowith clients passed on to a placement office when
"ready" or placed directly by the counselor himself. In extreme casu, the

WIN team, without manpower specialists, is located in one office and simply
refers applicants who are job ready or who have completed training :o normal
placement offices for service. These offices have, moreover, traditionally
been unable to effect placements with disadvantaged applicants, and it is
unlikely that they will do so now simply because a WIN teram rather thMn a

Welfare worker refers the applicants to the office.

This situation is very unfortunate. Placement is the key to a
successful program and from all indications is going to be the most difficult
aspect of W3IN. The division between the functions greatly lessens the ability

of the program to effect placement and diminishes the applicant's confidence in

the program.

C.4.4 Category III: Special Work Projects

The only escape valve for a possible lack of jobs is the provision
for special work projects. These are authorized under section 432 (b) (3),
and called for under section 433:

(e) (l)...the Secretary shall enter into agreements with
(A) public agencies, (B) private nonprofit organizations
established to serve a public purpose, and (C) Indian
tribes with respect to Indians on reservations...

(e) (2) Such agreement shall provide -. I

(A) for the payment by the Secretary to each employer
a portion of the wages to be paid oy the employer
to the individual for the work performed...

(e) (4) No wage rates provided under any agreement entered
into under this subsection shall be lower than the
applicable minimum wage for the particular work
concerned.
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4peccal work projects have great potential significance for WIN,

since they represent an area for development of jobs outside the "Private
sector" hose openings for WINl saduates are extremely limited in many areas.
IL is already clear in some project areas that private employers are simply
not going to be ablit to handle an infltoc of new entry-level employees; some
are, in fact, in tho process of la-ing off former "hard-core unemployed" who
were hired under earlier manpower programs. In these same a:eas, however,
there is c early wrk that needs to be done for the improvement of communities;

such wk is usually in the public or nonprofit sectors. In theory, then,
the special works projects should provide a hopeful placement mechanism for
moving beyond a narrow range of private placement options.*

In fact, however, during the evaluation only one state had imple-
mented the special work projects feature of WIN, although other states were
developing plans for tham. During the first-round evaluation visits, the
following reasons were cited by project officials for not implementing
special work projects:

(1) The guidelines for the provision of special work
projects were obscure and difficult to understand.

(2) During program start-up, many programs had to
develop components sequentially; i.e., it the
order that enrollees would need them. In the
frantic start-up rush to secure such components
as basic education, GED, and institutional training,
other options wore given lover priority and reserved
for later consideration. These lover priority com-
ponents included special work projects (end, in moat
cases, CUT).

(3) Persons responsible for planning WIN projects had heard
of problems in the one state which had implemented special
work projects, and wanted to avoid duplicating that experience.

* Plans for the newly created Public Service Careers program call for the
provision of public sector jobs to enrollees of manpower program, including
WIN.
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On second-round evaluation visits, t hough, it was learned that the majority

of projects re-visited were at least considering special work projects,

and some had plans well-advanced. Now the problem definition had changei--

the main difficulty had to do with funding. , Mat public and nonprofit

agencies, themselves hard-pressed for funds, did not find thea peal work

projects funding arrangements sufficiently attractive to warrant hiring WIN

enrollees and providing the necessary supervision for them. There was a

icelLng from both project staff and prospective sponsors of special work

projects that full federal funding (i.e., the federal government's paying

the full 'age of persons placed in special work projects instead of a

proportion)would make the program much more appealing *

The one state which did use special work projects as a WIN placmmsat

mechanism provided less than a model of success. The special work project

was being run very much like a public works project, with AFDC workers doing

fores try and fire-fighting work, for an hourly sam considerably under the

federal uminimum wage. Because of the lengthy hours, working conditions--

enrollees were driven to the forest in open trucks--and the low vagesp, the

recipients refused to continue on the project and were revived from the

program. (Many have only recently been re-enrolled.) This experience,

though obviously an isolated example, does show the importance of developing

worthwhile projects. Simply demanding physical labor in exchange for the

'Velfare" check is not going to be a solution to the welfare problem.

C.4.5 Follow-Up

WIN programs are requirci to monitor the applicant at all stages

of his involvement in the program including placement. Despite the clear

requirement, however, careful and ongoing monitoring of applicants varies

Irunically, during WIlN's staiL-up phase, when projects were too harried
to be able to institute special work projects, regulations did provide
fLr Lull federal funding. This provision was subsequently changed, how-
ever, and now that many projects are in a position to consider special work
projects, the funding provisions are much less advantageous to the sponsor.
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from project to project. In some it is very good, and in one exceptional,'

In many, however, it is virtually nonexistent#

C.4.5.1 (crikent Monitorin&

rhougih not sLriLtly follow-up, the continuing maintenance of contact

with applicants jid instructionr in components is the first step to providing

the procedures and rclacionships which should carry through for the fL:st

six montlis of placement. Too often, there is no formal procedure for such

contacts. mnce in a component, the enrollees may virtually lose contact with

the m•uin W11 program. Very few programs had any positive control over abseses--

a f•w could not say even if an enrollee was really attending the classes.

When enrollees are in holding the situation is oven worse, Though

holding periods are supposed to be "down" times during which personal prob-

lenm can be corrected, and other services provided, mast holding periods are

used for no such purpose. These are simply periods during which the applicant

nuist wait Lot a component and service, and he is lucky if any contact at all

is provided by the staff.

These long periods of unproductive holding are sources of friction

between the ES staff and the Welfare staff, Holding is not supposed to be

"dead" time, and the HEW manual is specific on the point:

(46.6)...Bccause of this responsibility, the welfare
agency should satisfy itself that the manpower
agency is providing meaningful employabi.lity
services to the individual during its so-called
'"holding" periods in between assignments to
major program components.

When no service is provided, most caseworkers who are concerned with

thcLr clients become increasingly wary of the WIN program itself. That the

situation is serious can be illustrated by one incident in the field. One

interviewer went to the home of the WIN enrollee who was classified as being

in holding. The enrollee mistook the interviewer for a member of the WIN

staff and said, "Thank God you've finally come for me."
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Numerous examples were found where records indicated that the

applicant was 0a one covaponent, when it was actually learned that he had

not attended [or months, In several places applicants were thought to be

in one class when actually they were in another; in one case not only could

an applicant who was listed as being in a vocational training class not be

found--neither could the class!

C.4 .5.2 Placement Follow-Up

One of the important placement-related components is follow-up.

The goal of the program is not to make plicements but to provide long-term

suitable employment to enrollees. This means that the staff mast act as

liaison between applicant and employer during; the critical early stages of

employment to improve the enrollee's chances of remai-aing on the job, and to

ensure that the applicant does return to the program in the event that trh

job is lost.

Despite the importance of this follow-up procedure, it Lo not

faithfully carried out in many programs. Some records have shown elap.ed

times of up to six months between any enrollee and program contact. Some

provide, though, more contact with applicants once placed than they did

when the enrollees were in components. (This usually happens because

follow-up is a separate function, and persons, once placed are transferred

to this unit for follow-up action.) In a few centers, follow-up was

rigorously and faithfully adhered to. Contacts were made with both employer

and employee according to a clearly defined time sheet, and each call or

visit, and its results, were recorded. Surprisingly, there were Lso problems

with this system. Counselors who were charged with the follow-up responsibility

in one project indicated that several employers were not happy about the

calls from the center, and were suspicious of the reatons--in some cases

they assumed there must be something wrong with the applicant. To avoid

hurting the enrollee, and damaging the changes of others to be placed in

the same company, calls were eliminated to these employers--the nrolles

were still called, however, according to the schedule.
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Regardless of hoy performed, follow-up not only lets the program
know where the enrollee is and how he is doing* but also lets the enrollee

know that someone is interested in his progress. It also provides him with
an opportunity to complain about service he has received, or to bring up

personal problems which may be inhibiting his progress. in many ways it is

as essential to the program, from the first day of contact through placements,

as any of the other recognized staff functions.

C.4.5.3 Other US WIN Considerations

There are other factors in the Employment Service's WIN participation
which, although not of the magnitude of other areas discussed above, do have a
bearing on the effectiveness of WIN projects. Two frequently mentioned by ES
WIN staff during on-site evaluations were: (1) lack of available cash for
enrollees' immediate needs, and (2) inadequate physical facilities for WIN.

From an administrative point of view, the "ready cash" problem may
be minor, but from the enrollee's viewpoint it is scrLoas. Few programs havo
enough financidl flexibility to reimburse program participants for out-of-pocket
expenses for immediate needs such as car fare, a uniform needed for a job, or a
personal emergency. In many projects visited, staff related stories of enrol-
lecs with desperate immediate needs for small sums of money--usually for trans-
portation, but sometimes for such basics as food. To their credit, many WIN
team members have dipped into their own pockets to help enrollees with finan-
cial emergencies. In one large West Coast site, the staff regularly held a raf-
fle, the proceeds from which want to a petty cash fund to be used for enrollees'

emergency needs.

Physical facilities used by WIN programs vary incredibly. In some
projects, offices are attractive and spacious, with individual offices provided
for counselors, and sometimes for other team members as well. In others, the
WIN teams are located in the midst of a gigantic Employment Service operation,
with no private facilities of any sort, and with overcrowding, high noise lovely,
and a general air of confusion. Counseling and other intensive work with en-
rollees is extraorditiorily difficult in such circumstances. In a large Midwest
project, ten fully staffed teams shared one huge room, which also included space
for some supervisory personnel. The noise level was so great that counseling
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sessions had to be conducted in a near-shout.

Projects also vary greatly in location of facilities. Some large

projects, like the one just mentioned, centralize a11 WIN staff in a single lo-

cation. Other multi-team projects scatter team throughout areas. !Uach approach

has its advantage& and drawbacks; basically, the decision of which approach to

follow involves a "trade-off" between easy program coordination, a&d easy access

to the progra% by enrollees. There was no pattern observed of relation between

program effectiveness and facility location; it is likely that the location of the
projects iA of little consequence as long as they are not too difficult for en-

rollees Lo reach within reasonable traveling time.

0
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